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All the control you need.
When you choose a radio control 

system you should get a real choice. 
Not just how many channels you need, 
but how they're controlled.

Only Futaba offers a complete 
selection of specialized systems 
and servos for every form of RC 
modelling.

Our 3 ,4 , 5 and 6 FN series has 
been a favorite of sport and contest 
flyers for years, and they now feature 
our new, GyroGimbal precision control 
sticks. Car and boat racers find our 
steering wheel-equipped 2F. with its 
unique throttle/brake centering,

perfect for high-speed competition. 
The single-stick, 3-channel 3S, matche 
with our ultramini S20 servos, is idea 
for gliders. For helicopters we build 
the sophisticated, programmable 5JH. 
And for pattern pilots who demand the 
best, we've handcrafted the incompa
rable 8JN.

In all there are 14 Futaba system: 
to choose from, many with a choice ol 
servo options to custom-fit your need?

Get all the control you need whe 
you choose your radio. And get the 
quality and reliability that has made u: 
the worldwide leader in radio control.

We’ve got your radio. Futaba.
For more information please write: Futaba Corporation of America 555 West Victoria Street/Compton/CA 90220



t /  Patronize your 
/  Local Hobby Shop 
for the Complete 
& B line.

A Ducted Fan engine 
"right out of the box" complete 

with Perry Pump/Pump Carburetor.

We continually maintained a good supply of reserve parts. 
No engine repair was delayed because of lack of parts.

MANUFACTURING
12152 WOODRUFF AVE., DOWNEY, CA. 90241

K&B 7.5CC (.45) 
DUCTED FAN 
ENGINE

I T WAS “ LI KE A BOLT FROM THE B L U E ..."
Your demand for the K&B 7.5cc (.45) R/C  
Inboard Marine Racing Engine and the K&B 
7.5cc (.45) Ducted Fan Engine was so great 
that the dealers were sold out three months 
sooner than we had projected! To say we 
were pleased is putting it mildly.
No doubt you who were able to get engines 
were pleased with them for the word went 
out and the demand increased. To those of

*9 a*

you who were unable to buy them we can only 
say that we are genuinely sorry. However, the 
heavy production schedule for producing our 
complete line of 16 engines did not permit us 
to put the two 7.5cc engines back on the 
production line until December*. THEY ARE 
NOW BACK IN STO CK AT YOUR LOCAL 
HOBBY SHOP . . . the powerful, dependable 
K&B 7.5cc engines.

K&B 7.5CC (.45) N/C
inboard marine
RACING ENGINE

A record breaker
with power to spare. Equipped with 

a rear exhaust butterfly throttle 
and water-cooled head.
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IN THE BEST CIRCLES,
IT’S t t b e r  *»kiv<kr

A P R E C IS IO N  IN S T R U M E N T  

F O R  T H E  D IS C R IM IN A T IN G  M O D E L E R

• Safe, Rear Draw-Bar Clutch
• Precision, Instrument-Quality Materials
• Strong-Holding Advanced Collet Design
• Non-Rolling Hex Cross-Section
• Deeply Knurled, Non-Slip Grip
• Long-Life, Stainless,

Surgical Steel Blades

See your dealer, or order direct. 
Dealer inquiries are invited.
All direct orders sent postpaid in (J.S. 
California residents add 6% sales tax.

20

Available in seven satin anodized handle colors: 
silver, blue, red, green, gold, copper, violet. 
Complete set in fitted hardwood case; includes 
uber Skiver, together with two vials containing 
four No. 11, and one each of Nos. 10, 12, 15,
and 2 0 .............  $14.95
Individual handles (specify color) $5.95
Vial of 6 blades (No. 10, 11, or 15) $2.10

(No. 12 or 20) $3.30

MODEL BUILDER PRODUCTS
621 West Nineteenth St., Costa Mesa, California 92627



Superscale deiall your RC12E Our Lexan* Toj-303/ Cosworth. vacuum-formed body leoturmfl custom paint and hand- 
fabricated cold alrbox. mirror ond Warsteiner' sponsor decals (not included in kit)

GO RACING WITH THE TEAM.
If racing is the name of your game, take to the 

track with Team Associated. In RC car competition, 
from Southern California to the South of France, 
we've built a track record that includes the World 

Championships and over a dozen 
ROAR National Titles.

The Nats-winning RC12E features die-cut fiberglass chassis, lightweight rocmg wheels 
and tires, tough glass-filled nylon pillow blocks and complete, detailed instructions 
Including racing tips from Gene Husting ond Roger Curtis. Approved for ROAR 
competition

THE RC12E'S TRACK RECORD AT THE NATS

ROAR Nationals Expert Class 1:12 Scale Electrics
Production Stock Modified

1978
4cell No event MRP RC12E
6cell No event RC12E RC12E

1979
4cell No event RC12E No event
6cell RC12E RC12E RC12E

*4 cell cars run indoors, 6 cell cars outdoors Chart shows oil expert class main events 
under official ROAR sanction since the RC12E was introduced

The Team builds that experience into every 
RC300 and RC12E competition car kit. And now the 
phenomenal RC12E is even available assembled, 
tuned and ready- 
to-win. So whether 
you're ready for the 
high-powered gas 
class or looking for 
the easy mainte
nance and tight 
dicing of 1:12 
electrics, we've got 
you covered.

So join forces
with the Team. We've got the magic if you've got 
the touch.

It s a gos! The new 1:8 scale Associated 
RC300 sweeps the 1979 ROAR Winternats in 
Florida . 1-2-3*

TEAM ASSOCIATED
Associated Electric/1928 East Edinger/Santa Ana/CA/92705 (714) 547-4986

PLEASE WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG AND DETAILED INFORMATION.

O 1979 Associated Electrics Documentation of Race Results available from ROAR



the way 
we see it

Next time you look at 
another radio control system, 
look at it the way we do. Go 
past the shiny outside package 
and the cut rate price tag. Take 
a look inside at the electronics, 
the heart of any R/C system.

A superior unit can give you 
a lifetime of modelling use. At 
Kraft we have always

emphasized the use of high 
quality components and 
superior design for top 
performance and reliability. For 
example, many of our famous 
Gold Medal Series systems are 
still going strong after 12 years 
of use. A good number of them 
are still used competitively.

See and compare for 
yourself. Kraft’s quality is 
readily apparent: we base our 
reputation on it.

Kraft 1980, continuing the 
tradition. Write for a free 1980 
catalog.

450 W. California Ave., PO . Box 1268 
Vista. CA. 92083.(714)724-7146. TWX:910 3221471
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N o r t h r o p ' *
w o r k b e n c h
• It’s strange how fate can play tricks on 
you. We had just completed a “ Work
bench” editorial for this issue on de
monstration flying, inspired by the Rich 
"von" Lopez article on C/L Combat 
demonstrations at Candlestick Park, San 
Francisco, during a pro football half
time (page 48), when word came in on 
the unfortunate accident at Shea 
Stadium in New York.

Although our editorial dealt strictly 
with the choice of R/C aircraft used in 
demos, it came out strongly against 
flying non-aircraft objects, and this 
turned out to be a factor in the accident. 
Then, a few days later, when news came 
that the person most injured had died, 
our immediate reaction was to deep-six 
the whole story, as one of our strongest 
dislikes is an l-told-you-so.

A telephone conversation with John 
Worth at AMA Headquarters confirmed 
our conclusion . . .  make all possible 
effort to avoid further publicity through 
the news media; such publicity is usually 
twisted and exaggerated purposely or 
through ignorance and could only 
further damage our relations with the 
unknowing public. As an example, one 
of the early news releases stated as 
follows; “ Witnesses say the mostly metal 
apparatus which weighed between 30 
and 40 pounds was being flown . . .  etc., 
etc." Obviously some copy writer as
sumed that a regular, grass cutting, 
lawnmower was being flown, and we 
don’t need to dwell on that person’s 
knowledge of aerodynamics!

John Worth also agreed that as model 
magazines are read almost exclusively 
by modelers, there is no need for us (the 
model mags) to restrain from making

DOWN M EM ORY LAN E . . . RCMB's editor at Indiantown Gap Labor Day Weekend R/C Get· 
ogether, near Harrisburg, Pa., probably 1958. The Great Lakes was McCoy .09 powered (?), 
with Kraft single, Bonner Vari-Comp, rudder only. Stable flier. RCMB plan 9781.

comment. "Model Aviation" will be 
issuing a complete report on the acci
dent, for example. With the above 
thoughts in mind, we will return to our 
discussion about choice of “ aircraft”  for 
public demonstrations, though some
what abbreviated . . .  the safety angle is 
really l-told-you-so at this point.

Incidentally, we wish to publicly 
express our heartfelt sympathy to the 
family and friends of the young man 
who died of injuries from this accident, 
and particularly also to Phil Cushman, a 
fine modeler, and an expert R/C’er of 
many years experience, who happened 
to be at the controls when the fateful 
and unpredictable event took place. It 
could have happened to any one of us 
on many occasions, and anyone who 
denies it is not being truthful to them
selves or to others.

Our concern regarding public de
monstrations has certainly always been 
with the matter of safety, but also, for a 
number of years, it has been with a much

Trophy to be awarded at the Torrey Pines 
Gulls/RCMB Slope R/C Sailplane Pylon 
Champs, March 1 and 2, 1980. See text.

more deep-rooted problem. This prob
lem has to do with the philosophy 
behind the desire of those who put on 
the public demonstrations. Our belief is 
that most of these demonstrations are 
staged by those who wish to promote 
model aviation along with the promo
tion of a worthy cause, such as incurable 
disease foundations, handicapped chil
dren, etc.

When it comes to promotion of 
modeling, we hope to educate the 
uninformed public on the skills in
volved, on the educational aspects for 
kids, the recreational value for all ages, 
and on the need for flying fields and 
meeting facilities that usually bring us 
head-to-head with local and national 
governing officials.

With this in mind, it is our opinion that 
we should avoid the use of non-aircraft
like flying objects when demonstrating 
before the unknowing public. Imitation 
wheelbarrows, lawnmowers, and dog
houses that may be flown by radio 
control can only be truly appreciated by 
modelers who understand the aerody
namic problems that must be overcome 
to make such objects flyable. These 
gimmicks may entertain the public, but 
at the cost of ridiculing our hobby. We 
need to give it all the dignity we can 
muster, but a flying doghouse has about 
as much dignity as a pie-throwing rou
tine.

Every attempt should be made to use 
aircraft that are as scale-like as possible, 
and in the interest of safety, as lightly 
loaded as possible.

Representatives of syndicated car
toonist Charles Schultz have already 
indicated that they want no further 
association with R/C flying doghouses 
and Charlie Brown’s Snoopy. Perhaps 
they’re not as "sticky" as we thought. . .  
just smart!

Continued on page 109
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•  ·  · · Tt4Eee,,byAtč
(Leners to the Editor)

Dear RCMB,
I've always made allowances lor you Ameri

can blokes bein' a tunny lot what with the way 
you talk an'spell, dnvin' on the wrong side ol the 
road an’ all that. But I didn't believe you treated 
your womenfolk bad until I saw the November 
cover ot RCMB

01 course a model flyer has to be bloomin' 
crazy to lly where the landin' area is a 45- 
degree rock face, but that isn't exclusively an 
American trait What bothers me is that he 
should get his girl to do the rough work Not only 
that, but he has gotten her out ot bed so early in 
the mornin' that she hasn't time to fix her Barnet 
(1) or put shoes on, or even change out ol her 
nightgown

In retrievin' the model she has ripped her 
nightgown, but does he care? Does he oiler lo 
lake il oil and mend it with 105-minute epoxy7 
Does he heck! Instead, he has her balanced 
agonizingly on the lagged rocks, carefully 
concealing her torn andbleedm'plates(2) An' 
she has to hold the model so that damage from 
landing on those rocks doesn't show.

What beats me is that alter all this, she has a 
smile on her boat-race (3). I sincerely hope that 
this is because she will get lull recompense 
later.

Seasons greetings to all
Yours, Vic Dubery 

Walton-on-Thames 
P S. 1. (Barnet) Fair = Hair 

2 (Plates) ol meat = Feet
3. Guess what?

Now we know what they mean by "mad 
dogs and Englishmen." Vic is definitely fog
bound (hazy = crazy)!

Gentlemen:
I would tike to identity the "Mystery Model ol 

the Month" in Tom Hutchinson's tree flight 
column lor December 79.

The model is a "TRI-F.A.I., "designed by Bob 
Hunter It was featured on the cover ol Flying 
Models lor June-Juty 1960

In 1960 I was a high school student, building 
stunt control line and 112A tree flight models in 
every spare minute. Having been mostly 
inactive in model building since 1964. I am 
currently rediscovering our hobby So many 
changes have occurred, both in technology 
and prices1

En/oy your magazine very much I particu
larly like to read biographical sketches ol 
prominent people in the hobby: both model 
builders and people who make my hobby their 
business.

Whatever happened to: Francisco luel. OK 
Cub engines, Berkeley kits?

Thanks lor an informative and entertaining 
magazine

Sincerely. Bud Fanes 
Melbourne. Florida

Your Mystery Model identification is 
correct, but a little too late to win the free 
subscription.

What memories your last question brings 
up . -. that unmistakable odor of Francisco 
"Pow er M ist" glow fuel exhaust fumes 
Remember the green can? Francisco Labo
ratories is still at the same address on 
Glendale Blvd. in Los Angeles, and though it 
no longer markets fuel for model engines, 
the company still supplies racing fuels for 
full-scale cars and boats. Wonder if the 
exotic fumes are still recognizable?

OK Cub engines, at least in the smaller 
sizes, were famous for their weak fuel draw. 
A hard hand launch of a Cub 09 or .14 
powered model usually pulled the fuel right 
out of the venturi and back into the tank! 
Herkimer Tool Company still exists, but no 
longer manufactures model engines.

Berkeley k its, famous for their "die- 
crunched" parts, after the company first 
closed, were taken over by Duke Fox, and 
then finally went on to Sig Mfg Co Asfaras 
we know, all that remains now are a few of 
the designs, undoubtedly re-engineered to 
Sig's higher standards. The new Sig catalog 
still includes a kit for Henry Struck's Nats 
Flying Scale Winner, a rubber powered, 34- 
inch span Stinson L-5 Sentinel, a kit that we 
remember building around 1947

Dear Bill,
I have an idea that I hope you can use. I think 

that many modelers would love to see a listing 
ol the many aeronautical museums. Possibly 
you could sell updated listings as you do plans.

I doubt that many people would enjoy the 
burden ol compiling a list including location ol 
the many museums, but il you asked readers to 
write in the name, location, admission lee. and 
hours ol operation, the list would not be dillicult 
to compile. It would be helpful to know the name 
ol a large cily near the museum, or airport, also.

Most ol us have opportunities to travel now 
and then, and I always hate to come home and 
lind thal I was within a lew miles of some 
interesting spot.

On another subject: the pretty girl standing 
barefoot on a lava hill at Malibu Beach on the 
cover ol your November issue ought to make a 
first class wile for some modeler. Women have 
to learn to deny themselves certain privileges 
(such as shoes) in order to live with modelers.

Sincerely, Dan W. Lakenmacher 
Houston, Texas

You're right, Dan. but she's already a first 
class wife for "some" modeler. Bob's and 
Pam's last name is not Smith by coinci
dence, it's by matrimony!

A list of aeronautical museums or other 
gatherings of aeronautica is a good idea. If 
our readers are w illing to send in the 
information, we'll compile a list and make it 
available for a self-addressed stamped 
envelope (SASE). When we have at least a 
half-dozen list in g , we'll announce the 
availability in "Workbench,"

u 'Clim b Mount F u j i ' ............. what did he mean by th a t?"
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OVER THE COUNTER

• What’s this, only one page for “ Over 
the Counter" this month? Normally we 
need two or three, but this month 
(December) was pretty lean as far as 
notices of new products are concerned. 
I’m told that this is normal for this time of 
ear, as most manufacturers tend to 
eep their new stuff under wraps until 

the early-year trade shows come along. 
(The first, the Pasadena IMS Show, will 
be history by the time this appears in 
print.) Hopefully things will be back to 
normal next month, and we’ll also try to 
present some new items that will be 
shown for the first time at the IMS Show.

In the meantime, w e ’ve received 
word from MRC that Enya .29’s and .35’s 
are being improved to make them even 
more rugged and dependable than they 
are at present. The changes include:
1) A heftier crankcase to withstand 
rough landings and crashes caused by 
radio problems (pilot error? Not me/);
2) Deeper cylinder head fins for better 
cooling, especially in tightly cowled 
installations; 3) A crankshaft rede
signed for better balance and greater

The Super Pumper Mk. IV  (top) and Auto 
Mix, both from Robart.

strength; and4) A steel thrust washer has 
been added between the prop drive 
washer and the front of the case. The 
washer helps reduce wear between 
these two parts and is especially valuable 
when the engine is being started with an 
electric “ persuader." Also, the head on 
the R/C version has been changed to 
boost the compression somewhat, which 
permits the use of lower nitro fuels 
without sacrificing power.

Best part of all is that the price will 
remain the same on both of these 
engines: the .29 still goes for $59.98, the 
.35 for $62.98 (these prices are for the 
plain bearing versions). From MRC, 2500 
Woodbridge Ave., Edison, N) 08817.

* ·  *
Repla-Tech’s Bob Morrison is starting 

a new service that sounds like an excit
ing supplement to his line of beautiful 
3-view drawings. Bob, as it turns out, is 
quite a photographer, and over the 
years has managed to amass an impres
sive collection of aircraft photos. Private, 
commercial, and military aircraft are 
included, but Bob’s main emphasis is on 
racing and aerobatic airplanes.

The point of all this is that Repla-Tech 
is making copies of these photos avail
able to the modeling public by offering a 
service called "Repla-Foto." The prints 
are arranged in packets according to the 
aircraft type, and unless otherwise noted 
on the list, all of the prints in one packet 
are of one specific airplane . . . just the 
thing for proof-of-scale documentation. 
The packets contain from one to eight
een photos, depending on the airplane 
selected. These photographs are not 
cheap; black-and-whites are 25<t each, 
and color prints are 754 each. That may 
sound steep, but the quality (at least on 
our sample) is excellent, and you would

The Enya .29 and .35 have been slightly re
designed. More dependable than ever.

probably have a mighty hard time locat
ing anything better.

Best bet would be to send in 254 for 
the Repla-Foto price list, which describes 
all the photo packets available and also 
gives full ordering information. Write to 
Repla-Tech International, 48500 Mc
Kenzie Hwy., Vida, OR 97488.

• * *

That semi-scale “ Cobra" in one of the 
photos (is it a P-39 or a P-63? I never have 
been able to tell 'em apart) is a new 
offering from Jemco. The airplane is 
claimed to be an advanced trainer in 
spite of its high-performance appear
ance, and from the way the press release 
talks it up, you’d swear it was really a 
Piper Cub in a Cobra costume!

The model is designed for .19 to .40 
size engines, spans 51 inches, has 490 sq. 
in ., and weighs 3-1/2 to 4 lbs. It is

Continued on page 108

New "Clean Machine" ultrasonic cleaner by American Marketing Inc. Jemco's latest is this "Cobra," designed as an advanced trainer.
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We published plans (91074-0.T ., $4.50) for this great semi-scale. 8-foot span Buhl Pup old timer from a 1936 M.A.N.. and surprisingly, sold 
only a few copies. This one built by Capt. Charles Strange, USMC, Camp Pendleton, Calif. Webra Speed 40 power, 6-1/2 lbs.. Super Coverite.

WORLD By BILL NORTHROP

SYNCHROGYRO GEARS
Since publishing Georges Chaulet’s 

twin-rotor R/C autogyro in the Septem
ber ’79 issue, we've had numerous 
inquiries about sources of beveled gears 
for synchronizing the overlapping rotor 
blades. Georges used Meccano gears, 
which are apparently readily available in 
Europe, but not so in the U.S.

John Bell, of Port Charlotte, Florida, 
found a U.S. source, and we’re ashamed 
to admit, we had looked in the same 
catalog and missed them. Stock Drive 
Products, 55 S. Denton Ave., New Hyde 
Park, NY 11040 is the source, and their 
745 page catalog is a mind boggier.

The bevel gears are catalog number 
1B3-Y32016 B, are bored 3/16, and give 
an angle of 37°, even better than the 45° 
Meccanos. Shaft bearings can be ball
bearing (No. 7Y55-F3718) or sintered 
bronze (7B4-F043). Stainless 3/16 shaft
ing is also available, but a length of 3/16 
music wire from your well-equipped 
hobby shop will do the job.

For a mounting block, John drilled 
two maple blocks to fit the shaft bear
ings, cut and trim-sanded them to 
provide the 37° angle, and joined them 
with Hot Stuff. He says it works per
fectly.

Write to Stock Drive for its latest 
catalog and price listing. John spent just 
over $20, but that included stainless 
shafting and ball-bearings, neither of 
which is really necessary. The gears were 
the most expensive items, at $5.76 each. 
THAT ELUSIVE C.G.

Again, we’re not referring to Carl

Goldberg. He isn’t that hard to find. But 
after more than two years since publica
tion, and Lord knows how many plans 
sold and how many models built, some
one just recently wrote in to ask about 
the C.G. location on our 3-inch scale 
Gipsy Moth (Plan 6771).

We must admit that after all these 
years, we’re not really sure where the 
Gipsy balanced, but it never hurts to

start out with a tried and true rule of 
thumb that works most of the time for 
that type of aircraft. .  . one-third of the 
chord back from the leading edge.

On a biplane, there’s one other step. 
Locate the one-third point for both the 
top and bottom wing. Draw a line 
connecting the two, and determine the 
point halfway between. Now run a 
perpendicular line from that point to the

Capt. Strange went ape on the Buhl Pup! Half-size of original O .T. is .15 powered, and the 
Peanut Scale model is one-loop-of-1/8-rubber-powered. Where will he go from here, up or down?
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Woody Woodward's 1-1/2-inch scale Aeronca 0-58 "Defender", in civvies, is a perfect match 
for Bill Cannon's new, tiny "Super-Micro" radio. Max .10 is just right power at cruise setting.

Ron Ewing, at Hillman Field, Pittsburgh, Pa., with his Super Telemaster. It's covered with 
Silkspun Coverite and dope/urethane finish, K8iB .61. Photo by Duie Matenkosky.

bottom surface of the top wing and mark 
its location on the model as your as
sumed balance point. It’s a safe trim to 
use for your first test flights. After that, 
you experiment for the optimum bal
ance point relative to what you’re going

to do with the plane. Further forward 
will provide smooth flight with less 
control response. Further back will 
allow quicker or aerobatic maneuvers, 
but control response will be more 
touchy . . .  OK if you can handle it.

Scratch-built 'Pete' (and Paul) by Ken Cashion, 
Picayune, Ms. Engine identical to full scale 
Pete flown in Lafayette, Louisiana.

On the Gipsy, 4-1/2 inches back from 
the leading edge of the top wi ng is about 
right for smooth, effortless, scale-like 
flight.
1980 T. OF C.

Although the 20 contestants for the 
1980 Las Vegas Tournament of Cham
pions have already been chosen, the 
aircraft specs should be of interest to 
those who might like to put on a similar 
contest. The specs are as follows

A. Model aircraft shall be a replica of 
an actual full size aircraft designed for 
aerobatic maneuvers. Military primary 
trainers will also be acceptable. It is 
responsibility of the contestant to docu
ment the aerobatic capability of full size 
aircraft chosen.

B. Maximum deviation from scale will 
be 20% except as noted.

a. The following dimensions shall be 
within a 10% deviation from scale.

1. Wingspan
2. Wing chord at root
3. Fuselage length
4. Fuselage width
5. Fuselage height
b. The scale of the model will be 

determined by the model’s wingspan as

Duie Matenkosky with his 4K 's kit version of the Buzzard Bombshell. 
Solarfilm, Enya .35, Kraft/Ace radio combined for 3 channels.

A 7-cylinder Damo! On a Bristol Pup by Greger Matensson, Stock
holm Flygklobb. Can you get it? Ask Jerry Nelson, not us . . please!
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Irwin Ohlsson's Grumman Widgeon, piloted by Joe Bridi, roars past The editor's Powerhouse, K & B .40, on old style Gee Bee Line floats,
spectators at Lake Elsinore. California. Pulled by two Kraft ,60's. A fun combination for water flying at Lake Elsinore.

compared to the full-size aircraft wing
span.

c. The general contours and shapes of 
the model shall be similar to the full size 
aircraft.

d. The model's airfoils need not be 
similar to the full size aircraft.

e. The control surface hinge locations 
and type can be different on the model 
as compared to the full size aircraft.

f. The fuselage shape cross section 
(not width and height) can be altered on 
the model as compared to the full size 
aircraft.

g. Additional contro ls and flight 
control surfaces cannot be used on the 
model unless the full size aircraft had 
such control or control surfaces.

h. Any type of radio control equip
ment and control levers or switches can 
be used (except as noted in Section B.g.).

i. Color scheme and colors need not 
be the same as the full size aircraft, 
however, the scheme used on the model 
shall be similar to what is used on full 
size aircraft.

C. Maximum size engine(s) shall be 
35 cubic centimeters — total displace
ment 2.1 cubic inch. Effective silencer to 
be used.

D. Maximum weight ready to fly less

Mel Santmyers, Stanton, California, with his 1/4-scale Piper Tomahawk, seen during the most 
recent scale "un-contest" at Mile Square Park, Fountain Valley, California.

SA F E  FLY IN G  . ^

IS  NO ACCIDEN T

Irwin Ohlsson, the famous engine man, his son Gus (in the straw), and lo and behold, Dick 
Branstner, of Bramco radio fame, between flights of Irwin's Widgeon, at Lake Elsinore.

fuel shall be 7.5 kilos (16.5 lbs.). Biplanes 
(18.5 lbs.).

E. Minimum wing area will be 1100 
square inches on monoplanes and 1400 
square inches on biplanes.

F. Model shall contain a realistic pilot 
and instrument panel of the appropriate 
scale.

Hmmm. Item B.b. could be a little 
confusing. If the model’s wingspan can 
vary 10% according to B.a.1., but the 
scale of the model is determined by the 
model’s wingspan, then the wing will 
always be to scale, no matter what span it 
is!

This year’s tournament will take place 
on November 13 through 16, and total 
prize money will be $75,000. First prize is 
$20,000, second is $10,000, and the last 6 
places are worth $1,500 each. Whatta 
contest. You can’t even lose if you come 
in last! ·
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Excellent action shot by Monty Groves, Sunnyvale, Calif., caught landing approach of Fw 190 
(Pica kit) built by Dave Vincze, Sacramento, during War Birds West meet at Morgan Hill.

T O

By BOB UNDERWOOD

An even-numbered year has popped 
into view , the Christmas bills have 
swamped the hobby budget, the office 
party headache is gone, and the scale 
project that you were going to have 
ready for 1979 nowshows every evidence 
of never making it for 1980.

New ideas abound around us and new 
rules will be appearing in black and 
white to govern our competition flying 
for the next two years. Some models get 
bigger, engines more powerful and the 
whole mess makes a shambles of my 
checkbook.

Fast glues get slower, kits get fancier, 
and still no one will make a spinner that 
will fit a Widget 10 at two inches to the 
foot. The guy in your club who has been 
trying to get a ducted fan to fly for the 
last three years maintains it will happen 
this year or he will blow up the whole 
darn thing.

As we head into this year perhaps we 
can garner some of your ideas, frustra
tions, thoughts, whatever, on the shape 
of things. I would like to pose the fol
lowing items for your consideration in 
the hope that you will send a communi
cation to me that might be incorporated 
into this column during this wonderful 
Olympic year.

Choose any one of the items that 
mosey in down the column a ways. They 
are beginnings, and all you'll need to do 
is take pen in hand, (or crayon, if they 
won't let you have sharp objects) and 
dash off an answer to one or all of these 
that will astound your fellow modelers. 
We could perhaps suggest some stupid 
rule like 100 words or less, but forget that 
since I'm not about to sit around and 
count words.

In addition to seeing your ideas and 
name in print in such an august publica
tion as this one, I will purchase and send 
to you one of the attractive patches 
being sold by NASA to support the 1980 
Scale Internats for each item used.

"A technique I developed that helped 
me with a frustrating building problem 
is . . .  "

"As a scale builder I’d like to see . . . "
"A problem I can’t seem to lick as a 

scale modeler i s . . .  "
" I ’m a scale modeler because . . . ”
Hang them on me, scalers! I can't 

promise to use everything, but I’ll make 
a sincere effort to use as much as I can. 
Let's make this "1980, A Full Scale Year.” 
Mail to Bob Underwood, 4109 Concord 
Oaks Dr.. St. Louis, MO 63128.
THE IMPORTANT CONNECTION

The idea for your project was born 
years ago. It held a special place in your 
mind for a long time as you patiently 
collected material and dreamed of the 
day when you’d be able to fulfill your 
commitment to building it.

Now it’s taking shape. The outlines 
have filled out and you can anticipate 
that time when you’ll see it fly. But 
before that occurs you have to make 
provisions for the mechanics that make 
it go. So very often the thrill of creating a 
new scale project does not adequately 
include the installation of a workable 
system for the radio and the engine.

Many times we fail to consider the rami
fications of this factor because the kits 
we have built had this problem at least 
generally engineered into them.

At times what occurred was that 
engines, tanks, radio, etc. are laid out on 
the initial drawings and structure de
signed around them. While this can be a 
most satisfactory technique, it does not 
always work. In the actual construction, 
little things creep in such as thicknesses 
of needed extra doublers, braces, and 
the like. It becomes wise to not only 
attempt to anticipate these items but 
literally have them available and fit them 
as you are building.

While many sport scale models do not 
have a great problem in this respect due 
to the lack of concern needed for full 
cockpits and the like, precision scale 
models often are compromised. Areas 
that require special consideration in
clude engine cooling and accessibility, 
tank location, radio accessibility, push- 
rod locations, switch location, and 
related wiring problems.

Types of aircraft that pose special 
problems include those with very short 
nose moments, extra large cockpits, thin 
pointed noses, twin booms, biplanes 
with ailerons in both wings, and a host of 
others.

Treating these problems cannot be a 
cut and dried situation, but I will offer 
some thoughts which have served me in

good stead over the years.
ENGINE LOCATION: In most cases 

you would like to get that heavy mass of 
metal as far forward as possible to help 
compensate for all that stuff behind the 
CG. In a sport scale model the fact that 
the head hangs out is not of any great 
consequence unless it appears to the 
judges that you could easily have stuffed 
it away. Granted, the rules specifically 
state that the engine is not to be consid
ered if it is highly visible, but it also states 
that this is true for models where nothing 
else can be done. Each of us, I'm certain, 
has seen pictures of beautifully executed 
models that could very easily have ac
cepted a cowled inverted engine, but 
which have the thing sticking out the top 
like a chrome thumb. In this day of on
board batteries, starters, and reliable 
engines, there often is little reason to 
do this.

If the engine is fully cowled, do not 
place the engine head slam bang against 
the firewall. To dead-end cooling air 
with little or no room to circulate is bad 
news. In like manner, to assume that a 
big open space around the engine will 
serve to cool it is a fallacy. The circulation 
of air over and around the cylinder head 
is of prime concern. Ducting this air with 
pieces of aluminum or fiberglass is wise. 
Bear in mind also that you need twice as 
much exit area for the air as entrance. 
This is due to the expansion of the air in 
the cowl due to heat.
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Remove the heated engine exhaust as 
quickly as possible. While a number of 
the manifolds or mufflers tend to act as a 
heat sink, they certainly will not com
pletely handle the amount generated. 
Along that line you may want to con
sider a large, finned sink for the head of 
your engine. At last year’s Nats, Earl 
Thompson utilized a shaft extension to 
move the operating engine behind the 
dummy, and then incorporated a large 
metal heat sink. In spite of a rather 
restricted flow over the head due to the 
dummy cylinders in front of it, he 
generally encountered no serious prob
lems in the very hot Nebraska weather.

Check to see that all parts are acces
sible in the engine compartment. Open
ings for fuel lines, methods for fueling 
the model, plug attachments, and 
throttle arm movement are a few of the 
necessary concerns. I recall one model I 
built that required removing the engine 
to change a glow plug. That is something 
less than intelligent. Another problem 
developed years ago when I discovered 
that the cowling could not be installed 
on my old Stormavick when the muffler 
was in place. However, if the cowling 
was fastened you could not attach the 
muffler. Needless to say, a little rede
signing occurred to solve that little 
problem.

Some consideration needs to be given 
to the needle valve also. Again, in sport 
scale, that little knob isn’t really a 
problem hanging out. To hide it and still 
make it adjustable can be a challenge. 
Several solutions can be used. You might 
attach an extension by silver soldering, if 
necessary. In some cases, a small slot cut 
in the end will provide a way of using a 
screwdriver, although this is sometimes 
difficult to locate and hold while the 
engine is running. A tubing guide glued 
into the cowling will help here. A 
second detachable arm I have used is a 
small piece of square brass tubing with 
an "L” bend in the end. By grinding flat 
areas on the small tip or projection 
found on some needle valves, you can 
have a positive means of turning it even 
while the engine is running. Be certain, 
however, to make a couple extra for 
your toolbox so that when you drop one 
into the grass alongside the runway, 
you can come up with another one 
quickly.

TANK LOCATION: Most everyone is 
aware of the need to locate tanks so that 
the tank center is not too far above or 
below the needle valve assembly. Of 
course, with a few kinds of pumps avail
able we have some degree of freedom in 
this matter. It still behooves you to keep 
fuel lines short and tanks located so that 
any tendency to lean out isat a minimum.

Take care that fuel line bends are not 
sharp or likely to be pinched off if the 
tank shifts forward in a hard landing. 
Some tanks are designed in such a way to 
make this less of a problem and position 
themselves quite well when placed on 
the hardwood motor mounts. Of course, 
much more care needs to be given for a 
radial mounted situation.

Consider the vents involved in your

application. With an increasing use of 
either crankcase or muffler pressure, a 
decision must be made as to how easy it 
will be to get to a fill line. Again, this is 
not always an easy matter, especially in a 
full cowl situation. To fill through the 
carburetor line may be next to impos
sible, and if you have a filter in the line, 
not advisable. On the other hand, to fill 
through one of the vent lines will result 
in filling the engine as well. One solution 
may be one of the commercial filling 
gadgets if you can figure out where to 
put it so it doesn’t detract from your air
plane’s scale appearance.

RADIO INSTALLATION: Most radio 
systems, in addition to being a reliable 
piece of equipment, very often have 
various types of mounting trays to 
accommodate servos, switches, etc. 
Somehow or other, those of us involved 
in scale often wind up with installations 
which cannot use the combinations 
available, due to such things as space or 
location requirements. The various side 
mounts often prove quite helpful, but a 
word of caution. The useful length of the 
armis often reduced, making it necessary 
to raise the mount somewhat.

In cases where commercial mounts 
are not usable, we must resort to the 
good old rail mounts. I have found 1/4- 
inch plywood cut into 3/8 to 1/2-inch 
widths quite adequate for mounting. In 
the case of attachment to fiberglass 
fuselages, be certain you carefully clean 
off the waxy residue and attach the rails 
with cloth and resin or silicone rather 
than epoxy or other incompatible 
materials.

All too often, modelers seem un
willing to mix servo types to solve space 
requirements. In certain applications 
such as high load surfaces (ailerons, 
elevator, flaps, etc.), a heavier duty servo 
may be required. However, such things 
as the throttle generally can use a servo 
with much less thrust. This can lead us to 
the possibility of smaller, more compact 
equipment which can be tucked into 
nicks and crannies. There is also a saving 
in weight which can come from this.

Scale models often require that three 
or more servos be located in the wing. If 
this is true in a foam wing, be very care
ful that you do not destroy too much of 
the structural integrity of the skin. After 
all, that's where the strength is. This can 
be overcome, however, by the use of 
braces. Working around dihedral braces, 
pegs used for fuselage attachment,

nylon screws, etc. can become a real 
challenge. A last thought here is to make 
absolutely certain that the fuselage 
mounted and wing mounted servos 
don’t interfere with one another. That’s 
another clever trick that I’ve managed to 
pull.

One concern that is most important to 
consider is how far apart all this radio 
equipment is located. The use of servo 
lead extensions can solve many of these 
location problems, but use your radio 
manufacturer’s recommendations to 
determine the maximum length which 
can be used before problems develop. 
In addition, remember that every time 
an extension is used, you add another 
plug connection. Make certain that 
slack is maintained in the line and that 
the plugs are secure.

PUSHRODS: Make every effort to use 
a solid pushrod, if possible. Once again, 
sport scale models can generally accom
modate them, but precision models very 
often are absolutely unable to do so. If 
you are going to use the flexible type, 
bear in mind that there are several 
varieties, from semi-rigid to very flexible. 
A little ingenuity (and paint) can allow 
you to snake it through an open cockpit 
and keep it unobtrusive. One applica
tion I’ve seen used was to simulate a 
tubular metal frame member.

Though the newer varieties are less 
temperature sensitive, you will need to 
compensate for the expansion and 
contraction. Very hot days in thesun can 
produce an appreciable change in trim. 
Most radio systems will contain enough 
trim adjustment to cover the change, 
except where models may suffer due to 
a critical CC and fuel consumption or 
where the pushrod is very long. The 46- 
inch rod in the Bonzo produced quite a 
dramatic trim change between the 68° 
basement and a warm, sunny day.

Most of the things I’ve suggested are 
ones you may have already encountered 
to a lesser degree; however, they require 
careful consideration.
PARTING SHOTS

Are you making plans to attend some 
of the nifty all-scale events that have 
developed over the past several years?

How about purchasing a super
looking patch to support the team fund 
for Scale '80 in Ottawa? The patches sell 
for $2.00 and all proceeds will help 
support the U.S. teams in control line 
and radio control. Contact NASA or 
your writer. ·

A 1-to-1 scale aircraft making 1-point landing! Photo by Monty Groves, of Cessna L-19 paying 
a visit at Hill Country, Morgan Hill, Calif., during War Birds West Scale Meet last May.
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Ron Van Vlear certainly doesn't hold back when dreaming up new designs. The stubby little one on the left (looks like a Ray Stits creation) 
carries just 180 sq. in., has a very short span and very short tail moment. No word on how the pusher flies, but it sure looks wild!

Ike 1/ 2 -A  ic m
By LARRY RENGER

As promised last month, I'll continue 
to try to present more of the model 
photos I have for you to see. Some of 
these were submitted, and some are 
ones I shot myself. The first three models 
are by a very prolific and original de
signer, Ron Van Vlear. Ron is currently 
working at California Model Supply, and 
certainly doesn’t bother doing "me too” 
designs. Each one is interesting almost to 
the point of being spectacular.

All three models are powered by Tee 
Dee .051 engines and fly with two- 
channel controls. Wing areas range from 
180 sq. in. for the sporty low aspect ratio

model to 216 sq. in. for the canard. Ron 
tends to like metallic color schemes, 
generally in blue or green. The models 
are beautifully built, I looked them over 
carefully. I think that the twin-boom 
pusher fits the 1/2A pylon rules, but I’d 
sure be careful hand launching it!

Next photo is a new ready-to-run 
from Cox. The Hydro-Blaster is a bead 
foam molding with injection molded 
components. The model includes both 
radio and engine. Looks like a lot of fun 
with little effort. Power is provided by a 
pusher air prop configuration, so you 
needn’t be concerned with prop fouling,

stuffing box lub rica tio n , flyw heel 
starting, and all those other fun things 
our boating friends get involved in. I 
understand that it is not too fast for the 
beginning or younger modeler to 
handle.

The Douglas SBD-3 was built by Gary 
Paczkowski. He started with a Guillow 
kit and added 6 inches of wingspan. 
Power is a throttled Tee Dee .049, and 
rudder and elevator use the other two 
channels. Gary rigged the model to drop 
a bomb on full up elevator, so he can 
execute rather realistic dive bombing 
runs. The model is always hand launched 
and really looks well built. The fuselage 
was sheeted with 1/32 balsa. Gary said it 
took six months to complete.

The final model for this month is a, 
would you believe, FREE FLIGHT! Jack 
Lynn Bales built a P61B, otherwise 
known as a Black Widow. Happily, Jack 
chose the most appropriate power 
source, a pair of Cox Black Widow .049’s. 
In order to avoid problems in engine run 
and single-engine stability, Jack provides 
the fuel pressurized from a single central 
fuel tank. No details available on how he 
starts them, but I guess you could use an 
electric starter while opening the needle 
valve to avoid pre-start flooding. All up 
weight is 24ounces. Finish isaweathered 
black.
BEGINNER’S WORKBENCH

Since there are more and more of the 
larger engines in use by us half-A good- 
guys, I thought it might bea good idea to 
discuss break-in of engines larger than 
.049 size. As a long-time user of exclu
sively Cox engines, I had to revise my 
thinking when I started using the larger 
.10 size engines from a variety of other 
manufacturers.

I would like to state that a need for 
long break-in is not the sign of a poorly 
designed or built engine. Some of the 
finest engines made require extensive 
running-in to achieve peak power. One 
of the main things achieved by long and 
correctly done run-in is to thermally 
cycle the engine parts and then allow 
wear patterns to be established on parts
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Yet another Ron Van Vlear eyecatcher is this unique pusher, powered Latest from Cox is the "Hydro-Blaster" ready-to-run R/C boat,
by a Cox .051. Must be kinda tricky to hand launch. Faintly reminiscent of the old Cox "Water Wizard" hydro.

which have reached their final dimen
sions. Once done, you have an engine 
which will not wear out in any practical 
length of time in a clean environment. 
Both Duke Fox and Cox Hobbies have 
run engine life tests to my knowledge. In 
a clean test room your average model 
engine is good for something like 300 
hours of steady running before the 
piston and cylinder fit will show signifi
cant wear. The lesson to be learned here 
is that you must exercise extreme care in 
how and where you run your engines. 
You can do an instant wear-out by 
breaking-in your engine close to the 
ground where it can kick up dust and 
suck it in. If you find the outside of your 
engine feels gritty, guess how the inside 
must be!

So, the first thing you need is a good, 
solid, elevated, and clean teststand. You 
can buy hardware to assembled a saw
horse and add mounts for engine and 
fuel tank a lot more cheaply than pur
chasing even one new engine! The saw
horse can be collapsible for easy storage, 
too. Second, consider getting a scrap of 
linoleum to take to your flying field for a 
place to start your model and do run
ning tests. You will be able to keep it 
really clean, and find dropped screws 
and stuff, too. Two other benefits are 
that it is easier on your knees, and spilled 
fuel won't eat the asphalt or kill the 
grass.

Next, select the correct fuel and prop

for break-in. I prefer my prop to be 
slightly undersized, and I balance it with 
extreme care, since the surface friction 
in the engine is greatest at first and wear 
due to unbalance would be aggravated. 
Fuel should be slightly lower in nitro- 
methane content than you will ulti
mately use. I suspect that 5%to 15% nitro 
fuels will do nicely, depending on the 
sportiness of the engine. Highly tuned 
engines might be difficult to start with 
the nitro content too low.

The trick in good break-in is first to 
run the engine slowly but smoothly, and 
then increase the speed in short bursts, 
always returning to the low speed. 
Eventually you can let the engine run at 
its full rpm on the small prop for ex
tended periods. At that point you can 
begin to move up in the prop size and 
nitro content until the engine will 
comfortably hold full rpm on its correct 
size prop with the highest nitro fuel you 
intend to use (probably 30% for the 
newer Schnuerle ported engines).

When revving the engine up, you 
have to listen carefully as you lean it out. 
Do not let the “ - óine overheat or go 
over lean; be ready to quickly richen the 
mixture again. If you are leaning the 
needle out and the engine sound seems 
to drop in rpm or (very hard to describe 
in words) the sound gets like the engine 
is straining, you have gone too far. 
Running over lean will destroy even the 
best broken-in engine quickly, and even

more so a new one which is still tight. 
What is happening is that the piston is 
expanding more than the cylinder due 
to the heat, and the parts are binding.

When in doubt, follow the manufac
turer’s instructions. There is not an 
engine made by anyone (Cox included) 
that should be flown right out of the 
box.

Well, that is it until next month. I still 
have lots of photos, so I’ll keep pouring 
them on until I run out, or someone tells 
me they want something else. I appre
ciate the kind comments in your letters, 
and would welcome any requests for 
information or topics you would like 
discussed. ·

Absolutely gorgeous SBD-3 by Gary Paczkowski is based on a Guillow kit. Has rudder/elevator/throttle controls, flies with a Tee Dee .049. Gary 
added six inches to the span to get a little more wing area to better carry the weight. Full up elevator releases bomb.
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ELECTRIC  POWER
By MITCH POLING p h o t o s  b y  a u t h o r

• Electric power is ideally suited to scale 
planes for many reasons, and it is almost 
inevitable that anyone flying electrics 
will eventually try their hand at scale. My 
own list of electric scale planes includes 
the Sopwith Tabloid, the Sopwith Tri
plane, the ME-109, the Piper Cub, the 
Cardinal, and the Fike. The Fike and the 
Triplane need more work to get them to 
fly right; the rest are good fliers and a lot 
of fun. I have found that it isn’t so much 
the plane you choose that gives you 
success as it is your own knowledge of 
set-up and design. The ME-109 is the 
best flying one of my scale planes, yet I 
would have thought it would have been 
the least likely to fly well, especially 
since I fly it with only 130 square inches, 
with an Astro 020, and rudder only! I 
think that any airplane that successfully 
flew in full scale can be dupicated and 
flown well as an electric scale model. 
The advantages I mentioned earlier? 
Instant starting, easily cowled motors, 
multi engines are easy, no oil or fuel or 
vibration to destroy detailing. There is 
also no point in putting a heavy finish on 
an electric, as it doesn’t need it. I use 
clear Monokote or Solarfilm and paint it 
with the spray Pactra enamels for plas
tics. These come in a large variety of 
colors, they are light, and they stay on 
well. So, it’s simple too!

Tony and Addie Naccarato have done 
a lot of very successful scale control line 
flying with the Astro 020 and R/C battery 
pack. Tony and Addie, besides running 
one of the best hobby stores around, are 
Brigadier Cold and Lt. Colonel respec
tively in the Black Sheep Squadron 
model club (such rank!), and promote 
WW-II scale aircraft vigorously. The club 
has an excellent newsletter; if you are 
interested, write to T&A Hobby Lobby, 
3512 W. Victory B lvd ., Burbank, CA 
91503. The newsletter I have has three- 
views of the Bell Airabonita and the 
Navy “ bomber” version of the Lockheed 
Vega (I didn’t know it existed!), news of 
activities such as halftime flying exhibi
tions, and photos. But, back to the 
control line electrics. These are built 
from Guillow kits, 3/4-inch to the foot, 
and they really look good. The covering 
is painted Solarfilm, the batteries are 
inside the plane (no "through the lines”  
power), and the flight performance is 
very good. The flight lines are .008 by 20 
feet steel for indoor flying, and .008 by 
25 feet steel for outdoor flying. Addie is 
holding her P-47 Thunderbolt in the 
photo. Its flying weight is 12.5 ounces.
This is a good flying weight; my rudder- 
only ME-109 weighs 14 ounces and flies 
very well as a comparison. The other 
photos show Tony’s F4U Corsair (12 oz.), 
Dick Burkhalter’s Stuka (12.5 oz), and 
Bob Trace’s P-40 Warhawk (10 oz.). 
These planes may put on an exhibition

flight show at the IMS Show at Pasadena 
in January, it should be fun to see. Last 
year Tony put on a show with his electric 
Baby Flight Streak with an Astro 020, and 
it was a big hit.

A ready-to-fly scale electric is now on 
the market: the Cessna Cardinal by 
Kraft. It is very good looking, and two of 
them that were entered in a local 1/2A 
scale contest won second and third 
place. That’s pretty good for an airplane 
that comes completely assembled! The 
only work required is to put on the 
decals and install the radio . . .  no more 
than an hour’s time. The flying weight 
with the Kraft Sport radio is 34 ounces, 
and with the Cannon radio it is 32 
ounces. The span is 44 inches, the area is 
290 square inches. The motor is identical 
in size with the Astro 075; that is, a little 
longer than the Astro 05, and the same 
diameter. The motor turns the 8x4 Top 
Flite prop at 8500 rpm, the same as an 
Astro 075 on eight cells. However, the 
Kraft motor does this rpm on six cells 
. . .  a remarkable accomplishment. It 
does it at the expense of a heavy current 
draw, around 13 amperes (as compared

to 9.5 amperes for the Astro 075), so the 
run time isshorter than for the Astro 075. 
The flight time is about four minutes, 
which is plenty for the beginner, so this 
is not a major problem. The high current 
draw also means that the battery does 
get hot, which is a problem on warm 
days. I recommend that the plastic 
wrapping around the battery be re
moved for warm weather flying; this will 
improve air circulation around the cells.

The plane flies very well. I was quite 
impressed by mine, as it has a fast climb 
and lots of power, much more than I had 
expected. It’s hard to believe that six 
cells can deliver the performance this 
plane gets; it is comparable with eight
cell performance of other planes. Loops 
are easy with some speed buildup, and 
so are RO G ’s from hard ground or 
pavement. I did find that the minimum 
throw as recommended in the instruc
tions was really too minimum when the 
power ran down and it was time to land. 
It was all I could do to turn the plane 
when it was on a slow landing approach, 
so I went to maximum control throw and 
found that the plane leaped at every

Tony Naccarato is at it again, this time with an electric control line scale Corsair! Power is an 
Astro 02 with the R/C battery pack. Weighs 12 oz.

Bob Trace has the lightest of the electric C/L warbirds, comes in at just 10 oz. A ll of these 
models are built from Guillow kits, fly  on 20 to 25-foot lines, indoor or out.
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Kraft's new all-foam Cessna Cardinal is great for beginners in electric, 
or for just . . . regular . .  . beginners. . . period!

For field charging, the Kraft charger can be hooked up to a 12-volt 
battery in this case two gel-cells in parallel.

Component layout in the Cardinal uncluttered and well thought out. Motor battery has to be 
removed for charging, was out being charged when photo was taken.

touch. Somewhere in the middle is best!
I have gotten in the habit of using a 

push-on, push-off switch for motor 
control, so I found the toggle switch 
provided all too easy to trip accidentally.
I changed it to the push-push switch and 
moved it inside so I could use full down 
elevator to trip it on and off. This is much 
safer, and it can be turned on and off in 
the air.

The wing has to be taken off each time 
the motor battery is charged, and at first 
glance this seems to be inconvenient. In 
fact, I think that this is a good idea,since 
it allows a check on the battery tem
perature. Since this is a high current 
draw system, this check is important. If 
the pack is warm, it is all right, but if it is 
hot to the touch it should be taken out 
and allowed to cool. Two battery packs 
would be a good idea for continuous 
flying. The charger supplied by Kraft 
works off twelve volts and uses a red 
indicator light to show that charging is 
going on. This is really not enough. I 
spent one afternoon wondering what 
was wrong, with very poor flights, 
because the batteries were not getting a 
full charge. I recommend either insert
ing an ammeter into the line (0 to 6 
ampere range is fine), or purchase an 
Astro Flight Rapid Charger. The four
cell switch on the Astro charger charges 
the Kraft system at 2 amperes, which is 
about right for a 15-minute charge from 
a flat battery (prop barely turns). I have 
been using a homemade charger with a

Not to be left out on the fun, Addie Naccarato 
built this P-47 for electric C/L. These are 
pretty big models for an 02 motor.

The Cardinal looks quite realistic in flight. An 
extremely easy airplane to fly .

meter and rheostat, and I charge at three 
amperes for ten minutes, which gives 
excellent flights every time.

My overall impression of the Kraft 
Cardinal is that there has been some

good design work in it. and that it flies 
very well indeed. The plane is quite 
responsive and goes where you tell it to. 
It requires positive control, unlike Old 
Timers and gliders which can do their 
own flying thing whether us pilots are 
around to bother them or not. For this 
reason I do recommend that beginners 
have someone to help on the flying for 
the first flights, because the plane is 
responsive and a beginner can get 
behind w'hat the plane is doing. Kraft has 
done a good job, and it sure makes 
getting started in electrics quick and 
simple. Try it, and fly high! ·

Dick Burkhalter's Stuka is a real attention-getter, weighs 12-1/2 oz. Finish on all these models 
is painted Solarfilm. Flying two or more at once would be really exciting!
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By DAVE THO RN BURG . . . Most radio failures end in spectacular 
crashes, but a flyaway can be even worse than a crash. Here are some 
common sense rules on what to do if your R/C model becomes a F/F.

• Sooner or later it happens to every
one. You’re way off downwind, a speck 
in the sky, circling blithely in the day’s 
biggest thermal. Look at her climb! 
Better think about coming home, though 
. . .  she’s starting to get hard to see. As 
she comes around into the wind, you 
kick in opposite rudder to straighten her 
out for the long drive back upwind. You 
kick in opposite rudder and NOTHING 
HAPPENS . .  . she just keeps circling!

The flesh at the back of your neck 
snaps to attention like somebody had 
just poured a fresh daiquiri down your 
collar. You hit the rudder even harder. 
Still no response.

“ I AIN’T GOT IT!’’ you screech man
fully.

“ Hold the antenna up,’’ a calm voice 
suggests. Your flying buddies are invari
ably calm at this point. It isn't their air
plane, after all.

You whip the antenna to full vertical, 
hoist the transmitter arms-length above 
your head, and pirouette about on tip
toes, wiggling the sticks like you were 
churning butter. Still no response.

“ Looks like we got us a flyaway!” 
somebody announces, with just a touch 
of glee in his voice. Up until now, it’s 
been a pretty dull afternoon.

Your plane is disappearing downwind 
fast. Your next response is likely to be to 
give chase (“ Feet, move!” ), waving the 
antenna over your head like the flag of 
permanent defeat. Be careful! The next 
three minutes can make or break your 
chances of ever seeing that model again. 
This is no time to lose your head; you 
need to use those three minutes wisely.

Giving chase to the model on foot may 
work. You just might be at the ragged 
edge of your radio's range, and a quick 
hundred-yard dash could conceivably 
get your control back. But the odds 
aren’t good. Here are two of many 
reasons why;

First, unless the plane is drifting very, 
very slowly, you don’t have a prayer of 
closing the gap on foot. Top-notch 
marathon runners can average 10 mph 
on open pavement. Even a very fright
ened modeler would have to be darn 
good to do half that, over rough terrain 
and waving a bulky transmitter. And 
how often isthe wind aloft under 5 mph? 
So before you dash off the field on foot, 
be sure someone is going to be following 
you in an automobile. What do you 
think God invented Henry Ford for?

Second, most radio problems are 
battery problems. And battery problems 
only get worse over time. If by chance 
your transmitter pack is at fault, you 
might conceivably shut it down while 
you’re sprinting, give the batteries a 
minute or two of rest, and come back 
with enough power to reach out to your 
wayward plane and drive it home. But I 
wouldn’t count on it.

There are more profitable ways of 
squandering your precious three min
utes. The following strategy evolved 
from years of free flight flying, and early 
single-channel flying, which wasjust like 
free flight, only heavier. (Lately I’ve 
been chasing a lot of beginners' planes.

so the game goes on. It isn’t something 
you outgrow.) Over the years, certain 
rules of the chase have evolved, much 
the way fox-hunting developed in 
England, or coon hunting in Arkansas. 
Behold:

The f i rst ru le is, never take your eye off 
the airplane, even for a second. A radio 
plane, whether sailplane or power, is 
neither as light nor as stable as a free 
flight. The chances are very good that it 
will be upset by a gust, or a stray radio 
signal, or a dying transmitter, and fall out 
of the sky like a used satellite. Even 
though you note a plane’s position in 
the sky carefully, when you look again it 
may well be gone. So keep your eye on 
it. If you're pursuing by car, let someone 
else do the driving. No matter how near 
the plane appears to be, you must track 
it all the way to earth if you hope to 
recover it easily.

I once lost a bright red, six-foot-span 
Zephyr (April '67 American Modeler, 
may she rest in peace) off the top of a 
tall, ugly slope in central California. It 
disappeared from sight before it landed 
in the wheatfield below, but the plane 
couldn't have been over 100 feet high 
when I lost sight of it. "No problem,” sez 
I, and spent the rest of the morning 
flying a second plane before making the 
long climb down to retrieve the Zephyr. 
But 100 feet of altitude at a 10:1 glide 
ratio generates a potential glide circle 
2000 feet in diameter . .  . that’s 22 acres 
of waist-high winter wheat! That plane

was red as a firetruck, and for all I know, 
it still is. We never found it.

So the importance of keeping your 
eye on the plane can’t be over-empha
sized. And neither can the second rule: 
get every other available eye on the 
plane, as well. Shout loudly about your 
flyaway, ask everybody on the field to 
watch where it lands. Don’t be shy. You 
can’t have too many sightings, especially 
if some of the observers are off to 
either side of the plane’s line of flight; by 
a sort of crude triangulation, you can 
often get an idea of how far away it 
landed.

A third rule is no less important: when 
the model is obviously close to dis
appearing (dropping behind a treeline, 
gliding into tall grass, fading perma
nently into a cloud) STOP THE CHASE. If 
you’re afoot, stop running, catch your 
breath, and prepare to take an accurate 
sighting on the plane as it disappears. If 
you’re in a car, stop and get out. The 
most critical few seconds of the pursuit 
are those just before the model dis
appears. You must have both feet on the 
ground at this point if you ever hope to 
see your model again.

The fourth rule is obvious: mark 
carefully the point where the model 
lands or disappears. Many fliers treat this 
rule too casually, either from overconfi
dence (“ We got it made!” ) or under
confidence ("Well, that mutha is gone

Continued on page 95 
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By LE  G R A Y  . . . Large scale models need not be heavy and/or fly with monster engines. The Wimpy, as 
built from Le's plans by Curtis Christen, weighs under 8 lbs, with electric power. This is Mammoth Scale!

• Wimpy is a lightplane creation by 
Oregonian Les Long that was almost a 
half-century ahead of its time. A grass
roots vehicle of the mid-thirties, Wimpy 
is a design that still warrants serious 
consideration by the homebuilding 
enthusiast. It is an interesting and 
functional machine, quite in keeping 
with today’s needs for an inexpensive 
sport/recreational airplane.

The basic welded steel tube fuselage is 
of straight line geometry. Landing gear 
struts are a welded continuation of the 
fuselage structure and offer no shock 
absorbing qualities. Rather, they pro
vide an inverted pylon as anchor for the 
wing's flying wire braces. Landingshocks 
were absorbed. . .  hopefully adequately 
. . .  by large, low-pressure tires. Piper’s 
Vagabond and Pete Bower’s Fly Baby 
utilize similar solid strut/air wheel shock 
systems.

The Wimpy wing was of classic,

wooden construction. External wire 
bracing was simple and light compared 
to more conventional tubular struts or 
cantilever construction. Drag? Who 
cares at 80 mph? Strength? The Ryan ST 
and PT-20 and -22 series utilized an 
almost identical arrangement, and they 
were fully aerobatic.

Wimpy was undoubtedly planned 
around a contem porary a ir-cooled 
powerplant. Most likely candidate 
would have been Long’s own Harlequin, 
a 30-hp opposed twin incorporating 
cy linders from a Harley-Davidson 
motorcycle engine. Another candidate 
would have been the twin-cylinder 
Aeronca engine offering from 26 to 36- 
hp, depending on the model. Even the 
new, single-ignition, four-cylinder Con
tinental rated at 37 hp would have been 
available. Any of these would have been 
exciting possibilities to the lightplane 
designer of the 1930’s, but they must

have been heavy. Just look at the short 
nose moments of the various aircraft 
that they powered: Aeronca C-2 and 
C-3, Heath Parasol and M id-W ing, 
Long’s Longster and Wimpy. But still, 
what an improvement compared to 
converted Ford Model T or A engines 
. . .  or the overly expensive but unreli
able imports of the day.

The tew published photos of the 
Wimpy confirm that several were built. 
Different powerplants were used, and 
no two installations or cowlings are 
alike. Some variations in fuselage form 
also can be noted. One example utilized 
a rear turtledeck of a rather extreme 
half-ellipse, almost triangular cross- 
section rather than the more common 
semi-circular bulkheads. Another inter
esting version featured a higher turtle- 
deck that came forward to a fully en
closed cockpit. Nothing fancy, just 
straight lines from the fuselage station 
immediately aft of the cockpit to im
mediately forward of the empennage. It 
seems that full-scale homebuilders are 
much like modelers. .  . each believes he 
can improve any design.

As with many of the successful early 
homebuilts. Wimpy features a high 
aspect ratio wing with resulting low span 
loading. This sailplane-like characteris
tic is common with Heath, Aeronca, and 
other Long designs, and provides rea
sonable flight performance with rela
tively low power. An ideal format for 
electric-powered Quarter Scale.

Development of the associated plans, 
working primarily from Walt Mooney’s 
Half-A free-flight version published in 
Model Airplane News, September, 1954, 
was a fascinating project in imagineer- 
ing. Assuming W alt’s three-view ar
rangement was basically accurate and 
utilizing available photos, published 
specifications, and other examples of 
Long's work, we tried to visualize what 
Long’s thought pattern or reasoningSimple, straightforward structure is evident in this pic. Lightness is a primary concern when 

building this model, especially when electric power is used; 7-I/2 lbs. is max.
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Tail structure (above and right). Laminated outlines make it strong, light, and add to the scale 
appearance. Wire bracing is functional. Four bolts hold stab to fuselage.

might have been when he was laying out 
the original design. Undoubtedly, major 
dimensions would have been in nice, 
round numbers with logical spacing for 
components. Would a man in a barn 
some 45 years ago, designing with 
yardstick in hand, lay out structural 
elements on 17-1/2 or on 18-inch cen
ters? We assumed the latter to be more 
plausible, and made our drawings ac
cordingly each time an option was 
encountered. Interestingly, compo
nents and major structural positions 
seemed to fall into place . . .  as if we 
were right. Really right. Actually gave a 
weird feeling at times.

The plans presented are believed to 
be a fair representation of what the 
actual structure might have been . . .  or, 
more reasonably, could have been. 
Now, this bit of homey philosophy 
might be tough to sell to some hard- 
nosed scale judge, but this is for fun. 
And it is fun!

Certain details in the photos are not 
consistent with the drawings. Simple 
explanation: the plans incorporate 
changes/improvements resulting from 
the prototype model. A major item to 
keep in mind is weight . .  . minimum 
weight. With the electric motor/pro- 
peller specified, 7-1/4 lbs. is the absolute 
maximum for safety. And 3 lbs. thrust. . .  
that's "pull” measured with a fish scale 
hooked to the tailskid . . . must be Wing bracing wires use spring steel pushrod clevises to connect to metal fittings, which are in 

turn bolted to a plywood shear web between spars.

available at takeoff.
From the instant the tail came up on 

the first takeoff run, flight performance 
of the model Wimpy has been the most 
beautifully realistic we have ever wit
nessed. Absolutely fantastic. Les Long 
obviously knew how to lay out an 
aerodynamic force arrangement that was 
right or "right on,” depending on your 
date of birth. Noadjustments or changes, 
other than a minor weight reduction 
program to reduce from 7-1/2 lbs., have 
been made. We did try an 18x8 prop on 
one flight. Don’t.

If you elect to power Wimpy with an

internal combustion engine, there is 
ample margin to strengthen the front 
end of the fuselage to handle all that 
vibration and such. Better to build in 
beef than to take dumb lead ballast for 
an airplane ride. Our electric power 
system installation totaled 3-1/2lbs.,soa 
more conventional engine installation 
should allow a couple of pounds to be 
put into the structure. A large (.45 to .60) 
engine would be all right if overpropped 
to reduce power and add to realism. 
Little propellers look dumb on big scale

Wing tips are laminated similar to the stab. Ribs on original model 
are Foamcore with balsa cap strips. Note inset spars.

Flexible plastic pushrods are used to drive the ailerons . . .  lighter 
and simpler than solid pushrods and bellcranks.
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Astro 25 battery packs are placed one on top of the other between 
ply bulkheads, motor speed control in front of batteries.

Landing gear is held on with metal straps and screws. Gear is wire 
braced and rigid; Trexler airwheels provide shock absorption.

models, anyhow. Actual power require
ments demand nothing more than the 
output of a healthy .29. Please don’t 
make a bomb out of Wimpy by over
powering. Its big, thick wing section just 
begs to loaf through the a ir. . . low, slow 
and easy. Maybe a steep turn or a slow
motion type loop, but go easy on the 
aerobatics. Try spot landings, instead.

The Wimpy flies by forward thrust 
pulling a lifting surface through the air 
to overcome the forces of gravity on a 

iven mass. This will be a surprise and a 
it of a challenge to modelers used to 

high power/weight ratios. Wimpy’s 
power/weight ratio is just slightly higher 
than a Schweizer 1-26, so relax and fly in 
the real and realistic sense. Just like 
Quarter Scale oughta be. 
CONSTRUCTION

The construction techniques used in 
building Wimpy are very conventional 
and simple. It is to be remembered, 
however, that this is an electric model 
and must be built as lightly as possible. 
Select all wood either for strength or 
weight, depending upon use in the 
structure. The top and bottom fuselage 
longerons should be straight, hard balsa. 
Use epoxy only where absolutely neces
sary and Titebond and Hot Stuff or 
equivalent wherever possible.

Begin construction by cutting tem
plates for tail surfaces and wing tip 
outlines from foam board. Laminate 
outlines from medium 1/16x1/4 balsa. 
Lamination strips may be glued together 
wet or dry. Either works equally well.

Make a 3/32 or 1/8 plywood wing rib 
template with all notches, lightening

and root rib mounting holes. When 
cutting foam board wing ribs, use only a 
sharp blade. Otherwise, you get a lot of 
paper covered, crushed foam. Take 
special care to get a good fit on all joints 
and spar webs, as this requires less glue 
for maximum strength. Foam board, 
known commercially as “ Foamcore” 
and other names, should be available at 
well-stocked art supply stores or depart
ments.

Fuselage construction starts by making 
two side structures directly over the 
plans and each other. Continue framing 
directly over fuselage top view with 
sides inverted. Add all bulkheads, frames 
and diagonals possible while anchored 
in this position. When dry, remove from 
board and add turtledeck formers and 
stringers, stabilizer mounting plate, and

No shortage of radio mounting room in the Wimpy! Note the l/4-inch 
tubes that locate wing to fuse, also hooks for rubber bands.

Astro 25 with speed reducer fits into Astro Flight mount, then 
bolted to homemade aluminum bearers. Swings 1 8 X 1 0  prop.

All set to go fly in '. Original model was finished in cream and maroon 
Monokote, recommended for strength and light weight.

Cowl is fiberglass, made over a foam plug, or carve one from black 
balsa if you prefer. Pilot's seat can be made from 1/64 ply.
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other details.
Bend landing gear components, wrap 

all joints with one layer of one strand 
from Half-A control line w ire, and 
solder. Mount to fuselage, checking for

true alignment.
Mate all flying surfaces to fuselage 

with care to proper fit and incidence. 
Fabricate the flying and landing wires 
and fittings per drawing, and carefully

rig surfaces. Remember, the wire braces 
are functional and carry flight and 
landing loads. Check control surface 
movements for values noted on the 
plans.

The engine cowl is fabricated over a 
foam plug carved to match the fuselage. 
Use one layer of 2-oz. fiberglass cloth 
and three coats of epoxy, sanded be
tween coats. Motor cylinders are made 
from file folder card stock and balsa.

The radio flight battery may be elimi
nated by building a voltage regulator to 
run from the motor batteries. Use two 5- 
volt, 1-watt, 3-lead regulators (Radio 
Shack No. 7805) in parallel. These regu
lators must be attached to the motor 
mount, in theairstream to provide a heat 
sink. This alternate power source will 
supply at least five minutes for the radio 
system after the batteries will no longer 
drive the flight motor.

One of the reasons the Wimpy is so easy to fly  is the long tail moment. Now you can see why it 
is so important to keep the tail as light as possible, and keep all the heavy stuff forward.
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The completed model should not 
weigh more than 7-1/2 lbs., and lighter is 
better. Check the balance and shift 
battery and radio equipment as neces
sary to fix the CC between 25 and 30 
percent of wing chord. The original 
cream and maroon model was covered 
with Monokote. which is recommended 
for maximum strength and minimum 
weight.

Flying the model is somewhat uncon
ventional. It is very slow and realistic and 
not at all like most powered models. Let 
Wimpy fly its own way . . .  climbing on 
wing lift rather than prop blast. We think 
you'll enjoy. ·

SA F E  FLY IN G  , /

IS  NO ACCIDENT At 7-1/2 lbs.. Wimpy is definitely not a windy weather model. But the light weight permits 
slow, realistic, enjoyable, safe flights. It's the way a Quarter Scale model ought to fly .
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P R O D U C T S  IN USE
The MINI-SPORT M ODEL 810 D ELU X E  R/C SYSTEM  K IT  from 
C H A R L IE 'S  R/C GOODIES . . .  By BOB UPTON

• Having flown (and taken for granted) 
many different radio control systems 
over the years, the opportunity offeret) 
me by Charlie Cannon to assemble one 
of her new "Charlie’s” radio control 
system kits was a challenge I couldn’t 
resist. While I have been exposed to the 
mysteries of electronics, compliments of 
the Air Force, my talents in this field of 
technology have long since disappeared

(along with the vacuum tube). There
fore, I was quick to point out to Bill 
Cannon and his lovely wife, Charlie, that 
I definitely lacked any kind of expertise 
in assembling electronic systems, espe
cially miniature ones!

Anyway, Charlie sent me a Mini-Sport 
Model 810 Deluxe 5-channel system. 
The Deluxe kit includes nickel-cadmium 
batteries, charging jack and separate

charger for both transmitter and re
ceiver. With the exception of the same 
system featuring a 3-axis single stick, this 
is the most expensive, at $164.95, com
plete. The single stick unit costs $12.50 
more. A 4-channel kit sells for $159.95. 
Other systems range in price from a 
minimum of $84.95 for the two-channel 
with 2 servos and dry batteries (uses dry 
cell instead of rechargeables). All trans
mitters, receivers, servos, flight packs, 
and batteries are available individually, 
with a whole catalog page full of op
tional choices. Incidentally, all of Char
lie’s R/C radio kits for 1980 are available 
direct only, which explains the very 
reasonable prices. If you should lack the

Compact arrangement of components in the very small transmitter. The editor's paw provides positive proof of the transmitter's dimin-
Battery case holds 8 pen-cell nickel-cadmiums. utive size. Note Dunham sticks, recessed switch, 5th channel toggle.
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R F portion of P.C. board (rt) comes built and factory tuned (don't 
touch!). You finish board, build stick units, and add wire harness.

The receiver components are just a bit snug, but after warming up on 
servos, it's not that tough. Magnifying glasses do help, though!

spirit of electronic adventure, the sys
tems are also sold built and tested for 
only a small additional amount. For 
example, this 5-channel set goes for 
$189.95, only $25 more than the kit. The 
4-channel built unit sells for only $183.95. 
Write to Charlie’s R/C Goodies, 13400- 
26 Saticoy St., North Hollywood, CA 
91605 for a complete list of items avail
able for 1980. As I’ve had a technician's 
license for many years, I asked Charlie to 
send me a system that would operate on 
53 MHz.

The kit comes in three basic sections 
(servos, receiver, and transmitter), with 
assembled sticks, cases, mechanical 
parts, Deans plugs, and wiring, for a 
step-by-step assembly of printed circuit 
boards and mechanics into a complete, 
workable system.

No test equipment is necessary for 
final calibration and adjustment, as a 
preassembled and calibrated servo for 
use in a simple logic alignment pro
cedure is included with the kit.

A thorough and well illustrated, step- 
by-step instruction manual is included 
for each of the basic components (only 
one servo manual, dummy, they’re all 
alike!). Each manual includes a list of the 
kit parts, layouts of the printed circuit 
boards, tuning instructions, trouble
shooting hints and charts, illustrated 
component identification (great!), and 
wave form patterns (for those who 
understand them).
SERVOS

I tackled the servos first, as it is 
recommended that this be the starting 
point, especially when one assembled 
CE-4 servo is provided in the kit as a 
guide. Each servo is assembled from 
electroniccomponents, neatly packaged 
in plastic bags, and is complete in every 
detail including a generous amount of 
the proper Rosin-core solder. I was 
immediately dismayed by my first glance 
at the tiny size of the servo P.C. board, 
and reasoned that there, " . .  .ain’t no 
way all that stuff is going to fit on the P.C.

board!”  (Packaging of components in 
Cannon’s even smaller CE-9 servo stag
gers the brain!) I found my basic prob
lem was not so much the P.C. board and 
associated components, but my inability 
to see properly at close range. (It’s hell to 
get o ld !) I solved this problem by 
"borrowing” from Bill Northrop a neat 
head-mounted magnifying device simi
lar to a welder’s eye shield (now he 
knows why it disappeared). This device, 
coupled with a short focal length eye 
loupe, enabled me to build the servos 
with some degree of confidence.

The first servo wasn’t the most esthetic 
thing you would want to look at, but it 
was basically sound and all the solder 
joints appeared to be good. Wonder of 
wonders, it fit in the plastic servo case 
without overstressing anything! After 
much tedium, worry and sweat with this 
first servo, I had the feeling I was 
assembling the thing with a pair of 
boxing gloves on! (Yeah, I broke a 
resister lead by my ham handiness.) 
Believe me, I now have great respect for 
those talented individuals who assemble 
electronic systems for a living and make 
it look easy. By no stretch of the imagi
nation, is it easy! Anyway, the third and

fourth servo went together with much 
less time and effort.

Careful attention to the instruction 
manual is very important. Read it over 
several times before you start, and 
follow, to the letter, each sequential 
step, and you can’t go wrong. I can 
appreciate the difficulty of communi
cating a set of instructions to someone 
else, especially in w riting, since my 
business requires meto write and prose
cute patent applications. Bill and Charlie 
have done a remarkable job of teaching 
the fledging electronic assembler how 
to build an R/C system. As I ’ve stated 
before, follow the instructions and you 
will be rewarded with success! Enough 
illustrations and diagrams are provided 
in the instruction sheets to remove any 
doubts, and of course, the factory pre
assembled servo helps a lot.
RECEIVER

Flushed with renewed confidence, 
the receiver P.C. board was laid out on a 
clean spot on the workbench and each 
of the transistors, resistors, and capaci
tors was identified and checked off the 
detailed parts list. I might digress here a

Continued on page 103

One down and two to go! (One servo comes assembled and calibrated. It is used for non-instru- 
mented calibration of the completed system). Deans solderable connectors handy for repairing.
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Winners of the 1979 O.P.C. Championships at Lake Spreckles, in San Francisco, were (I to r): Steve Hamilton, first; Rick Barry, second; and 
Dave Grainger, third. Held on November 17, 1979, the event was directed by Wendy and Tom Feist. Eleven tunnels competed.

R/C POWER j __ rhatg
By JE R R Y  DUNLAP

• It’s difficult to get excited about 
model boating when I look out of my 
office window at 4:30 in the afternoon 
and it's dark and the rain is pouring on 
the streets. I suppose I should think 
positive thoughts about how all that rain 
will fill our pond so we'll have water to 
race on when April finally arrives. Have 
you ever had your racing site dry up on 
you? It has almost happened to us. Since 
our race site is going to be the location 
for the 1980 NAMBA Nats, it might be 
nice if there were some water available 
come the first of August. Yes, I do 
believe I ’ll be more positive. Come on, 
rain. Fill up that pond.
GOOD OL’ JAY COMES THROUGH

Anyone who actively follows model 
outboarding knows that Jay Selby, of 
Redwood, California, is one of the 
leaders in model outboard tunnelracing. 
Jay is also a model boat writer, and his 
articles appear in R/C Sportsman. I 
recently sent down some information 
for his column and he returned the favor 
by forwarding some results of two 
model outboard regattas held during 
the month of November at Lake Sprec
kles in San Francisco’s Golden Gate Park.

The 4th Annual Golden Gate Out
board Regatta was held on Sunday, 
November 4. Hosted by the San Fran
cisco Model Yacht Club, it was directed 
by Art Hammond of the Model Mariners. 
This is the oldest model outboard regatta 
annual sponsored in this country. The 
perpetual trophy was originally donated 
by K&B Manufacturing back in 1976. 
There were twenty-four tunnels entered 
in this year’s event. Six hulls were 
original scratch-built designs, five were 
Wintunnels designed by Buzz Passarino, 
four were Mongooses designed by Ken 
Reilly, four were Steve Hamilton de
signed Hamiltunnels, there were four 
Dumas Hot Shots, and one Excaliber. It is 
of interest to note that the most popular 
prop was the J.G . C-7, with eleven 
choosing that type and three using the 
J.G. C-20 prop.

The actual racing was around a short

sprint course with the "M ” configura
tion. It is interesting to note that half of 
the winners of the Golden Gate Out
board Regatta have been women, as 
Wendy Feist brought home the honors 
in 1979. Judy Prigley won the initial event 
back in 1976. Gary Kyes, a veteran of 
model car racing, was second, and 
Wendy’s husband Tom placed third. The 
Feists used Wintunnels, and Gary’s boat 
appears to be a modification of a Klam- 
pon Kai. Steve Hamilton turned in the 
fastest lap. Buzz Passarino won the 
Concours, and Rick Berry won the 5- 
minute enduro.

The First Northern California O.P.C. 
Championship was held at Lake Sprec
kles, in San Francisco, on Saturday, 
November 17. The event, directed by 
Wendy and Tom Feist, was originally 
scheduled for Saturday, November 3. 
However, it was rained out on the 3rd 
and only eleven tunnels were able to 
attend the make-up contest on the 17th. 
The OPC Championships is the culmina
tion of a five-race circuit begun in 1979. 
Races were held in Santa Cruz, Santa 
Rosa, Stockton, and San Francisco. The 
contests consisted of heat racing, fast 
lap, and either 5 or 6-minute enduros or 
a trophy dash.

The top five finishers for the 1979 
Championship Series were: first, Steve 
Hamilton with 9650 points; second, Rick 
Berry with 9050; third, Dave Grainger 
with 8625; fourth, Gary Kyes with 7825; 
and fifth was Rick Harrison. At the 
November 17 race, Gary Kyes took the 
Trophy Dash and tied with Steve Hamil
ton for Best Driver but lost on a flip of a 
coin. Steve also managed to win the 
Hard Luck Award. (It isn’t often that 
you win both the Best Driver and Hard 
Luck Award.) Dan Jones was awarded 
the Slowest Lap award. (Another award 
that is displayed in conspicuous places.) 
The O.P.C. Drivers presented Jay Selby, 
the O.P.C. Coordinator, with a live pine 
tree in appreciation of the time and 
effort he had given to promote this 
Championship Series.

PUGET SOUND MODEL BOAT CLUB’S 
POKER RALLY

Sunday, December 9, was the day the 
Puget Sound Model Boat Club, Tacoma, 
Washington, decided to gamble on the 
weather and conduct a Poker Rally. We 
came out losers on the weather, as the 
wind blew in gusts up to 25 mph and 
most of the event was conducted in rain. 
However, considering that seventeen 
model boaters entered at least one of 
the 5-minute rallies (enduros), the event 
would have to be considered a winner. 
For the event, all boats ran together 
using the LeMans type start and five 
minutes of running time around an oval 
course. For each three laps completed, 
the contestant was awarded one card. 
The most laps completed in one 5- 
minute enduro was eleven. This amount 
was completed by Dennis Caines using a 
wood Excaliber II and your friendly 
reporter using his Prather Deep Vee 40 
that was reviewed last fall in RCMB.

The winners after three hands (en
duros) were; Jerry Gruol, running a 
fiberglass Excaliber II; John Metzger, 
racing a Klampon Kai; Ron Thompson, 
racing an original tunnel; and Jerry and 
Maren Dunlap, racing the Prather Deep 
Vee 40. Those participating had such a 
good time that it was decided to take 
another gamble and schedule another 
Poker Rally in January. This is a great fun 
type event requiring a minimum of 
equipment and supervision. And since 
the winners are determined by who has 
the best cards and not who has the most 
laps, the pots are usually spread around.
HOW ABOUT HEARING FROM SOME 
OF THE REST OF YOU?

This column is always looking for 
reports and photos from clubs and 
individuals about model boating activi
ties. I’m pleased with the fact that some 
of you have taken the time to send in 
news from your area. Such information 
can be sent directly to Jerry Dunlap, 119 
Crestwood Dr. S.W., Tacoma, WA 98499, 
or R/C Power Boating, c/o RCMB, and 
they’ll forward it to me.
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article you wrote in R/C Model Builder, 
November 79. The article was good, 
considering you don’t find that many 
boat articles around.

"My father and I run the 1/8-scale gas 
cars, and I thought I would try a boat as 
long as I have the radio. I was hoping 
that you would knowofanysubscription 
magazines, just on boats, so I could get 
some information before I got into it. If 
you could, please send me the addresses, 
if any, so I could order them.”

Right off hand, I don’t know of any 
"Boat Only" publications being printed 
here in the States. Flying Models, Model 
Airplane News, R/C Sportsman, and 
R/C Modeler have a boating section 
each month. I would think the .21 deep- 
vee class or .21 outboard class would be 
a good class because of your experience 
with that size engine. You might already 
own a K&B .21, and that’s a very popular 
engine in the deep-vee class. The out
board class is also becoming very 
popular.

Like Rich, many people just getting

A SMALL INCIDENT THAT 
MADE ME FEEL GOOD

The story I ’m about to share has 
probably happened many times before 
in other shops and places, but I found it 
to be most heartwarming. While on a 
business trip to Oregon, I took a few 
minutes to drop in and visit with Ken 
Thorstad, owner of Hobby Land in 
Portland, Oregon. I’ve known Ken for 
over a dozen years and always enjoy 
stopping by his shop on Interstate 
Avenue to discuss the hobby business.

While I was talking with Ken, a young 
customer, a lad about eleven or twelve, 
came in to purchase a plastic airplane 
model. He found one he liked, but 
could not find the price marked on the 
kit. Bringing the kit up to the counter, he 
asked Ken the price of this particular 
model. Ken looked at the box and stated 
that the kit cost $1.75. Digging deep into 
his pockets, the young lad managed to 
gather up a total of $1.25. It was with a 
great amount of disappointment that he 
announced he only had $1.25. "Today 
must be your lucky day,” Ken informed 
him. "This kit is on sale today only for 
$1.25." The smile on that youngster’s 
face and the look in his eyes could not 
be expressed in dollars on the cash 
register.

As a youngster growing up loving to 
build model boats and airplanes, I spent 
lots of time in hobby shops. It’s things 
like what Ken did to help that young 
modeler that makes that time seem very 
precious.
NICE GOING, READERS, I'M GETTING 
QUESTIONS ABOUT MODEL BOATING

I really am pleased with the response 
readers of this column have made in 
sending in questions. I am attempting to 
answer all the questions promptly. 
Those self-addressed, stamped en
velopes that some of you have enclosed 
with your letters are especially appre
ciated. Another thing that would help is 
the placing of your return address 
somewhere in the letter. I managed to 
discard an envelope from one person 
who wrote, and that was the only place 
with his return address.

Rich G., from Northfield, New jersey, 
writes: " I ’ve just completed reading the

Special event winners at the Golden Gate Outboard Regatta (I to r): Concours winner. Buzz 
Passarino; Steve Hamilton, who turned in the fastest lap; and Rick Barry, 5-minute enduro 
winner. As for Hamilton's facial expression, all we can say is . . . same to you, fella!

Winners of the 4th Annual Golden Gate Outboard Regatta, also held at Lake Spreckels, were: 
Wendy Feist, first; Gary Kyes (left), second; and Wendy's husband Tom, third.

interested in model boating wonder 
why there isn’t a magazine just for 
model boaters. Allow me to take a few 
lines and shed some light on some 
possible reasons. I was the editor of a 
"Boat Only” magazine back in 1972 and 
'73. It ’s not something I ’d do again 
unless things were much different. The 
biggest problem is makingany magazine, 
not only a hobby magazine, pay for 
itself. Putting out a magazine is very 
expensive. It’s not the readers who keep 
a magazine in business, it’s the adver
tisers. Knowing that most magazines fail 
within the first two years, advertisers 
are reluctant to commit advertising 
dollars. Without dollars, you can’t pub
lish. And compared to the number of 
people interested in model airplanes, 
the number of model boaters is small. 
I ’m much happier as just a staff member 
of a model magazine than I ever was 
trying to be the editor of a model 
boating publication.

Don D., of Aurora, Illinois, writes: “ I 
have decided to get into boating with 
the outboard tunnel hull. I have Steve 
Muck's ‘Lil Lightning,’ and the plans for 
your Excaliber II should be here shortly. 
By the way, thanks for those plans. I am 
an old scratch builder. Being new, I need 
some answers. 1) To move the weight 
forward on your Excaliber II. what is 
wrong with moving the complete radio/ 
battery/servo package all the way for
ward? With very little rework of the front 
cowling, the entire package can be put 
against frame no. 1. 2) I plan to use a 
push-pull system for steering using a 
Masterod-XF flexible cable pushrod. To 
elim inate the pushrod seal, what is 
wrong with epoxying the outer jacket of 
the Masterod to the end of the radio 
box? 3) On page 24 of the December 
R/C Model Builder, there is a picture of 
your Excaliber II. The engine head has 
been rotated 90 degrees, putting the

Continued on page 100
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The P-1 B, subject of our drawings, had larger wheels than earlier Hawks and redesigned radiator and cowl. Color was khaki overall. This one 
sports a new Air Corps number, but the rudder still has Air Service red, white, and blue vertical bars.

CURTISS

MB
By PETER WESTBURG

©  PART ONE ©  •

• If airplanes had parents, the mother of 
the Hawk would be Curtiss and the 
father would be Boeing.

Trying to determine what happened 
behind the scenes of that forced mar
riage is like prying open the lid of a 
six-foot bungalow and finding only a 
few scattered bones. However, some 
facts are known. Curtiss began the 
design of a new post-war pursuit, water- 
cooled, in May of 1922. The first of three 
prototypes flew in January of 1923 as the 
XPW-8. It had a 440-hp Curtiss D-12 
engine and long, thin, constant chord 
wings with two bays of N-struts and a few 
hundred .004-inch thick brass tubes 
soldered together on the top surface of 
the upper wing to make a radiator, the 
same cooling system used on the Curtiss 
racers. A production order for 25 PW-8's 
followed; meanwhile, the third proto
type was reengineered with shorter, 
thicker wings, a single bay of struts, and a 
core type radiator in the upper wing 
similar to the Albatross of WW-I.

The marriage was consummated in 
1924 when a competition was held for a 
new fighter contract. A fighter arrived 
from an upstart company in the north
west to challenge the XPW-8A, the 
Boeing XPW-9. The Boeing fighter was 
also powered by the D-12, but it had two 
distinct advantages the XPW-8A lacked. 
The first was a tunnel radiator under the 
engine , much im proved over the 
McCook Field design of the 1920 PW-1. 
The second was tapered wings.

To get rid of the troublesome core 
radiator which sometimes spewed hot 
water on the pilot, and the movable 
radiator vanes which changed the flight 
trim of the airplane, Curtiss copied the 
tunnel radiator. Top speed of the racer
like XPW-8A was 178 mph, but with the 
tunnel radiator this dropped to 162, only 
one mph better than the XPW-9. Unfor
tunately for Curtiss, the maneuver
ability of the straight-winged XPW-8A 
was considerably less than that of the 
Boeing fighter with its tapered wings. 
McCook asked Curtiss to put tapered 
wings on its pursuit.

“ Do you take these tapered wings to 
mate with your fuselage?’’ they asked.

"I do,’’ replied Curtiss.
Shortly thereafter, under a new 

numbering system, the famous Hawk 
was born. George Page, the Curtiss 
engineer who had much to do with the 
design of the tapered wings on the 
Hawk, once admitted that the Boeing 
wing was the "insp iration”  for the 
design.

The Curtiss F6C-3 of 1928 was the Navy version of the P-1 Hawk with the earliest tunnel
radiator design. Photo by Marion Hoblit.

Thirty-one Hawk AT-5A trainers with Wright 
J-5 engines proved unsuccessful; 24 were con
verted to P-1 F's with D-12 engines. Photo by 
Ed Chavez.
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A really nice shot of Larry Baker's beautiful large-scale DG-100 all set up for landing, spoilers up and gear down. This and most of the other 
Soaring photos this month were sent in by Keith Thomas at a recent scale glider contest in England.

R / c  SOARING
by Dr. L A R R Y  FOG EL .

• Let’s share the pleasure of an English 
countryside through the eyes of Keith 
Thomas. He writes, “The West Mendip 
Scale Competition was recently held at 
Crook Peak in Somerset. You reach the 
soaring site by climbing a long and very 
steep trail. Nobody climbs the Peak 
twice on purpose. . .  so if you leave your 
transmitter in the car . .  . you’ve had it! 
Before the event started, the wind 
changed, making it necessary to move to 
another slope. Then the rain came . . . 
solid, uncompromising rain for a half 
hour or more. All the gliders were 
tucked away safely under plastic, but the 
pilots were not. Drenched in the rain, 
we stood until the storm blew itself out. 
Soon there was the fine sight of gum 
boots being emptied out and socks 
gently steaming on the heather.

“The competition followed its normal 
course: static judging, followed by first 
flights all around, a break for lunch, 
second flights, trophy handouts, and 
home to the bathtub. Conditions were 
bad for only the first flights, with a gusty 
wind knocking everyone off course. But 
things improved for the second round, 
as did just about everybody’s score. In 
the end, Mike Trew took first place with 
his Kirby Kite. Yours truly was second 
with theSilene.and I think |ohn Fletcher 
was third with his Janus (I’m not too sure 
about this, in that the official results have 
not filtered through yet).

“ Max Fripp flew his SB-10. The full 
scale version of this plane has a span of 
29 meters, so even a 1:6 scale model is 
large. It handles well despite the tiny tip 
chord. It has a retractable wheel and the 
usual spoilers, ailerons, elevator, and 
rudder.

“ Cliff Charlesworth and his ASK-18 
showed well in the judging circle. This 
plane is exceptionally stable, elegant 
and lifelike in the air. I photographed 
Larry Baker’s DG-100 on final approach 
with wheels down and brakes out. 
Although a beauty, that plane lost in the 
static judging in that it is a virtually

PAGE 30 & 31 PHOTOS BY KEITH THOMAS 

ready-to-fly kit.
“ John Fletcher's Janus has flaps in 

addition to the usual controls. He bene
fits from flaps up (negative) for high
speed running. Most of the apparent 
dihedral is due to the swept-forward 
wings. Here’s a very smooth flier in the 
hands of a very capable pilot.

“ John Foster’s Hjordis is an experi
mental British design of long ago. As in 
the full scale, no brakes are fitted in the 
model, and there’s loads of problems 
trying to land this bird. While diving, 
Brian Eagle’s Horsa, a World War II 
troop-carrying glider, suffered aileron 
flutter. In fact, one aileron detached 
itself. Somehow Brian managed to land

his stricken plane without damage.
"All in all, over 30 scale gliders were 

present. Yes, there was indeed a second 
rainstorm. We all got soaked twice. But 
. . .  at least we had blue skies and sun
shine in between times.

"Larry, my next model will be a 1:4 
scale Slingsby T-53. I’ll keep you posted 
as the particularities of this beast de
velop.’’

· *  *

Built-up balsa is a wonderful experi
ence. But perhaps that era is on the way 
out. Foam wings and fiberglass fuselage 
are coming in. Some European models 
are being stamped out of modern plas
tics with great precision. These fly more 
efficiently than was considered possible 
even a year or two ago. For example, the 
Sitar brothers of Austria now hold the 
world’s speed record with a sailplane 
that has moved almost 250 miles per 
hour. Eugene Pagliani.an Italian,creates 
planes that look like jewels. The tough

John Fletcher's Janus two-place sailplane makes a close pass. Swept-forward wings give the 
illusion of excess dihedral. Note tandem non-retracting wheels.

Climbing out just after launch is Max Fripp's 1/6-scale SB-10, possibly built from a Carrera 
k it. Beautiful countryside is typical of English flying sites.
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One of the classic sailplanes of all time, the Minimoa, designed by German glider pioneer Wolf Hirth way back in the 1930's. This one was scratch 
built by Ken Merritt. Really looks great with the sun shining through the wing. . .

surface plastic appears to be molded 
directly onto the foam core. Theairfoil is 
precisely what the designer calls for. The 
plane fits together and moves through 
the air with minimum drag. Perhaps it’s 
time we start exploring the possibilities 
of new materials and building tech
nique.

Rick Schrameck, of Leucadia, CA, is 
hot on the trail. He’s a biochemist 
presently working for Duponi, which 
provides him a unique vantage point 
with respect to new materials and pro
cesses. Before this, he owned and oper
ated a Ferrari dealership. Rick is a multi- 
engine rated pilot who owns a Cessna 
310. He’s been into R/C modeling for the 
past three and a half years, with special 
attention to pylon racing sailplanes.

Kevlar is a newly registered Dupont 
product of fantastic strength and low

Brian Eagle's WW-II Horsa troop glider exper
ienced aileron flutter on one such high-speed 
pass, lost one aileron entirely. Got it down 
O K, though.

weight. This fabric comes in two densi
ties. Rick suggests that the 1.8 ounce per 
square yard density is most suitable for 
building radio control sailplanes. As he 
puts it, “ First you form a fuselage mold 
from Celuton, a very hard South Amer
ican carving wood. Construct the plug 
by gluing together 1 x 4-inch slabs with 
Titebond. Use a conventional wood 
plane for coarse shaping, then follow 
this with successive stages of sanding, 
using 36,100,180, and 320 grit paper. All 
in all. this takes about four days of full
time devotion. This fuselage mold is 
then covered with automotive primer. A 
3M product called Acryl-Blu Glazing 
Putty (number 0596) is used to fill the 
wood grain. You rub it on by hand, then 
let it sit five minutes in the sun. Acetone 
or lacquer thinner is used for cleanup. 
Sanding with 320 grit paper produces

the final result, which is now ready for 
Zynolyte Light Grey Hot Rod primer or 
equivalent.

“ Now construct a ‘shadow board’ by 
tracing the plug mold onto pressed 
wood, then cutting out this outline so 
that the mold fits into the board at its 
midpoint. Paint a mold release com
pound onto the wooden plug and the 
shadow board, then paint on a thin coat 
of Gelcoat-epoxy (about 1/16-inch 
thick). Any color will do. By the way, the 
epoxy material can be purchased from 
Aircraft Spruce. Orange County. CA. 
After about an hour, the surface is tacky. 
At that time, apply four layersof 6ounce 
per square yard fiberglass cloth using 
one-hour two-part slow-curing epoxy. 
Saturate each layer with epoxy before 
adding the next. Let the epoxy set up 
overnight. The next day, separate the

John Foster showed up with an unusual bird, an old British design called the "H jordis." Aero- 
dynamically clean model has no spoilers, is said to be a tough one to land.

Cliff Charlesworth flew this 1/4-scale AS-K18, spans just over 13 feet. Plans are available for 
this one through RCM &E.an English model mag.
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Rick Schrameck holds the fuselage plug and mold for his new F3B 
design. Looks like a lot of work . . . and it is.

Rick poses with a finished fuselage. Dark areas are carbon fiber 
reinforcement. Text gives full details.

Rick's primed fuselage (right) with a fuselage 
from a "Sea Breeze" from Bob Smith.

mold from the plug and the shadow 
board and repeat the procedure on the 
opposite side. Now trim the outside 
edge of each half. All in all. this much of 
the process takes from 60 to 80 hours.

“ Now you're ready to produce any 
number of fuselages. Wax the mold with 
any Carnauba wax (such as the one 
produced by Trewax Co., Culver City, 
CA 90230); let it dry, wipe and repeat this 
wax-dry-wipe-polish process three or 
four times. Now brush on a polyester or 
epoxy mold release liquid. Let this dry in 
the sun for 45 minutes or until it ’s 
thoroughly dry. Cut two layers of 4 
ounce per square yard fiberglass cloth 
for each half of the fuselage mold, 
leaving two inches or so excess around 
the edge for trimming. Next cut a layer 
of the 1.8 ounce per square yard Kevlar 
and cut two pieces of Union Carbide 
Corporation’s Graphite Tow, each 12 to 
14 inches long. These strips of tape are 
used to strengthen the tail section.
You’re now ready to start laying up the 
fuselage.

"Mix 2-1/2 to 3 fluid ounces of two- 
part epoxy, pouring one-third of that 
amount into half the mold shell. Use a 
short-bristled brush to saturate the first

layer of the 4 ounce per square foot 
cloth into the mold. Use the remaining 
resin in your cup to saturate any dry 
spots. Now add the next layer of fiber
glass cloth in the same manner. Clean 
your hands with acetone, then carefully 
lay the Graphite Tow into the tail boom 
section. Place the Kevlar into the fuse
lage and saturate this layer with epoxy 
resin. Remove any excess epoxy with 
paper toweling or toilet paper. Repeat 
this process for the other half of the 
mold. Let each half dry for at least three 
to four hours. Trim the mold halves 
using a single edge razor blade or X-acto 
knife . . . and be very careful to trim 
exactly on the midline of the fuselage. 
Then let these halves cure for at least 24 
hours. After curing, these can be re
moved by gently prying them loose from 
the mold.

"Now join the halves together by first 
admitting that this can’t be done. Mount 
them using masking tape, then take a 
3/4-inch wide, 6 ounce per square yard 
fiberglass cloth tape saturated with two- 
part epoxy, and roll this tape up before 
inserting it in the fuselage from any 
opening. Start at the nose or tail and 
unroll the tape using a stick to probe

from the opening. The opening might 
be for a wing, a canopy, or for a tail cone. 
Let it cure for 24 hours and, voila, you 
now have a fuselage.

"The wings, rudder, and stabilizer are 
produced in the same way, using two 
pounds per square foot Dow Company 
Blue Foam Core. Bob Smith, of Bob 
Smith Aircraft Products,holdsapatented 
process for producing flying surfaces in 
a neat way. The molds are made in a 
similar manner, but the halves are 
annealed under high pressure and 
temperature. Paint and finish the parts 
with K&B epoxy paint or equivalent.” 
Rick and Bob Smith are now using this 
construction process to develop a sail
plane specialized for F3B competition. 
It’s a challenge to the Austrian Dassel. 
The wingspan is 100 inches in order to 
allow it to enter standard class. The area 
will be about 1100 square inches, and 
that’s large compared with conventional 
birds of the same wingspan. The airfoil 
will be an Eppler 193, and there’ll be no 
fillets between the wing and fuselage 
(recent studies indicate that the fillets 
produce more drag and less lift than no

Continued on page 95
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A two-view of Rick Schrameck’s proposed F3B sailplane. A little skinny in the tail, maybe, but 
it does look fast, which is the name of the game in FA I soaring.
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P .O .Box 2699 17119 S. Harvard
Laguna Hills. CA 92653 H EN RY NELSON Gardena. CA 90247

729 Valemont Drive 
Verona. PA 15147

Send in your questions, relative to glow or ignition engines, and these 
experts will give you the correct answers.

KLAUSE

• Some years ago I read an article, the 
thesis of which was that for an invest
ment of about $100.00 per year, a person 
could markedly improve his or her 
personality, and enjoy more happiness. 
In other words, be less of a grouch, and 
cut down the odds of getting an ulcer. 
All that one had to do was spend about 
that amount at the beginning of each 
year to buy a good supply of such things 
as shoelaces, soap, shaving cream , 
deodorant, tooth paste, make-upcream, 
etc ., etc. Thus, early on any given 
morning, if perhaps you snapped a 
shoelace, you'd have a replacement 
readily available. You’d simply smile and 
quickly replace the broken one, instead 
of starting out the day in a lousy mood 
because of a pieced-together shoelace 
or some similar irritating incident. The 
concept has some merit.

What has this to do with your model 
hobby? Well, perhaps there is a distinct 
similarity with the following happening. 
Last weekend, at the local flying site, I 
watched a fellow modeler go through a 
couple of hours of absolute frustration. 
To begin, when he attempted to start his 
engine, he about wore out an arm 
flipping the prop. All to no avail. After 
many nice words about the engine 
manufacturer, he finally checked the 
glow plug. It wouldn’t light . . . and he 
had no replacement. A few more exple
tives . . . His buddy suggested the pos
sibility that the plug was really OK, but 
that the battery was dead. Sure enough, 
that was it. So, after borrowing a battery, 
he started the engine, and taxied out for 
takeoff.

As luck would have it, he hit a rut, 
nosed over and broke a prop. You 
guessed it. He had no spare. However, 
he was determined not to be denied, 
and bought a prop from another flier. 
After waiting his turn again for use of his 
frequency, he borrowed another bat
tery, but again couldn’t get it started. 
Seems that he had zapped the glow plug 
with the borrowed battery . . .  a 2.0 volt 
one on his 1.5 volt plug.

By this time, several of us were quite 
empathetic with his plight, so we pitched 
in and got him squareoaway for another 
start when his frequency turn came up 
again. Finally, it seemed that he was on 
his way, and he taxied out, carefully 
avoiding any ruts. He began a gradual

turn into the wind for takeoff, and then 
started some frantic body gyrations. 
Personally, I couldn't understand why 
he’d picked such a time to brush up on 
his disco, but then he screamed, “ I 
AIN’T COT IT!” As his plane continued 
off into the boondocks, more than one 
onlooker cracked up with laughter. 
Now, as many of us know, " I t ’s no 
laughing m atter.”  No matter how 
comical it may be.

Well, after restoring some compo
sure, we retrieved him and his model. 
What had gone wrong this time? Ap
parently, he had neglected to ade
quately charge his transmitter Ni-Cds. At 
this point, all he could do was kind of 
slump down and mumble. Someone 
else cautioned about possible stray 
dogs, raised hind legs and field boxes, 
but with no apparent appreciation for 
such humor, he just packed up and left. 
Can you just imagine the next possible 
scene? He walks into his home, and his 
wife says, “ Hi honey, did you have some 
good flights?”  You take it from there.. .

I’m sure that some of you would label 
that guy as a real klutz. Maybe so, but I 
suspect that similar scenes happen all 
too often. What the answer? I have two 
suggestions. First, write down what you 
think would be nice to have in your field 
box. Don’t hesitate to ask others for 
some suggestions. Then, each time you 
visit your local hobby shop, buy just one 
or two extra of a particular goodie. That 
way, you won’t bankrupt the budget all 
at once, and you’ll soon have an envi
able field box.

My second suggestion is similar to 
the first, but it’s really a steal from full- 
size aviation. Use flight check-off lists! 
Don’t tell me you don’t need them. 
That’s what some pioneer aviators 
proudly proclaimed. Then an engineer 
invented the retractible landing gear, 
and pilots perfected the wheels-up 
landing maneuver. Not long after, the 
check-off list was born.

Today, professional pilots swear by 
check-off lists. If you use them con
scientiously, you’ll probably do a lot less 
swearing. Once again, develop your 
own. How about a night-before check 
list? Charge Ni-Cds, check fuel, starting 
batteries, etc., etc. I suggest two more: 
at-the-field pre-flight and post-flight 
check lists. Use your common sense and 
imagination. When you’re satisfied that 
your check-off lists are complete, then

adhere to them religiously. You’ll have a 
lot more fun and less frustration. You 
might even hug your wife when you get 
home! Fly safely.. .  ·

NELSON
• Last month I started with a general 
description of the model diesel engine. 
This month I ’ll go into some more detail. 
I also very briefly mentioned the devel
opment of the diesel . . . mostly in 
Europe . . . and I ’d like to start this 
month on that subject.

It's fair to state that the long term 
trend of model engine development has 
been to build engines having higher 
power-to-displacem ent ratios and 
higher power-to-weight ratios. The first 
is due totally to the segregation of 
compeition classes by engine displace
ment. The second has been less impor
tant, although it can be critical in certain 
classes of competition. Examples are the 
elimination of the spark ignition engine 
by the glow (and diesel) and the near 
elimination of the baffle piston engine 
by the Schnuerle ported engine.

For all of its benefits of simplicity and 
cheap fuel, the diesel proved itself 
unable to beat the glows whenever 
horsepower per cubic inch was impor
tant. The reason is really pretty simple, 
and is as follows.

An internal combustion engine is a 
fixed displacement air pump. Without 
supercharging (which inc lu d esthe  
tuned pipe), there isa maximum amount 
of air which can be drawn into an 
engine's cylinder. The practical maxi
mum will naturally be less. Into that air 
can be introduced however much fuel is 
required for maximum power. That’s 
what we do when we adjust the needle 
valve.

When we compare fuels we have to 
look at the energy output per quantity of 
air, not energy per quantity of fuel. 
Because it supplies some of its own 
oxygen, nitromethane is (he fuel to use if 
we want to generate hp/in3. Methanol 
has less power, and down at the bottom 
are the paraffin hydrocarbons. What's 
the base of diesel fuel? Right, kerosene, 
a hydrocarbon distillate with lots of 
paraffins.

Conversely, if we want good fuel 
economy we should pick a diesel be
cause its fuel has a lot of energy per 
volume of fuel. For this reason, in FAI 
Team Racing, where fuel capacity is 
limited to 7cc, the diesel reigns supreme.

It would be reasonable to mix in a 
little nitro with the diesel fuel to boost 
the power. Reasonable, but not effec
tive. It seems possible to increase fuel 
consumption, but power doesn’t go up 
by a worthwhile amount. Probably, it’s 
the vagaries of the diesel's combustion 
process that prevents proper combus
tion of the nitro.

The result is that in spite of a lot of FAI 
T/R competitors trying a lot of fuel 
ingredients, the kerosene based fuel 
that I listed last month remains “ stan
dard .”  The recent development has 
been to reduce the oil content down to 

Continued on page 102
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Part of Chuck's discussion this month centers on " T "  bars. Shown above is the Super J chassis 
with a brace that serves the same purpose as a " T "  bar.

R/C AUTO NEWS
By CHUCK HALLUM
• Monaco will again host the World 
Cup formula car race for 1/8 scale R/C 
cars in 1980. Race date is approximately 
the last week in May or the first week in 
June. However, official entries must be 
in two months in advance. I will prob
ably be a member of the committee to 
select ROAR team racers to attend the 
World Cup. ROAR (U.S.) is being allotted 
about 15 racers. With this allotment, all 
racers able to go may make the team. 
However, if more than 15 racers desire 
to go, I would like to see the U.S. 
represented by the best open wheel 
Formula car racers. I am soliciting your 
help to select the U.S. (ROAR) team. If 
you are interested, please submit your 
name, address, phone number, and 
finishing awards in World, U.S. Nats, 
Indy, Winter Nats, or large regional 
races (particularly open wheel and 
Formula events). Send to Chuck Hallum, 
18276 Foxglove Way, Irvine, CA 92715 by

PHOTOS BY  AUTHOR

the deadline (March 22, 1980).
This month we will discuss some 

miscellaneous technical topics. How
ever, there is one subject I will shy away 
from: differentials. The reason for this is 
that I will be doing a full article just on 
differentials in a couple of months. It will 
cover everything I can think of, from 
design concepts to driving characteris
tics.

So what are we going to cover this 
month? Well, I really don’t know . . .  
we’ll just get class started and cover any 
questions you have. Ah . . .  somebody in 
the front row asks, “ What is a ‘T’ bar and 
what does it do?” I talked about "T” bars 
a couple of months back. I must admit, 
the picture in the article didn't really 
show the bar too well. Figure 1 shows a 
chassis and "T”  bar. As you can see, the 
bar is quite stiff in the vertical direction 
because of the thickness and can also 
add some roll (twisting) stiffness. The

bolt that comes through the chassis can 
be moved to select the desired stiffness 
for the track conditions. The forward 
bolt location will increase the vertical 
stiffness the most. If the bolt is tightened, 
the chassis/bar roll (twisting) stiffness is 
also the greatest, but if left loose the roll 
stiffness will go up slightly. The plastic 
"T" bar material is only threaded par
tially; the bolt will be tight and the 
plastic material will act as a locknut.

In playing around with a thin piece of 
fiberglass, I found an interesting occur
rence. The piece of fiberglass was about 
.030 in. thick by almost 3 in. by 6 in. 
When a slight twisting torque, similar to 
a roll twist, was put on the small fiber
glass sample the vertical stiffness de
creased. In fact, when the center was 
pushed up and down (while twisting), 
there was no resistance over a small 
deflection, or even some negative spring 
rate. I have seen this happen on larger 
sheets of chassis material.

Figure 2 shows the type of loading that 
is equivalent to the chassis twist that 
we’re talking about. What appears to 
happen is that there are two semi-stable 
modes of chassis bending that can 
occur. Let us assume the forces are such 
that points A, B, and C remain on a flat 

lane and D rises, as if going over a 
ump. One of the semi-stable bending 

modes (case 1) is that line BC remains 
straight and the chassis curves along AD 
so that D rises; in this case, point X, the 
center of the chassis, does not move.

Case 2, the other semi-stable mode, is 
if line AD remains straight and the 
chassis bend in downward along BC. In 
this case, if A, B, and C are on a flat plane 
and D is higher, it is obvious that point X 
rises. The upward movement of X is half 
the movement of D. Point X seems to 
have very little resistance to motion 
between the semi-stable locations for 
case 1 and case 2.

So, if your radio tray is mounted at 
three points and the forward center 
mount point is near the equivalent point 
X of the chassis, unrestrained vertical 
oscillation can occur. Hence, the chassis 
had better be dampened or stiffened or 
we’re in trouble.

Possibly, this effect is what we are

Fuel tanks and sumps are also covered this month. N. Ishihara's Chuck Hallum's HRE car has fuel sump directly in front of carb.
Phoenix car has fuel pickup and vent lines on carb centerline. Vent and pickup are both in sump.
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View of the " T *  bar installation on Rich Lee's Associated car. In 
this case the bar is made from Delrin. T '  BAR CONFIGURATION

seeing in our R/C car chassis, hence 
vertical stiffening is required. All I can 
say is that laminating a strip(s) of Kydek 
on the chassis (either aluminum or fiber
glass) improves car handling. The Kydex 
doesn’t really add that much stiffness, 
but adds damping to stop chassis oscilla
tion. Metal stiffeners cut down the 
oscillation amplitude. The “ T” bar is a 
combination of the two. One problem 
with the "T ” bar is that the radio com
ponents and fuel tank locations are 
more restricted. Mounting and linkage 
problems can also arise, so a little more 
thinking and time are required when 
building the car.

As I mentioned in the original article, 
some Delta cars have a brace down the 
middle similar to the “ T” bar. HRE cars 
bolt the radio tray to the chassis on some 
washers to stiffen the chassis a little and 
damp vibration.

OK, a question from the right. “ Are 
fuel tank and sump design critical?” 
They sure are! In fact, tank design 
becomes a more critical factor the faster 
a car goes. A year ago I got caught with 
an improper fuel tank at the 1978 Nats. 
The primary reasons for the problem are 
large carburetors, greater acceleration, 
and higher cornering speeds. The large 
carbs have low fuel draw pressure (very 
little carb venturi suction) and the 
greater acceleration, braking and cor
nering cause fuel head pressure varia
tions. When cornering at high g’s the 
fuel head variation from right to left turn 
may be over an inch or two. All of this 
means that the location and function of 
the sump and fuel tank are more impor
tant than ever.

The fuel tank and/or sump should be 
laterally located reasonably close to the 
carburetor centerline, particularly on 
road cars. The fuel tank being forward of 
the carb is OK, because under load the 
engine has a tendency to lean out. On 
oval cars, which always turn one way, it is 
also OK to put the tank toward the inside 
because the engine will be under more 
load during cornering and can stand to 
have more fuel head pressure.

On road cars I recommend that the 
lateral location of the fore and aft fuel

centerline. On oval cars the fuel tank 
centerline offset should not be more 
than about 1 to 1-1/2 inches. If you are 
running a chicken hopper type tank, the 
above comments apply for the location 
of the fuel level control vent.

“ What do you think about using fiber
glass for the radio tray?" someone asks 
from the back. Personally, I don’t think 
it’s a good idea. We have been having 
excellent reliability with our current 
radios, partially because of the plastic 
radio trays. The plastic is able to absorb a 
lot of the high frequency vibrational 
energy, rather than transmit it to the 
radio component mounts. The racers 
using a fiberglass radio tray seem to 
again be having radio problems, mostly 
with the wiring and connectors.

The reason that racers are changing 
the radio tray material is that with all the 
cutouts that are being made, the tray 
becomes flexible and weak. Probably 
the best thing to do is use a larger piece 
of plastic to start with so the cutouts will 
not weaken the tray so much. Or start 
with slightly thicker material, or add 
stiffeners where required. But stick with 
plastic.

"Last month at a big race I got screwed 
out of a lap and my protest was refused. 
Is there any way we can get a better lap 
counting system?" I just covered the way 
lap counting was done at the Second

Championship lap counting systems. 
Both systems have their problems. The 
U.S. system requires one person per car 
for counting and recording (plus an 
overseer), but protestscan be accurately 
resolved. The EFRA system only requires 
three people, but protests are more 
difficult to resolve. But there should be 
some new systems coming down the 
pike soon that should be much better 
than either of the above.

It appears that a simple and relatively 
economical microprocessor and printer 
can do the job. The addition of a CRT 
(cathode ray tube) or several LCD ’s 
(liquid crystal displays) for the an
nouncer would make it a super system. 
Elapsed and lap times for each car would 
be printed out after each race, and the 
CRT or LCD’s could display car positions 
during the race. Some home computers 
that are relatively portable might be able 
to do the job. Many people across the 
country have home computers . . .  or 
maybe they could be rented. All we have 
to do is write a program.

Several people ask, “ What are the 
ROAR rules proposals for 1980, and what 
do you think about them?” Well, first of 
all, I hadn’t heard much talk about the 
rules proposals from anybody or seen 
anything written up in magazines or 
even Rev-Up for that matter. But I finally

Continued on page 86
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P R O D U C T S  IN USE
The M .E.N. PIPER J-3 CUB . . .  By JIM KITCH EN

• Breathes there a modeler of vintage 
1937 or so whose heart does not beat 
faster at the sight of a Piper J-3 Cub? That 
was the year that the first J-3’s rolled off 
the assembly line at the Piper Lock 
Haven plant. This modeler was born four 
years earlier, so the skies were already 
full of Cubs when he began to realize 
that more than birds were flying over
head. Some 20,000 Cubs later, the J-3 has 
become one of America’s most illus
trious aircraft, and an all-time favorite of 
modelers everywhere.

How else can you explain why the J-3 
is probably the most kitted model 
airplane in existence. I can count twelve 
Cub kits available in either balsa or foam 
versions. These range from a Sterling kit 
that goes back to free flight and the early 
R/C days of rudder only to several nine- 
foot span models.

The M.E.N. (Model Engineering of 
Norwalk) kit is another fine model in the 
Cub tradition of simplicity and rugged
ness. Its 72-inch wing span and .29 to .35 
recommended engine size places it 
nearer the large end of Cub model sizes. 
My overall preference in models is for 
those in the .15 to .25 engine range, but 
occasionally I get a yen to build some
thing bigger. If you have a soft spot for 
Cubs and a similar yen, then the M.E.N. 
J-3 is an excellent choice for your next 
model.

In looking over my roster of model 
engines. I found that the O.S. Max .35 
R/C, a reliable standby and favorite of 
many modelers, stood out as an ideal 
match for the M.E.N. Club. Together, 
they make a great combination for a very 
realistic fun-type sport/trainer model.

Two outstanding features of this kit 
are its thorough instruction manual and 
self-jigged fuselage construction. Other 
features are a complete parts and cutting 
list, built-up tail surfaces, special under
cambered high-lift airfoil, optional wing 
dihedral construction, and die-cut wind
shield.

The 32-page instruction manual con
tains the most comprehensive instruc
tions of any model airplane kit that I 
have ever seen. For example, wing 
construction is covered in 60 itemized 
steps and the fuselage (including landing 
gear assembly) requires 67 steps. Finish
ing instructions include a helpful hint 
for covering the undercambered wing. 
Final assembly instructions describe 
checking for wing warps, incidence 
settings, wing, stabilizer, and vertical 
stab alignments. If you are a novice to 
R/C flying, the flying instructions em
phasize the importance of obtaining 
experienced help, but they also describe 
a self-teaching approach to flying your 
Cub.

The last six pages of instructions are 
the parts and cutting list. All pre-shaped 
parts are grouped by component and 
listed as to quantity, description, and 
material (i.e. balsa, plywood, spruce, 
plastic, etc.). The cutting list is an 
extension of the parts list, indicating the 
lengths of parts to be cut from the stick 
material provided. Anything described 
in the parts list will be found either pre

cut to length or in the die-cut parts. A 
good ruler is helpful to check pre-cut 
parts for size, and to make parts from the 
cutting list.

The fuselage is primarily 1/8 ply
wood, with balsa bracing and stringers. 
Plywood parts include fuselage sides, 
formers, and bottom. The first step in 
fuselage construction is to cut to length 
and glue 1/4-inch square balsa sticks to 
form braces for the fuselage sides. Pre
notched fuselage sides, formers, and 
bottom, combined with this bracing, are 
the basis of the patented Tri-Square- 
Lok design which utilizes 20 interlocking 
parts to provide a self-jigged, accurately 
aligned fuselage.

It’s a good idea to follow the self- 
jigging instructions using No. 64 rubber 
bands and modeling clamps to test fit 
the joints before applying glue. Kraft 
1-1/4 and 4-inch modeling clamps are 
particularly useful, or you can make 
clamps using popsicle sticks and rubber 
bands. I like to use Hobbypoxy Formula 
1 (working time 15 minutes) for fuselage

construction. Even with 15 minutes 
working time, you have to be a fast 
worker to epoxy all the joints in the self- 
jigged fuselage. A dry run is a big help in 
becoming familiar with the self-jigging 
parts and procedures.

One problem over which the manu
facturer has little control is the benda- 
bility of the poplar plywood used for the 
fuselage sides and bottom. It may be 
necessary to partially saw through the 
fuselage sides between formers 2 and 3 
to help the sides to develop curvature to 
the nose block. This is covered in the 
instructions. I tested my sides, and 
decided that I did not have to do this. 
However, I did experience some diffi
culty in bringing the fuselage sides, 
bottom and former No. 1 all together at 
the nose.

TJie tail components are of built-up 
construction, consisting of 1/16 die-cut 
balsa sheeting over a framework of 1/8 
Lite Ply, spruce, and balsa ribs. This 
construction takes longer than solid 
balsa, but it results in a lighter and

Wing construction is quite strong, features four spars plus shear webbing. Note the 3/4-inch 
shim under the t.e .; except for the I.e., the wing is built up in the air.

Basic fuselage structure is 1/8 Lite Ply. Tri-Square-Lok design utilizes 20 interlocking plywood 
parts to provide a self-jigged, accurately aligned fuselage.
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The M.E.N. Cub has plenty of room for the radio gear. The author prefers three abreast servo 
mounting, made a servo tray from 1/8 ply. Rx and battery pack up forward.

Engine compartment was extended 1/2 inch 
to fit Kraft mount and O.S. .35.

stronger set of tail surfaces. I started the 
kit by building the vertical stab and 
rudder. These relatively simple parts 
should give you a feel for the kit design. 
Sort of sets the rhythm pattern (or 
personality) of the whole kit.

My most disliked modeling chore is 
installing hinges. I get around this by 
using Monokote hinges. The Cub hinge 
installation is made easier by the use of 
two 1/16 X 1/4 spruce lengths laminated 
together to form the stabilizer/elevator 
and vertical stab/rudder mating edges. 
These lengths are pre-notched to re
ceive the flexible nylon hinges provided. 
As for me, I stayed with my Monokote 
hinges.

The wing is of a special design con

sisting of a high-lift undercambered 
airfoil to give realistic slow flight similar 
to the real Cubs. Flight speeds from 8 to 
40 miles per hour result from this design. 
For wing construction, a 3/4-inch shim 
is needed under the trailing edge to 
properly position the trailing edge and 
ribs in relation to the leading edge. As 
the actual thickness of ordinary hard
ware store one-inch lumber is 3/4 inch, a 
straight three-foot piece of one-inch 
lumber or 3/4-inch plywood can be used 
for this shim. The only error I found in 
the instructions is that the wing strut 
platforms are incorrectly identified in 
Figure 4, page 27 as part B . . . two Lite Ply 
shear webs.

Rounded wing tips are another both
ersome chore. In this case, the wing tips 
are die-cut from Lite Ply. They are de
signed to be slightly larger than their 
horizontal projections so that when

If it wasn't for the engine cylinder and muffler, this could pass for a real Cub at a local airport. 
Finish is yellow Monokote.

positioned between leading and trailing 
edges, they bow up into the same shape 
as the top part of the wing airfoil.

You have the option of building the 
wing with either a two or six degree 
dihedral angle, depending on whether 
your model is intended for sport or 
trainer duty. The parts for both dihedral 
angles are included, and are clearly 
stamped with either a “ 2” or "6.’’ The 
instructions say that with two degrees of 
dihedral, the plane must be flown as if it 
were an aileron trainer. I chose the two 
degree dihedral because I enjoy spins, 
and it is more scale-looking than the six 
degrees.

The windshield and cabin windows 
are die-cut from clear plastic. See- 
through windows certainly enhance the 
model and add to its realism. It is a good 
idea to make a pattern of the windshield 
or save the die-cut scrap for a pattern. 
This may come in handy if you goof up 
the windshield or have to do some re
construction work later. The instruc
tions suggest cyanoacrylates or Wilhold 
R/C 56 for gluing the windshield. How
ever, I like to use Hobbypoxy Formula 2 
for fuel proofing, and I wasn’t sure that 
this would be compatible with these 
glues, so I decided to use Hobbypoxy 
Formula 1 to attach the windshield and 
windows. If you use epoxy, you should 
roughen up the plastic edges with

Continued on page 100

O.S. .35 installation. This is at the top of the model’s engine size 
range; you certainly won't need more power than this.

The M.E.N. Cub's highly undercambered wing and light weight make 
for an easy, slow-flying model. Photo by Bill Knorr.
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Dave Sweeney, of Dallas, Texas, shows how to crank up an Ohlsson .60 Custom with one flip. 
Really nice Miss America is a free flight. Photo by Larry Kruse.

pmsmrs
By JOHN POND

• South Africa! Welcome to the fun! 
According to the latest dope from Jack 
Abbot, of Vereeniging, South Africa, 
Old Timers have finally taken hold with a 
vengeance.

This columnist has been the recipient 
of the latest newsletter from the Vaal 
Radio Flyers. Their newsletters are 
hilarious, being liberally sprinkled with 
Sherry cartoons from the Aeromodeller 
column run by "Pylonius.” I can thinkof 
no better way to introduce the South 
African activity than to quote directly 
from their first announcement of an Old 
Timer contest in January 1979. How 
about this?

"YECLARION CALLTOYE ANCIENTS. 
Other countries have been pursuing the 
nostalgia trail for some time now and an 
increasing number of vintage and/or 
antique models are beginning to appear 
in South African skies. I (Abbot) have an 
Aeromodeller plan 'Leprechaun' that 
steals the show wherever it goes. I also 
have a Scientific Mercury, Flying Cloud,

and a silked Comet Sailplane. Brother 
Bob has a Korda and Comet Gull (rubber 
jobs). Harry Allan throws a Comet 
Clipper around the sky while Ian Fraser 
gets a lot of pleasure from a Buccaneer 
Special. Sid Myers in Salisbury is trying to 
cram a radio in a Skyrocket A (columnist’s 
note: lotsa luck !), and according to 
latest reports, another Mercury exists in 
the Pretoria area. I have just seen Allan 
Hamilton with a Keilkraft Gypsy and Reg 
Brown with a Black Magic.

"T h e re  are many o thers w ho , 
troglodyte-like, painstakingly assemble 
fuselages from 1/4 square instead of 
hacking into a chunk of foam with a hot 
nichrome wire. Being modelers, most of 
these ancients would like an opportunity 
to poke fingers through someone else’s 
tissue covered wings while telling yarns 
about the number of flyaways that have 
contributed to that huge forest of balsa 
that exists up there someplace.”

With this introduction, Jack invites all 
modelers to come to the Vaal Radio

Flyers Field to discuss some thoughts on 
forming an association toactasaclearing 
house for exchange of plans, motors, 
etc. Jack even suggests arranging a get- 
together for the purpose of telling even 
more and better lies about long-past 
performances.

Abbot was sharp enough to appreciate 
the fact they would never be able to get 
enough members to rival SAM, and feels 
the African boys should do as the English 
boys have done; organize a SAM Chap
ter, for starters. Rules should allow 
vintage models up to 1950, as many of 
the better English designs didn’t appear 
until well after WW-II. This would allow 
many Aerom odeller plan designs to 
compete.

Anyway, to make a long story longer. 
Jack Abbot reported in the SAARF 
(South African Aeronautical Radio Fly
ers) newsletter that they actually had five 
people show up with models at the First 
Old Timer Bash. Actually, more would 
have shown, but three “ for sures” failed 
to make an appearance.

Jack sez you couldn’t have asked for a 
better start: the weather was just out
standing, and all who came got what 
they came for . . . FUN! Some fellows 
who showed without models had 
nothing on Harry Allan, who brought 
the parts of his Buzzard Bombshell (after 
the dog got through with it!) just to 
prove he was truly interested.

Some authenticity was provided by 
Bob Abbot's rubber jobs, the Korda and 
Comet Gull. This provided a lesson for 
the foam and plastic boys in the degree 
of patience required for trimming. 
While on the authenticity kick. Jack 
Abbot had an R/C Comet Sailplane 
complete to the last riblet, but alas, the 
Super Cyclone was not ready. I n its stead 
a hot Webra .40 had been temporarily 
fitted.

Here in the States the performance 
would have been termed satisfactory, 
but to these neophytes, the climb on the 
Sailplane could only wring out com
ments like "Holy Cow!”  (edited) from 
the onlookers. In trying to achieve true 
authenticity in flight path, an upward 
spiral was programmed, but the model 
got lost in the sun. The next thing 
anyone knew, the model had reversed

A 1946 design called the Dolphin, published in Aeromodeller. This 
one built by Dennis Parker, of Australia.

Don't feel bad if you can't identify this one; it's really a Miss T iny, 
but with an extra wing! Gordon Codding built it, has converted 
other O .T.'s to bipes too. See text.
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Two O.T . greats taking it easy at the Huriot R/C O .T. Bash: Playboy 
designer Joe Elgin (left) and Chet Lanzo.

Good Lord! Wilt Schachtel went whole hog on this 1 2 -foot Playboy. 
No, the dog doesn't f ly  in it . .  . although he probably could.

direction and was coming down in a 
death spiral. Jack commented that no 
beefing-up could stand that treatment! 
Repairs were immediately in order (after 
the crash, natch!).

In stark contrast, Ian Fraser’s Bucca
neer B Special buzzed around intermi
nably with reduced throttle. This was 
added to by numerous hand launched 
gliders and a few CO2 models. With 
magazines to pore over, an Ohlsson .23 
on the stand that defied all attempts to 
make it run for more than 30 seconds, 
plus all the bull sessions going on, there 
was no real reason to handicap the fun 
by calling themselves a committee, 
acquiring a title, and setting up a 
schedule.

As it turned out, it was decided to hold 
another meet in less than two months. 
The parent club, the Vaal Radio Flyers, 
have agreed the "ancients” are harmless 
and have given them carte blanche. 
Actually, it was almost a foregone con
clusion with Reg Brown, the Chairman, 
having nearly completed a Black Magic 
and wanting to get in on the fun!

History was made. The Old Timers 
were established as part of the club 

rogram. Two more Old Timer Bashes 
ave been held with the second one 

producing an Old Timer control line 
enthusiast. Abbot reports a certain 
prominent R/C chairman was to be seen 
enjoying Old Timer ukie flying. It's 
infectious!

Abbot’s humor in the newsletter is an 
absolute panic. This writer could go on 
and on. Reg Brown had a Black Magic 
tastefully finished in transparent Solar- 
film. Abbot sez this model will be known 
as the “ Streaker.” However, the FUN 
that Reg Brown (who never knew Old 
Timers) gets from his vintage model is an 
object lesson to those who think that 
"flat out” is the only scene.

The Old Timer movement really 
started to take hold at the Third O.T. 
Bash. Two newcomers, Brian Partridge 
and Andy Cirro, brought out Buzzard 
Bombshells that drew such raves that 
most of the other interested would-be 
Old Timer Fliers were all set to build 
nothing but Bombshells. Abbot sez he 
hopes this doesn’t generate to the point 
similar to that where nothing but "Ugly 
Stiks” are seen on the R/C field.

Abbot also noted that Allan Hamilton 
flew his new Buzzard Bombshell and 
had the free flight purists muttering dark 
threats as he had the Buzzard performing 
loops, rolls, stall turns, low passes and 
anything else but the stately manner in 
which those beautiful Old Timers flew. 
Abbot will have to introduce Allan to the 
"relaxing-in-the-deck-chair-with-trans- 
mitter-on-the-ground” method of fly
ing. Radio interrupted free flight is the 
name of the game!!

Abbot reports some fellows are just 
like modelers were in the old days, 
finishing their models on the field (how 
long has il been since you have seen a 
guy on an R/C field finishing a model?). 
This is half the fun when they are able to 
see their creation fly later in the day. Jack 
and the boys have truly found out what 
this Old Timer game is all about: FUN!

MOTOR OF THE MONTH
Back in the August 1977 issue of 

Model Builder, we ran the Comet .35 as 
the featured engine of the month. If this 
and the Vivell .35 seem similar, there is 
an excellent reason: they were both 
designed by the same guy, Jack Keener!

As explained in that issue. Jack simply

Howard Osegueda, of Root's Hobby Shop, 
flies this Cal Aero Air Trails Sportster at O.T. 
meets. Photo taken at Morgan Hill.



Ben Buckle was a member of the English contingent at the Π 8 SAM Ron Keil has one sexy-looking New Ruler, wouldn't you say? A
Champs, placed 5th in B Pylon with Gas Champ. good low and slow flier, it uses 3*channel R/C.

Joe Beshar flies the Bombshell built by the 
late Ed Franklin . . . hope Ed is looking down.

didn't have the money to continue 
production of the Comet .35 engine. 
With World War Two going full blast in 
Europe and the United States on the 
brink of declaring war. Jack was ap
proached by Earl Vivell, a local hobby 
dealer. Earl's idea, of course, was to 
distribute the motor being manufac
tured by Keener.

The first motor that came out bore a 
remarkable resemblance to the Comet 
.35, even to the cadmium plated cylinder. 
This is generally considered to be the 
first model of the Vivell .35. This engine 
was sold all through the war under the 
guise of “ a few engines availab le.”  
Having purchased all engine parts and 
arranged for Jack Keener to stay on, pro
duction of engines was assured, based 
on a nice backlog of parts.

Naturally, the engine underwent 
several improvements, with the second 
model having an improved timer assem
bly and housing. The motor now fea
tured a dull black oxide finish on the 
cylinder. Cylinder head thickness was 
also reduced.

According to Don Belote, who wrote a 
short history of the Vivell engines in a 
1964 issue of the Model Engine Collec
tors Journal, there were actually five 
distinct models, each with varying im

provements. Some of the changes in
cluded enlarging the bypass and 
squaring the exhaust ports. In the fourth 
model, a streamlined metal tank was 
added to the backplate.

The fifth model (the one we are illus
trating) had a higher compression head, 
angled intake venturi, and the same 
enlarged bypass and exhaust. (It appears 
the fourth model was a combination of 
crankcases from No. 3 that evidently 
were left over from that model.)

Vivell engines, particularly the large 
port versions, were good runners. The 
early models had a tendency to vibrate 
and were sensitive to needle valve 
adjustment. The points tended to float at 
high speeds with a resultant miss. How
ever, this was not noticeable at normal 
speeds used in free flight models, giving 
the extremely steady power so desirable 
in the climb.

Strobatic tests conducted by the Air 
Trails magazine staff in February 1946 
stated the Vivell engine turned 8,150 
rpm with a ten-inch low-pitch propeller 
and 7,000 rpm with a ten-inch high- 
pitch prop. Use of larger props such as a 
twelve-inch low-pitch gave 7,000 rpm, 
while the corresponding twelve-inch 
high-pitch propeller gave 5,650 rpm. 
Peak speeds were obtained using a ten- 
inch prop on control line type models.

The Vivell .35 motor featured a bore of 
.768 and a stroke of .750 in., giving a 
displacement of .35 cu.in. Motor weight 
was seven ounces without coil and 
condenser. For the technically minded, 
the cylinder was machined steel with a 
brazed bypass and exhaust stack. The 
cylinder featured a flange which allowed 
two Phillips screws to attach the cylinder 
to the crankcase.

Conversely, the machined aluminum 
head was held to the cylinder by four 
fillister head bolts. Piston was of steel 
(unhardened as of last reports) with oil 
grooves in the top end and a milled 
bypass slot in the side of the piston.

The rest of the engine was pretty 
much of standard production of the day 
with a brass wrist pin, connecting rod of 
cast aluminum fitted with bronze bush
ings, a one-piece crankshaft of hardened 
steel with the rotary valve milled in the 
shaft.

A bronze main bearing provided the 
support for the crankshaft and this was

pressed into a permanent mold alumi
num crankcase. Back cover, which 
screwed into the crankcase, was also of 
the same material. Also of cast alumi
num was the timer, an enclosed type. 
Needle valve was very much like the 
Universal needle valve being marketed 
at that time.

The engine was neatly finished off 
with a light sheet metal tank that fitted 
into the crankcase cover, being held 
with a long screw. The unit sold for 
$18.50 at that time and was considered 
one of the better engines of that class 
displacement. Like all engines that fail to 
keep up with the competition, the Vivell 
.35 gradually faded from the competi
tion scene. By 1946 several new models 
bearing the Vivell name (built by Jim 
Brown of Little Dynamite fame) made

What a rare Lindberg Hornet looks like. Orig
inal plans were published in PA.

An Alvie Dague Mutvihill Winner by Jerry 
Persh. An excellent rubber performer.
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You shouldn't have any trouble identifying these models built by Pete Vano's king-size Powerhouse is said to be real kicks to fly . Looks
that prolific English modeler, Dave Baker, of London. like about a ten or eleven-footer. Vano photo.

their appearance, but this is another 
story we will feature in a future issue.
SAM TRIVIA

Lin Haslam reports in the "Con
denser,”  official word of the Salt Lake 
Antique Modelers (SLAM), that the 1979 
SAM Champs were bigger than first 
announced. Late entries and a recount 
showed 91 contestants flying 358 free 
flight entries and 100 R/C entries. Only 
63 modelers indicated their age on the 
entry form (and we kid women about 
not admitting their age). This gave an 
average of 49.6 years old. Lin says this 
really shoots down the theory of “ kids 
and their toy airplanes." Also. Lin says

we have been duplicating the Old Timer 
era for twice as long as it actually 
existed; 1934 to 1943 is nine years. We 
have been at it since 1960!
CALIFORNIA OLD TIMER SCHEDULE

Many thanks and congratulations are 
in order for West Coast SAM Vice 
President Jim Adams, as he has success
fully coordinated all meets for the 1980 
calendar year. This great news means 
that modelers can now go to a F/F meet 
or an R/C meet with no fear of missing a 
good contest.
R/C
March 9 ......... SAM 30, Browns Valley
April 13 . . . .  SAM 21 R/C Texaco, Taft

May 24,25,26 . . . .  West Coast R/C SAM 
Champs, Sacramento

June 15 ............................SAM 21, R.O.W .,
Calero Dam, San Jose

August 24.....................SAM 27 Two Rock
C.C . Station

Sept. 14................SAM 21, Hill Country,
Morgan Hill

Oct. 13-14 . . . .  Pond Commemorative 
(SAM 26), San Luis Obispo

Nov. 9 ....................  SAM 30. Sacramento
Dec. 7 . . .  SAM 49 Annual Texaco, Taft 
F/F
Jan. 27............................SCAMPS Bowden,

Lake Elsinore
Continued on page 105

OLD TIM ER Model of the Month
Designed by: Roger Hammer

Drawn by: Al Patterson

Text by: Phil Bernhardt

*  *  *

•  We had no sooner decided to feature 
the Jasco Flamingo as the Old Timer of 
the month, when here comes an issue of 
the SCIFS newsletter, the “ Flightplug,” 
and therein was a copy of the original 
Flamingo mini-drawing by Frank Zaic 
that first (and only) appeared in the 1938 
Jasco catalog. It was originally designed 
by Roger Hammer in September 1937 
and has remained virtually unknown to 
most O.T. enthusiasts ever since . . .  at 
least up until about fouryears ago, when 
John Pond showed up at a contest with

one. It was the first time I had seen one 
of these rare birds, and while I thought it 
was a neat looking airplane it also struck 
me as having a "different" look about, 
something hard to put into words. You’d 
have to see one in person to know what I 
mean.

This airplane is an excellent performer 
bothasafree flight and asan R/C model. 
The original drawing includes these 
notes: Has excellent spiral stability. 
Flight characteristics: tight circle, very 
steep climb, tight circling glide and 
ballooning tendencies. That pretty 
much tells it like it is. More than once 
I ’ve seen John flying his Flamingo. . .  it's 
R/C . . .  in his usual manner, i.e ., 
stretched out in a lawn chair, beer in 
hand, transmitter sitting on the ground 
and the model way up there, methodi
cally going round and round all by itself 
for several minutes at a time. No doubt 
about it, the Flamingo flies darn well as a 
free flight.

Let’s take a close look at this airplane. 
The wing spans 89 inches and has approx. 
1122 sq. in. (maximum size glow or 
converted ignition engine under pre
sent SAM R/C rules is a .49). Other than 
the whopping 15-inch root chord, the 
only unusual feature is the 3/8x2-inch- 
wide solid balsa trailing edge. Choose 
this board carefully to avoid excess 
weight. Foran R/C version,sprucespars, 
at least on the inboard panels, would be 
something to consider.

The tail surfaces are conventional 
except that they make use of cap strips

bent over a spar in lieu of regular sheet 
balsa ribs. Also, the plans call for a 1/4 sq. 
stab leading edge, but that tight curve 
makes laminating this piece a necessity.

The fuselage is a curvaceous structure 
that has hardly a straight line anywhere. 
Construction is very light, and there are 
only a few formers to make. The Fla
mingo fuselage is notorious for being 
quite weak in the nose, and builders 
should see that this area receives some 
extra beefing up. A reinforced crutch 
would help, but what is really needed is 
some diagonal bracing or plywood 
carrythrough members to absorb the 
loads properly. This is especially impor
tant if you are building the model for 
free flight and plan on using a pop-up 
tail DT.

Up at the top left-hand corner of the 
original Frank Zaic drawing was this 
note: Kit for this design ready soon — 
watch for announcement. Hmmm, let’s 
see . . . that was only 42 years ago. 
Shouldn’t be long now! ·
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Jerry Boyce gets our vote for having the prettiest airplane at the meet. 
Placed 8th, uses S .T . X-40, Kraft Signature rad o.

NMPRA
They're off! Jeff Bertkin flags off another heat, one of over 100 
flown in the wind-delayed two days of racing.

\  CHAMPIONSHIPS
V  PHOTOS BY LAS VEGAS NEWS BUREAU, WALT

7  SCHRODER, AND ROCHELLE THOMPSON

By DENNIS O 'BR IEN  . . .  Assisted by Circus Circus Hotel, the 1979 N .M .P.R.A. Championships at Las Vegas 
attracted 87 of the nation's best racers. Here's a contestant's account of the year's most exciting pylon race.

• Arriving by air on Thursday, the 18th 
of October, with my “ ageless” father 
(and sponsor of this trip), we had a taste 
of things to come when the airline 
captain called our attention to the 
Grand Canyon below us. A more breath
taking sight, compliments of Mother 
Nature, would be hard tofindanywhere. 
Brief moments later, a city looms out of 
the distance, and situated in the middle 
of nowhere is Las Vegas. . .  the town that 
never sleeps, where clocks are nonexis
tent, entertainment of a caliber unsur
passed, millions of dollars thought of 
only as plastic chips, a melange of neon 
signs and buildings that boast architec
tural genius, a true grownups’ Disney- 
world. This, then, was the setting for the 
1979 N.M.P.R.A. Championships “ Big 
Go West.”

Once on the ground, a brief trip 
through the airport with our "coffin” 
containing model aircraft brings a stir to 
some other travelers as dear old Dad 
keeps mumbling loud enough for those 
in listening distance to hear, “ I’m sure 
glad Joe was small, still a shame he 
passed o n .. . "  Then into our rented 
station wagon for the trip through town 
to the headquarters for this year’s big

race. After a few miles and some right 
and left turns, we make a right onto 
Circus Circus Avenue and there faces us 
the largest Big Top in Vegas, Circus 
C ircus Hotel and Casino , our race 
headquarters and lodging for the next 
several days. A quick entry through the 
revolving doors brings us to the registra
tion desk and the casino immediately 
adjacent to the lobby. A first glimpse of 
the casino makes it appear as never 
ending rows of slot machines, blackjack 
tables, crap tables, roulette wheels, and 
other games of chance. Feeling kind 
of small in this limitless vastness of 
nameless faces, I decided to try to find 
my racing partner, orsomeotherfamiliar 
body who resembled a pylon racer. Sure 
enough, as I walked up the first aisle 
nearing a crap table there loomed the 
fearless leader of the Samurai Racing 
Team, Jim Shinohara, and one of his 
pilots, Dave Shadel.

"Jim, Dave, how ya doin’?”
"Uh, OK, how are you? . . .  Damn, 

craps!” (Obviously, they were not inter
ested in idle conversation at this time.) 

“ Fine, have you seen Bill Williamson?” 
"Uh, no, man, we just got here." 
"You mean you haven’t unloaded or

checked in yet?”
"No, not yet, just thought we’d try our 

hand at craps.”
“ Yeah? how you doin’?”
“ Don’t ask!”
"Well, see you later.”
Drifting further through the casino, I 

ran into some other familiar faces who 
informed me that my partner andseveral 
others were checking out the flying site 
and would return shortly. Well, at least 
now I wasn’t alone, and finally con
cluded that I was at the right place at the 
right time.

Back to the lobby, my father and I 
picked up our room keys and headed for 
the fifteenth floor. The room was much 
more than we expected, and afforded us 
all the comforts we could ask for . . .  
even a small safe for valuables, for which 
I surely would have no need. Finally 
conversations between other racers 
began, the usual gathering in one or 
another’s rooms for some meeting of 
old and new friends and some serious 
bench racing. The talk usually centered 
around someone’s new killer engine or 
ultra-trick prop, with an occasional 
question along the line of, “ Where’s 
Brodbeck?”  or, “ Have you seen anyone

Tom Castillano returning to pits after a heat race. Note distance from 
race course to pits; safety was number one priority.

Monday's announcer, Linda Smith, proudly displays the trophies 
sponsored by Bill Bennett. Trophies went all the way to 20th place.
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The Smith brothers. Chuck (seated) and Bob. 
put out a total effort not only at the contest 
but at the annual banquet as well.

*

¥

Two Lil Tonis, wingtip to wingtip, round the 
number one pylon together. That's dose!

yet from the northeast?" The usual reply 
was, "Not yet, but check down in the 
bar.” Discussion between wives and 
g irlfriends was anything but pylon 
racing, mostly what talent they wished to 
see and what time to be ready to make a 
given show, and then trying to convince 
their male counterparts that prop carv
ing can wait until later. . .  after all, this is 
Las Vegas . . .  a time for fun!

Friday morning arrived with what

appeared to be continuing beautiful 
weather, and many took advantage of 
this for test flying. Sorting out the right 
fuel/needle valve/prop combination 
was a bit tricky for some in the warm, 
extremely dry climate. By mid-morning 
several racers had arrived at the field and 
a test flight line soon formed with as 
much as a half-hour wait for one test 
flight. This gave many a chance to look 
over the flying site, which was excep
tional and had only one obvious draw
back. The entire asphalt airstrip was 
surrounded by a two-foot-high wooden 
post fence. This meant that utmost care 
had to be taken on long rollouts or short 
approaches. I understand from one 
knowledgeable source that the purpose 
of the fence was to discourage vandalism 
to the facility by people in four-wheel 
drive desert vehicles. The airstrip itself 
was extremely smooth . . . long and wide 
(600 X 100 feet) with pit area and covered 
lean-to for sport flying. The area sur
rounding the field was rocky, sandy 
terrain, and not at all forgiving to those 
who made their landing approach too 
short. Some of the danger of a long 
rollout landing approach too short. 
Some of the danger of a long rollout 
with possible contact with the fence was 
alleviated when the Parks Department, 
which governs the field, assembled a 
nylon net fence at the extreme upwind 
end of the runway. The usefulness and 
ultimate demise of the gesture will soon 
be seen.

As test flying progressed, the nylon 
net saved at least two aircraft, but then 
things began to change. The wind began 
to blow, first gently, which helps when 
slowing down aircraft for landing. Un
fortunately, it began to blow in a direc
tion directly across the runway. Still, 
preparations continued at the field with 
a large canvas sign placed over the entry 
to the flying area proclaiming a welcome 
from the N.MP.R.A. and Circus Circus 
to the 1979 N.M.P.R.A. Championships. 
Another crew was erecting the large 
pink and white tent, compliments of 
Circus Circus Hotel and Casino, which 
would serve as shelter and also for trans
mitter impound. As the afternoon wore

Λ

t í s  WELCOME TO ΤΗ*

Alt that remained of the welcome banner 
after Friday night's big blow.

on, the light crosswind began to worsen, 
with now heavily gusting blasts making 
several hardy souls unleash all their 
sk ills, trying to land those squirrely 
racers in the less-than-ideal wind condi
tions. To further complicate matters, the 
wind began switching to where landing 
towards the safety net was no longer 
feasible, and placed the net on the now 
crossed-downwind end of the runway, 
rendering it useless for the present. The 
course had also been set up with the 
approach to Number One pylon now on 
the downwind end of the course. The

Air Force Thunderbirds were practicing nearby 
provided a free show for all.

Team that did it all, Kathy and Bob Root, with their 1st place 
Stinger. Bob had a perfect score, ripped off a 1:14.1 in fly-off.

Tennessee's Greg Doe always turns out beautiful models, new 
Polecat is no exception. K&B power, Kraft R/C system.
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Leaping into the air, two racers sprint for the scatter pylon. Note taxiways and smooth asphalt 
runway, and also the sometimes detrimental wood post fence surrounding airstrip.

Smiling Pete Reed, past NMPRA Prexy, placed 
6th with Tigre-powered Polecat. Variant R/C.

cle facility. As I and several others exited 
the hotel for the brief walk across the 
street, we were greeted with a gale force 
wind which tried its best to make my two 
aircraft (one under each arm) part 
company from me. Upon arrival at the 
building area set aside for processing, 
aircraft were first subjected to a rigid 
safety inspection, pre-entries processed, 
and planes reassembled for static judg
ing. I must say, it was a pleasure to 
witness the speed and fairness exercised 
by the judges, Bob and Chuck Smith and 
Jeff Bertkin. They more than knew their 
job , and I don’t recall hearing any 
derogatory remarks about how planes 
were handicapped. The most outstand
ing aircraft award was kept secret until

Our ace reporter with muraled Polecat. Says 
he didn't fare too well due to "dumb-thumbs."

wind continued to gather strength and 
began to tear at the safety net, the 
welcome sign, and the large tent. All 
present began to mumble brief prayers 
for better conditions on Saturday, and 
Eric Meyers even sacrificed his LR1-A on 
a test flight, all in hopes of appeasing the 
god of ill wind.

Returning to the hotel, activity cen
tered around preparing aircraft for the 
static judging to be held across from 
Circus Circus at the Recreational Vehi

lllinois' Bill Preis depended on tried and proven 
Lil Toni/Terry Tigre combo to nail down 4th 
place. B ill is 7 9  Nats Champ also.

Bob Root proudly displays his beautiful 1st 
place trophy. Pam and Linda Smith look on.

Saturday’s Banquet.
Having now mentioned Bob and 

Chuck Smith leads metoa well-deserved 
show of appreciation to these two 
gentlemen for the outstanding job they 
performed as Co-Contest Directors for 
the entire event. Through their efforts 
and those of Walt Schroder, we were 
able to hold this prestigious event in Las 
Vegas. With the help of the entire racing

Continued on page 69

Eric Myers displays unique finish scheme on K&B powered Polecat. 
Eric was in contention for 1st place until a lean run forced him out. 
Emron and K&B finish.

B ill Bennett congratulates candidates for first place honors; Ron 
Gilman (left) and Bob Root. In the fly-off Bob copped first place, 
but it was mighty close.
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Mike Spindler, Curtis Spindler, and Rich 'von' Lopez among some very nice company, a few of the local high school song girls who acted as 
cheerleaders for the San Francisco 49'ers at this particular game against the Los Angeles Rams.

________________________________________ _____ ___________________________________ PHOTOS BY DAVID HOM

** Combat A t Candlestick ****
By RICH 'von' LOPEZ . . .  It isn't very often that modelers get the opportunity to demonstrate 
their craft before 49,000 spectators. The Flying Tigers Club certainly made the most of it!

•  On any Autumn Sunday, San Fran
cisco's Candlestick Park is the scene of 
physical combat between two profes
sional football teams. November 25, 
1979 was no exception, but during 
halftim e the 49,000 plus fans were 
treated to a different type of combat: 
model airplane combat.

Steve Gherety is the man responsible 
for the Flying Tigers Model Airplane 
Club combat demonstration during the 
San Francisco 49'ers vs. Los Angeles 
Rams professional football game. I met 
Steve at the airport in Lincoln, Nebraska 
before the 1979 Academy of Model 
Aeronautics (AMA) Nationals. I had 
gotten off the 727 carrying two 1/2A 
Combat models, a suitcase and a 
shoulder bag. I went outside the ter
minal to hail a cab and low and behold, 
not a one in sight. Lincoln’s airport is not 
one that does a high volume business. 
The next thing to do is either rent a car or 
hitch a ride from a modeler going to 
AMA headquarters. At that time I ran 
across a giant model box with lots of 
AMA stickers and Free Flight decals. I 
introduced myself and asked for a ride 
to AMA HQ. The box belonged to Steve, 
and he was quite surprised to hear the 
name Rich von Lopez, as he had been 
trying to contact me back home in San 
Francisco to set up a demonstration for 
the 49'ers.

After the Nats, I presented the ideas to 
some of the Flying Tigers Club Mem
bers. All were very enthusiastic and 
optimistic. )o-Hsu Wu, Mike, Curtis and

Fast Combat action between Rich 'von' Lopez and Jo-Hsu Wu. Jo is a second-year WAM expert, 
while Rich is starting his thirteenth year as a WAM expert.
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Mike Spindler and Rich 'von' Lopez are both 
former WAM Overall Combat Champions, 
flew Rich's Matador design in half-time 
exhibitions.

Rodger Spindler, Rich De Martini, Bob 
Lordier, and myself were to be the crew 
for this project. We would be given 
twelve minutes in which to put up as 
many flights as possible. We also had to 
carry our equipment out, set up and get 
everything off the field during those 
twelve minutes. Our plan was that Mike 
Spindler and Rich De Martini would go 
up first with some Slow Combat models 
and fly for as long as they could. Then 
Rich von Lopez and Jo-Hsu Wu would 
go up with some fast combat models. In 
the meantime, Spindler and De Martini 
would stand by with their Fast Combat 
models and go up as soon as one of the 
others came down. As things turned out, 
the Slow match went the distance of 
about 4-1/2 minutes with no crashes and 
lots of cuts. The match between jo and 
myself also went the full time period 
(until the tanks ran dry). Jo’s model came 
down first. In a matter of seconds, Rich 
De Martini had his model in the air, in 
time to dice around with Rich von Lopez 
before his model ran out of fuel. When 
von Lopez came down, Mike Spindler 
was ready to launch. Mike and Rich 
again ran their tanks dry. It was then time

Rich DeMartini and Mike Spindler doing battle with Slow Combat models. Throughout all of 
this demo flying there were lots of cuts and no crashes, and the crowd really loved it.

to get off the field.
We used red and gold vs. blue and 

yellow streamers to get some crowd 
reaction. It worked! You should have 
heard the cheers as some bits of blue 
and yellow came fluttering down. The 
crowd responded to what looked like 
tricky maneuvers, close passes, and near 
misses to the ground. It was mostly a 
staged program, with no one really 
going out for blood, and as a result none 
of the fliers lost any equipment. It was 
the first time in the history of the Flying 
Tigers that they had performed for and 
entertained such a large audience. Mike 
Olmstead, the entertainment director 
for the 49’ers organization, was de
lighted with the program and wants the 
Flying Tigers to do it again in 1980.

Rodger Spindler, secretary for the 
Flying Tigers, deserves a lot of the credit 
for coordinating the program with 
Steve. Those little things like practice 
sessions, game passes, parking permits, 
and planning the programs all require 
time and effort. Thanks to Steve and 
Rodger, everything went off like clock
work. It was a memorable experience 
and great exposure for our lobby. 
Perhaps your club might want to try a 
demonstration of this type sometime.

The final score for the football game 
was Los Angeles 26, San Francisco 20. ·

Mike Olmstead, entertainment director for the 49’ers, with Rich. He 
was pleased with Flying Tiger club's act, wants them back for 1980.

OK, folks, back to the action!
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At the '79 Nats, Marvin Denny, National Slow Combat Champ. Smoke, fire and brimstone, all that's missing is the sound effects,
holds Hissem's model while Tallman warms the plug clip. This pair decided to break in their engine during elims at Nats.

ontrol line
r  i -------------------------

By "DIRTY DAM" RUTHERFORD

------------  PHOTOS BY CHARLIE JOHNSON

FUNNY HOW THESE THINGS 
WORK OUT.. .

Back a few months I was going to use a 
write-up on the Derringer 46, done by 
the designer himself. Bob Whitely. That 
got put off once, couldn’t find the text 
next time and so on. Good thing, too. 
The December '79 issue of Model Air
plane News has the full story on Bob’s 
Derringer, featured as a construction 
article. So now I needn’t find my material 
and those interested can read a much 
more complete article on a truly out
standing model for Precision Aerobatics.

Speaking of good construction articles 
on Precision Aerobatics, the lanuary 
1980 issue of Flying Models features Bill 
Werwage’sown Juno, both asa const ruc
tion article and as the cover picture. 
Didn’t take long for Bobby Hunt to do 
things his way at FM, did it?
ONCE AGAIN, IT IS TIME TO 
GET IT ALL TOGETHER

Yes, here is the section where you and 
I solve the problems of the C/L modelers 
of the world. Definitive answers to the 
problems of promotion, organization, 
and like that there. Actually, we may not 
come up with one single definitive 
answer. But we can certainly look around 
at what has been done by others, possibly 
using some of their ideas.

As previously mentioned, the F/F guys 
seem to have it all together. Yes, they do 
have problems within theirorganization 
and at times the National Free Flight 
Society has been close to closing its 
doors . . . these things aren’t easy, you 
know. I can recall a few years back when 
the NFFS was being financed back into a 
strong position by one of its members 
who kicked in $1500.00 and was prepared 
to lose all of it, but felt that his love for 
F/F modeling was worth the risk. I 
would tell you who did this (after all, 
maybe we could get him involved in 
C /L!) but won’t, as I got the story 
second-hand, although it came from a

very reliable source.
The point is that while we can look at 

F/F and marvel at the things the NFFS has 
done, it has not been at all easy for them.
I would not think that the situation 
would be much different for a National 
Control Line Society.

Now we get into how C/L can achieve 
some of the same goals as the F/F folk 
have. And that is really very, very hard. 
You see, the type of situation that the F/F 
fliers presently enjoy is not something 
that you can lay out a plan for. I think it is 
more of a spontaneous thing where one 
good deed leads to another, all deeds 
coming in a logical progression.

If it is all so logical, how come we can’t 
lay out a plan? Hmmm . . .  I think I do a 
lot better at asking questions than I do 
at answering them.

Take the Symposium Report that the 
NFFS publishes every year. Have you 
ever seen one of these things? All 
manner of really technical stuff, all 
pertaining to the better flying of F/F 
models. Now, when the idea for the 
Report first took shape, surely nobody 
knew what form it would have a few 
years down the road. But the first issue 
was completed, and when reading it, a 
number of people probably saw that 
they could either do a better paper on a 
subject or that they had access to certain 
facilities that would allow them to test 
rubber strips, wing spars or whatever, 
and then publish the results. Then there 
are a number of modelers who are so 
heavily involved in their own favorite 
event that they just dig into it really hard 
and come up with interesting material. 
Their search for more performance 
actually parallels the efforts one would 
expend if doing a technical paper just 
for the sake of the paper itself. So they 
have learned what they wanted to 
know, have the records to serve as notes, 
usually have achieved outstanding per
formances in whatever class of flying

they are involved in, and so doing a 
paper for the Symposium is not that 
difficult a thing to do.

Notice that the subjects of many of 
these papers are so technical that none 
of the modeling magazines could justify 
publishing them as grist for Joe Average 
Modeler. Not all of them are, of course, 
but many would simply blow you away 
with computer printouts and elaborate 
graphs.

Getting back to the point, the above 
shows why we can’t lay out a plan. The 
material for something like the Sympo
sium is spontaneous, nobody knows in 
advance what is going to come in, so it 
just naturally goes along a course set by 
the contributors. In the case of the NFFS 
Symposium, this has worked out to be a 
very good course.

The same situation holds true for the 
promotion of any modeling activity . . .  
you can’t map out a plan of action, it just 
has to take place on its own with a little 
bit of guidance now and then.

The Big Secret to the whole ball game 
is to get as many people as possibly 
covered under one organization, that 
organization’s primary purpose being to 
promote C/L flying in general. Notice 
that I said "in general.” Not just Combat 
or Stunt or Speed or Carrier or jet- 
powered Balloon Bust, but all of the 
separate C/L activities. Of course, the 
differences between Racingand Combat 
would need to be recognized, but I 
would think the common ground of all 
of us flying C/L models is enough to 
band us together into one group, each 
of the separate factions being able to 
help the others in many ways.

For right now, the big hurdle will be 
in getting a National Control Line Society 
formed, and it will be doubly hard, as it 
has already been tried before. I'm not 
sure what happened back then, but I do 
know there were some interesting 
politics taking place with two groups of
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He can't be serious! Howard Rush's strange Slow Combat model. Nobody seems to know much 
about the design features, but that's probably because nobody wants to know.

people trying to form a NCLS. I stayed 
out of the battle, but my spies forwarded 
some interesting letters, at least one of 
which asked that members of special 
interest groups not align themselves 
with Group A because Group B already 
had plans that would soon gel. Nobody 
knew what to do, and the result was that 
we are still lacking a national C/L organi
zation. Nice work, people.

One solution might be to seek help 
from the ΑΜΑ. I feel they owe us one 
anyway, as the present bunch of special 
interest groups would not have any 
reason to exist if the AMA was actively 
trying to serve its members. Think about 
that. Why should we have to belong to 
the AMA and then also form a separate 
group for promotion of each event 
when all of these events fall under the 
umbrella of the AMA?

Organizations don’t just come pop
ping up for no reason, and the reason we 
have special interest groups like MACA, 
PAMPA, CL-RPM, NCS and so on is that 
AMA is unwilling or unable to serve its 
own members. However, they could do 
us a big service by simply publishing a 
NCLS newsletter that would contain 
input from all of the present special 
interest groups. Membership rolls for

NCLS could be handled on the computer 
frequently used by AMA. There are a lot 
of things our AMA could do, and recently 
there have been some discussions at 
AMA Executive Council meetings con
cerning the special interest groups. 
Possibly the time is right to push for 
some help at getting the National Con
trol Line Society off the ground.

Right now I am tempted to detail 
some of the things we C/L fliers could 
accomplish through a vehicle such as 
the NCLS, but will not do so. It would all 
be for naught if the NCLS never gets 
formed. Instead, look at what the folks at 
PAMPA have done for what used to 
known as "Stunt,”  and is now Precision 
Aerobatics. Their event is no doubt the 
most fun to be involved with of any 
event flown (not just C/L events) at the 
Nationals. Their rules are stable and are 
also what they want them to be. Their 
newsletter is really good. The event itself 
is very healthy, in fact is easily the 
healthiest of the C/L events. What 
PAMPA has done for PA could easily be 
done for all of the C/L events, given a 
national organization to work with. 
SHEW ON TEAM RACE

Got a really good piece here to pass 
along to you. lifted straight out of the

most recent issue of the Albuquerque T- 
Birds newsletter. Phil Shew explodes a 
lot of the myths shrouding FAI Team 
Race. Maybe a bunch of you will read it 
and decide to get in on the act; there is 
presently a lot of interest in this event. 
“TEAM RACE: THE BIG LIE 

"If you believe everything that has 
been written about Team Race over the 
past few years, I’msureyou’reconvinced 
that only God's chosen few are capable 
of flying this event. That’s because 
virtually everything there is to read is 
aimed at the world class competitor. I 
don’t know about you, but most people 
I know aren’t born world class anything. 
Normal people have to suffer through 
the ignominy of an apprenticeship 
before eventually becoming a com
petent journeyman. It’s another quan
tum jump from journeyman to world 
class status. The problem is that nobody 
bothers to tell us mortals that we don’t 
have to be world class competitors to fly 
and enjoy Team Race. You don't need a 
college degree in metallurgy, the dex
terity of an escape artist, or an expensive 
machine shop . . .  in fact, you don’t have 
to have lots of things including:

A team mate 
Pressure refueler 
Internal leadouts 
Retracting gear 
Fiberglass fuselage 
Hand built motor 
Anti-gravity balsa 
Unobtanium of any kind 
"What! No team mate? No machine 

shop? Ole Shew’s really flipped out this 
time! Maybe so (the old lady has been 
convinced for years), but I’ve got some 
old fashioned logic to lay on ya. So sit 
back, relax, and let’s cogitate on a few 
things.

"1) A team mate is nice for sure, and 
probably an absolute necessity if you 
have world championship aspirations. 
But waiting to find a perfect team mate 
before starting a plane, is like waiting to 
find a wife before playing house. For 
local or even national level competition 
you can pick up a pilot (or pitman, 
depending on your preferences) at the 
contest, just like lots of people do now 
for Goodyear or Slow Rat. Believe me. 
there’s a lot of learning to do before

Continued on page 93

"Black Glove" Kit Gerhart gets ready to fire up Howard Rush's Fast What a trio! Sherwood Buckstaff tunes, Rick Stubblefield tells him
ship, Mike Guthomson holding on. how and Mike Guthomson is still holding on.
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• Our lead-in line this month is by a 
writer of some note, one George Bernard 
Shaw. We leave you to figure out your 
own connection with model building 
and aviation!
WOODVALE ’80

Contest director Bernie Sinclair re
ports that he plans another international 
free flight scale event for Woodvale in 
mid 1980, and suggests that this advance 
notice allows plenty of preparation 
time for those who may care to partici
pate. The 1979 affair attracted entries 
from the host country (England), 
Czechoslovakia, Japan, and the United 
States. The latter three countries were all 
represented by mailed-in, proxy-flown 
models.

It seems likely that at least two other 
countries may be represented in 1980, 
making the contest truly international, 
even by skeptical FAI standards. Quali
fying times for rubber-driven entries will 
likely be reduced to 20 seconds, helping 
to ensure the chance to compete on 
more even terms with the power-driven 
entries, and even putting Peanuts in 
contention, assuming they are of ade
quate accuracy, detail and workmanship 
quality.

Summing up the 1979 event, Bernie 
states: . . the contest fulfilled its first
and foremost requirement in that it was 
enjoyed by all who took part, and I think 
proved that there is a healthy interest in 
free flight scale, not only in this country, 
but throughout the world.” 
DOWN-UNDER RULES PROPOSAL

Merv Buckmaster was interested in 
Dick Baxter’s idea to increase the amount 
of flying in F/F scale contests, and 
reports upon an Australian concept. The 
idea is to put the onus on the flier and 
allow him three official flights; the total 
time for them would count towards his 
score by being given a percentage of the 
three-flight time total of the highest 
scorer. For example, if Flier A gets 35 
seconds plus 120 seconds plus 99 sec
onds, that equals 254 seconds. Flier B 
gets 77 plus 133 plus 115, equaling 324 
seconds. A score 254/324 = 78% or 78 
points, while B gets 100 points.

The crunch comes in not imposing a 
max for flight duration, but requiring 
the models to land within sight of the 
launching area, i.e. the judges must see 
both the takeoff and landing. So it is up 
to the flier to govern his engine runs in 
relation to the weather and field con
ditions!

Another Australian proposal aimed at 
improving the quality of scale models, is 
the deducting of points for out-of-scale 
measurements. The more inaccurate the 
model, the more points lost. Starting 
with 100 points, 10 features of the aircraft 
are measured. One point for each 1% 
out-of-scale per feature is deducted. 
With several measurements more than 
10% out, one might end up with a 
negative score!
THE REAL ENERGY CRUNCH?

While a great deal of finger-pointing is 
going on regarding increased fuel costs 
and scarcity, it is interesting to note that 
the U.S. Department of Energy now 
employs nearly 23,000 bureaucrats, who 
cost the taxpayers more than $12.3

How's this for a collector's item? A full bottle 
of genuine E L F  MOTOR F U E L , belonging to 
the Russ Barrera Museum.

billion each year. This is more than the 
combined profits of the eight largest oil 
companies in the country. And this 
energy produces absolutely nothing 
except rhetoric and confusion! Anyone 
for hot-air balloons?
NEW NEST FOR SPRUCE GOOSE?

In the seemingly endless saga of what 
to do with the giant Howard Hughes 
flying boat, UPI reports that Long Beach, 
California, port officials have tentatively 
agreed to moor the craft near the Queen 
Mary liner, and permit public viewing of 
the fabled craft. Well, maybe.
HOBBY OF THE STARS!

Model builders have long suffered the 
slings and arrows of depreciation for our 
"childish” pastime. Well, at least we are 
traveling in distinguished company. 
According to the October Aeroplane

Pete Farrimond holding Milan Kacha's Zlin, which Pete proxy flew to 5th place at the 1979 
Woodvale F/F Scale contest in England. Photo from Ooug McHard/Bernie Sinclair.
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Bill Hannan and one of his seemingly endless string of Farmans, seen here at the 1979 
Flightmasters Annual. Photo by Woody Woodward.

Monthly magazine (England), film actors 
James Stewart and Henry Fonda are 
modeling fans. Stewart fondly recalled a 
rubber-powered NC-4 which succeeded 
in taking off of the water under its own 
power. The latest project is a joint 
Stewart/Fonda venture, the construc
tion of an engine-assisted R/C sailplane. 
SUPER GRINGO!

School teacher Sherman Gillespie, 
winner of RCMS’s Grand Peanut postal 
award, was given a nice write-up in his 
school newspaper. The reaction of the 
students in his Spanish language class? 
They now address him as "e l gran 
cacahuete!"
DISAPPEARING BREED?

A recurring philosophical theme in 
this hobby is the shortage of newcomers 
with enough enthusiasm for long-term 
participation. Some doom-sayers predict 
that model aeroplaning will gradually 
fade away altogether, for lack of replace- 
ment troops. Herb Kelly, of Yucca 
Valley, California, feels the root of the 
problem is that most people just don’t 
want to take the time to investigate the 
merits of the hobby, preferring instead 
some form of "instant gratification" 
pastime: "Throughout the years some 
few have remarked about my models. .  . 
particularly the ones that flew . . .  and 
asked where did I get the kit. But when 
they found out the models were scratch- 
built from my own plans, they walked 
slowly away." Herb feels that this is not 
necessarily related just to modern life
styles, either . . . but rather, is a long
standing situation. “ The model builders 
of my generation were interested in 
historical planes, and had to scratch- 
build or forget it . . . I came in when 
‘ Ideal’ (the model kit company) was in its 
heyday. . .  I did not havemuchspending 
money, so had to use what I could lay my 
hands on in the Naval Hospital Hobby 
Shop, until one day they got in a whole 
lot of spruce. I used that for some years 
until I bought some blocks of balsa from 
the Ryan aircraft plant scrap yards.

(Ryan used balsa in wing tips and strut 
fairings at the time.) In 1930, a neighbor 
boy got a Wakefield kit for Christmas 
and asked me if I would build it for him.

This was the first time I ever worked with 
1/16 square balsa. I had much trouble 
with breakage, but finally got the model 
done and ready to fly. Well, the boy’s 
mother hung it up in his room and that 
was that!”

Herb is now long retired, at least in 
theory, but continues to work on aircraft 
projects, both full-size and models, and 
he feels his early experience has paid off 
in many unexpected returns all through 
the years.
FAC AND AMA NATS BACK TO BACK?

Yes, it may happen. If all goes accord
ing to plan, the Second Flying Aces 
Nationals will be conducted in Ohio 
near the site and date of the AMA 
Nationals, according to FAC C.D. Frank 
Scott. In addition to builders from the 
Dayton, Ohio area, assistance will be 
provided by the Cleveland Free Flight 
Society, which should allow an expanded 
schedule of events over last year’s super- 
successful flying scale extravaganza. 
More details should be available soon.
AF MUSEUM CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY

While we are discussing Ohio, the Air 
Force Museum located there has just

passed its 56th year and is still growing, 
according to information sent in by Bob 
Farrenkopf. Started during 1923, the 
museum was the outgrowth of public 
curiosity concerning captured WW-I 
aircraft which had been brought to 
McCook Field, in Dayton, for testing. 
Today the facility is recognized as the 
largest and oldest m ilitary aviation 
museum in the world. Over 150 aircraft 
are on display, while another 650 are on 
loan to other institutions or being 
restored. Among recent acquisitions 
was a 92-foot WW-I style Caquot obser
vation balloon, helping to add diversity 
to this most outstanding collection. 
ATTENTION AERO PHILATELISTS

Some new U.S. postage stamps of 
special interest to aviation enthusiasts 
have recently been issued. Two of them 
are devoted to Wiley Post, and feature 
his famed Lockheed “ Winnie Mae.” The 
denomination is the seemingly seldom 
employed 25 cent value.

The other stamp, a 15-center, features 
Wiley Post's favorite passenger, Will 
Rogers. It seems rather ironic that these

Continued on page 85

Charming Shirley Baxter compares expressions with Joe Tschirgi's 
DFW Floh during recent Flightmaster contest.

Bill Noonan's latest masterpiece is this 30-inch rubber-powered Missel 
Thrush, built to 1.10"=1‘ scale. Noonan photo.
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By W ALT MOONEY . .  . The Aerosport "Quail" is such a simple model 
that Walt is presenting a "Glue Part A to Part B " article for a double- 
Peanut size (26") version for beginners. Peanut plans on next 2 pages.
• The Quail is a simple cantilever (no 
struts) monoplane design for home
builders. It is an all-metal, tricycle 
landing gear, high-wing monoplane 
with a conventional tail. It was designed 
to be powered by the Rockwell 600 or 
the Volkswagen engine. It is a single
place airplane with very good per
formance.

The real airplane design lends itself to 
being modeled very simply and is an 
ideal beginner’s scale model. Simple, 
standard construction techniques are 
used throughout. Because this can be a 
first scale model for a novice, and 
because we haven’t done so in a long 
time, this will be a complete "put part A 
with part B” type of construction article.

The model is drawn with scale dihe
dral, but has an enlarged horizontal tail 
to enhance flight characteristics. A scale 
length landing gear is used because it 
looks right and because it limits propel
ler diameter. A longer propeller would 
tend to give increased flight times, but it 
also might increase the beginner’s 
trouble with adjusting the model to fly 
because it would be more destabilizing 
than the smaller propeller.

Although the model is published as a 
Peanut (13-inch maximum wingspan), 
the plans are drawn twice Peanut size 
(26-inch span . . .  available from RCMB) 
because the beginner will have an easier

time handling the larger size materials. 
This larger size model is the one that is 
described in the following construction 
article. The Peanut size model can be 
built similarly; the models in the photo
graphs were built with an alternate wing 
centersection and tail surfaces so they 
can be disassembled and carried in a 
small box. This approach is not for 
beginners and can be accomplished by 
any experienced model builders with
out further instructions. For the Peanut 
size model, the omission of every other 
wing rib and the fuselage uprights not 
hatched is recommended.

The Peanut version shown has de

mountable landing gear which fits in 
slots in the fuselage, and the wings and 
tail have tubes to accommodate round 
bamboo stub spars. Disassembled, it fits 
in the 8 oz. See’s mint box as shown. It’s 
easy to carry on a trip but probably not 
suitable for a beginner.

Let’s start the construction of a begin
ner’s scale model. There is a specified 
order to making this model. Why? The 
main reason is to take on the construc
tion of the simplest parts first so that a 
beginner can learn and practice increas
ingly complex construction techniques 
as he goes along. If you are a beginner, 
follow the instructions in the sequence 
presented and you should be able to 
make a respectable first scale model 
with a little patience. Try not to be in a 
hurry.

1) TOOLS. There are a minimum of 
tools needed to build this model, but the 
following are absolutely required: sin
gle-edge razor blades (you’ll need 
several, and be prepared to throw them 
away as soon as they get dull, as only 
sharp blades cut balsa or tissue nicely), 
straight pins, a soft work board (I used a 
pressed fiber insulating wallboard), 
waxed paper to protect your plans, long- 
nose pliers to bend wire, a 3/16-inch 
drill bit to make the hole for the propel
ler thrust bearing, some fine sandpaper, 
and a small paint brush.

2) MATERIALS. The following mate
rials must be obtained to build the 
model. They can all be purchased at any 
good model shop. Balsa sticks: (12) 3/32 
squares, (1) 3/32x3/16, (1) 3/32x1/4, 
(1) 1/8x1/4. Balsa sheet: (1) 1/16 thick, 
(1) 3/32 thick. Balsa block: (1) soft 3/4sq. 
by 6 inches long. You'll also need 
Japanese tissue (2 sheets), .032 piano 
wire, thin clear plastic sheet, a plastic 
propeller, the right diameter wheels, a 
length of 3/32 aluminum tubing, model 
airplane cement (not plastic model 
cement, either!), about four feet of 1/4- 
inch flat rubber, and some clear dope.

3) READ THE PLANS. Spread the plans 
out on the top of your work board so 
you can review the entire plane. Lay a 
covering of waxed paper over the plan. 
This will keep the model airplane ce
ment from sticking to the plan as you 
build the parts of the model directly on 
top of the plan.

4) CONSTRUCT THE HORIZONTAL 
TAIL. It is built flat on your work board

The 26-inch version described in the text. Absence of curves, good-size tail surfaces and good 
proportions combine to make a model that anyone should be able to build and fly .
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Walt made his Peanut Quail so that it could be completely disassembled and packed into a See's candy box. This is something best left to the 
experts, however, and beginners should concentrate on building and flying technique before trying anything like this.

directly over the plans. The structure 
consists of balsa sticks cut to length and 
cemented in place. The leading edge 
and the spar are made from 3/32 square. 
The trailing edge, which has a gap to 
clear the vertical tail, is made from 
3/32x3/16. Cut this long piece to the 
length shown and pin in place over the 
plan. Do not pin through the wood; 
instead, use a pin on both sides of each 
stick in several places.

Now, using 3/32 squares, cut the cross 
pieces to fit and cement them in place. 
Use care in making the cuts so that the 
parts fit exactly. The cut should not be 
angled unless it is meant to be angled, as 
are the parts nearest the center where 
the horizontal tail has a notch to clear 
the rudder movement on the real air
plane.

The cross pieces are called ribs. The 
ones at the extreme ends, or tips, are a 
single continuous piece, whereas all the 
others must be made in two pieces to 
allow the spar to be continuous. Allow 
the horizontal tail structure to dry 
thoroughly.

5) CONSTRUCT THE VERTICAL TAIL.
This structure is very similar to the 
horizontal and is also built directly over 
the plan on the work board. Wood sizes 
are the same except that the triangular 
piece below the horizontal tail location 
is cut from 3/32 sheet. There is an 
opening in the vertical tail between the 
leading edge of the tail and the spar for 
the horizontal tail mounting. Make sure 
to leave a 3/32-inch space between the 
bottom triangular sheet piece and the 
longest rib.

Again, the tip rib is continuous, but 
the other ribs must be in two pieces to 
allow a continuous spar.

Leave the vertical tail in place on the 
work board until the cement is thor
oughly dry. Don’t get impatient.

6) CONSTRUCT THE FUSELAGE 
SIDES. The fuselage side structure is 
shown hatched (lots of little diagonal 
lines emphasizing the sticks) so that it is 
easy to see.

The fuselage side structure uses 3/32 
square sticks for the longerons (these 
are the lengthwise members) and for 
most of the uprights. Three sets of 
uprights are exceptions to the previous 
statement. The upright at the very front

and the slanted one at the front of the 
side windows are 3/32x1/4. The most aft 
upright carries the rear peg to support 
the rubber motor and must be cut to size 
from the 3/32 sheet.

To get both fuselage sides as near 
identical as possible, they should be 
built one on top of the other. Select the 
sticks for the longerons from the stiffest 
of the sticks that you have. Try to get four 
sticks with about the same stiffness. 
(One soft longeron will give you a 
warped or twisted fuselage later.) Pin the 
longerons in place on the work board. 
Avoid sticking pins through the wood.
There are several places where the 
longerons have sharp changes in direc
tion. They should be cut and cemented 
back together for maximum strength at 
these points.

Now carefully cut the uprights and 
cement them in place. Don’t forget to 
make the motor peg holes in the aft 
uprights before you cement them in 
place.

Try to make both fuselage sides exact
ly the same. Use enough cement to hold 
the uprights, but don’t get too much on

the joints. It’s heavy, and besides, you 
have to separate the two sides after they 
are dry.

One of the biggest problems a begin
ner has is using too much cement and 
getting it slopped over everything. Try to 
put only a tiny drop of cement on each 
end of each upright before it is put in 
place. The uprights should be cut accur
ately to length so they are a good fit 
between the longerons. The cement 
that is squeezed out of the joint should 
be wiped up using a short length of scrap 
balsa stick rather than being allowed to 
dry and add unnecessary weight.

Allow the fuselage side assemblies to 
dry completely.

7) CONSTRUCT THE WINGS. The
wings are also constructed directk over 
the plan and have a leading edge, a 
trailing edge, ribs, two spars, and wing 
tip pieces.

Cut the wing ribs out of the 1/16 sheet 
first. The typical rib pattern is shown on 
the side view.

There are a lot of ways to make ribs, 
and two alternatives will be discussed.

Continued on page 88

Father and son Quails. The large one is recommended for beginners because the larger wood 
sizes are easier to handle, and the large size also makes the big one easier to trim for flight.
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D O U B LE -S IZ E  PLANS A V A IL A B L E  -  SEE  PAGE 108
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One of the Mexican Wakes glides in after a verv short test flight at 
'79 World F/F Champs at Taft.

Toshihiro Sokawa, of 
World F/F Champs.

Japan, model during 4th round at

by TOM HUTCHINSON

PHOTOS B Y  AUTHOR

• The past month has brought to my 
mailbox quite a few reactions to the 
recently-completed FAI F/F Champion
ships, from both foreign and domestic 
sources. Let me share some with you.

From Lars Oloffson: “ I heard the sad 
news about Doug (Galbreath) and 
Zachalmel. It’s crazy to use a model 
that’s on the weight limit and which then 
gets lighter in hot and dry conditions. I 
am more sad over what happened to 
Doug. I think it's OK to check the engine 
size in team racing and speed, as these 
classes’ performance depends 99% on 
the engine. But in free flight, I don’t 
know. There, the flier is 75% of the 
result, and the engine means nearly 
nothing."

Lars also doubts the accuracy of 
measuring engine displacement on the 
field. "A Swedish team was disqualified 
at the WC in team racing a few years ago 
(for the same reason . .  . oversize en
gine.) But when they came home and 
used better equipment, they found that 
the engine was OK. They sent the engine 
to Rossi and they got the same results. As 
a professional worker with measuring 
tools 10 years ago, it is nearly impossible 
to make that (precise measurement) on 
the field.” The latest FAI F/F Committee 
newsletter mentions that quite a few 
oversize Rossis have been discovered 
(apparently a batch of about 1000 over
size engines left the factory at one time) 
since the World Champs. The AMA has 
filed a protest with the FAI on behalf of 
Doug, and presumably the matter will 
be discussed at this year’s Cl AM meeting 
in Paris. Both of the rules violations were 
not intentional attempts to cheat by 
either contestant, and it does seem a 
shamethat theirfine flying efforts will be 
stricken from the official record. (But I’ll 
bet that future FAI Power teams will 
make sure their engine displacement is 
checked before the contest, as Mario 
Rocca did with his new AD .15’s at Taft.)

The respectable showing in their 
initial appearance at a World Champion
ships by the mainland Chinese should

not have been unexpected, according to 
Prasanta Banerjee, writing in the Cal- 
cutlan, newsletter of the Calcutta Model 
Aero Club: " . . .  We remember how 
China used to be regarded as a force to 
be reckoned with in the East European 
Free Flight contests of the mid 1950’s, 
prior to the fateful ‘split’ that subse
quently developed between the PRC on 
the one hand and the Soviet Union on 
the other. At that time, China used to 
give the veteran free flighters of Eastern 
Europe a good run for their money in 
the annual Socialist Bloc Championships.
In the 1956 Championships the Chinese 
power and glider teamsters easily out
shone the rest of the field that included 
such stars as Emil Fresl, Rudolf Franke, 
Rudy Cerny, and Yuri Sokolow . . .  it 
does seem a great pity that we shall have 
to wait until 1981 for the F/F battle royal

Michel Ibarne of France had one of the highest 
climbing models in the fly-off, but a poor 
engine run in final round put him out of the 
running. French team was 1st in Power.

between China and the Democratic 
People’s Republic of North Korea.”

Not everybody was inclined to think 
of the field and weather at Taft as ideal. 
Free Flight News reports, “ The weather 
was hot, unbearably hot, making some 
of the North Europeans feel fairly ill.” 
Lars Oloffson said that the Swedish team 
named the field “ hell on earth,”  which is 
not far from my wife’s opinion of the 
place, either. (Those people who are 
used to green grass and cooler tempera
tures have a hard time adjusting to Taft’s 
dusty brown atmosphere and 90 degree 
temperature.)

Tom Cashman spent Wakefield day 
covering the New Zealand team as part 
of the NFFS technical task force. He 
came up with these technical and tactical 
conclusions of the event (for the Bat- 
sheet):

"THE MODEL: Everything else being 
equal, simpler is better. The first and 
second place models used no auto 
surfaces. The third and fourth places 
were won with modelsusingautorudder 
only, operated off the prop stop. . .  very 
simple.

"There was good thermal activity in all 
rounds (except perhaps the first), in
cluding the flyoff rounds. You could 
have won at Taft with a conventional 
model. But you’d better have a good 
still-air model in your box.

"RUBBER: The ‘domestic’ Pirelli the 
Italians were using definitely seemed 
stronger and more reliable than the 
‘ imported’ Pirelli other teams were 
using. How many motors did you see the 
Italians break? And they wound indirect 
sunlight (in direct contrast to the major
ity, who used a wide variety ofsunshades, 
ranging from cardboard to patio um
brellas. TH).

"The new rubber used by the Chinese 
has yet to be analyzed, but it didn’t seem 
to give that team any particular advan
tage. (I looked at a small sample, which 
seemed to have an amazing amount of 
stretch . . . very ‘soft’ stuff that was 
difficult to stretch to the breaking point.
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It came from Shanghai, I believe. TH)
‘ ‘ Many teams went to FAI rubber 

during the heat of the day, as their Pirelli 
just wouldn't take it.

"AIR PICKING: Every conceivable air- 
picking device and technique was in 
evidence at Taft, including the use of 
pampas grass plumes which generate 
miniature fluff ies when waved vigorous
ly by nubile maidens. Their plumes were 
liberated from the landscape of a local 
motel by the team using them. (The use 
of cattail fluffies was also widespread, 
particularly by the U.S. team members.
The Japanese team member registered a 
protest at their use after being on the 
downwind end of a fluffy stream for 
several minutes. I can't say I blamed him, 
since they covered people, models and 
rubber being wound with universal 
affection. TH)

“ The teams that picked lift most con
sistently, especially when the day turned 
windy and cooler, were those using the 
thermistor, in my opinion. Fluffies and 
streamers just don't tell you much under 
those conditions. The teams that picked 
lift most consistently were also those 
using a ‘launch captain’ who read and 
interpreted the air, and told the compet
itor when to go. Think about it. This 
approach allows the flier to concentrate 
on winding, final model alignment, 
preparation, and exact launcn angle. 
This also allows one or two specialists on

the team to read the thermistor (which 
preferably is of the recording variety), 
become attuned to the interval and 
intensity of the thermals as they develop, 
and observe other models reacting to 
identified thermals as they come through 
the area. This technique is probably 
more applicable to FIB than to F1C and 
least useful for F1A competition.”  (This 
is exactly the system used by the Cana

dian team, who were imitating the North 
Koreans, and it did work out better for 
FIB and F1C. TH)

The week after the World Champs, 
there was another international contest 
in California. Irv Aker reports (in Bugs 
Buzz): "The third Sierra Cup was held in 
Sacramento the weekend following the 
Taft World Champs. Many of the coun
tries which were represented in the

DARNED GOOD A IR F O I L  -  S IM PLEX  E. S. 5%

. ----------------------------------- : —  _

STATION 0 1.25 2.5 5 7.5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 100

UPPER 0 1.03 1.54 2.28 2.85 3.30 3.98 4.44 4.74 4.92 4.97 4.70 4.16 3.40 2.44 1.29 0.66 0

LOWER

DARNED GOOD A IR F O I L  -  S IM PLEX E. S. 8%

STATION 0 1.25 2.5 5 7.5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 100

UPPER 0 1.65 2.46 3.66 4.56 5.28 6.37 7.11 7.59 7.88 7.96 7.52 6.66 5.44 3.90 2.07 1.06 0

LOWER

DARNED GOOD A IR F O I L  -  S IM PLEX  E. S. 9%

STATION 0 1.25 2.5 5 7.5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 100

UPPER 0 1.85 2.77 4.11 5.13 5.94 7.16 8 8.54 8.86 8.95 8.46 7.50 6.12 4.39 2.33 1.20 0

LOWER
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Swedish team manager Wengarrd launches one of their Nordics at "A  one and a two . Li ke orchestra leader, Peter Allnut watches
World Champs. Swedish flier placed 2nd in Nordic. models for thermal indications before signalling to start engine.

World Champs came to Sacramento to 
compete (15 countries in all).

"Weather threatened to make the 
contest a shambles with rain and wind. 
The actual contest days turned out to be 
beautiful for flying, warm with black 
clouds overhead each day. The drift was 
not as bad as anticipated. The compe
tition was of an extremely high caliber, 
with each event having seven or more 
fliers in the flyoffs. Nordic was decided 
in the second flyoff round, along with 
Power. Wakefield was decided on the 
first flyoff round." Irv didn’t include the 
scores, but Per Qvarnstrom moved up a 
notch from his runner-up spot in Taft to 
win Nordic, beating out Greg Sussex of 
the U.S. The Israelis took two out of the 
top five places. ). Petiot of France beat

out Bob White in Wake. Paul Lagan of 
New Zealand showed his consistency by 
taking third (he was fourth at Taft). 
Roger Simpson beat out Tom Koster to 
take Power (Doug Galbreath, also con
sistent, was fourth here).

The U.S. teams didn’t do as well at Taft 
as their supporters had hoped, except 
for the victory in Nordic. But I think 
future teams will benefit greatly from 
the next generation of FAI fliers who 
have had their enthusiasm fanned by 
witnessing the events at Taft. I think 
many spectators went away from there 
with the intention of participating next 
time. The bug has struck at least one 
observer already, according to Bill 
Booth, Sr. (in the Fresno Model News): 
"There can be little doubt that the FAI

Internationals stirred things up a bit, and 
aimed several fliers in the FAI direction. 
One in particular. Bill Morgan, has 
become a ‘Fombie’ . . .  that’s an FAI 
Zombie, walking around muttering such 
things as ‘Rossi, grams, meters, auto
surfaces, rounds, special glues,’ and 
ending each sentence with, ‘at least fuel 
will be cheaper, heh, heh .' He has 
memorized pages 1 through 95 of the 
NFFS FAI Planbook, and his eyes roll 
around a lot." My hunch is he isn’t the 
only one so afflicted.
MORE NEWS ABOUT THE COX .15

If you've caught the FAI bug, you
Continued on page 98

Harry Grogan of Orlando, Florida, with his 
impressive original design Nordic.

Peoples Republic of China made an impressive debut in World Champs competition. This is 
Y i Xiangming’s Wakefield being readied for flight.
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THREE (MORE) STOOGES
By A L  L IDBERG . . .  Winding a rubber model is always a two-person operation at best. . . unless you have a 
stooge handy. Here are two different ones you can build easily; the live one you can find on your own.
• Getting someone to hold a rubber- 
powered model while you wind it can be 
a simple matter. . .  if the model is Peanut 
size. As the size of the model increases, 
the number of volunteers seems to 
decrease in proportion to the size of the 
model. The act of holding a model for 
winding can, and often does, produce 
holes in the tissue, shifted wing/tail/tab 
surfaces, and some intricate hand and 
footwork as the fully wound model is 
passed from holder to launcher, and as 
the DT fuse is lit. These complications 
can hardly be expected to improve the 
quality or duration of a model’s flight! 
Also, as the model size increases, the 
danger of a burst motor causing damage 
to the model and its holder increases. 
While it is true that damage to the model 
can be prevented with the use of wind
ing tubes and prop guards, many recent 
magazine articles have covered these 
subjects and offered practical solutions. 
The subject of holding models safely and 
securely for winding has not been 
adequately covered, however, and that 
is what we’re concerned with here.

Finding someone to hold a model for 
numerous test flights is not always easy. 
A stooge (dictionary definition: one 
who plays a subordinate or compliant 
role to a principal) can solve that prob
lem quite readily and allow you to fly a 
rubber-powered model by yourself, if 
desired. Two types are presented: one is 
a very sturdy bracket made of steel, 
suitable for large models; and the other, 
made of scraps of wood, aluminum, a 
bolt, washer, and nut, and some wood 
screws, is intended for Peanut and 
Walnut scale sized models.
LARGE MODEL STOOGE

This is basically a simple-to-construct 
bracket which attaches to a strong point 
on a car. It is primarily of value for test 
flying, because contests (for good rea
sons) are arranged to require launches at 
some distance from the nearest car. The 
stooge is still useful at contests, how
ever, if you accept the inconvenience of 
carrying the wound-up model to the 
launch site.

Bending the steel strap material is 
easily done with a bench vise. An extra 
piece of the same material can be bent 
lengthwise using the vise and a hammer, 
and then brazed or welded to the main 
bracket. I used one of the oxygen pellet 
torches, but even if you need to have the 
joint done commercially, it shouldn’t 
cost more than a dollar or so. The car I 
take to the flying field is a '54 Chevy, 
which has old-fashioned bumper guards 
on the rear bumper. The photo shows 
how the stooge is built to hook on the 
bumper guard. A similar arrangement 
should be possible with almost any

Continued on page 87

No. 1: The Large Stooge. Easily made from scraps of 3/4-inch steel, 1/8-inch piano wire and a 
C-clamp. This one fastens to a solid object, such as the bumper of your car.

No. 2: The Small Stooge. This one is adjustable for different size models. The model is securely 
Irek) at the rear peg, and gently supported with foam rubber near the nose.

No. 3: The Live Stooge. The author's son, Paul, holds while brother Mike winds. Paul w ill soon 
have more than the lollypop to worry about; look at the rubber motor . . it’s coming apart!
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By TOM HOULE . . . Rubber scale twins are said to be difficult to fly , 
but the OV-10A is an exception. The model is exact scale, and while 
it's not an endurance flier, it is fast and smooth, looks great in the air.
•  Twin-engine rubber-powered scale 
models have always fascinated me. I can 
still recall the Comet P-38 I built as a kid. 
No, it did not fly. After all that work, I 
decided to hang it up in a prominent 
place. In fact, I have researched the 
Comet P-38 since then and was surprised 
to find that it is a close copy of the P-38H. 
Even the fin serial number shown on the 
plan is correct. U.S. ARM Y AIR FORCE 
FIGHTERS, Part 2, by William Green and 
Gordon Swanborough and published by 
ARCO Publishing, has excellent three- 
views and photos of the Comet kit. So, if 
you don’t like the squarish lines of the 
OV-10A Bronco, build a much sleeker 
P-38H.

The real purpose of building the 
OV-10A was to fully explore the concept 
of a large size twin rubber-powered 
model. Are successful flights possible? Is 
trimming difficult? What about the 
power-to-weight ratio when using two 
motors? These questions and a host of 
others were dancing through my head as 
I cast about for a likely model.

Round-body twins were eliminated at 
the start. As were all twins with nacelles 
not long enough to contain sufficient 
motor lengths. I mean, this is scale, and 
you just don't see twin-engine aircraft 
with rubber extending aft of the nacelles! 
And I wanted something simple.

Walt Mooney had published a profile 
all-balsa version of the OV-10A in a back 
issue of Model Airplane News. After 
reviewing this article and building a 
Peanut version which flew fairly well, I 
decided to build a 36-inch version to see 
if increased wing area would improve 
performance.

I scaled up both the Peanut plan and 
the 36-inch span plan from lane’s All The 
World’s Aircraft, 7975-76 Edition. There 
are other scale references available in 
various aircraft publications, and don’t

forget your local library for a history of 
this bird.

Russ Brown of the Cleveland Free 
Flight Society and Flying Aces Club 
(F.A.C.) was kind enough to send me 
copies of some out-of-print North 
American (now Rockwell International) 
OV-10A promotional material. This was 
invaluable as a source of detail, color 
schemes, and markings.

My plans are exact scale with the 
exception of stabilizer and wing airfoils, 
nose gear strut (extended 5/16 of an 
inch), and all three landing gear struts, 
which were simplified somewhat. You 
may be concerned about the lack of 
dihedral. I was too, but could not see 
putting any in. It would have destroyed 
the hulking appearance that I liked. As it 
turned out, with the long gear legs, 
shoulder wing, and virtually all weight 
down low, roll stability has not been a 
problem.

The only way you’ll find out if you like 
twins is to build one. So let’s get started.

together quite rapidly. That’s wTiy I 
selected the OV-IOA. It has rectangular 
fuselages, rectangular center pod, and a 
straight wing planform. What could be 
easier? Yeah, I know. A single motor 
project!
CONSTRUCTION

Starting with the wings, which I always 
build first, cut out the ribs. As we 
progress through the building notes, I 
will point out areas where you can save 
weight. I suggest using 1/20 sheet in lieu 
of 1/16 for the ribs. As built and tissued, 
the wings are quite strong. The 1/20 
sheet would reduce weight appreciably 
with little effect on strength.

Select your 1/8 sauare main spars 
looking for two matched, straight, and 
firm grain sticks. Likewise select the 1/20 
or 1/16 sheet for the ribs. Pin down the 
bottom 1/8 square spar over the plans. 
Cover the plans first with clear plastic 
food wrap or waxed paper.

I used Titebond glue throughout. The 
cyanoacrylate glues might work but with 
Titebond you don’t need perfect joints 
to ensure strength. The trailing edge is 
notched for additional strength and 
pinned in place. Now install all ribs.

Note that seven of the ribs are under
cut by 1/32 of an inch to enable flush 
fitting of the 1/32 sheet skins at the 
fuselages and center pod. Support these 
ribs with 1/32 sheet scrap when they are 
glued to the bottom spar and trailing 
edge.

Install the leading edge, topspars, and 
add the top 1/32 sheet all while the wing 
is still pinned to the plan. When all joints 
are cured, remove from the plan and 
add the bottom 1/32 sheet fill. This sheet 
ensures a good joint with the fuselages 
and the foam fuselage and pod fairings. 
Either foam or soft balsa tips can be used. 
I used very soft balsa. Shape the tips per 
the plan and front views. Sand the entire 
structure and set aside for the moment.

At this point I built the two vertical 
and one horizontal stabilizer assemblies. 
I hinged both, since I really had no idea 
what kind of control inputs I would need 
to maintain flight. Besides, it looks nice 
and very little extra weight is added.

The control surfaces should be hinged 
to the fixed surfaces with soft wire. If you 
use copper, it may fracture after several

The Bronco has an efficient, powerful, mean look about it. Absence of dihedral may raise some 
eyebrows, but with counterrotating props and a low CG, roll stability is no problem.
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Shots of the assembled and disassembled, uncovered framework. It's simpler than it might look at first. Rudders and elevator are hinged for 
flight trimming, and the author recommends building movable ailerons into the wing. Finished model is a one-piece structure.

adjustments. I used stainless steel safety 
wire, but any zinc-coated steel wire 
should work. The control surfaces are 
scale. Don’t worry about their size. They 
are large but definitely not sensitive.

Mark the location of the horizontal 
stabilizer on the vertical stabilizer 
mount. It is important that the hori
zontal stabilizer incidence be as shown. 
That way you will not have to bend the 
elevator up or down. Somehow I man
aged to get the horizontal stabilizer 
incidence about right when still on the 
drawing board. That doesn’t happen too 
often, folks!

In order to save some additional 
weight you could use 3/32 squares and 
1/16x3/32 strip to build the vertical 
stabs. However, since they do support 
the horizontal stabilizer I opted for the 
1/8 thickness and a slight weight penalty. 
Sand after all joints are thoroughly dry 
and set aside for tissue covering later.

Since the center cockpit pod is the 
most difficult to build of the two fuse
lage configurations, I built it first. Again, 
you could use 3/32 squares and 1/16x 
3/32 uprights, diagonals, and cross
pieces if you like. Just be sure you add a 
few 3/32 sheet gussets to brace the 1/32 
plywood nose gear mount.

You can build the nose gear strut as 
elaborately as you wish. I used plain wire 
and duplicated only the basic assembly. 
The forward and aft blocks are foam

obtained from the craft section of the 
local hobby shop. Cut the blocks to 
match both the side and plan views. 
Then gently shape to rough final form 
with a very sharp hobby knife or single
edge razor blade. A dull blade will 
gouge rather than shave. The idea is to 
slice thin pieces off the block. Final sand 
to a smooth contour with 320 sandpaper.

The blocks should be glued to the 
fuselage structure before final shaping 
and sanding. The effect is quite nice 
once the blocks are in place. Note that 
the front block goes up and over the 
front of the pod and becomes the 
instrument panel and upper nose cowl. 
A lightweight Bristol or card instrument 
glare hood should be glued over the 
foam.

Building the primary structure issuper 
simple. Build the two sides on the plan, 
remove, and assemble upright with the 
two sides pinned over the plan view. Use 
a balsa wheel for the nose gear, either 
commercially available (Old Timer 
Models of Milwaukee has them) or “ roll 
your own”  from several cross-grain 
laminations. In either case, be sure to 
bush the wheel with a 3/32 O.D. brass 
tube to ensure smo-o-o-o-th ROG 
takeoffs.

The nose strut was extended 5/16 of 
an inch to raise the leading edge to an 
acceptable angle of attack when resting 
on the ground. Otherwise, I doubt if it

would ROG. If the scale strut length is 
used, you’ll have to make such a gross 
wing incidence deviation that it would 
definitely be unsightly. Anyway, the 
lengthened strut is not really apparent. 
Do it and enjoy an ROG or two.

Make up canopy formers A-C and the 
two lengthwise canopy support rails. 
These are molded from four strips of 
1/32x1/8 around corrugated cardboard 
or 1/8 balsa forms. Let them dry over
night or bake for an hour in a 250° oven.

The canopy structure is what sets off 
the OV-10A, so take your time and do it 
right. Once the canopy frames are 
complete it is time to make a solid balsa 
canopy mold. You cannot flat-form this 
canopy because, except for the wind
shield, it is one continuous compound 
curve. The front and plan views show 
this.

I built a complete balsa dummy 
canopy from the windshield aft using 
1/8 sheet as a base and 1/8 sheet bulk
heads glued to it in the same locations as 
the molded canopy frames. Once these 
bulkheads are glued to the 1/8 sheet 
base at the correct angles, you can fill in 
the areas between the bulkheads with 
1/2-inch thick blocks. To duplicate the 
molded canopy frames, place the 
molded frames on a sheet of 1/8 balsa 
and trace the outer profile onto the 
sheet. The balsa bulkheads must match

Continued on page 80

The plastic canopy is the hardest part to make. Plastic is hot-water- The author's model is finished in green/white/gray Marine colors,
molded around form, text has full details. All-gray Air Force version would also be authentic.
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FREE FLIGHT SCALE
• A few weeks ago, I had a chance to 
meet a friend of mine from England. 
John Coker and I have been writing to 
each other over the years, with our 
common bond being model airplanes. 
John had an opportunity to come to this 
country on business, and fortunately, 
part of it was in the Los Angeles area. It 
was also a bit of fortune that the Flight- 
masters had scheduled another R.O.W. 
contest for that weekend.

Even though it rained most of the day 
Saturday, Sunday was letter perfect for 
the contest. John was really taken back 
by seeing so many fine models take to 
the air from water. In listening to John, 
good modeling weather is not one of 
England’s mainstays. Another unfortu
nate situation is that there aren’t too 
many scale modelers around to have the 
contests that we are used to having. He 
was a bit envious of our situation here.

(By the way, groan and moan about 
the high cost of gasoline around here, 
but the cost there is about three times 
what we pay here. John is taking flying 
lessons at the rate of about one hour a 
month. The reason it isn’t more frequent 
is that the cost to fly a Cessna 150 is 
about $50.00 an hour!)

* * *
While building a Blackburn Shark for 

the R.O.W., I saved the building of the 
floats until last. In this case, I was 
definitely not saving the best for last. To 
me, floats are like building two more 
fuselages, less the personality. While 
stewing as to how I wanted to build 
them, I came up with the following idea.
I took the Blackburn 3-viewand enlarged 
the floats to the size I needed, including 
the cross-sections. I then made a fixture 
similar to the type I use for building half
shell type fuselages, the difference 
being that there is a space between each 
station right down the middle. Each 
station is glued onto the base board 
where there is a bulkhead. I used scrap 
1/4-inch balsa for the material since it 
gives good support and is easy to pin to. I 
wouldn’t want to use anything less than 
3/16 balsa. If you don’t want to use balsa, 
use some clear pine. You won’t be using 
so much that the cost will be staggering.

Using either 1/20 or 1/16 sheet (very 
light stock), I cut out the profile of the 
float using the side view drawing as the 
template. Both profiles were cut out at 
the same time. I then inserted one of the 
profiles onto the fixture in the slots 
provided by the stations and pinned it 
in place. Each bulkhead half was glued 
onto the profile (one on either side) at 
each bulkhead station. Care was taken 
so that no glue could ooze onto the 
bulkhead station, which in turn would 
permanently glue the float onto the jig. 
It might be a good idea to wax each 
station so there is no chance of this 
accidentally happening.

When these were dry, I then started 
gluing 1/16 square sticks on the top of 
each bulkhead, working from the center

around each side. Everything is held 
nicely in place while on the fixture. The 
stringers go only as far as the bottom 
edge of the floats. Once dry, the whole 
float is lifted upward, removing from the 
fixture. The next step was to sheet only 
one half of the bottom of the float with 
1/32 sheet. When this was dry, I took a 
sharp modeling knife (Uber, what else?), 
and from the bottom, I cut away the 
balsa on the profile between each 
bulkhead as shown in the illustration. 
This eliminated some unwanted weight. 
Then the other half of the bottom was 
sheeted. The addition of this sheeting 
really provided strength to the whole 
float. Light balsa blocks were used for 
the front and rear (or is that bow and 
stern?) and sanded to the required 
shape. Each float, covered and painted, 
weighed under an ounce. Not bad fora 
22-inch float.

The amount of time saved was im
measurable, and made an otherwise 
unpleasant task more enjoyable. With 
the Flying Aces rules favoring unusual 
type aircraft, a bipe on floats provides a 
substantial number of points. Even 
though I d idn’t have much success 
getting my Blackburn to take off succes- 
fully from water, it is a beautiful flier. (I 
flew it over tall grass once arriving at 
Lake Elsinore. Naturally, it landed on a 
rather bare hunk of ground, and the 
floats, dangling at an odd angle, were 
knocked off on landing. The floats were 
quickly glued into place, but were never 
aligned as they should have been, so 
takeoff was quite difficult . . . but there 
is always next year!)

* * *
One of the items I try to keep in mind 

while preparing to build a fuselage is to 
carefully choose the material used for 
the longerons. I want to match them for

By FERNANDO RAMOS

an equal amount of stiffness and weight 
as closely as I possibly can. If at all 

ossible, I will use the same length for 
oth upper longerons, and another 

length for the two lower ones. If this 
practice is not considered, it is possible 
to end up with a fuselage shaped like a 
banana! This is due, of course, from 
using material of unequal hardness. 
Sometimes, no matter how careful I am, 
I’ll still get a bay or two looking pretty 
much out of alignment. Now what? 
Build another frame? No way! Take a 
look at the illustration. Simply take a 
diagonal that is long enough to straight
en out the bay when it is wedged 
between a couple of cross-members. 
Usually only one is needed, but if you 
feel another is required (top and bot
tom), use it.

Thereare times when the bracewill be 
in the way of the rubber motor, so that it 
cannot remain in the structure. In that 
case, leave it wedged in place until all of 
the structure is completed. Then the 
brace can be removed and the frame
work should remain true and straight. 
This same technique can be used if a bay, 
looking from the front, looks more like a 
parallelogram than a square. Insert the 
brace so that it squares the bay.

One of the occasional drudgeries that 
I encounter in modeling is the making of 
the fuselage tail fairing. It is obvious that 
this should be made before either the 
rudder or stabilizer are permanently in 
place. Most of you probably make this 
fairing and never give it a thought. For 
some reason, I find it a chore making this 
rather simple part.

The first thing I do is tack glue a spacer 
onto the block the same thickness of the 
stabilizer. Then the block is marked on 
the fuselage for the proper angles. The 
block is then rough carved and tack
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glued onto the fuselage. I feel that this is 
an important step, because you don't 
want to remove most of the material 
while on the fuselage. This part of the 
fuselage is rather fragile, and the more 
whittling and sanding you do the more 
chance you take in destroying some of 
the structure. The whole thing is sanded 
carefully until the correct contours are 
obtained. You must be careful to leave 
enough flat surface for the bottom of the 
fin to attach to, and make sure that this 
surface is straight. Otherwise you could 
end up with the fin offset quite a bit.

Remove the block from the fuselage, 
then the spacer from the block. Place 
the stabilizer on the fuselage, then the 
tail fairing on the stabilizer. Check to see 
that the block still fairs as it should, and 
if it doesn’t, make it fit.Simpleenough, I 
wonder why I make a job out of it?

* * *
The other day I received from RCMB 

an item to try out (the first time in 
years!). This is Carl Golberg Models’ 
new product, called "  Super Jet.’’ It is 
termed a revolutionary new instant glue.
This isn’t the typical cyanoacrylate 
instant glue that most of us are familiar 
with under the various trade names, 
because unlike the others, this one has 
"body” . This "body” makes it possible 
to laminate sheets and blocks, because 
the glue is not quickly absorbed into the 
wood like the watery types of instant 
glues. I found that there is adequate 
time after spreading the glue around to 
align sheeting or blocks. However, once 
you have pressed the two together, 
forget it; they are there to stay! It can 
also be used like conventional glue, that 
is, place some of the Super Jet on either 
end of a stick, put it into place and it’s 
there forever. Parts do not have to fit 
perfectly, either. I was truly impressed 
by this new product.

Surprisingly, there is not as much 
tendency for the teflon tubing to get 
plugged up. For one thing, the tube 
appears to be a bit larger than some of 
the other brands. I might add that I have 
been using Goldberg's regular Jet instant 
glue wit h very good results. This, coupled

with the wood primer I mentioned 
before, is making the gluing process 
quick and strong!

* * *

Everytim e I cover a m odel, I try 
different things in order to try and 
achieve a near perfect covering job. 
There is nothing like practice to help this 
cause along, but a few hints might help. 
Over the past, I have mentioned my 
method for covering models. The more I 
do it, the better I get, and the easier it 
becomes, but I still have a long way to 
go.

While covering Flyline s Kinner Sport
ster, I tried something that worked out 
rather nicely. I’ll pass it on for whatever 
it is worth. The fuselage turtle deck has a 
compound curve, and with tissue, this 
means that several pieces of tissue have 
to be used. This becomes a real chore 
when so many strips of tissue have to be 
used to cover a small area. One solution 
to this that I have talked about before is 
to lay an oversize strip of tissue over the 
area to be covered with white glue. 
When the glue dries, the tissue is care
fully torn at the glue joint. Since the span 
or grain of the paper runs the length, it is 
an easy job to tear along the seam and 
get a pretty good edge. This system has 
worked OK, but sometimes the tissue 
doesn’t always want to tear on the seam. 
Add to this the fact that the tissue has to 
be applied dry, and there invariably is an 
unwanted wrinkle or two!

So . . .  this is my latest approach. The 
first tissue to be applied is the easiest, 
since trimming is no problem. Spread 
the thinned-out white glue on the area 
to be covered, then wet the tissue and 
apply. When this has dried, trim the 
edges and give this covered bay a coat 
of thinned dope. When the dope has 
dried, take a length of drafting tape 
(low-stick tape) and place on the tissue 
just above the stringer where you want 
the next strip of tissue to attach. Another 
strip of tissue is cut for the next bay, and 
the white glue applied. When covering 
the Kinner, I was careful not to get much 
of the glue onto the tape, but just on the 
stringer. The next strip was also applied

wet, stretched and smoothed out. When 
dry, this too was given a coat of dope, 
making certain that I applied some on 
the tissue immediately over the tape 
(part of the excess tissue). When this was 
dry. I took a sharp razor and made a slit 
on the tissue right where the edge of the 
tape was. This was done so that I could 
pull the tape back on itself just like you 
would after painting a stripe. As I pulled 
back on the tape, the tissue was tearing 
with a very neat straight edge, I couldn’t 
believe it, it was working! Needless to 
say. I tried this out on the rest of the 
compound curves of the fuselage with 
equal success.

When you come around so that you 
will be covering a bay which already has 
tissue on either side of it (this would 
usually be the last bay to be covered), a 
length of tape on either side will have to 
be used. This technique is still a bit new 
and I think I will be able to improve on it. 
and I hope to have more on it next 
month. In the meantime, I hope that I 
have given you some food for thought.·

N.M.P.R.A. . . Continued from page 46

group from California, the race pro
gressed on a smooth and even keel even 
under some adverse weather conditions. 
Once again, fellas, without you no 
racing is possible, and I’m sure I join all 
concerned in our heartfelt thanks to all 
of you. Also to the supporting Las Vegas 
Club who worked so hard in making this 
year’s Championships a huge success.

Special thanks also must go to Mr. Bill 
Bennett and his en tire  staff for so 
graciously having us in their establish
ment for the duration of the race. Mr. 
Mel Larson deserves a special vote of 
appreciation, as it seems he couldn’t do 
enough tohelpinanyway that he could. 
Mel constantly was at the field or in 
communication with someone at the 
field to be sure all we needed was taken 
care of. All we can say, Mel, is thanks 
again for a job well done. I now see why 
Circus Circus is a huge success, what 
with a crew such as this under Mr. 
Bennett's leadership. This pleasing 
attitude also extended to the special
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HOT OFF THE PRESS!! 

NEW FIFTH EDITION
R a d i o  C o n t r o l

Information about, more than 2Ö00 
.model aircraft, cars, boats, engines, 
radio, systems and accessories v

The Radio Control 
Buyers Guide is the 
authoritative guide to 
radio control products. It 
is the master catalog of 
the industry with more 
than 2,300 products pic
tured, described, & pric
ed.

The new edition has 
more than 200 pages 
showing the products of 
more than 250 manufac
turers.

Included are the latest 
model cars, boats, air
craft, radio systems, 
tools, books and ac
cessories. The Radio 
Control Buyers Guide 
is indexed and cross- 
indexed for easy use. 
Th is comprehensive 
catalog of the RC in
dustry is a must for every 
serious modeler!

Price: $7.75

At Better 
Hobby 
Shops 
or Direct

Please send me. . copies of the new 5th edition of the
Radio Control Buyers Guide. (Enclosed is $8.25 for each copy ordered 
— $7.25 retail plus $1.00 postage & handling).

I Name: 

I Street:

C ity , S tate . Z IP : ________________________________________________________
Return to: RC Buyers Guide, C lifton House. C lifton . VA  22024

room rates, which I believe were more 
than fair considering the caliber of the 
accommodations and the entertainment 
facilities afforded us in the hotel. No 
championship race has ever been held 
in a place such as this, where there was 
something for everyone, not just a motel 
room to go back to after a day of racing. 
I ’m sure all participants will support me 
by saying I hope we may sometime in the 
future return to Las Vegas and Circus 
Circus for another Championship race.

Saturday morning arrived with the 
room service wake-up call. Slowly crawl
ing out of bed, I glanced out of the 
window at the trees below, and it was 
apparent that our prayers and Eric’s 
sacrifice were not enough to stop the 
heavy winds. Once at the fie ld , the

situation looked bleak to say the least. 
Our once proud welcome sign was in 
tatters, much of it missing. The safety net 
also succumbed to the wind and flapped 
uselessly at the downwind portion of the 
airstrip. The pylons had blown over, and 
one portion of the Number Three pylon 
was found several hundred feet out in 
the desert. To further complicate mat
ters, the wind was still crossed-down- 
wind to the original course set-up, 
which meant changing the course 180°. 
This still did not allow for into-the-wind 
takeoffs and landings, but was better 
than the original. Soon pilots were 
called for the pilots meeting, and while 
the course was being changed, we were 
briefed on rules and operational pro
cedures for this race. Safety precautions

were at a maximum, with large protec
tive cages at each pylon and at the timer- 
starter location. The distance between 
race course and spectator/pit location 
far exceeded minimum requirements.

Before calling the first heat to race, 
Co-Contest Director Bob Smith asked 
for discussion as to whether to race or 
not. The winds were extremely heavy 
and discussion among the pilots varied; 
many would not fly even if they decided 
to go ahead and race. The alternative 
was to cancel Saturday, and race Sunday 
and Monday. This suggestion was put to 
a vote, and the majority felt this was the 
best thing to do. This, of course, affected 
some individuals who could not afford 
to take the extra time off, or their airline 
reservations would pose a problem. Still, 
the spirit of competition prevailed, and 
even those who would leave early 
elected to postpone the race and at least 
race on Sunday before having to depart. 
Therefore, Saturday had an ideal ending; 
everyone tied for first, no aircraft lost, 
and no engines destroyed! Suddenly the 
“ Big Go West”  turned into the Big Blow 
West, or to sum it all up . . .  Gone with 
the Wind!

Returning early to the hotel gave 
many time for a serious bull session in 
the lounge, or extra sleep for the eve
ning's activities which included the 
year-end Awards Banquet to be held at 
the Sahara. Others found time for trying 
their hand at the various games of 
chance, with some coming out winners 
and others wishing we had gone ahead 
and raced. Saturday evening found us in 
one of the Sahara’s elegant banquet 
rooms where a buffet style meal ap
peased all present. After all had stuffed 
themselves and had been entertained by 
K&B’s John Brodbeck with his magic 
tricks, the 1979 High Point Champs were 
awarded their trophies. Topping the list 
as numero uno in the nation was Dave 
Shadel, who well deserved this honor. 
Dave attended virtually every contest in 
his district, and with the help of Jim 
Shinohara and Dave’s consistent flying, 
wrapped it all up for 1979. Then Gary 
McPike was revealed as the recipient of 
the most outstanding aircraft award for 
this year’s Championship Race. His 
flawless Lil’ Toni exhibited all the fine 
points necessary to capture this award, 
and everyone in attendance heartily 
agreed.

Finally, talk centered around a more 
serious point. Bill Hager, NM PRA’s 
President, and other NMPRA officers 
brought to our attention the over
shadowing problem of AMA’s pressure 
to slow down F-1 racing. This brought 
several responses from those in atten
dance, several loudly voicing their 
opinions ranging from the use of FAI 
type fuel to severing our organization 
from the AMA and obtaining our own 
insurance carrier. Other alternatives 
were discussed, and all the problems 
seemed to center around our lack of 
representation at AMA Executive Board 
Meetings. As I now understand, the 
AMA is satisfied with the status quo, 
providing we strictly adhere to the
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NOW THERE'S 
A  RADIO CONTROL PLANE 

EVERYONE CAN FLY

The American Eagle is the Sailplane 
that anyone can fly.

Assembles in minutes.

Radio controlled.

There’s no motor to start. The Eagle flies with the 
power of the wind.

Launch it with the Eagle’s high-start launcher.

Soars hundreds of feet into the air.

Fly it almost anywhere.

Comes complete with radio control unit, 
high-start launcher, and decals.
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C O X  H O B B IE S , IN C .

A subsidiary of Leisure Dynamics, Inc. 
1505 East Warner Ave.. Santa Ana, CA. 92702



N E W E S T  W IN N E R !L
r

POWER TO START 
ALMOST ANYTHING!

If you’ve got a hard-to-start en
gine (airplane, boat, or car), or if 
you're working with the big 
monsters for ’/»-scale, you're going 
to love this big, tough brother to the 
world-famous Sullivan Starter. It’s 
got the torque to start almost any
thing. And this new Sullivan 24-Volt 
Starter has all of the features of the 
original. Once again, Sullivan is first 
with the finest—a real revolutionary.

. . .A N D  NOW THERE’S A 
FUELER WITH A TRUE 
FILTER SYSTEM, TOO

Get the double filtration perform
ance of the Sullivan Crap Trap 
when you fuel up, too. Two different 
sized filters keep those particles out 
of your tank. Fueler comes complete 
with 4 feet of Sulli-Cone tubing — 
not 3 feet of lesser quality tubing. 
And tubing WON'T COLLAPSE 
when defueling.

Only $2.50

GOLD-N- 
PUSH RODS

The push 
rods that beat 

the clog. Pat
ented splines on 

inner rod cut right 
through that mess. 

Temperature compen
sated  to prevent 

elongation. Good as gold. 
Insist on Gold-N-Rod.
Clevis no t Included.

NMPRA safety rules now in effect.
Sunday dawned very early for the 

racing fraternity, and the weather was 
better, but still far from ideal. The wind 
still remained crossed but the course 
had now been switched 180° to help the 
problem somewhat. Racing finally be
gan at 8:30 a.m. and commentary was 
expertly given to spectators and fliers 
alike by Dr. Bob Stockwell. Bob en
lightened all present with pertinent 
information as to each p ilot’s back
ground, marital status (boy, if you could 
of heard some of the answers to that 
question!), type of aircraft, engine and 
radio equipment used, best time ever 
flown, what part of the country they 
were from, and total years in F-1 racing. 
The first few heats put several "goose 
eggs” on the board, some coming from 
erratic courses being flown, and others 
from ill-set needle valves. It appeared 
the California contingent had an edge in 
the proper combination of fuel, plug, 
and needle settings, as much of their 
weather synchronizes with conditions in 
Las Vegas. The difficulty in finding the 
pylons was partially compounded by the 
course not being parallel to the runway, 
and partially because there was really 
nothing to use as reference points.

As competition progressed, the times 
being turned ranged between the mid 
to low 1 :20’s, not really great con
sidering the caliber of the participants, 
but again, the early round jitters com
bined with weather conditions and the 
positioning of the course may have been 
the reason for this. It was obvious that 
several aircraft had the potential to

really "get it on ,”  but widely-flown 
courses do not make for fast times. 
Round after round continued through 
the day with virtually every heat getting 
all four aircraft into the air, but then 
many dropping out early due to missed 
engine settings and several others going 
out due to mid-airs during competition. 
It looked as if a real demolition derby 
was shaping up. Towards the end of the 
day, several people still had a shot at the 
top hardware and no one as yet had 
turned a time solidly into the magic 
teens.

Then, late in the day Bob Ruether put 
it all together and ripped off a 1:16.5 to 
be low time candidate for the time 
being. As the day’s competition ended. 
Bob Root, Ron Gilman,Gary Hovet,and 
Eric Myers were all tied for the first place 
trophy. The consistency of their aircraft 
along with good thumbs seemed to be 
their answer, not necessarily the fastest 
airplane! At Sunday’s end everyone was 
ready to return to the hotel for "rest and 
relaxation,” many having to perform 
those minute repair jobs we all know 
and love, and others to change prop, 
engine, or other combinations to try to 
put it all together for Monday’s compe
tition. Others relaxed in the lounge 
discussing anything but aircraft, men
tioning only the "landing gears”  or 
"spinners” on several of the cocktail 
waitresses. Some competitors were 
packing it in and getting ready for the 
journey home due to circumstances 
mentioned earlier, or simply because 
risking any further flying would not help 
them place in the standings.

Wouldn't ya know it, Monday dawns 
bright and beautiful with barely a breath 
of wind! Again, most competitors ar
rived at the field loaded for bear. The 
beautiful weather had a definite effect 
on flying as times began to drop, and 
several people started knocking on the 
door of Bob Ruether’s fast time. Un
fortunately, Bob was one who had to 
leave early, and could not defend this 
honor. Sure enough, Ron Gilman, under 
heavy pressure in a heat race, smoked 
his way to a 1:16.1 to cop fast-time 
honors of the meet. Racing continued at 
a furious pace with several of the top 
contenders slowly falling out during the 
heat of competition, but one notable 
trend was being broken. Several aircraft 
powered by K&B engines were still in 
contention, showing that the problems 
of reliab ility were now ironed out. 
Speaking witn K&B’s John Brodbeck, Jr., 
he informed me that the 6.5 engine had 
been completely redesigned, and now 
quite obviously was more than holding 
its own and no longer exhibited the 
breakage problem of its older counter
part. This type of R&Dby a manufacturer 
is what keeps our sport competitive and 
deserves a tip of the hat from all of us.
The ageless Super Tigre engine, custom 
built by Terry Prather, also was showing 
its strength as it has for many years and, 
through Terry's efforts, has allowed 
even the so-called unknowns to become 
competitive. It seems that everyone is 
now consistently able to turn competi
tive times, and there is virtually no such 
thing as a "easy heat" anymore, which is 
what racing is all about.
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HP ENGINES
HIRTENBERGER — AUSTRIA

HP120 GOLD CUP POWERTWIN

End those big engine vibration problems with the smooth running HP 120 power- 
twin. The perfect engine for 1 /4 scale airplanes or a tournament of champions scale 
aerobatic design Marine version ideal for the new giant scale unlimited hydros or 
maximum performance racing boats.
The powertwin uses the widely acclaimed gold cup 61 major components (schneurle 
porting, chromed sleeve, dykes ring). Engine is of an alternate firing type with a 
single HP automix throttle. Crankcases can be reversed so that the exhaust loca
tions can be fixed for proper exhaust manifold locations. Gear reduction units, 
special exhaust manifolds, tuned pipe, motor mount, will be available soon.

SPECIFICATIONS
Displacement 
Weight 
Length 
RPM Range 
Horsepower

19.8ccm(1.20 cu. in.) 
970 grams (34 54 oz.) 
6-3/8 in.
1800 to 14000 
3.13

(Sp*c<ftcabon· uA je c t lo c tiang · without note« Glow plugs not n ck x Je d )

Available at your favorite dealer

MIDWEST MODEL
SUPPLY CO.

Naperville Or. ·  Romeovllle. IL 60441 ·  (3121 759-1955

By mid-afternoon, the first place 
contenders slowly began to emerge. 
First, Cary Hover of the Samurai Racing 
Team dropped a point, compliments of 
Ron Gilman, and then Eric Myers had a 
lean run knock him down. Still others 
dropped down in the standings due to 
cuts and other ills. This left two people 
tied for the first place hardware, those 
being Bob Root and Ron Gilman, both 
native Californians. Sure enough, by 
day’s end. a fly-off would determine the 
winner of the 1979 Championships, as 
would seventh and eighth place and 
tenth through thirteenth place. While 
waiting for final tabulations on the 
necessary fly-offs, several notables were 
seen strolling through the pit area 
eyeing the competition. Pattern greats 
and successful hobby businessmen |oe 
Bridi and Phil Kraft stopped and talked 
with several competitors, as did our 
host, Bill Bennett. These are true gentle
men of the sport. I might add that the 
bull session with Joe Bridi was a con
tinuation from Saturday night where 
several racers sat in the lounge,speaking 
with Joe, Walt Schroder, John Brodbeck, 
and Mort Tanner (Pica Products) during 
a rather enlightening and informative 
conversation. Amazing how these giants 
of the hobby industry are just simple 
down-to-earth model fanatics, not un
touchables as some might believe.

Also roaming the pits was one Mr. 
Ernie Prosch with a huge folder under 
one arm. Who is Ernie Prosch, you ask? 
Well, for anyone flying a Polecat, he is 
the one who made this aircraft available 
for Formula One racing. He is the 
designer and builder of the full-scale 
Polecat, and was more than willing to 
speak with anyone interested in the 
airplane. He told the story from be
ginning to end, from the inception of 
the Polecat to its tragic ending in the 
nearby Mojave Desert. No, the real 
airplane was not unstable, actually it had 
the proven potential to eat up the 
Formula One field, but small problems 
negated this feat. The real Polecat was 
lost to pilot error, and Ernie informed 
me that no plans were in the future for a 
new bird. Such a shame for this out
standing airplane truly ahead of its time. 
Ernie invited my father and me to his 
home at day’s end, and believe me, the 
trip was more than worth it. He showed 
the plans and calculations used in the 
design and construction of the Polecat, 
as well as most of the already formed 
pieces of a new Polecat. He stated that 
these parts had been made prior to the 
crash, and were for another gentleman. I 
tried my best to place a bug in his ear to 
construct another Polecat, but didn’t do 
too well as mentioned. Therefore, any
one interested in a full-scale Polecat kit 
can contact Ernie! By evening’s end, he 
had shown us dozens of photos of the 
real airplane and moving pictures as 
well. This was a real experience and a 
highlight of the trip . . . thanks, Ernie. By 
the way, Ernie is a modeler, as well as a 
Captain for Hughes Northwest Airlines.

The fly-offs for the top twenty began 
with a four-plane battle for tenth place.

This involved Mike Helsel, Ed Allen, 
Rusty Van Baren, and Harley Condra. As 
in any fly-off, things really start to 
happen and this was no exception. Right 
from the start, everyone is going for 
broke, and these four pilots gave some 
indication of what was to come in the 
yet-to-be flown duels. All four staged a 
close, exciting race with the finish order 
ending up as mentioned. For several 
laps, it appeared that a king-size blanket 
would have covered all four aircraft, 
which really makes for exciting racing, 
be it pilot or spectator. Next up to 
decide seventh place honors was John 
Jennings and Jerry Boyce. Again, a super 
race ensued, with Texas based Mr. Jen
nings emerging as the victor. Then the 
race which would decide the National 
Champion for 1979 was called to the 
line. Both Bob Root and Ron Gilman

were ready for action with Ron holding 
the apparent edge with the fast time of 
the meet under his belt. I guess Bob and 
Kathy Root were saving the best for last, 
as Bob unloaded a 1:14.1 in the fly-off 
even after Ron had cut a pylon late in the 
race. Once again, neither pilot let up 
through the entire race, and they never 
seemed more than fifty feet apart, 
switching to the lead back and forth 
several times. A truly exciting ending to 
a truly exciting contest. Congratulations 
go to Bob and his able caller-wife Kathy 
(or is that wife-caller?) for a super job on 
both their parts, putting it all together 
and winning against the best in the 
country. They both deserve the win and 
the spoils that go with this prestigious 
accomplishment.

I think this is also a good time to point 
out the variety of aircraft in the top five
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places, breaking another trend of one 
airplane dominating the racing scene. 
Not to take anything away from any 
airplane, but it’s good to see that more 
than one type is competitive, and gives 
individuals several choices of obviously 
competitive aircraft. Bob Root flew a 
Stinger to top honors, while Ron Gilman 
chose a Denight Special to carry his 
banner. Third place Gary Hover flew the 
tried and proven Lil’ Toni, as did fourth 
place finisher and this year’s Nats win
ner, Bill Preis. Kent Nogy depended on a 
Polecat to capture fifth place hardware. 
Other aircraft featured at this year’s 
Championships were the new Tom Cat, 
several LR I-A 's , and a sprinkling of 
Minnows and El Banditos. Might also

A. J. FISHER INC.
M a n u f a c t u r e r s  o f  Q u a l i t y  

S c a l e  B r a s s  S h i p  a n d  Y a c h t  
F i t t i n o s  S i n c e  1 0 2 5  

P l a n s  - F i t t i n o s  - K i t s  - B o o k s

ILLU STRATED  CATALOG, S2.00

Z IP  - A  S O S  7

add that Mr. Polecat himself, Bruce 
Richmond, was responsible for no less 
than 17 entries at this year's race. After 
all, who else can build, paint,equip, and 
test fly a Formula One in one week’s 
time!!!

Trophies presented to the top twenty 
racers as well as fast time and most 
outstanding aircraft were exceptional. A 
very good reason for this was due to their 
sponsor, Mr. Bill Bennett. Further re
ward was in the form of that good old 
green stuff, compliments of NMPRA. 
Aiding in the trophy presentation were 
Bob Smith’s w ife, Pam, and Chuck 
Smith’s wife, Linda, which made receiv
ing the awards even nicer! These women 
as well as Jeff Bertkins’ girlfriend, Sharon, 
worked very hard during the entire 
contest keeping scores straight, tabu-

CUSTOM TUNED ENGINES 
COMPETITION ACCESSORIES

C o x , O S M ax, R o s s i  S  S u p e r  T ig re  E n g in e s

S p e c ia l is t s  In cu s to m  T.D . 0 4 9 / 0 5 1  and  
r e e d  en g in e s. T h ro ttle d  T .D .'s  ava ilab le . 

C o m p le te  In ve n to ry  o f s to c k  Λ cu s to m  p a r ts .

H a rd -to -g et Ite m s su c h  a s cu s to m  n e e d le  
v a lv e s , ra c in g  w h e e ls , qu ick  fi l ls , 

fu e l sh u t-o ffs , <S many o th e rs . 
E v e ry th in g  fo r  R /C  & c o n tro l line rac in g .

1980-8  1 AMA ru le s  s p e c ia l :  
G o o d ye a r .0 1 4  X 6 0 ' so lid  lin e s  S 2 .9 5  p p d .

F o r  d e ta ile d  b ro ch u re , se n d  2 5  c e n ts  to :

K u stom  K ra ftsm a n sh ip  B o x  2 6 9 9  Laguna H ills 
C a lif. 9 2 6 5 3  Ph: (7 1 4 )  8 3 0 -5 1 6 2

lating final results, and generally keep
ing the contest bookwork in order. 
Thanks, ladies!!!

So it was at the 1979 NMPRA National 
Championships, Las Vegas, Nevada . .  . 
A SUPER MEET! ·

N.M.P.R.A. ’75 CHAMPIONSHIPS 
TOP 20 FINISHERS

*1) BOB ROOT .....................  Stinger
*2) RON G ILM A N ...... Denight
3) GARY HOVER ................  Lil’ Toni
4) BILL PREIS...............  Lil’ Toni
5) KENT N O G Y ........... Polecat
6) PETE REED ...............  Polecat

*7) )OHN JENNINGS. Polecat
*8) JERRY BOYCE ................  Lil’ Toni
9) ED H O TELLIN G .... Lil’ Toni

♦10) MIKEHELSEL ................... Lil'Toni
*11) ED ALLEN .......................... LR1-A
*12) RUSTY VAN BAREN . . .  Lil’ Toni
*13) HARLEY CONDRA . . . .  LR1-A
14) CHICK BENTZ ...................Minnow
15) ERIC M YERS........... Polecat
16) TOM CHRISTOPHER . .  Polecat
17) TOM CASTELLANO . . .  Polecat
18) GUY JOHNSON ............ Lil’ Toni
19) BILL HAGER ..................... Lil'Toni
20) BOB WALLACE ..............  Denight
‘ Results determined by flyoff. 

“ Fast time of meet.
Most Outstanding Aircraft Award —

Gary McPike,
Lil’ Toni, Super Tigre Powered.
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SLOPE AND
±5: -

CO M PLETELY  
R EA D Y  TO  FLY
Ideal for beginning flyers, the Sea 
Breeze is designed for the mod
eler who wants the best avail
able sailplane but hasn't the 
time or ability to build one.

Utilizing the most ad
vanced lay-up technics 
along w ith  our 
molded process 
and efficient 
airfoils, the _____________
Sea Breeze is strong, maneuverable,

and easy to fly.
Epoxy fiberglass fuselage 

complete with push rods installed, 
fully painted in white. Wings and 

stabilizer molded from epoxy fiberglass 
available in choice of six colors, (red, blue, 

orange, brown, yellow or white).
Just install your radio and go flyl

UNPAINTED................................................... S 169.95
PAINTED...............................................................S229.95

D EA LER S : Contact one of these fine distributors who handle our kits:
• A/L DISTRIBUTORS ·  GREAT RUNES DISTRIBUTORS ·  MIDWEST MODEL SUPPLY 

1 TECHIMODELS · B PAUL DIST · PAN AMERICAN '  WORLD ENGINES 
ADDITIONAL DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

SPECIFICATIONS:
Wing—99.75" wing span

Area 760 sq./in., 12.7 Aspect Ratio 
Root Airfoil Eppler 385 Mod 2 
Tip Airfoil Johnson 16 with 3° washout 

Stabilizer—120 sq./in.
Total weight less radio 40 oz.

H
R / C  A I R C R A F T
48 5  EASY ST . SIMI VALLEY. CA 93 06 5  (805) 55 7 -4004 J



1979-1980 TOWER HOBBIES 
RADIO CONTROL CATALOG
Φ FREE w ith  your first order w ith  Tow er 

FREE to active Tow er customers

Absolutely the finest catalog 
W  available in RC

Φ 358 illustrated pages

Φ Super discounted prices

Φ Over 150 manufacturers to choose from

Complete information

Φ Easy to use indexes to help you find 
w hat you need quickly

Φ Section introductions to answer your 
modeling questions

0 T O W E R  H O B B IE S* O M» m CHAMPAIGN ILLINOIS «1«»
7U* K>0TV JIM

1979 1980 R/C C A TA I O fi 

D fT ď M i

THE GUIDE TO ALL YOUR MODELING NEEDS!
Introducing the catalog you've been waiting for - the NEW 

1979-1980 Tower Hobbies RC Catalog! This is the largest and 
most complete RC catalog ever published, by far! This new cat
alog is much more than just a list of ava lable products at super 
low prices. It's actually a complete modeler's reference guide, 
featuring two indexes (manufacturer and product indexes) to 
make finding a needed item fast and easy.

We developed the actual descriptions from a modeler's point 
of view! We know from experience the questions you need an
swered in order to make that important buying decision. If after 
reading the descriptions, you still aren't sure of something, you 
can use the TOWER ACTION POST CARDS supplied inside the 
catalog to write directly to the manufacturer for more informa
tion. This is just another customer-oriented service you've come 
to expect from Tower! We've also included a revised and up
dated accessory completion guide in an easy to use chart for

mat. This chart enables you to determine what accessories you 
will need to complete the kits listed in this catalog.

Other outstanding features of this catalog are the special sec
tion introductions that appear throughout. These introductions 
were written specifically to add to the general knowledge of 
someone new to the RC hobby. Even if you've been a Tower 
customer for years, we hope these introductions will answer 
some of your questions, provide you with helpful hints, and 
entertain you!

Remember, this 358 page Tower Hobbies RC Catalog was 
developed for you, the modeler, and contains everything you'll 
need to enjoy your hobby to its fullest! This Radio Control 
"Bible of the industry" will be included free of charge with 
your first merchandise order from Tower Hobbies. Or, it's 
available by itself for $2.50 postpaid. ORDER TODAY!

T O W E R  H O B B I E S
P .O .BO X 778 CHAMPAIGN, ILL IN O IS  

C A L L  T O LL  F R E E :

800-637-7686
61820 2 1 7-3 8 4 -1 01 0

ILL IN O IS  T O LL  F R E E :

800-252-3336



P.O.BOX 778 CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS 61820 
CALL TOLL FREE:

217 - 384 - 1010 
ILLINOIS TOLL FREE: I

ti V  800-637-7686 800-252-3336
TH ESE SPEC IA LS  A R E  GOOD U N TIL THE 15th OF THE MONTH OF TH IS  ISSU E. O N LY. 

A V A IL A B IL IT Y , SPEC IF ICA TIO N S, AND PR IC ES  A R E  SU BJEC T TO CHANGE W ITHOUT NOTICE.

TOP FLITE 
SEALING IRON

30%
OFF

This sealing iron makes finishing 
your model fast & easy. Works 
great with Monokote & Solarfilm. 
Features teflon-coated shoe, adjust
able temperature, tapered edges, 
rounded sides, & pointed tip. 
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY $13.98 
519.95 MBM313

DREMEL 
No. 381 
MOTO- 
TOOL 
KIT

41% OFF
A heavy-duty variable speed kit 
complete with ball bearing con
struction & 34 accessories. Handles 
everything from rough shaping to 
intricate detail work with speed, 
ease, & accuracy.
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY $46.98 
$79.95 MBM153

MILLER No. 2017 
SPRAY SET

Set includes a precision built genu
ine piston-type air compressor, 12 
ft. air hose, 16G siphon type spray 
gun & 14G air brush both with 
open & fine spray nozzles.
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY $48.98 
$81.95 M8M228

QUADRA 2 CU. IN. 
ENGINE

29%.
OFF

Develops 2 horsepowerl An engine 
suitable for large models with its 
scale-like sound and realistic per 
formance. Comes with muffler, 
mount, and Tillitson pump/carb. 
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY $99.98
$139.95 MBM260

DEVCON 
5 MINUTE 
EPOXY IN 
ECONOMY 
9 0Z. SIZE

36% OFF

Ideal for model making, hobbies, 
general bonding, & repairs. Comes 
in twin plastic squeeze bottles for 
big jobs. Packed in heavy-duty 
plastic pouch with instructions. 
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY $4.48
$6.95 MBM151

DREMEL 572 
MOTO SHI

GOLDBERG 35%
FALCON 56 MK II OFF

K&B .40 RC ENGINE 
No. 8011

35%
OFF

This deluxe saw features a complete 
accessory set of blades, discs, etc. 
and flexible shaft.
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY $62.98
$109.95 MBM154

A reliable, rugged, & easy-to-fly 
balsa trainer. Redesigned, it fea
tures a longer, wider nose & a 
strengthened wing with aileron 
hardware. 56" span. Requires a .19- 
.40 size engine & a 3 - 4 ch. radio. 
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY $32.48 
$49.95 MBM392

THE MOST 
POPULAR RC 
ENGINE EV ER  

M AD E!!

Features a unique design for high 
power; and an Irvine carburetor 
for excellent throttle response and 
easy adjustment - from a slow 
smooth idle to a roaring top speed. 
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY S46.98
$72.50________________________ MBM200

LATRAX CORVETTE  
W /RADIO

Won a 1st & a 
2nd In the

ROAR N A T SL  Γ Add
8 AA 

pen 
cell

Λ  batteries
W  — i '  to the radio,

charge the car 
for 15 minutes, 
& you're ready 

to raceI
THIS IS A FAN TASTIC  V A LU E !

Comes with a powerful 2 ch. radio 
(w/whee! stick) already installed, 6 
cell nicad battery pack, & a quick 
charger. 16" length. Runs up to 30 
mphl Electronic speed control. 
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY $109.98 
$159.95_____________________MBM212

GOLDBERG 33%
SKYLARK 56 OFF
MK II

O RD ER FORM

TOWER
111.61820P.O. Box 778, Champaign 

217-384-1010
Toll Free 800-637-7686 

. Toll Free 800-252-3336

NAME
CUSTOMER

NUMBER

AD D RESS

Extensively improved construction, 
strength, and flight performance! 
56" span. Requires a .30 -.40 size 
engine and a 4 ch. radio. This fun 
to fly balsa sport plane has pattern 
capabilities. It makes a great 
low-wing trainer.
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY $35.48 
$52.95 MBM181

C ITY STA TE ZIP

Q TY

MBM

MBM

I CRAFT-AIR 
i FIELD BOX

33%
OFF

DUMAS AMERICAN 41% 
ENTERPRISE OFF

% ' I L -

STOCK
NUMBER

MBM

MBM

DESCRIPTION

PLEA SE  DO NOT W R ITE  IN 
TH E SPACES BELOW

Made of 
I ready to 
I clean, & 

22" long 
] movable 
] & drawer 

R E T A IL  
$29.95

hi-density polyethelene, 
use. lightweight, easy to 
practically indestructible. 
Not a kit. Features a re

accessory well on the top 
in the side.

NOW O N LY $19.98 
MBM 148

The American Enterprise is a high 
speed boat for taking work crews to 
offshore drilling rigs. K it features 
pre-cut plywood with deck hard
ware included. 52" length. 12" 
beam. Uses running hardware Kit 
No. 2332.
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY $49.98 
$85.00 MBM448 THANK YOU!!

PRICE
EACH

SUB TO TA L

IL . RES ID EN TS ADD 
5% SA LES  TA X

PO STAGE, INSURAN CE. 
AND HANDLING

SP EC IA L POSTAGE

C.O.D.'s ADD $2.50

GRAND TO TA L

AMOUNT

$2.50



P.O. BOX 7 7 8
CH AM PAIG N , ILLINOIS 6 1 8 2 0

TH ESE SPEC IA LS  A RE GOOD UN TIL THE 15th OF THE MONTH OF TH IS ISSU E, O N LY . 
A V A IL A B IL IT Y . SPEC IF ICA TIO N S, AND PR IC ES  A R E  SU BJEC T TO CHANGE W ITHOUT N O TICE.

HOW TO ORDER HOW TO ORDER HOW TO ORDER HOW TO ORDER HOW TO ORDER

BY MAIL ORDER
Write down all of the items that you want along w ith their special stock 
numbers and prices, on the Tower order form. Total them up (Illinois 
residents add 5% sales tax) and add $2.50 for postage, handling, and full 
insurance, to obtain the grand total. Obtain a money order, certified check, 
bank check, or write a personal check for the grand total amount (personal 
checks may be delayed to allow for clearance). Foreign orders add $10.00 
(excess w ill be refunded with order). Date of postmark determines special 
period eligibility. Send your order along with full payment to: TOWER 
HOBBIES. P.O. BOX 778, CHAMPAIGN. ILLINOIS 61820.

BY TOLL FREE PHONES
When you place your order over the phone, we will ship it to you C.O.O., 
and you pay for it when it's delivered to your door. Add $2.50 for postage, 
handling, and full insurance, and $2.50 for the C.O.D. charge (Illinois resi
dents add 5% sales tax). When you phone in your order, please have the 
stock numbers written down ready to give to the order taker.
Continental United States: Illinois Residents Only:
800 - 637 - 7686 800 - 252 - 3336
The ” 800'' WATS lines are open weekdays from 9 :00 A.M. to 5 :00 P.M., 
Monday through Thursday evenings 5 :00 P.M. to 9 :00  P.M., and 10:00 A . 
M. to 5 :00 P.M. on Saturdays (C .S .T .). Closed Friday evenings and Sunday.

STO C K
N U M BER D ESC R IP T IO N

MBM101 Ace High G lid e r ............................................
MBM417 A ir Capital R T F  FB  1 0 0 ........................
MBM458 Airtronics Warlock .40 N E W !!. . .
MBM105 Airtronics A q u ila ..........................................
MBM106 Airtronics O lym pic 11................................
MBM107 A Ju s to J ig  Wing & Fuse J ig . . . 
MBM411 Associated RC 300 Car K it . . .  
MBM 1 13 Associated 6 Cell Car K it No. 3012.
MBM412 Associated 6 Cell Asmb. No. 3024 .
MBM 114 Badger 200 1 A ir Brush K i t ................
MBM115 Badger 200 3 Deluxe K i t ........................
MBM116 Badger 180 1 C om p resso r....................
MBM460 Bolink 1092 6-Cell Performance Car
MBM459 Bolink 1352 Econo Perfor. Car K it .
MBM396 Bridi D ecep tion ..............................................
MBM 1 21 Bridi Sun F li 4 2 0 ........................................
MBM 123 Bridi RCM Trainer 4 0 ............................
MBM125 Bridi D irty B irdy 40  w o o d ................
MBM126 Bridi RCM Trainer 6 0 .............................
MBM130 Bridi UFO  - fiberglass.................................
MBM454 Super Coverite 47" X  1 5 'white . . .
MBM132 Coverite Balsarite 8 o z ..............................
M BM 400 Cox Hydroblaster w/.049 & Radio . 
MBM137 Cox R T F  Cub w/Engine & Radio . .
MBM138 Cox R T F  Cessna C e n tu rio n .................
MBM418 Cox R T F  Piper A r r o w .............................
MBM139 Cox R T F  Sportavia T ra in e r .................
MBM461 Cox Electric S p o rta v ia ..............................
MBM427 Cox Tradewinds Sailboat.........................
MBM134 Cox Tee Dee .049 E n g in e .....................
MBM462 Cox RC Bee .049 w /M uffler................
MBM387 Cox Tee Dee .051 E n g in e ....................
MBM135 Cox Tee Dee .09 E n g in e ........................
MBM 146 Craft-A ir Butterfly  11..................................
MBM142 Craft-Air Drifter 1 1 ......................................
MBM423 Craft A ir Piece O 'C a k e ............................
MBM 145 Craft A ir V iking MK I Sailplane. . . 
MBM409 Craft-Air Upstart (3/16 inch) . . . .
MBM 141 Craft A ir H. D. H i- S ta r t ........................
MBM148 Craft A ir Field B o x ......................................
MBM 149 D A E Series IV  Power P a n e l................
MBM151 Devcon 5 min. Epoxy 9 o z ................
MBM416 Dremel No. 730 Disc Belt Sander. .
MBM153 Dremel 381 Moto Tool K i t ................
MBM154 Dremel 572 Deluxe Moto Shop . . .
MBM155 Dremel 580 Table S a w ............................
MBM158 Dubro Kw ik  F ill Fuel Pum p................
MBM 163 Dumas Atlas Van Lines U - 1 ................
MBM 162 Dumas Big Swamp Buggy ................
MBM 166 Dumas Hot Shot 21" · g la ss ................
MBM165 Dumas Hot Shot 24" Tunnelhull . .
MBM447 Dumas DV-10 - g la ss ................................
MBM 1 64 Dumas Competition D V 6 0  glass . .
MBM401 Dumas D au n tless ..........................................
MBM448 Dumas American Enterp rise ..................
MBM463 Dumas Huson 36 Sailboat ..................
MBM429 Dumas Sail Control U n it ........................
MBM167 Edson Adjustable Motor Mount. . .

Enya E n g in e s ................................................
MBM 168 Fox . 15 RC S ch n e u rle ............................
MBM 169 Fox .19 RC En g in e ....................................
MBM170 Fox .25 RC En g in e ....................................
MBM388 Fox .35 U /C .......................................................

NOW STO C K
R E T A IL O N LY N U M BER

519.95 $12.98 MBM 171
139.95 129.98 MBM1 74
64.95 46 98 MBM 1 75
74.95 52 48 MBM 1 77
49.95 34 98 MBM392
59.95 41.98 MBM 181

190.00 119.98 MBM 182
102.00 69 98 MBM 183
119.50 82 98 MBM403
35.00 24.48 MBM 184
45 .00 29.98 MBM464
85 .00 63.78 MBM 185

130.00 84.48 MBM 1 86
99.95 69.98 MBM 187
99.95 74.98 MBM 188
32.25 22.58 MBM 189
58.95 39.98 MBM190
64.75 45.28 MBM 1 91
67.95 45.98 MBM 192

142.95 102 98 MBM465
38.84 27.98 MBM 193

3 .20 2.38 MBM 197
110.95 74.98 MBM 198
119.95 69.98 MBM424

79.95 48.98 MBM205
74.95 52.48 MBM406
99 .95 62.98 MBM200

139.95 99.98 MBM201
169.95 114.98 MBM438

27.95 14.98 MBM207
19.95 13.98 MBM 199
27.95 16 98 MBM202
26.95 18.88 MBM203
49 95 32.48 MBM204
19.95 13.98 MBM456
24.95 17 48 MBM419
79.95 49.98 MBM420
17.95 12.58 MBM466
49 .95 32.98 MBM209
29.95 19.98 MBM210
38.95 24.98 MBM407

6.95 4.48 MBM453
99.95 59.98 MBM212
79.95 46.98 MBM213

109.95 62.98 MBM432
109.95 62.98 MBM215

10.98 6 9 8 MBM214
60 .00 35.98 MBM217
42.00 23.98 MBM218
80 .00 47.98 M BM 220
37 .00 22.98 MBM221
25.00 16.98 MBM222

115.00 6 9 9 8 MBM223
84.00 49.98 MBM224
85 .00 49.98 MBM226

195.00 114.98 MBM228
62 .00 42.98

6.95 5.58
Call For Low  Prices M BM 230

37.95 19.98 MBM231
36.95 22.98 MBM229
36.95 22.98 MBM237
26.95 17.98 MBM442

D ESC R IP T IO N

Fox .36 R C .........................................................
Fox .45 RC Schneurle B B ........................
Fox .60 RC Eag le .............................................
Fox 1.2 Cubic Inch T w i n .........................
Goldberg Falcon 56 MK I I .........................
Goldberg Skylark  56 MK I I .....................
Goldberg Skylane 6 2 .....................................
Goldberg Senior F a lc o n .............................
Goldberg P6E Curtiss Hawk Bipe . . -
Goldberg Handi-Tote.....................................
Goldberg Jet Adhesive % oz. · No. 386
HB .12 RC BB w / M u ff le r ........................
HB .15 RC BB w / M u ff le r .........................
HB .25 RC BB w / M u ff le r .........................
HB 40  RC B B .....................................................
HB .50 RC B B .....................................................
HB 40  RC BB P D P .........................................
HB 61 RC BB P D P .........................................
Hobbypoxy Form ula 2 Epoxy - 8 oz .
Higley's Smoke System .................................
Hot S tu ff Adhesive - 'Λ o z .........................
Jemco F4U  -1 A C o rsa ir .................................
Jensen Das Ugly S t i c k .................................
K& B .19 RC .................................................
K& B .21 O utb o ard .........................................
K& B .21 RC Schneurle w/M uffler . .
K& B 40  RC E n g in e .....................................
K& B 40  RC Pressurized ............................
K& B .40 RC R E  Schneurle w /M uff. .
K& B -40 RC Sport M arine........................
K& B 45 Schneurle Marine 9080 . . . 
K& B .45 RC Snl. w/Pump 9100. . . .
K& B .61 RC w /M uffler.................................
K& B .61 RC w/M uffler & Pump . . . 
K raft .61 RC Schneurle w/M uffler . .
K ra ft R T F  Electric C ard ina l....................
K ra ft Electric M o to rcyc le .........................
K raft Motorcycle with R a d io ................
Lanier T ra n s it .....................................................
Lanier Caprice.....................................................
Lanier Comet I I .................................................
Lanier Jester.........................................................
Latrax Corvette w /Radio .............................
Leisure 1/8 Dune B u g g y .............................
Mark's Bird of Time G l id e r ....................
Mark's Models Bushwacker w/Acces .
Mark's Models Wanderer 7 2 " .................
MEN Trainer .15 .2 5 .....................................
Microflame 4400 D lx . Welding K it  . . 
Midwest R K-40 A x iflo  Fan K it  . . . .
Midwest L ittle  S t i k .........................................
Midwest Cardinal A R F .................................
Midwest Super C h ip m u n k .........................
Midwest Sweet S t ik .........................................
Midwest A ttacke r.............................................
Miller No. 2017 Spray S e t ........................
Monokote Reg. and Trans. Colors. . .
Monokote Metallic C o lo rs ........................
M RC R T F  Cessna w /Enya .35 RC . . 
M RC R T F  Cherokee w /Enya .40  RC . 
M RC R T F  Hawk Trainer w /Enya .15. 
M RC 1/12 Scale Leopard Tank . . . .  
M RC Lamborghini Countach LP500S

R E T A IL
NOW

O N LY

$39.95 $25.98
64.95 39.98
69.95 41.98

250.00 174.98
49.95 32.48
52.95 35.48
64.95 43.48
69.95 46.88
47.95 33.58
17.95 11.88

2.95 1.88
39.87 29.98
43.23 31.98
56.00 41.48
69.44 49.98
76.27 54.98
84.34 62.98

119.26 88.98
4.25 2.98

19.95 14.98
3.95 2.78

79.95 55.98
69 50 49.98
60 .00 35.98

110.00 69.98
77.00 49.98
72.50 46.98

105 00 67.98
110.00 69.98
82 .50 52.98

125.00 79.98
160.00 99.98

96 .50 59.98
125.00 76.98
99.95 84.98
99.95 74.98
79.95 59.98

2 2 9 9 5 169.98
47.95 29.98
74.95 46.98
64.95 40.98
74.95 46.98

15 99 5 109.98
199.95 159.98

5 9 9 5 38.98
52.95 33.98
23.95 14.98
36.95 27.68
39.95 29.98
49 95 34.28
33.95 21.98
32.95 21.38
33.95 21.98
42 .95 25.78
44 .95 28.98
8 1 9 5 48.98

9 .00 5.38
1 0 5 0 6.28

449.95 277.48
499-95 314.98

99 95 74.98
1 9 99 8 139.98

77.98 45 .98



PHONE
(2 1 7 ) 3 8 4 -1 0 1 0

ILLINOIS TO LL FREE: 
C O N TIN EN TAL UNITED STATES TO LL FREE:

8 0 0 -2 5 2 -3 3 3 6
8 0 0 -6 3 7 -7 6 8 6

TH ESE SPEC IA LS  A R E  GOOD U N TIL THE 15th OF THE MONTH OF TH IS ISSU E, O N LY. 
A V A IL A B IL IT Y , SPECIFICATIO N S AND PR ICES A R E  SU BJEC T  TO CHANGE W ITHOUT NOTICE.

STO C K NOW
N UM BER D ESC R IPT IO N R E T A IL O N LY

MBM443 M RC Martini Porsche 936 Turbo . . . $68.98 $42.98
MBM467 Bud Nosen J-3 Cub - 9 '. ............................. 119.95 89.98
MBM468 Bud Nosen Citabria 9 '................................ 99 .95 71.98
ΜΒΜΛ21 Bud Nosen P 51 8 . 5 ' ................................ 169.95 119.98
MBM449 O S. Max .15 RC w /M u ffle r .................... 45 .95 29.98
MBM455 O S. Max .20  RC w /M u ffle r .................... 46 .95 31.98
MBM469 O .S. Max .45 FS R  RC w/M uffler . . . 119.95 83.98
MBM451 O S. Max .90 FS R  RC w/M uffler . . . 225.00 157.48
M BM 470 Peerless 1/12 Electric Porsche................ 110.00 49.98
MBM251 Pica Cessna 1 8 2 ................................................ 99 .95 66.98
MBM253 Pica T 2 8 B ............................................................ 89 .95 59.98
MBM 255 Pica W a c o ............................................................ 89 .95 59.98
MBM 256 Pica Duelist 2 / 4 0 ............................................ 89 .95 59.98
MBM260 Quadra 2 Cu. In. A ircraft Engine . . . 139.95 99.98
MBM 262 Robart Incidence M e te r ............................ 15.95 10.98
MBM471 Robert Super Pumper MK I V ................ 24 .95 17.98
MBM 264 Robart Auto M ix ............................................ 9 .95 7.48
MBM 265 Rhom 2 Gear - M ains.................................... 87 .00 56.68
MBM 266 Rhom 3 Gear - F i r e w a l l ............................ 125.00 79.98
MBM 267 Rhom 3 Gear Flat Mount........................ 125.00 79.98
MBM 263 Royal Photocell T a c h o m e te r ................ 39 .95 33.98
MBM 272 S&O Battery Tester........................................ 29.95 19.98
MBM 41 5 Sig Beechcraft Bonanza ........................ 77 .50 54.98
MBM275 Sig Piper J-3 C u b ............................................ 49 .95 35.98
MBM 276 Sig Kadet T ra in e r ............................................ 43 .95 31.68
MBM 279 Sig K a v a lie r ........................................................ 49 .95 35.98
MBM 277 Sig Kougar MK 11............................................. 52 .50 37.78
MBM 278 Sig Smith M in ip la n e .................................... 59 .95 42.98
MBM 304 Sonictronics No. 1250 12 v. Fuel Pump 15.95 11.98
MBM431 Spickler Quickie 5 0 0 .................................... 43 .95 32.98
MBM 290 Stafford B-24D L ib e ra to r ........................ 199.95 139.98
Μ BM 291 Stafford Tw in Comanche balsa . . . 149.95 104 98
MBM 293 Sterling Puddle Jumper................................ 21 .95 14.98
MBM 294 Sterling Puddle Jumper MK I I ................ 47 .95 29.38
MBM 295 Sterling Fledgling............................................ 48 .95 29.98
MBM 296 Sterling 7aA C orsair........................................ 35 .95 22.98
MBM305 Sullivan Electric S t a r te r ............................ 38 .95 24.98
M8M 306 Sullivan Deluxe S tarte r................................ 41 .95 27.28
MBM472 Sullivan 24 v. Electric S ta r te r ................ 49 .95 33.48
MBM452 Supertigre X 11 RC Schneurle w/Muff 45 .95 26.58
MBM 307 Sureflite Skylane 182.................................... 39 .95 25.98
MBM 308 Sureflite All Foam J-3 C u b .................... 39 .95 25.98
M BM 310 Sureflite Sp itfire fo a m ............................ 3 9 9 5 25.98
MBM 259 L R. Taylo r Power Pacer 9.6 v ................ 59.95 46.98
MBM 390 L R . Taylor M ulti-Charger........................ 24 .95 19.98
M8M408 L. R. Taylor Super Power Panel . . . . 89 .95 69.98
MBM425 Top F lite  Contender 4 0 ............................ 49 .95 32.98
MBM 316 Top F lite  Contender 6 0 ............................ 56 .95 36.98
Μ BM 320 Top F lite  F4U-1A C o rsa ir ........................ 99 .95 59.98
Μ BM 4 73 Top F lite  F8 F  B e a rca t................................ 99 .95 64.98
M BM 315 Top F lite  Freshman T ra in e r .................... 47 .95 30.98
MBM 314 Top F lite  Heat G u n ........................................ 29.95 19.98
M BM 313 Top F lite  Sealing I r o n ................................ 19.95 13.98
MBM 4 13 Top Flite Trim  Seal Tool............................ 14.95 10.98
MBM311 Top F lite  1 0 x 6  (6) Super Maple . . . 8 .10 5.68
MBM321 Tower RC Long Plugs 6 Plugs . . . 8 .94 4.98
MBM322 Tower 12 v. Starter Battery w et. 25.95 12.98
MBM323 A F I 12 v. Battery Charger........................ 8 .95 6.98
M BM 325 Tower Rubber Bands V* lb. No. 64 . . 1.50 .98
M BM 440 Webra .91 RC Schneurle ............................ 268.35 144.98
MBM 334 X Ac to No. 5087 Knife & Tool Chest 34.95 22.98
MBM337 Zinger Props 1 0 x 6 6  each .................... 8 .40 5.88
MBM 338 Zinger Props 1 1 x 7 - 6  each .................... 9 .60 6.68
MBM 395 Andrews Aeromaster T o o ........................ 84 .95 51.98
M BM 422 M RC Lamborghini Countach Special . 84 .95 63.68
MBM441 M RC Lamborghini C h e e tah .................... 89 .98 59.98
M8M 444 Bud Nosen Big S t i c k .................................... 129.95 97.48
MBM421 Bud Nosen P-51 y ............................................ 169.95 119.98
MBM 240 OPS .65 RC Marine w/Tuned Pipe . . 238.00 174.98
MBM 263 Robart Super Pumper Mark II I . . .  . 17.95 11.98
MBM309 Sureflite ’/aA J-3 foam................................ 29 .95 19.48
MBM439 Webra .61 RC Schneurle (Speed) . . . 229.80 124.98

Remember, these are only a few of the several thousand different I
items that Tower Hobbies stocks. If you need an item that does
not appear in this issue, give us a call to see! if we have it. The I
chances are good that we do. By all means compare our prices I

I before you buy elsewhere; you'll be dollars ahead.
_____________

MODEL
NOW

ONLY
STOCK

NUMBER

TOWER HOBBIES ^TOWER HOBBIES TOWER HOBBIES 
6 Channel w/2 KPS-14II Servos............. S149.95 MBM397
6 Channel w/3 KPS-14II Servos . 
6 Channel w/4 KPS-14II Servos . 
6 Channel w/4 KPS-1511 Servos . 
Tower KPS-14II Servo.................
T H IS  S A L E  IS NOT R E T R O A C T IV E

174.95
199.95
209.95 

25.00

MBM398
MBM339
MBM340
MBM399

KRAFT KRAFT KRAFT KRAFT KRAFT KRAFT
KP-2AW (Wheel) w/14IIA's. . . S139.95 S94.98 MBM 344
KP-2AW (Wheel) w/15IIA's. . . 145.95 98.98 MBM 345
KP-2A (2 Stick) w/14IIA's . . . 139.95 94.98 MBM 346
KP-2A (2 Stick) w/15IIA's . . . 145.95 98.98 MBM 347
KP-2AS (1 Stick) w/14llA's . . 139.95 94.98 MBM 348
KP-3AS w/KPS-14IIA's.......... 149.95 99.98 MBM 433
KP-4A w/KPS-14IIA's............. 309.95 196.98 MBM 350
KP-4A w/KPS-15IIA's............. 321.95 204.98 MBM 351
KP-6A w/KPS-1411 A 's ............. 339.95 216.98 MBM 352
KP-6A w/KPS-15IIA's............. 351.95 224.98 MBM 353
KP-5C w/14ll's or 15ll's.......... 389.95 259.98 MBM 354
KP-5CS w/14ll's or 15ll's----- 389.95 274.98 MBM 355
KP-7C w/14ll's or 15ll's.......... 529.95 377.98 MBM 356
KP-7CS w/14ll's or 15ll's_____ 529.95 377.98 MBM 357
KPS-14II Servo......................... 44.95 32.98 MBM 358
KPS-15II Servo......................... 44.95 34.88 MBM 359
KPS-18 Servo (Super Mini) . . . 54.95 43.98 MBM 360
KPS-14IIA Servo....................... 39.95 27.98 MBM 361
KPS-15IIA Servo....................... 42.95 29.98 MBM 362

FUTABA FUTABA FUTABA FUTABA FUTABA
FP-2GS...................................... 109.95 72.98 MBM 363
FP-2F w/S-7's............................ 149.95 98.98 MBM 364
FP-2F w/S-18's or S-22's.......... 134.95 89.98 MBM 365
FP-2E w/S-7's............................ 149.95 98.98 MBM 366
FP-3S w/S-18's......................... 144.95 94.98 MBM368
FP-3S w/S-20's......................... 169.95 109.98 MBM 369
FP-3FN w/S-18's or S-22's . . . 219.95 139.98 MBM 383
FP-4FN w/S-18's....................... 289.95 179.98 MBM 370
FP-4FN w/S-16's...................... 319.95 199.98 MBM 371
FP-5FN w/S-18's...................... 319.95 204.98 MBM 372
FP-5FN w/S-16's...................... 359.95 222.98 MBM 373
FP-6FN w/S-18's...................... 339.95 209.98 MBM 374
FP-6FN w/S-16's....................... 369.95 234.98 MBM375
S-7 Servo................................... 39.95 29.98 MBM379
S-16 Servo................................. 39.95 29.98 MBM 378
S-18 Servo................................. 29.95 22.48 MBM 377
S-20 Servo (Mini).................... 39.95 29.98 MBM 437

i

MRC MRC MRC MRC 
No. 2000 2 Ch. w/MR-12's . . . 
No. 4000 4 Ch. w/MR-12's . . .

SANWA SANWA 
No. 8020 2 Channel.

SANWA

MRC 
99.98 

249.95

SANWA
99.95

MRC
72.98

174.98

MRC MRC 
MBM474 
MBM475

SANWA
69.98

SANWA
MBM380



s p e c ia l o f f e r
Buy T h e  JKFJLMS
6" Screw Cutting Lathe

S O Q C O O
ONLY
PLUS ‘ 30 SHIPPING & HANDLING

ACCURACY AND DEPENDABILITY 
AT A SENSIBLE PRICE...

ATLAS 6" L a th e
has 8 spindle speeds. 6" swing over 
bed, 6" swing over saddle wings.
19‘/4" between centers. Spindle turns 
in Timken tapered roller bearings. 
Reversible power longitudinal feed. 
Lathe is 11" high, 17'/2" wide, 34" 
long. Cuts 8 to 96 threads per inch, 
right or left-hand. Comes complete 
with graduated compound rest, tool 
post assembly, change gears, 
threading dial, V-belt, motor pulley 
with %" bore, two 60° lathe centers, 
wrenches.

• Four-Jaw, 4"Dia. Chuck
Holds irregularly shaped work.
Each hardened steel jaw operates 
independently. Reversible jaws, has 
1" - 10 threads. Wrench included.
A $71.00 value.
• No risk offer. Return purchase within 

15 days for full refund if not satisfied.
• Full one year guarantee.
Price subject to change without notice.

Mail To: ATLAS PRESS COMPANY, Dept. 205
2019 N Pitcher. Kalamazoo. Ml 49007 
Please send me the Atlas 6" Lathe and 4-Jaw Chuck. 
Enclosed is my check or money order lor $425.00 (In
cluding shipping/handling) or charge my order to
□  Visa □  Master Charge

Acct. # _ ________________ Exp. Date----------------------

Name________________________________________

Address______________________________________

City/State/Zip ------------------------------------------------------
□  Send lor FREE Atlas Lathe Accessories Catalog. 
Michigan residents add 4% sales tax.
Available U S A only Lathe comes via motor trelght. ship
ping/handling to west coast. Alaska and Hawaii require additional 
Ireight to final destination This otter expires 3/31/80.

Ä  R a< U ek

PR O D U C TS
W O R L D  W ID E  M A R K E T IN G  

F O R  D  &  R  A N D  O T H E R  F IN E  P R O D U C T S

B U L K H E A D  SW ITCH  MOUNT 98d
M OUNTS ON:
Bulkhead of airplane.
Floor of car.
Inside of waterproof 
boat boxes.
. . . Or any place you 
desire.
Push-rod can go in any 
of three directions.
Complete with mounting screws.

3501-B West Moore St., Santa Ana, 
Phone (714) 557-1453 CA 92704

OV-10A . . .  .Continued from page 65
the molded frames.

With the 1/2-inch balsa filler in place, 
you can now carve and shape the balsa 
to match the side, front, and plan view 
profiles. I made three cardboard tem
plates to check my progress as I carved 
and shaped.

The idea is to produce a solid balsa 
replica of thecanopy. Use the bulkheads 
as checkpoints. Carve the 1/2-inch balsa 
down to them but do not go any further. 
If you have low spots, fill them with 
plastic wood or some such thing. Sand 
smooth and apply a couple of coats of 
varnish. Sand some more. You do want a 
perfect canopy, don’t you?

Fit your balsa canopy to the center 
pod and make sure that it flows into the 
fuselage at all points. Satisfied? Okay. 
We are ready to either vacuum form or 
hot water mold the canopy. That’s right, 
troops. I said hot water mold a canopy.

Since I do not have vacuum form 
capability, I used the hot water molding 
process. Dave Gibson, a modeling men
tor of mine from Canton, suggested I try 
this. He has had some experience with it 
and passed it on. so I am passing it on to 
you too.

The canopy, due to its compound 
curves and pinched-in width at the 
bottom, cannot be molded in one piece. 
Since there is a horizontal canopy rail on

NEW
R/C PLANS

• 34" PIPER PA-15 VAGABOND
• 72" SOAR-HEAD SIX GLIDER
• 38" CHEAT-UH SPORT

•  TWO CHANNEL
■ FLIGHT TESTED BALSA AIR FRAMES
■ BEE OR TD POWER
■ CLEAR CONCISE DRAWINGS 
CATALOG $1.00 PLANS $5.00 EA.
TOM THUMB 
SKY TRACI1VGS
11333 N. LAKE SHO RE DR.
MEQUON, Wl. 53092

each side, it seemed logical to mold two 
side panels and one top panel. They are 
installed with an overlap at the hori
zontal canopy rail on each side.

A 1/2-inch sheet balsa box was built 
that stood three inches high and was just 
large enough to slip over the balsa 
canopy mold.

Obtain some .015 butyrate plastic 
from your local hobby shop. I believe Sig 
also sells a similar material. Both vinyl 
and butyrate will work with the hot 
water process. Acetate will not work, as 
it will not soften enough. I tried a .0075 
thickness too, but it was not stiff enough 
when molded. Anything from .015 up 
will work.

Stretch the plastic across the open box 
tightly, wrap it over the sides and hold in 
place with rubber bands and pins. Get 
the plastic as tight as possible. Slit the 
corners so the plastic wraps around the 
corners.

Set a shallow pan on a burner with 
about 3/4 of an inch of water in the pan. 
Have the mold and the balsa box plus 
plastic ready to go nearby. When the 
water boils, immerse the balsa box, with 
the plastic down, in the water. Wait two 
to three seconds and pull out the box 
while snatching the mold with the other.

With no hesitation, place the box and 
plastic onto the side or top of the mold 
and push hard. You must mold the 
plastic while it is still hot and pliable. It 
may take two tries to get it right. Be sure 
you have extra plastic sheets. You could 
also try placing the balsa mold in the 
water and plunging the box over the 
mold while underwater. That way, you 
have an ongoing supply of heat. In any 
case, once you are satisfied that the draw 
is deep enough, get the plastic out of the 
water. The butyrate I used had a ten
dency to mottle and turn milky if left in 
the water too long.

There you have it; a simple, low cost 
way to obtain a compound curve. I 
haven’t tried it with a one-piece canopy, 
but if it were molded underwater, I do 
not see why it would not work.

Vacuum forming should be done in 
the usual way. Make two side and and 
one top panel just as in the case of the 
hot water process.Trim the three molded 
sheets and fit to the canopy frames. I 
found cyanoacrylate glue to be perfect 
here as a neat, quick means of attach
ment. Do not worry about the overlap at 
the horizontal canopy rail. It will be 
covered up with strips of tissue which 
simulate the canopy frame.

Since the entire cockpit is gray, I 
painted the interior of the canopy 
frames and exposed balsa with flat gray. I 
also carved a styrofoam pilot. I did not 
add an observer, as this bird is used only 
for ferry flights. Hence, the sponsons 
were also omitted.

Install the canopy and windshield now 
so that the tissue covering can be 
brought up to and over the edges of the 
plastic. It makes for a neater, more 
prototypical installation.

Put the whole works aside and pro
ceed to the two fuselages. Again, these 
are standard construction. Build four

80 R/C MODEL BUILDER



NEW FOR 1980

from A to Z /1 " and 2”/red, white or black

Now in addition to our line of 
AMA numbers, we offer full 
alphabets. Made of the same 
100% cast vinyl—paper thin; 
totally fuel &  weather 
resistant; razor sharp die-cut 
edges, pressure sensitive 
adhesive. Just press em on 
anything. With a little 
imagination, you can 
personalize your models (old 
&  new) . . . and have lots of 
letters left over to create all 
sorts of signs and labels.

Balsarite 
now available in 

economical 
pint cans.

C G V E R T E
420 BABYLON ROAD, HORSHAM, PENNSYLVANIA 19044 USA

TH E C O VER ITE  L IN E —Perm agloss C overite. 100% polyester iron-on covering. Prepamted. 38' x 43743' x 15 feet/5' x 35“/Red, white, blue, yellow, orange, aluminum, olive, dayglow orange, 
dayglow yellow, black. Super Coverite . Same material as Permagloss. but not painted. 38' x 47747“ x 15 feet/Red. white, blue, yellow, orange, hi-viz red and antique fabric. Quickstik. 1/2 pmt &  full 
pint cans of iron-on adhesive Silkspun C overite. 100% spun polyester that looks like tissue. Unpainted. 38' x 54738" x 25 feet/Red, white, blue, yellow, orange Balsarite. 1/2 pint &  full pint cans of 
wood conditioner G laskote. 1/2 pmt cans of clear, fuelproof, final coat. Pint cans o f thinner. Trim it. Micro sharp knives for cutting all coverings. Graphics. The only letters &  numbers made of 
mxrro-thm vinyl. Die cut. pressure sensitive, totally fuelproof. 1". 2" or 3"/Red, white or black.

Coverite products are distributed world wide: Australia. Belgium, Canada. Denmark, England. Finland, France. Germany, Holland. Italy, Japan. New Zealand. Norway, South Africa, Sweden, 
Switzerland, United States.
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u μ
Hobby Horn

h o b ln  i p t i u l t m  · *

OLD TIM ER K IT S  < Full and Partia l K its )
J  4 R  M o d e l»  02 0  R e p l i c a  F r e e  F l i g h t :

1941 Strato S tre a k . 32" Span $9.75
1942 Brooklyn Dodder. 32" Span $10.75

Micro Models- Fu ll K it f o r  .1 0  to  .1 5  e n g in e s .
1938 M ercury (S c ie n t if ic ) . 45" Span $26.95

■IK M o d e l s - - F u l l  K i t s .
1940 Buzzard Bombshell. 72" Span $42.95
1940 Buzzard Bombshell. 020 Rep lica . 36" $12.95 

T y r o  M o d e l s - - F u l l  K i t s .
1941 Playboy S r . .  80" Span . $49.95 (S p e c ia l· $39.96] 
1936 T u rn e r Special. 84". $59.95 (S p e c ia l- * -$ 4 7 .96]

P  Λ W S e m i K i t s - - P a r t i a l  K i t s - - A l l  M a c h in e  Cut.
1938 Powerhouse. 84" Span (P lan  E x tra ) $15.50 

Stripwood for Powerhouse ("S t ic k  K it " )  $17.70
1941 Playboy S r . .  80" Span (P lan  E x tra )  $14.00 
1940 R anger. 46" Span (P lan  Included) $13.00
1939 Z ipper. 54" Span (Plan Included) $24.00
(P lan s : Powerhouse. $4 .00; Playboy S r . .  $3.00)
GAS POWERED FR EE  FL IG H T  AND R /C  K IT S  
Stard uster (Comp. Models). (A . Q uant. Limit $8.95 
Q Tee or S Tee ( A ir t ro n ic s ) . 36" R /C  }A $21.95 
R /C  G LID ER  K IT S
I carus (Mid S ite  M od.) 2 Meter Comp. Glider$31.96 
Wander "99" (M ark’s Mod.) 99" Span G lider $31.96 
CONTROL L IN E  K IT S  AND ACCESSO RIES 
B uste r Štunter (Goldberg M od.) .19 to .35 $13.56
Magician 35 (Midwest P ro d .) .19  to .35 $17.81
Control Cables (S u lliva n ) .019 x  60 F t . $3.27
Fox .35 Stunt Engine $21.56
"In sta  Just"Contro line handle ( IJ - 1 )  $1.66
E LE C T R IC  SYSTEM S AND K IT S
Astro 15 fu lly  wired system $98.96
Astro  10/15 Prop reduction belt d rive  $22.46
Astro  Flight Electronic Thro ttle  $49.96
Porterfield Collegian. 67" span for 15 reduct .$39.96 
Electra Lite (Mid Night Models). 93". 05 $39.96
OLD TIM ER ACCESSO RIES
T re x le r  A ir  Wheels--2 3/4". $4 .50. 3 " . $5 .40; 3 1/2* 
$6.30; 4 1 /2 ;. $7.20 A ir  Pump. $3.15.
Red Rubber Bands (B K  *124). 7" <i lb . )  $1.35 
WOOD All sizes of B a lsa . P ly 4 Spruce stocked, 
in c l . 60" balsa s trip s  4 T E . and spruce s tr ip s .

Shipping and Handling:
Up to $15.00 add $1.50. 
$15.01 to $40.00 add $2.00. 
$40.01 to $60.00 add $2.50. 
nnd over $60.00 add $3.00. 
(C a lif . Addressees add 6% 
for State sales t a x . ) Send 
M .O .. Check or Visa/MC 
( ·  ♦ E x p . ) .  COD = Exact 
Postage ♦ COD Fee.

Send $1.00 for latest 
catalogue, (a  copy 
will be sent free , 
upon request, with 
an o rd e r■)

Hobby Horn 
••hobby spec ia lties ·* 

P .O . Box 3004 
Seal Beach, Ca 90740

identical sides over the plans, remove, 
and erect while pinned over the plan 
view. It takes a bit of doing to pull in the 
sides at the front. A couple of rubber 
bands will be appreciated. Be sure to 
install the 1/32 plywood rear peg sup
port prior to assembling the fuselage 
sides. It is a lot easier to do it on a flat 
side.

Bend and install both main gear legs 
and like the nose wheel, either use a 
commercial balsa wheel or laminate

your own. Bush as per the nose wheel.
The nose block assemblies are also 

standard. Be sure to use some type of 
ball bearing. I used the JASCO .062 size 
available from Old Timer Models. Also, 
.062 music wire was used for the front 
hook and winding eye. A conventional 
free wheeler was also installed on each 
prop hub. Note that the two free wheel
ers are opposite from each other. Prop 
spinners are removable.

The three-blade props are scale and I 
highly recommend the version shown 
on the plans as being very efficient. The 
blades are 1/32 plywood, and after water 
soaking, are formed on a 4-inch diam
eter bottle at a 15° angle from vertical. 
Make three left-hand and three right- 
hand blades. Three should slant to the 
left and three should slant to the right. 
Let them sit for three to four days or 
bake at 250° F. for an hour or two.

The hubs are straightforward and very 
strong. Bush each hub and nose block 
with 3/32 O.D. brass tube. Make sure the 
bushings are true, otherwise your props 
will wobble. Glue the ply blades to the 
hubs, ensuring that you have exactly 
120° of separation between adjacent 
blades.

Build a conventional right-hand prop 
and an unconventional left-hand prop. 
The conventional prop goes on the left 
side. The unconventional prop goes on 
the right side. See the front view for 
direction of rotation.

If you are still with me, you should be 
ready to start covering. Since there is 
always an unsanded bump somewhere, 
give the whole structure one more shot 
with the sanding block, assemble the 
entire airframe to ensure that everything 
fits (including the horizontal stabilizer), 
bask in the glow of your building genius 
for a moment . . .  then take it all apart. 
That’s right. This plane can be covered 
the easy way: in pieces. Even the vertical 
stabilizers are covered before attach
ment. What could be easier? At this 
point you must decide if you want the 
all-gray Air Force version or the forest

green, white, and gray Marine scheme. I 
chose the Marine decor, as I thought it a 
bit more exciting than all gray.

As designated by the North American 
literature, the Marine wingsare all white 
top and bottom. The horizontal and 
vertical stabilizers are both forest green. 
The three fuselages are green upper and 
gray lower surfaces, separated by a wavy 
line.

I obtained the wavy line demarcation 
by laying a length of green tissue over a 
corresponding length of gray. I then cut 
a wavy line with a sharp razor blade 
through both pieces. This works espe
cially well if you do the cutting on a layer 
of newspaper. Then overlap the two 
1/16 of an inch and glue together with 
diluted white glue. The overlap is not 
too apparent. Make up six such pieces 
for the two fuselages and the center 
pod. Or, you could airbrush the green 
over gray.

Water shrink the tissue and apply one 
thinned coat of dope before final assem
bly. You can also apply all markings and 
insignia before final assembly. It's a lot 
easier to do it now.

When the fuselages are glued to the 
wings, make sure they are true. Do not 
offset the thrust lines using thefuselages. 
Glue in the horizontal stabilizer, making 
sure that it is correctly positioned as 
shown on the plans.

There you have it. One completely 
assembled North American OV-10A. But 
before you fly, put on another coat of 
dope. Two coats should be sufficient. 
Any more adds weight and doesn’t really 
help.

Make up two motors about 22 inches 
long; each motor should be six strands 
of 3/16 flat rubber. I used F.A.I. brand. 
Braid the motors to shorten them and 
install. Attach at rearwith3/16aluminum 
tube pegs. Also, be sure you slip pieces 
of plastic tubing over the front prop 
hooks. They may save you from a blown 
motor due to a minute nick in the prop 
hook.

Wind the motors just enough to hold

f l
m \1 iVi\i 1m i m f  R/C TRAINERS

PERFORMER
A simple plane to build that will success
fully teach the novice how to fly R/C. 
Includes hardware, nylon control rods & 
a pre-shaped balsa wing. Wing Span: 
72". Construction: Balsa. Radio: 2 Chan
nel. Engine: .049. 3 5 9S

CHAMPION MARK III
A stand-off scale quickbuild model. De
tailed instruction booklet, full size plans, 
much hardware & a full color decal sheet. 
Wing Span: 55". Construction: Balsa. Ra
dio: 1-3 Channel. Engine- .15-.35.

4 4 9 6

Our most successful Almost Ready to Fly 
trainer. Foam Construction is tough & 
gets you in the air — fast. Detailed plans, 
hardware & decal. Wing Span: 46”. Con
struction: All Foam. Radio: 1-4 Channel. 
Engine: .049-.15. 3 4 9 5

Send .50 for M ID W EST PRODUCTS COM PANY
complete catalog. 400 S. Indiana Street Hobart. Indiana 46342
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A e ro  Sp o rt S ix  System » In c lu d e : 6 ch a n n el 
receiver, 6 ch a n n e l tra n sm itte r , a ll N i-C a ds fo r  
both tra n sm itte r A receiver a irb o rn e , dua l ch a rg 
er (ch arges both  sets of b a tte n e s  at the sam e  
tim e), 4  A e ro  S p o rt  N S - IC  servo s, servo tray s, 
extra  servo w n ee is . in s tru ct io n  b o o k , freq u en cy  
flag and fu ll 110  d ay w a rra n ty . 72 m H i o n ly .

A e ro  Sport T w o  S y stem s In c lu d e : 2 chann el 
receiver. 2 ch a n n el tran sm itte r, both for A A  
A lk a lin e  b attery  o p era tio n  (b atteries  not in 
c lu d e d ) ^  A e ro  S p o r tN S - IC  servos, d ry  a irb o rn e  
battery b o x . sw itch  h arn ess, ire q u e n c y  flag, e x 
tra servo w heels and fu ll IS O  d ay w arran ty . 
72 m H i o n ly .

A e ro  Sp o rt T h ree  S y ste m s  In c lu d e : 3 chann el 
receiver, 3 ch a n n el tra n sm itte r , both for A A  
A lk a lin e  b attery  o p era tio n  (b a tten es  not in 
c lu d e d ) ^  A e ro  S p o r tN S - IC  servo s, d ry  a irb o rn e  
battery b o x . sw itch  harn ess, fre q u e n c y  flag, 
servo tray s  and  fu ll 1 SO d ay w a rra n ty . C h o ice  
of 72  or 7 S m H /.

A ero  Sp o rt F o u r  S y ste m s  In c lu d e : 4 chann el 
receiver, 4 ch a n n el tra n sm itte r , all N i-C ads for 
both tran sm itte r and receiver a irb o rn e , dual 
charger (charges both batteries at the sam e  
t im e ),4  A e ro  S p o rt  N S -IC  servo s, servo tray , ex
tra servo w heels, in s tru ctio n  b o o k , freq u en cy  
flag and  fu ll IS O  d ay w arran ty . 72 m H t o n ly .

SYSTEMS FEATURE
β SMOOTH OPEN GIMBAL ACTION WITH 

CLOSED DUST COVER SHIELDS - 
e TRIPLE TUNED FRONT END RECEIVERS 
e ACCESSORY PACKAGE WITH TRAYS 

AND EXTRA WHEELS OR ARMS

RADIO CONTROL SYSTEMS

t m  _

aero sport

9 8 L0  ^IIOI.I

DEPENDABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL, 
QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP & ELECTRONIC DESIGNO U R  B E S T  R A D I O  L I N E  F O R  ' 7 9

aero sport — _ 9 9  
two 7 5 1

aero sport m ^ g g  
three

aero sport 
four 1 6 9 "

aero sport ^ ø ø 99

Hobby Shack takes particular pleasure in 
knowing that we are offering the American modeler 
the finest line up of radio systems and accessories at 
real money saving economical prices. For the past 
seven years we have been contracting for our radio 
systems to be manufactured by the largest and best 
radio maker in Japan. This has allowed us to keep 
pace with the new electronic technology and get 
quality craftsmanship. For 1 979 we have four sys
tems, giving you a choice of four radios to choose 
from, depending upon your needs and progression 
in the radio control hobby.

No one else that we know of as of this writing has a 
better two channel to offer you than our Aero Sport 
Two. Our two channel transmitter is an aluminum 
vinyl covered case unlike all the other plastic cases. 
Only Aero Sport Two offers a triple tuned front end 
receiver the same as our other radio systems have. 
Only the Aero Sport Two offers you three servo 
types to select from when you make your purchase. 
We think the Aero Sport Two is the best two chan
nel you can buy at any price and our price is only 
$79.99. This year we have expanded our servos al

lowing you a choice of six different types to best 
suit your needs. In fact all systems are shown in the 
catalog with several servo options for the initial pur
chase. This year we have introduced our brand new 
stick assembly giving you open gimbal action with a 
dust shield to keep the dirt out. When you select an 
Aero Sport System you're getting quality, dependa
bility, up to date engineering design, and back up ser
vice and warrenty. That's the reason we have always 
sold so many radio systems each year and know that 
we have the best for I979.

There's οηΐγ one place to get

CHARGE Π

BANKAM Bt KARO S h a c k .  Area 714

ORDER BY MAIL 
OR CALL US

VISA ORMAST» CHAR« CARDS 963-9881™ r 18480 BANDILIER CIRCLE QCQ 1 JIAR« FOUNTAIN VALLEY, JDU » 
CALIF. 92708

Add $3.00 postage & handling 
California residents add 6% state sales tax



AU TH O RIZED  D ISTR IBU TO R  FOR SC H LU TER  
R/C H ELICO PTERS AND PARTS 
IN TH ESE STA TES :

♦ALABAMA
• ARKANSAS
• IL L I
• INDIA
• IOW
• KEN
• MICHIGAN
• MISSOURI
• MISSISSIPPI
• OHIO
• PENNSYLVANIA
• TENNESSEE
• TEXAS
• VIRGINIA 
•WISCONSIN

Featuring:

H E L I-B A B Y  

SU PER-B A BY  
AND

H E LI-BO Y

SEND $1.00 FOR CATALO G
m  i

D E A LE R  IN Q U IR IES  
IN V ITED

S . C .  M O D E L E R
H O B B Y  S H O P

Helicopters Planes. Cars. Boats Radios 
Parts for RC Hobbiests

1999 Larkin Avenue, Elgin, Illinois 60120 
312-697-3737

f  BROWN CO-2 ENGINES
EN G IN ES A l l  IN  STO CK. N EW  C H A R G E* 

ANO S S IZES OE TANKS M O W N  EN GIN ES I
COMPLETE CATALOG $1 00

M AfO TO NNO A CCESSORIES. K ITS . ANO 
R IA N S  TOR R U S IE *  P O W ER !0  M ODELS

Peck-Polym ers
BOX 7498 MB IA  MESA, CAUF 91041 J

the nose blocks in place. Pin the props so 
they cannot rotate and balance the 
model at the point shown on the plans. 
Do not attempt to fly unless the center of 
gravity is at or slightly in front of this 
point. Add weight as necessary. Mine 
required nose weight.

I just happen to have 75 acres of waist- 
high grass right next door to me, which 
really facilitates hand gliding to check 
for turn, warps, C.G. location, etc. If you 
do not have access to some kind of tall 
grass, I hesitate to recommend test

glides.
You might try 100 turns on each side 

and ROG the model for its maiden 
voyage. Set the rudders and the elevator 
at neutral before the first glides or 
launch. Use up elevator to correct for a 
fast nose-down glide. If you need more 
than 1/16 inch of up elevator to flatten 
the glide, remove some of the nose 
weight and omit the up elevator.

If the elevator settings produce large 
pitch changes, you need to move the 
C.G. forward in 1/4-inch increments 
until the sensitivity is reduced to a 
manageable level.

You should make all pitch adjust
ments with the props pinned and the 
rubber tensioned. This ensures the C.G. 
will stay put while you are trimming.

Put in 100 turns on each side, making 
sure that the motors are lubed, stretch

wound, and that you have wound the 
two motors in the correct directions. 
Remember, they are counterrotating!

My Sig winder had the chuck and 
winding hook threaded onto the winder 
shaft. It is not pinned or brazed. Since I 
have used this winder for several years 
with no problems, I was totally unpre
pared when I wound the right-hand 
motor. Since it is wound “ backwards,” at 
75 turns or so the rubber had enough 
torque to unscrew the chuck from the 
winder. The chuck and rubber tried to 
bury themselves at the back of the right 
fuselage! Unbelievably, no damage was 
done. I have since switched to a winder 
which has the chuck pinned! Eitherthat, 
or locate a left-handed winder. Let me 
know if you do.

One hundred turns on each side 
should be enough to see what the model 
is going to do. It will probably turn to 
right or left and might roll in to that side.
To prevent this, add a 1/16 shim to the 
inside of each nose block. The left motor 
should have left thrust, and the right 
motor should have right thrust. This 
adjustment offsets a weak motor and 
prevents the stronger motor from dras
tically turning the plane to the weak 
side. Make this adjustment before your 
first powered flights. And make it equal 
on both sides.

My model did not require any down- 
thrust at all. It flies to the left, to the right, 
or straight ahead with both motors 
canted outward 1/16 inch at the nose 
block. Rudder is used (about 1/8 inch of 
offset each side) to control the turns.
Because of the huge vertical stabilizers 
and no dihedral, it can and will drop the 
inside wing in a turn and roll in. This is 
managed by putting a 1/32x1 x6-inch 
down aileron on the bottom of the 
inside wing. It should be about 3/16- 
inch down at the trailing edge.

Of course, you could also build scale 
ailerons into the wing. These would 
indeed be functional. Or you could 
severely wash-in the inside wing. I didn't

2+2=lPPP NEW MATH? NO'/
It's CASS EN G IN EER IN G 'S  new 2 + 2 

Super Drive that equals one Potent Power Package!
Available for most engines .25  through .91. Twin, horizont
ally opposed, alternate firing smooths out power impulses 
for low vibration and long belt life. Reduction o f 2:1 for 
large, high pitch props. Ball-bearing output shaft, tempered 

aluminum casting.
DIMENSIONS OF 
UNIT SHOWN. USING 
O.S. MAX .40 FSR 
ENGINES 
L = 4-3/4"
W = 6-3/4"
H = 4-3/4"
Wt. less engines 

13-1/4 oz.

The CASS 2+2 Super Drive will fit 
ANY power NEED!!
Price: .25 thru .4 5 ..........$99.50

.50 thru .9 1 _____$109.50
(Engines n ot includedI

If your dealer cannot supply, order direct

CASS EN G IN EER IN G , Box 420, Rutherford, N.J. 07070 (201) 438-2897 939-7766

*
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Competition, Sport or Free-Flight Fun buy Jgtco

"#*»» *9voii*<r

o f N o rd ic -T o w lin e

ontom: ho.J-ood Spiv«· Sp«i.«’«•»«i, TuWng·, PiiotiCn Dir~ Bo*to ood PIr oood. Owol r» SKoo* *4 S*np BoUo, Toporod T t- Sfctk, Covering Mo'rnoi. ' *
F«ll SÍIO PI·»».

d Sopor OoW 'lod

T h e  To lon  ood Top K ic k  o lw o ys  p lo ce  
of the AMA N o t* , F - A . I .  S e m i' ·  ond 

many re g io n o l- lo ca l c o n te s ts . S t il l  
the N o rd ic *  to b ea t. G e t to be a 

w in n e r . . . .b u ild  and fly  one today. 
Q uo lity  h it s  w ith  mony extro  fe a tu res .

$14.95

A . I  C la s s

TOP-KICK ■

K it  - G -8  

S pan : 4 7 "

P le a s e  s e e  y o u r  D e a le r  f i r s t .  I f  n o n e  
a v a i la b l  e, y o u  m a y o rd e r  d ir e c t .  P le a s e  
o d d  S I.OQ fo r  p a c k in g .  C A T A L O G .2  5 e

.often copied ,

A .2 C la ss

"TALO N"
K it  ■ G-9

HOW SENSITIVE IS IT?
Leafing through a back issue (July 11, 

1966) of Aviation Week, we were aston
ished to learn how sensitive radar can 
be. During tests, captive birds and 
bumblebees were released from aircraft 
under radar observation. It was proven 
possible to track a single bumblebee in 
flight!

PREAF ROODER DEPARTMENT
Somehow a gremlin slipped “ Fury” 

into the photo caption on Doug 
McHard’s beautiful Hawker model pic
tured in our Decem ber “ H angar.”  
Among the first to point out this flagrant 
boo-boo was F lig h tm a ste r Ken 
Hamilton, who quite rightly states that

the Fury was a single-seater, whereas 
M cHard’s model is the two-place 
Hawker Demon. Ken goes so far as to 
identify this particular craft as one of No. 
23 Fighter Squadron, who used the 
motto "Semper Aggressus”  (Always 
having attacked). Thanks to Ken and 
other readers who took the time to set 
the record straight. . . we’re pleased you 
are all so alert!

SOUNDS LIKE A WINNER
According to Dr. John Martin and 

Dave Linstrum, a contest billed as "The 
First World Peanut Gran Prix” is to be 
conducted on June25thattherenowned 
West Baden Atrium, in Indiana. This 
fabulous indoor site has gained fame for

-NEW-
HEAVY DUTY ELECTRIC RETRACTS

•  L IFTS A 4”  W HEEL ON A 10" STRUT (Center-To-Center)
•  HEAVY-DUTY SLIP CLUTCH. PREVENTS JAMMING
•  LARGE TRANSMISSION GEARS
•  3/16" WIRE STRUTS

•W ILL  HANDLE WEIGHT OF AN 11 TO 20 lb. AIRPLANE
•  SLOW. SCALE TRANSIT TIM E. 5 SECONDS
•  POSITIVE MECHANICAL UP AND DOWN LOCKS

GMP 230 Three-gear s e t ............... $110.00
GMP231 Two-gear s e t ...............  $79.95
GMP-232 Nose gear o n ly .............  S36.00

m m

W R IT E  F O R  C O M P L E T E  R E T R A C T .  C O M P O N E N T . 
A N D  P R O D U C T  IN F O R M A  T IO N .

P tn m y lia n it  re s iden ts  a d d  6 *  s ta te  a le s  a * .

-NEW-
G IEZEN D AN N ER SO LID  S T A T E  A M P L IF IE R  

(SW ITCH)

•  LATEST 1C SOLID STATE C IRCUITRY
•  ALLOWS USE OF SEPARATE BA TTER Y  SUPPLY
•  ELIMINATES ADDITIONAL SERVO. SWITCH. OR

HARDWARE
•  PLUGS D IR ECTLY  INTO R EC EIV ER  AUX. CHANNEL
•  CAN BE ORDERED FOR POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE

PULSE INPUT SYSTEMS
•  CAN BE USED AS A GENERAL PURPOSE ELECTRONIC

SWITCH FOR LIGHTS. ETC.
•  NO RF INTERFERENCE
•  ONE AMPERE SWITCHING CAPABILITY
•  SMALL SIZE (1-9/16 x 1-3/16 x 15/16 inch·*)
•  LIGHT WEIGHT (LESS THAN 1 OZ.)

$34.95
Y E S .  W E  H A  V E  G IE Z E N D A N N E R  W IP E R S

its unique configuration which measures 
some 94 to 110 feet in height (apparently 
depending upon who is doing the 
measuring) and features sleeping quar
ters around its periphery. Past events 
have been acclaimed for their low-key 
conviviality and duration (the models 
AND the builders who sometimes fly all- 
night long!).

Word is that the meet will be directed 
by Butch Hadland, of England, who 
announces that he also plans to compete. 
Mike Arak has volunteered to coordi
nate the proxy-flying arrangements. 
Helpers are needed, as the group "does 
not have a vast staff of hot pilots like they 
do at Model Builder.” Seasoned Peanut 
Pilots and potential contestants are 
urged to contact Mike at 10900 SW 61 
C t., M iami, FL 33156, U .S.A . Please 
include enough postage for reply 
purposes.
IT’S THAT TIME AGAIN

This column is being composed shortly 
before year’s end, traditionally a time for 
reflection and review. We feel particu
larly grateful for the continuing support 
we have had from the staff of this 
publication, our many contributors, and 
the rewarding comments received from 
our audience. We wish all of you the 
best for the New Year, and success in 
your pursuits . . .  both vocational and 
avocational.
SIGN OFF

This month’s chuckle is from the 
wrapper of a chocolate bar manufac
tured in Finland, and shared with us by 
Frank Scott. Featuring a vintage-looking 
biplane, flying over a blue and gold 
colored label, it states: RECOMMENDED 
FOR FLYING MACHINE OPERATORS 
AND OTHER PEOPLE. ·

R/C Auto . . . .Continued from page 35

got my copy of the annual meeting 
minutes. After reading them over, I was 
surprised at what I saw. There has been a 
lot of talk by racers in some classes, yet 
none of those proposals were seen. 
Either the rules were not submitted, or 
they were voted down by the ROAR 
members present. A majority of the 
ROAR regional directors should be able 
to place a rule on the ballot. . .  in fact, I 
think the bylaws only state that the 
membership should have the opportun
ity to approve or reject the proposed 
rules. Besides, members present at the 
annual meeting might mostly be from 
one region or biased toward one mem- 
facturer, etc., etc. Larry Flatt’s comment 
in the December 79 Rev-Up reflects my 
views as well: "The officers of ROAR 
should reassert control of this organiza
tion while we still have a viable organiza
tion. If the members don’t like the way 
the officers run the organization, they 
should elect someone else."

Anyway, here are the proposed rules 
concerning 1/8 scale, condensed a little 
as required. Remember the vote will be 
to leave the rule as is or to change to the 
proposed rule. (However, please note 
changes to ROAR guidelines which are 
not voted on: Superstock will be run on
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THE TORREY PINES GULLS SA PLANE

PYL.

co-sponsored by

The T O R R E Y  
PINES G U LLS

R /  ^  

t  BUIl
This second annual race will be held on March 1 and 2, 

1980, at the scenic Torrey Pines slope flying site, 300 feet 
above and overlooking the Pacific Ocean and Black's Beach, 
La Jolla, California, famed public recreation spot for nude 
sunbathing!

Sailplanes must comply with FA I F-3B rules and specifi
cations; maximum surface loading of 23 oz/sq. ft., and 
maximum weight of 11 pounds.

Trophies will be presented at a barbecue following the 
race on Sunday. First place winner also receives a Bob Smith 
Aircraft "Seabreeze", and second place will receive a Mark's 
Models "Bird of Time" kit.

Entry fee is $10.00 for the two-day event. Entries must 
be received by the TPG on or before Feb. 28, 1980.

For further information and entry blanks, contact Rick 
Schrameck, 1705 Gascony Rd., Leucadia, CA 92024.

Phone (714) 942-0571

the road course in the opposite direc
tion and alternate between C.T. and 
Formula bodies, starting with Formula 
bodies for the 1980 Nationals; and safety 
regulation 1.03: Everyone must wear 
closed toe shoes at all times while at a 
race site.)

Rule 4.05: 1/8 scale fuel tanks. Cur
rently 4 oz. max. (or 118cc), proposed 
125cc max. Vote for the 125cc max limit. 
This will make our fuel tanks thesameas 
EFRA and )MRCA and standard world
wide. Besides, we always use a cc gradu
ated syringe to check fuel tanks at big 
meets.

Rule 4.09: Tires. Two things brought 
up in the 1/12 meeting will affect 1/8 
scale. First proposal is to disallow sili
cone tire coatings (because they screw 
up carpet tracks, I think). Vote to dis
allow use.

Second proposal is to disallow use of 
cleaners and traction additives to tires 
that can coat the track surface. I saw this 
happening at the 1/12 scale Western 
regionals and it may also happen at 1/8 
scale starts. Let's nip this before it gets 
started. Vote to ban traction additives 
and cleaners to tires which coat the 
track.

Rule 4.16: Windshields. An addition to 
the present rule is proposed to allow 
windshields less than 1/4 inch in height 
to be painted. It is impossible to see this 
when a car is racing or is more than four 
or five feet away. I will vote for the 
addition.

Rule 4.24: Roll bars. The proposal is to 
eliminate the rule. Part of the rule was 
written to eliminate super high and 
super wide roll bars which would help 
the car right itself when tipped over. This 
was particularly prevalent in 1/12 scale 
and was unsightly. I agree, legal roll bars 
are a pain and usually non-functional. 
But will the unsightly high and wide roll 
bar return? I think we should leave the 
rule as is, and change it correctly next 
year to “ If a roll bar is used it must be no 
more than 1/2 inch wider than the 
cockpit opening and not more than 3/4 
inch above the driver's head.”  Vote to 
leave rule as is.

Rule 6.31: G.T. Bodies, Proposal: 
“ G.T. bodies must be models of produc
tion cars actually raced.”  Addition of 
word “ production” in present rule to 
clarify intent only. Vote for addition.

Rule 7.03: Superstock fuel. Proposed 
to ban nitro; presently there is no 
restriction. This should help engines last 
longer, reduce tire wear, etc., and even 
out the competition. EFRA is proposing 
to the World Organization (IFMAR) to 
ban nitro in all classes. Superstock is a 
good place for us to start. I understand 
there is a method to test for nitro in fuel. 
Vote to ban nitro in Superstock.

New Rule: General, radio equipment 
limitation. Limit to use of two servos or 
use of two channels operating one 
device each. Presently there is no re
striction. Presumably, this is to keep 
costs down and keep from getting too 
complex. I haven’t seen anything to 
warrant this attention, and some people 
do like to play around. But since almost

everybody uses only two servos/two 
channels, my vote will be for the two 
servo limit.

WOW! Well, that's it for this month. 
Until next time, remember easy does it. ·

Stooges...........Continued from page 62

make, model, or age of car. If it is not 
practical to have the stooge pointing 
upright, it could be hooked on the lower 
edge of a bumper and used with the 
model hanging downward. Most cars 
have a very sturdy supporting structure 
for the radiator, which might allow use 
of the stooge with the hood open. It 
would be best to avoid using any part of 
the car body surface sheet metal as an

anchor point, unless there is some extra 
reinforcement present. The clamp is an 
important part of the stooge. While the 
bracket will probably hold any model 
you're likely to wind, it does tend to 
move around a bit unless clamped in 
place.

An alternate method to the C-clamp 
shown in the photos would be to drill 
and tap the hooked lip for a thumb
screw, which can be tightened against 
the supporting material. Also shown in 
the drawing is a retainer cable for the 
1/8-inch wire pin. The retainer can be 
made from a short length of control line 
wire. These improvements on the basic 
idea help minimize the number of loose 
pieces of equipment to be carried in the
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Complete catalog showing a number of other interesting kits will be sent to 
you on receipt of US$4,- to cover airmail charges (refundable with first order).

CURACAO MODELBOUW -  P.O. BO> 470 
Curacao, Nath. Antilles

mail orders - retail - wholesale - import and export design - custombuild

Cm  C U R A C A O  M 0 0 E L B 0 UW
*  w  PRESENTS FOR THE U.S.A. (MARKET 

MODELBOATS & -  SHIPS, oldtimers as well as modern.

SLAVER
"AGILIS"

• All highest quality hobby kits, 
a Over 90 models to chose from

e All features complete with english instructions incl. 
a Precision fittings and details

•  Wide range of propulsion systems available 
a Suitable for R/C.

toolbox. After the motor is wound, I’d 
suggest lighting the DT fuse before 
pulling the wire pin from the model’s 
rear tubing peg. This seems to be easier 
than trying to hold the fully-wound 
model by the prop hub and noseblock 
with one hand while trying to light a fuse 
with the other.
SMALL MODEL STOOGE

This stooge is designed to protect 
small models from overly strong helpers, 
and to allow flying without helpers. It is 
adaptable to a wide range of model sizes 
and incorporates foam rubber covered

supports for the front end of the model. 
The stooge in the photo was built using 
part of a yardstick for a base, with the 
remainder built from scraps of wood 
and aluminum. The movable arms on 
the front end support can be built up 
from small strips of wood or made with 
slots cut in larger strips. Note that both 
holes and notches are shown in the rear 
peg anchor. This allows winding models 
equipped with either pins or small 
tubing pegs. Attach the rear peg anchor 
to the base with a wood screw. Set up the 
front support aluminum strips so that

r1980 MODEL FOX EAGLE 1 60 WITH NEVA 
MK I  CARBURETOR 
WINS THE FUEL 
ECONOMY RACE!
IMPROVEMENTS OVER 
EARLIER MODELS.
1. New MKXcarb. standard.
2. Modified head with offset plug 

does not require nitro.
3. Enlarged lower end.
4. Bushed con rod.

79.95
9.95
7.00
3.25

CONSISTENTLY GIVES 
OVER ONE MINUTE 
PER OUNCE OF FUEL. 
MANY 40’S WONT DO 
AS WELL.

EAGLE I 
MUFFLER 
MOUNT 
PROP EX.

Other features you should consider before buying any new 60:
Weight - at 14M> oz. the Fox Eagle is the lightest 60.
Starter not required - two ring design gives excellent compression; 

starts easily by hand.
Power - on props you use 11-8 or 12-6; there is very little difference 

between an Eagle and the most 
costly imports.

Service - Fox users say it is the 
finest anywhere.

M ANUFACTURING
COM PANY
FT . SM ITH , ARK.

friction will hold the support firmly in 
place, but loosely enough that it can be 
moved when desired. This small model 
stooge can be clamped or screwed to 
the top of a tool box or held securely 
with a couple of large nails pushed into 
the ground through holes in the base.

The front end support idea from the 
small stooge could easily be adapted to 
the larger one, is desired. The use of 
these winding stooges should help you 
get in more flying, with less imposition 
on friends or family for holding duties.·

Quail..............Continued from page 55
The first way is to make a rib pattern 

out of thin cardboard or thin plastic to 
the shape of the wing rib. including 
notches for the spars. Using this pattern 
for a guide, cut out 18 identical ribs one 
at a time from the 1/16 sheet.

The other way is to cut two balsa ribs 
to the correct shape. Then cut 16 pieces 
of 1/16 sheet balsa to the right length 
and width for rectangular rib blanks. 
Stack all the blanks together and put a 
rib on each side of the stack. Using 
straight pins pushed through everything, 
clamp it all together and carve all the rib 
blanks at the same time to match the end 
ribs.

Whichever way it’s done, make sure 
all the ribs are as identical as you can 
make them. Use fine sandpaper to 
smooth out any rough edges.

Now cut two wingtipsfrom3/32sheet 
balsa to match the shape shown on the 
plan.

Pin the 3/32x1/4 trailing edge pieces 
on the plan. These are wide enough so 
that a pin through them will probably 
not split the wood or seriously weaken 
it. Now take two ribs and cement their 
aft ends to the trailing edge, one near 
the tip and the other close to the center 
(but not at the center) rib. Cement the 
leading edge 1/8x1/4 balsa stick on 
these ribs using pins through the work 
board to hold the leading edge in place. 
Do this for both the left and the right 
wing.

Now carefully cement all the ribs in 
their proper locations between the 
leading and trailing edges. All the ribs 
except the center ribs should be exactly 
vertical with respect to the work board.

The two center ribs, one on each 
wing, must be leaned towards the tip of 
that wing a very slight amount to allow 
for the final wing dihedral angle. Cement 
the wing tips in place. Block them up 
above the work board about 1/8 inch at 
the start of the wing tip curvature. Of 
course, they must be cemented to the 
trailing edge at the back, which is 
pinned to the work board. Let the wing 
dry and then add the two 3/32 square 
spars.

The ends of the spars where they are 
cemented to the tips must be scored 
with a razor blade at the tip rib so they 
can be bent sharply down to the tip, and 
they must be beveled to fit the tip neatly.

Let the wing assemblies dry com
pletely.
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8) CONSTRUCT THE BODY BOX. The

main fuselage structure is a box consist
ing of the two fuselage sides separated 
by appropriate crosspieces and formers. 
Remove the fuselage sides from the 
plans and, using a razor blade, carefully 
separate one side from the other. This is 
done carefully one joint at a time. 
Wiggle the razor blade gently rather 
than just pushing it along by brute force.

All crosspieces are cut from 3/32 
sticks. These can be the softest sticks 
available. There is a crosspiece at the top 
and bottom of each upright. Cement the 
fuselage sides together at the very tail 
end. Then cement the crosspieces from 
the wing trailing edge location to the 
rear motor peg. Again, make sure the 
fuselage is true and the sides vertical, 
and let the assembly dry.

Crack the longerons at the bend back 
of the windows and add the crosspieces 
forward to the nose. Let this assembly 
dry completely.

9) CONSTRUCT THE ENGINE COWL
ING AREA AND NOSE BLOCK. Cut out
former A, C, two B's, and two D’s from 
1/16 sheet balsa. Remove the top cross
pieces at A and C and replace them with 
the formers. Do likewise at B and D, 
leaving a slight space between the sheets 
for the landing gear wire.

Now cut two pieces of 1/32 sheet to fit 
the fuselage sides between A and B and 
between the top and bottom longerons 
and cement in place. Cut two pieces of 
1/16 sheet to cover the bottom of the 
fuselage from A to B. Laminate the two 
pieces to make one 1/8-inch thick piece 
for the bottom of the cowl.

Use a piece of paper to make a pattern 
for the 1/32 sheet top cowling piece. It is 
wrapped around formers A and C and 
cemented to the longerons. Cut the 
balsa slightly oversize and trim it care
fully to fit. If your balsa sheet is too stiff 
to bend around the formers, wet it with 
water, which will soften the balsa.

Carve the cowl bottom laminations to 
shape.

10) CONSTRUCT THE NOSE BLOCK.
The nose block is composed of two 
major pieces which, because of their 
thickness, must each be laminated from 
three pieces of 3/32 sheet.

The nose block forward of A is shaped 
as shown in the side view, top view, and 
the section above the detail of former A.

The other part of the nose block is 
made to fit snugly in the front of the 
fuselage box. Its shape is shown by the 
dotted line in the section above the 
former A detail. However, building 
tolerances may vary from model to 
model (especially for beginners) in this 
area and this part should be carefully 
made to fit the nose of your own model.

The nose block assembly should be 
easily removable from the front of the 
fuselage box, but should not fall out on 
its own accord.

Make the front part of the nose block 
slightly oversize. Cement the two major 
parts together. When dry, fit the block in 
the nose and, using a sharp razor blade, 
carve the nose to shape. Use fine sand
paper to obtain the final contour and

match the rest of the engine cowling 
shape.

Now locate the position for the hole in 
the nose block to accept the thrust 
bearing. Drill a through hole.

A standard drill bit can be used to 
make holes in balsa, so long as you go 
slow and carefully. However, neater, 
cleaner holes can be made using a 
sharpened piece of brass tubing. If you 
have a piece of suitable diameter brass 
tubing, you can sharpen it by using a 
knife point to bevel the inside to a sharp 
edge. This can then be twisted while it is 
being pushed through the block. Back 
the block up with the work board so the 
back of the hole will not just split out.

With practice, the brass tube method 
of making holes will result in very neat.

smooth holes in balsa.
11) CONSTRUCT THE PROPELLER 

ASSEMBLY. The plastic propeller and 
the plastic thrust bearing used for this 
model can be obtained at most model 
shops, or can be purchased by mail from 
Peck-Polymers. (See advertisement in 
this magazine.)

Bend a hook to match the shape 
shown in the side view. Thread this 
through the nose block assembly and 
the hole in the thrust bearing. Put a 
washer on the wire and then thread it 
through the propeller. Then bend a 
short right angle on the wire to retain 
the propeller.

For the simplest airplane, no spinneris 
required. However, one can be installed 
if you so desire.
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WHIRLWIND

50< FOR COMPLETE CATALOG

ENGINE CYLINDER HEADQUARTERS!
SUITABLE FOR SCALE OR STAND-OFF MODELS

* AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Take the hard work out of radial 
engined models! These highly de
tailed cylinders are precision molded 
from high-impact styrene, and fea
ture deep cooling fins.
SIZES: Whirlwind: 1", 1 2 "  scales 

U  Rhone: 1", 1 2 "  scales 
Wasp: 2" scales
Universal: V i " ,  %" scales

ALSO AVAILABLE: MACHINE GUN KITS ·  SCALE WHEELS ·  PILOTS ·  CANOPIES 
DEPT. MB ·  1BI PAWNEE STREET, SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA ·  92069

LE RHONE t i  UNIVERSAL

____PRO>. .NC-·̂

A U T O G Y R O  P L A N S

TWO C .L . A u to g y ro 's  ca lle d  
G Y R O F L Y E R  / ^ / / ,  1 8 "Length  

-----— 20" R o to r s

/ Λ 4 .0 0  
f o r  7 .9 6

S e n d  t o
C. FR E D R IC K  
C A M P B E L L  
PO. B O X  3 9 2 5  
P A N A M A  C ty  
F L .  3 2 4 0 1

G y ro  I I  -Λ6.00  
SA  V E  51 % on 
Gy r  o f I y e r  /

Y o u r  S p a r k

O R /G IN A L L/T Y  
M o re  d e s ig n s  
co m in g  SOON

12) CONSTRUCT AND INSTALL THE 
LANDING GEAR. This is composed of 
two main assemblies: the nose gear and 
the main landing gear. Each assembly is 
composed of three types of parts: the 
wire landing gear structural member, 
the wheels, and the fairings that make it 
look like the scale landing gear.

The wheels can be purchased, or 
made by the builder. On the model in 
the photograph, the nose wheel is 
hardwood and the main wheels are 
inflatable Trexler Airwheels (No. 2), 
which are very lightweight balloon tires 
on hardwood hubs.

For lightweight wheels at minimum 
cost, make them by laminating several 
balsa discs. Here is how to go about 
making a balsa wheel with only sand
paper, pins, and a razor blade for tools.

Take the 3/32 sheet and cut out four 
balsa circles the diameter of the main 
wheel. Poke a center hole in each balsa 
circle with a pin. Now, changing the 
grain direction, cement the discs into a 
four-layer stack using a pin to make sure 
they are all concentric.

When this is dry, use the sandpaper to 
shape the tire. Then paint the entire tire 
flat black. From heavy paper (I like 
magazine cover paper because it is 
strong, shiny, and can be found in 
almost any color), cut outtwo wheel hub 
discs per wheel. Put a pin hole in the 
exact center and cement them on both 
sides of the wheel. Make all the wheels

H E L I - C E N T E R  

W E S T ’

•  R/C Helicopter books.

• RyC Helicopter muffler*, headers, 
tuned pipes•  F u s e la g e s  fo r H e l i * B o y  and Heli Baby. Hughes .SOO. Beil 222. Boikow 105.•  A ll R/C Hclicopiei training aids.

A new concept 
and support-af RC

23930 CRAFTSMAN ROAD ^  
CALABASAS. CALIF. 91302 

PHONE (213) 992 0195

N E W  - 24 hour telephone 
line for night and day 

ordering service —
%*e keep you flying.

the promotion 
licopter flying.

deals —  call us•  Com plete ramie o f  Syslcm 80 H eliu m s•  Demonstrations 
R/e dubs —  ask for details•  Exclusive fjeld representatives your area

And NOW 
specially selected - 
budget priced . 
helicopter ^O1
radios ,  \iO^

• Club, call or wriia lor demonstration».
• Send S2.0O lo r R/C helicopter information and price list package.
• Dealers . .  we are Sch lutcr d istribu tors fo r the West. Sard fo r

IN  S T O C K  NOW
• The latest custom  

'H eli-Boy' kit.
• The beautifu l B o ikow  

BO  105 fiberglass fuselage k it
Four-bladed heads!! 
'Heli-Baby' I I  kits.

in the same fashion.
Now, using the piano wire and the 

pliers, bend up the main landing gear 
wire to the shape shown on the plan. It 
should lay flat on the plan after it is bent. 
If it won’t lay flat, adjust all the bends, 
one by one, until it does. A wire that 
won’t lay flat will make a landing gear 
assembly whose wheels do not track 
parallel.

Slip the wheels over the wire and hold 
them in place with a drop of cement.

The nose gear wire is bent similarly, 
but it is a little more complicated. Bend it 
carefully to match the shape shown in 
the side view and in the landing gear 
shape details. Retain the nose wheel 
with a drop of cement.

When the cement is dry, try fitting the 
wire into the fuselage. When it fits 
properly, cement it in place. Adjust the 
nose gear, if necessary, to make the 
model roll straight ahead.

The front fork representation and the 
main landing gear spring fairing repre
sentation can be simulated with paper, 
card, or even balsa sheet.

13) COVER THE MODEL. This can be 
an unlucky step for a beginner, but it will 
turn out well if you are patient and 
willing to do a piece more than once.

The first and most important step in 
covering any model is to make sure the 
balsa structure is shaped correctly and is 
smooth. There is no way to get rid of an 
unsightly structural bump under a fin
ished covering job.

Remove all the assemblies from the 
work board. (If you’ve followed these 
instructions in order, the cement is 
certainly dry.) Inspect each one for 
unwanted cement bumps or other im
perfections, and remove them. Then, 
using the sandpaper, carefully shape the 
leading and trailing edges to the section 
shown on the plans. The leading edges 
of the wing and tails are rounded, and 
the trailing edges are tapered to a 
triangular cross section. The tips of the 
tails are not rounded, but the wing tips 
are sanded to a smooth rounded shape 
that blends into the leading edge and 
matches the trailing edge.

Lightly sand all the structure to re
move bumps and get smooth, faired 
contours. A large flat sanding block is a 
help because it spreads the load over
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STATES, 
A M O R E

OF THE / 
ORDER TO

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED ZAP
f j /  J '  *  R E V O L U T I O N A R Y  S U P E R  G L U E

/ / / ΪΓ ~ )  SUPER STR O N G  . .  . SUPER FAST. . .
ADHESIVE SUPER C L E A N  A N D  E A S Y  T O  USE!

mi/mi i/  I) < DIVISION The precision adhesive for
PACER TECHNOLOGY & RESEARCH ·  Modelers ·  RC Automobiles

1600 Dell Avenue ·  RC Aircraft ·  Miniatures
Campbell, California 95008 ·  RC Boats ·  Hobbies

(408) 379-9701 G et revolu tionary  SUPER ZA P  at your hobby dealer's.

several items of structure and helps keep 
sandpaper corners from catching and 
knocking ribs loose as you sand.

When you think you are done sand
ing, inspect each part, and do it again 
very lightly. Blow off all the dust from 
the sanding effort. Clean, smooth parts 
are essential for a good covering foun
dation.

Now take your tissue paper and look 
at it. If it is wrinkled, iron it smooth using 
a low heat setting. The tissue has a grain 
to it. That is, most of its fibers are in one 
direction. All parts should be covered 
with the tissue grain direction matched 
to the long direction of the part.

Cover the parts in the order in which 
they were built, simple ones first. Cut 
each tissue piece slightly oversize. 
About 1/4 inch extra all around is about 
right for the tail pieces.

I like to use about 20 layers of news
papers on top of the work board as a 
cutting surface for the tissue.

The best adhesive I ’ve found for 
attaching tissue is white glue thinned 
out with an equal amount of water. 
Model cement will work, but it tends to 
dry out too quickly.

Take the horizontal tail and apply a 
thin coat of adhesive on the outside 
edge structure only. Do not get glue on 
any inner structure. Now, with the 
proper tissue piece laying flat on your 
work board, set the structure on it glue 
side down. Immediately pick up the 
part. If the tissue was smooth and the 
part was smooth the covering will be 
okay as is. Make sure the tissue is

attached all around the outline, pressing 
it down with a fingertip wherever it isn’t. 
If there are wrinkles, pull them out 
gently by grasping the loose tissue 
outside the structure and pull it in 
opposite directions. Set the part aside to 
dry.

Cover one side of the vertical tail, the 
bottom of each wing panel, and one side 
of the fuselage similarly. When this has 
been done the first part will probably be 
dry, and the excess tissue can be trimmed 
off. A very sharp razor blade is required 
to trim tissue without tearing. Nothing 
will cut wet tissue satisfactorily, so the 
part must be dry before trimming. Slice 
the excess tissue off all around the 
horizontal tail. Do the other parts also.

Now cover the other side of the tail 
surfaces in a similar fashion and set aside

R k Id t H A R DWA R E
•  WORKING TURNBUCKLES 
•  RIGGING & CONTROL CABLE 
:,· CONTROL HORNS 

•  STRUT FITTINGS l| / j 
•  SHOCK CORD I-*  i 
•  COCKPIT TRIM 

•  PULLEYS
•  INSTRUMENT HOUSINGS

—

send S1.00 to

fToctor ENT. CORP.
P.0. BOX 9641 

SAN DIEGO.CA.92I09

to dry.
The upper surface of the wing, be

cause of its contour, requires a slightly 
larger amount of excess tissue. Cut it 
about 1/2 inch wider than the wing 
panel, all around the edges. Apply 
adhesive to the leading and trailing 
edge, the root rib, and the wing tip. 
Then lay the part on the work board and 
gently lay the tissue in place on top. 
Starting at the center of the edges, 
gently stretch the tissue and adhere it to 
the structure. Pull out all the wrinkles, if 
possible.

The second fuselage side is covered 
like the first. The top and bottom of the 
fuselage are done similarly. A separate 
piece of tissue is required for the top and

RUBBER STRIP
FAI RUBBER: ENDORSED BY BEST 
U.S. RUBBER FLIERS. MADE IN U.S. 
SIZES: 1/4", 3/16", 1/8", 3/32", 1/18" 
1mm THICK (.042). SPOOLED, 
GROSS WEIGHT 1 POUND.
PRICE $10.00 PER SPOOL PPD. IN 
U.S. ADDITIONAL SPOOLS, $9.50 

NEW PIRELLI
SIZES: 6mm. 5mm, 4mm BY 1mm. 
PRICE: $14.00 PER HANK PPD IN 
U.S. ADDITIONAL HANKS, $13.50 
SOLE U.S. DISTRIBUTOR AND 
WORLDWIDE SALES.
^  F. A .I . M odel Supply

P.0 BOX 3957 
TORRANCE. CA 90510
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A Full Blown Competition Radio 
at a Sport Radio Price!

Inexpensive is the key word for A C E ’S new line o f R/C kits called the Silver Series. This line offers a unique combination o f value and a wide range o f versatility not found on today’s R/C market until now.How do we do it? By cutting out one o f  the biggest costs. Labor! We furnish you the kit, and you furnish the labor.This allows us to give you a top-quality product a t ; n inexpensive price, comparable to the $800 radios. Here are some o f its features;
☆ SfcRVO REVERSAL SWITCHES-Wiih ju*t a flip of a »witch, the « rro travel direction on 

each o f the foui primary channels can be reversed

☆ INDEPENDENT THROW ADJUST-On all channels the amount o f servo travel can be con
trolled independently

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆ ELECTRONIC MIXER OPT!ON-With this plug in module any two functions can be mixed 
together cither uru-directionally or bi-directionally. ($11.9S)

☆ PROGRAMMABLE PUSH BUTTON OPTION-ln-flight adjustable 
pre-programmed control surface movement may be obtained by push
ing a button. ($8.9$)

THE SILVER SEVEN

FIFTH CHANNEL ADJUST-Scrvo position when the retract switch is either in the “ Up" or 
“ Down" position is independently adjustable

I  RIM LOCATION VARIABLES-The location o f the trims is at the builder's discretion so 
you can have standard trim , crossed trim , or a combination o f the two

TRIM AUTHORITY PROCRAMMABIUTY-By ohanpng "phig-in’ lined resistors, the 
amount o f servo excursion when the trims are moved is programmab e

DUAL RATE-Switches and adjustment pots are furnished to  provid: DUAL RATE on up 
to three channels.

EXPONENTIAL RATE OPTION-This plug-in option provides non- inear servo travel in re
lation to stick movement on up to  three channels (S 17.95)

$284.95 !
Full ni-cd system kit with 
receiver and four servos.

Chock with your A c ·  
dealer, w rit ·, or call for com plet· 
details.

Complete Catalog: S i . 00 (add 
$.50 for 1st Claw  Mail return).vr (Series

l /C . In cT )
R n v  R l t n  n n u i  m « k  u : ___ i i .  c a n o - r  o i c  c o r  i s  o sBox 511D. 119 W. 19th., Higginsville. Mo. 64037 816 584-7121

bottom cowl pieces. Cover the outside 
of the nose block with tissue too.

The covering now needs final trim
ming. To get the tissue color continuous 
around the leading and trailing edges.

the final trim should be about 1/8 inch 
outside of the structure. This excess 
tissue is then wrapped around the edge 
and cemented down. Where the outline 
is curved, as on the wing tips, the excess

tissue must be slit several times so it will 
lay flat without wrinkling along the 
edges.

14) SHRINK THE TISSUE. The model is 
covered and will certainly fly if nothing 
more is done to the covering. However, 
to get a really nice looking cover job that 
will last, the tissue must be tautened and 
doped.

Wet tissue will shrink, and when dry 
will be tighter and smoother than be
fore. However, very wet tissue will 
dissolve and sag off the model. To shrink 
the tissue it should be lightly dampened. 
The best way is to spray it with a very fine 
mist of water. I have used a Mennen’s 
spray deodorant bottle as my spray gun 
for years, but any sprayer that will give a 
very fine mist is fine.

The tissue will sag as soon as it is damp, 
indicating that it is wet enough. Don’t 
overdo it. Prop the parts up so they do 
not have tissue laying on the work board 
or other surface and allow to dry. When 
dry, inspect the covering. There may be 
loose sections that need more shrinking. 
If so, do it again.

15) DOPE THE COVERING. Thin your 
dope at least half and half with dope 
thinner. Use a soft brush and put a thin 
coat on all the parts. Do both sides of a 
part as nearly at the same time as 
possible. The parts will really warp if 
you dope one side and let it dry before 
doing the other side.

Two coats of dope will be enough for 
the wings and tails. The fuselage should 
be given one or two more because it will 
be handled quite a bit.

16) INSTALL THE WINDSHIELD AND 
WINDOWS. Use thin clear plastic, cut it 
slightly larger than the window opening, 
and using thick dope or model cement, 
glue it in place. Use care to avoid 
smearing the clear plastic.

Cut the windshield to match the 
pattern. Temporarily put the wing in 
place and install the windshield, ce
menting it to the cowl and the fuselage 
uprights but not to the wing.

17) COMPLETE THE SCALE DETAILS. 
Using a black felt pen, draw the movable 
surface outlines and the door outline. 
Carve the cowl cheeks from the block 
balsa and cement in place. Make the 
magneto and the gas tank cap from scrap 
balsa and install them. Add the rudder

HOBBIES +
MIDWEST CARDINAL SQ UIRE K IT  No.

Wingspan:
Engine:
Radio:

74"
.40 - .60 cu. in. 
4-Channel

129

Reg. $69.99 
SALE PRICE: $49.99

'.M A IL O R D ER  O N LY ^ f

HOBBIES +
P.O. Box 1342 
Whittier, 
California 90609

Mailorder Service for: JACK S HOBBYCRAFTS

»  OVER 25 YEARS IN W HITTIER  «

Half-mile east of Colima, 
on Whittier Blvd., in the 
Whittwood Center - (Next to Von’s) 
Whittier, California 90603 
Phone (213) 947-1710FU LL SERV IC E

Write for FU LL DISCOUNT Catalog ■ $3.00. Price refunded with order for $25.00or more. 24-hour service on all orders.
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tab, made irom thin card stock.
If the model is to have color trim, 

apply it at this point. Carefully cut 
contrasting colored tissue to the exact 
shape and install it, using thin dope as an 
adhesive.

Cut out tissue numbers or use com
mercially available decals for the license 
numbers on the fuselage sides.

18) ASSEMBLE THE MODEL. Cement 
the two wing panels together at the 
proper dihedral angle. Cement the 
horizontal tail into the slot in the vertical 
tail. Cement the wing in place. Cement 
the vertical tail in place on the aft end of 
the fuselage. Make sure the surfaces are 
all lined up accurately.

Tie a loop of rubber together to make 
a motor about 16 inches long. Drop it 
into the fuselage so that the aft motor 
peg can be inserted to hold it. Hook it 
onto the propeller hook and wind the 
propeller a few turns to eliminate the 
slack and put the nose block in place.

HOORAY!! The model is finished. 
Ready to go flying? Not so fast! There are 
a few more important items to perform.

19) MAKE A PREFLICHT CHECK. Be
fore you even try your first test glide, 
inspect the entire model. Make sure all 
parts are securely fastened. Look at the 
model d irectly  from the front and 
directly from the back to make sure the 
wings and tails are on properly. The tail 
surfaces should not be warped at all. If 
they are, hold them over a heat source 
and twist them opposite to the warp, 
holding them until they are cooled off. 
Eliminate the tail warps.

The wings should have a small twist in 
each one. Their structure is such that 
they tend to warp correctly, but they 
may not warp the same amount. What is 
desired is a slight amount of wing twist 
so that the trailing edge at the tip is 
about 1/8 inch higher than the leading 
edge. This is known as “ washout”  and 
helps the model fly smoothly by keeping 
the wings from stalling at the tips. Make 
sure the wings are properly washed out.

Ballast the model using modeling clay 
so it balances at the indicated CC.

20) FLY YOUR MODEL. Wait for a 
calm day; don’t try it in a high wind. Find 
some nice smooth grass to make the first 
test flights over. Test glide the model. It 
should glide smoothly straight ahead. If 
the model dives, either remove a little 
nose ballast, add a little tail ballast, or 
warp the trailing edge of the horizontal 
tail up.

If it noses up and stalls before diving 
into the ground, it requires opposite 
adjustments.

If it turns sharply to either direction, 
check the vertical tail for warps and the 
wings to see that they have the same 
washout. If the surfaces are correct, it is 
possible that one wing is heavier than 
the other. If this is true, add clay to the 
light wing for balance.

When you have a proper guide, wind 
the propeller about 50 turns and try a 
short hand-launched flight. This should 
merely extend the glide. Make a series 
of test flights, gradually increasing the 
number of turns until the model is

NEW VOLTAGE BOOSTER
ATTENTION ALL ELECTRIC FLYERS!!!!!!
NOW YOU CAN CHARGE ALL ASTRO 
FLIGHT ELECTRIC SYSTEMS FROM YOUR 
CAR BATTERY. THIS NEW ELECTRONIC 
VOLTAGE BOOSTER MAKES 24 AND 30 
VOLTS FROM THE 12 VOLTS AVAILABLE 
FROM YOUR CAR BATTERY SIMPLY 
PLUG RAPID CHARGER INTO BOOSTER 
FOR HIGH VOLTS.

• Charges Astro 10,15,25 and 40 ·  Light and compact,
systems.

• Uses regular rapid charger. ·  Both lighter receptacle and banana
• Eliminates need for extra gel cell. plug output terminals.
Available Dec. 1 Stock No. 4025 Ust price $29.95

See your dealer or order direct.

NEW 12 VOLT POWER SUPPLY
ATTENTION ALL ELECTRIC AUTO FANS. 
ASTRO FLIGHT BRINGS YOU A POWER
FUL TWELVE VOLT POWER SUPPLY FOR 
INDOOR RACING. JUST PLUG INTO 
NEARBY 110 VOLT OUTLET AND GET 12 
VOLTS AT 4 AMPS FOR YOUR AUTO 
CHARGER. THIS FIRST CLASS HEAVY 
DUTY POWER SUPPLY WILL LAST FOR 
YEARS AND YET IT WEIGHS ONLY 4 
POUNDS AND REPLACES HEAVY LEAD 
ACID BATTERIES.

Available Dec. 1 Stock No. 4024 Only $29.95 RSTR0 f l ig h t  inc  
13377 Beach Ave.. Venice CA 90291 PIONEERS IN SILENT FLIGHT

• Banana plug output terminals
• Lighter receptacle output.
• Input 110 volts from wall receptacle.
• Output 12 volts at 4 amps D.C.

climbing nicely. If the powered flights 
show signs of strong deviations from a 
desirable pattern, use thin balsa shims 
between the nose block and the fuse
lage to alter the direction the propeller 
will pull the model.

The most usual thrust adjustment 
required is “ down thrust," which is 
needed to keep the model from trying 
to climb too steeply under power. Side 
thrust is used to alter the powered flight 
turn directions.

For long flights, wind the propeller with 
the rubber stretched out. Have some
one hold the model for you and pull the 
nose block out until the motor is 
stretched two or three times its relaxed 
length. Wind the propeller, gradually 
returning the nose block to the fuselage 
as the maximum turns are put in. A 
commercial rubber lube or castor oil can

GET ORGANIZED!
Here $ a set o< 4 sturdy f*es mai hotds over 
4 yea/s of yout favor*· βν» * 11 magazines

4  M A G  F IL E S  $ 4 . 9 5
Send $4 95 plus SI 00 

for postage and handbng to:
DOM INDU8TRIE8 

P .0  BOX 388-G 
DOVER. N.H. 03820

be used to make the rubber slippery and 
allow maximum winds with a stretched 
motor winding technique.

Have fun with your Quail. ·

C / L ...................Continued from page 51

you’ll become a competent diesel oper
ator. So go ahead, build a plane, and get 
started. If you link up with someone 
down the road, you'll have that much of 
a head start.two more classics from Flyline

C O M IN G  SOON

• S E E  Y O U R  L O C A L  H O B B Y  D E A L E R ·

S send 25« tor catalog

READY

1- 1/2 Scale

2- 4 C h , R jC

’ NOW 34"span .020 powersingle channel r/c
or W  W  *15.25. free ( light ~ QUAKER

Farman Moustiquc FLYLINE MODELS, INC.
W W  2820 DORR AVENUE (Β-Ιϊ)

FAIRFAX VIRGINIA 22031 
(703)573-2038
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Then here's the perfect oppor
tunity to make your hobby your 
job Mattel, the world's foremost 
toy manufacturer, is seeking 
enterprising people with experi
ence in radio control systems, 
including linear experience up 
to lOOMhz. Selected applicants 
will work with the most ad
vanced technology in radio con
trol today
Degree in Electronics or Elec
trical Engineering is preferred 
Start putting your skills and 
knowledge to work in an ex
citing new job—send us a res- 
ume/letter detailing your back
ground and capabilities to:

Sandy Wales 
MATTEL

5150 Roseerens Ave. 
Hawthorne, OA 90250

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

1

Cleveland Giant Scales
★  GIANT MODEL PLANS *,
W orld's largest G as Plans Assortment 
INTERNATIONALLY FAMOUS C-D QUALITY
84 GIANTS OF ABOUT Mo«· Plan« Not Available 

S TO 10 FT SPANS -k  Anywhere Else 
7ď B oyl·»  G h  Bh  $32.
60 Supermorine S.6B $24,
62 Curt Hawk P-6E $36
76 Cur F 9 C 2  Ftr. ·  $32
62 Lockheed Voga $22
66 Curt Shrike A 8 $24.
93 Monocoupe Sport $32 
S3 Hall Spr Bulldog $29
80 Hall Spr Bulldog $39
81 Fokker 0-8 Ftr $32
68 B/J P-16 Fighter $36
61 Dooglai 0  38 O bt $24 
122 Douglas 0-38 Ob $49
94 Poge'* Curt Rocer $39.
71 M artin B10 Bomb $29.
94 Cur Goth-V F I1 C ?  $48 
6 ?  How  M r M u llig a n  $30.
94 How Mr M ulligan $39
63 Doug Tran* DC-2 $16.
85 Doug Tran* DC-2 $24
63 Boeing P-26A Ftr $36 
84 Boeing P-26A Ftr $48
69  W oco C 6 C ab in  $36.
64 Beech C l 7 B S log  $36 
96  Beech C17-B Stog $49
82 lock 11 Electro $32.
84 Stinton T/W  SR-7 $24.
126 Stinton T/W SR-7 $32.
59 Bristol Ftr F2-B $20
78 Bristol Ftr F2-B $29.
64 Rearwin Speeds· $24.
74 M  “Pesco Spec' $39.
63 Skyrocket XF5F-1 $70.
60 Hawker Hurricone $24.
74 Rep Seo-Bee Am $36.
80 G rum  TBF Aveng $32 
106 Piper J-3 Cub  $49 
98 lock Hudson Bom $36.
63 Grum  F6F Hellcat $78
77 Boeing B-17 G  Fort $29.
103 Boe B-17G Fort $49 
68 WesH W hlrlwinde$24  
68 Ryon Nov.on $36
68 Beecher Bonanza $36.

MOST EVERY IM AGIN
ABLE TYPE PLANE AND 

IN M ANY SCALES 
PICTURED IN CATALO G  
FROM 50c TO $79 00  

MANY MORE TO COME!
Dc6 Before Price M eant MASTER MODELS PLANS 

Possible Delivery Delay ★  UST— S.A S E OR 25c 
Add 1 0 *  to All Orders Under $100. for Ship , 

Many Other Scales and Sixes from 6" SponT! 
All Complete With Patterns

Add 1 0 *  to All Order* for Shipping and  InsT”

7/'luscom be Sedan $20 • f c i  
73 N A  Mitch Bomb $36 
65 Std Jl Trainer $28 
65 M M arouder 8-26 $36 
78 Sopwith Pup $74 
61 Curtiss Robin O XS $16 
81 DH Mosquito Bom $32
98 Stear PT17 Kay del $39
99 Blk Widow P61 $49
107 Douglas DC3 Air $39 
86 Howkt Texaco 13 $3?
65 Sop Dolphin S/W  $24 
55 Heath Baby Bullet $24.
72 V Cortoir 02U-1 $39 
58 Curtist-Wright Jr. $16.
60 DH 82 Tiger Moth $24
89 DH 82 Tiger Moth $32.
60 Douglas M 2  Mail $24.
68 Bristol Bulldog Ftr $30.
73 Trovel A ir 6000 $24
107 Mart MB I Bom $44
66 C ou dron G 3 O b* $16
69 Lindbergs N X -211 $24 
91 Lindbergs NX-211 $36
61 AEG  G IV  It Bom $24
108 falrch  P T I9  Tr *$ 4 9  
68 Junkers JU88 Bom $24.
66 Hanta-Brand W29 $20
90 W oco Toper-Wing $32 
76 Byrd Ford TrimtrA$36 
114 8yrd Ford Trim t*$48  
78G rum m  J2-F Duck $48 
80 Siemens-Sch DIV $32.
117 Gotha G  IV  Bom $39 
108 Sikor S-38 Amph $39.
80 M artin 74. T4M-1 $36 
75 H Poge 0400 Bom $28
100 “  0400  Bom $42
71 Lawson C-2 Airlin $30 
64 B U I33 BU Jungm $32 
68 Brun-Winkle Bird $36
72 Curt Swift XP934 $36 
63 Lindberg’* l .  Sirius $20

(NO KITS AVAILABLE)
Over 150 Other Plans of 

G as Model Size— ond 
They Keep on Coming! 

PICTORIAL CATALO G  6 0 c ^ l  
OR 7 YRS $1.00 (ADD *  
15c IF BY CK. OR M.O.)

"2) NorespectableTeamRacerwould 
be caught dead without a pressure re
fueler. However, the ones we’ve tried 
seem to get more fuel on the plane and 
on the ground, than in the tank. That’s 
why we’re still using the time proven 
uniflow tank, and refuel with a bulb. 
Our set-up is just like what you see on 
most Big Goodyears. A pressure refueler 
may save 1 or 2 seconds per pitstop, but 
when you’re still working on the tens of 
seconds and half minutes, why make 
things any more complicated than they 
have to be?

” 3) Internal leadouts are a huge pain 
in the rear. You’ve got to worry about 
kinking the lines and keeping the line 
reel attached to the plane. Sure, they 
probably reduce drag a little and give 
slightly more airspeed, but again, the 
increase is measured in seconds over an 
entire race. For serious competition, go 
ahead, but on the first couple planes and 
for practice flying they’re a complete 
waste of time . . . time better spent 
elsewhere.

“ 4) One of the problems with almost 
any competitive endeavor is figuring out 
what it really takes to win. Last year it was 
retracts. Numerous people spent count
less hours trying to figure out how to 
build lightweight, reliable retracts. 
Others paid as much as $200.00 for 
ready-made units. What happened at 
the World Champs? None of the top 
finishers used retracts. Retracts are 
another perfect example of people 
trying to make things more complicated

than they have to be.
"5) Fiberglass fuselages are definitely 

nice. Every team racer we’ve built has 
used one. The point is, you don’t have to 
have a fiberglass fuselage to get into 
Team Race. Larry Fagan and Tom Hail 
built a beautiful all-balsa ship. Their 
plane was so easy to build and went 
together so fast, they’re planning to stay 
with balsa in the future. In fact, many top 
competitors build all-wood planes.

“ 6) The best motor to use for Team 
Race right now is the Nelson .15. They’re 
not cheap and it takes quite a while to 
get one, but they’re worth waiting for. 
They’re extremely easy to operate and 
come ready to race. However, if you 
cannot get a Nelson right away, don’t 
worry, other diesels are available. The 
old reliable S.T. .15RVD is a good ex
ample. They're inexpensive, can be 
made race ready with very little work, 
and are capable of turning reasonably 
good times in the right hands. Whatever 
you do, don't make THE BIG MISTAKE: a 
glow conversion. Glow conversions can 
be made to go, but are best left in the 
hands of experienced fliers who have 
access to more than 24 hours a day. Your 
time (and mine) will be better spent 
learning to operate a slower, but more 
reliable diesel.

“ 7) If you’ve been around Team Race 
at all, you’ve probably heard the phrase 
"Light is right.” Again, this is strictly for 
serious competitors. Granted, light 
planes may go faster, but they also eat 
pilots for breakfast and tend to break. 
For the first couple planes at least, build 
for durability. The best way to have fun 
flying Team Race is to fly; fixing planes is 
a drag. Both of our practice planes are 
lead sleds by modern day standards, but 
they’re also over two years old. When 
you build as slow as I do, they have to 
last.

"8) Most serious Team Racers either 
have some metalworking tools or have 
access to them. Beginners and interme
diate fliers don’t have to have any more 
tools than it takes to build a Goodyear. 
In fact, the less machine work you do, 
the more time you'll have to fly; the 
more flying you do, the better you’ll get, 
and the more fun you’ll have.

"9) Every time I turn around, some
one's talking about a titanium this, 
magnesium that, or some other unobta- 
nium do-dad. Close your ears to this 
kind of talk. It must be a conspiracy to 
keep people out of Team Race. The 
truth is that a world class plane can be 
built with materials available at any well- 
equipped hobby shop.

"Guess we’ve just about covered all 
the things you don't need; now, just 
what DOES it take? Surely there's got to 
be something complicated about Team 
Race. Not so. Actually, there are only 
two items I would strongly recommend: 
a shutoff and automatic primer.

“ Although you can actually fly Team 
Race without a shutoff, don't do it. 
Standing around playing pocket pool 
while your brand new Nelson burns 
down is no fun. Shutoffs come in a 
variety of shapes and sizes, all the way
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FLY  E L m
• VL-101 Electric propulsion system 

shown— using Hytork 48 motor and 
planetary gear box, SJ-3 switch & 
charging jack, and B-33L fast charge 
ni-cad flight battery— total weight 
2i/2 02.— will power models 25 to 
50" wingspan weighing up to 10 oz.

• Send 50c for latest catalog showing 
full line equipment & accessories.

• Hobby dealers send for information.

*
V L PRODUCTS

Division of Vista Labs

7023-D Canoga Avenue 
Canoga Park, California 91303

from a simple Goodyear type to a $50.00 
multifunction valve. We’ve been using 
Kusik-style w ire and spring tubing 
crushers from the beginning and have 
yet to experience a single failure. The 
only thing a multifunction valve will do 
that ours won’t, is leak. Dave Elledge has 
designed a beautiful, easy-to-construct 
shutoff that also incorporates a fast filler. 
Drawings are available . . .  all ya gotta do 
is ask.

"Most diesels need a prime to restart 
reliably. You can prime through the 
venturi or in the exhaust. An exhaust 
prime seems to be the most popular 
method and is what we use. It doesn’t 
take much. A .012 hole gives our Nelsons 
a little more than they need. We finally 
put a needle valve in the prime line and 
can now dial in consistent one-flip re
starts. That’sthe beauty of a diesel. . .ifit  
has the right amount of prime it will 
restart every time (unlike some Rossis I 
know about).”  ·

Soaring..............Continued from page 31

fillets whatsoever). The new plane will 
weigh at least 45 ounces and have room 
for about seven pounds of ballast, thus 
producing wing loadings ranging from 7 
ounces per square foot to 24 ounces per 
square foot. The fuselage will be about 
56 inches long, the extra length for 
greater stability. It will be 2-1/4 inches 
maximum diameter, requiring support 
servos. Three channels will govern 
mixed rudder/aileron, elevator, and the 
canopy which can be deployed to form a 
spoiler or dive brake. This w ill be 
required if you are to land safely at 24 
ounces per square foot wing loading. An 
additional servo could be included for a 
releasable towhook, or release could be 
actuated by hard-over elevator control. 
Clearly, such an aircraft is not for the 
beginner. In the near future, those 
interested may expect to see such a 
plane offered by Bob Smith Aircraft Co.
. . .  the same firm that now produces the 
Sea Breeze, a ready-to-fly plane well 
suited for the beginner. If you want 
more information on Kevlar or the 
building procedure described by Rick, 
contact him by letter (1705 Gascony 
Road, Leucadia, CA 92024) or phone 
(714) 942-0571.

By the time you read this, we may be 
watching a new F3B winner in the sky. 
Let’s hope so.

See you next month. ·

Flyaway! _____Continued from page 18
forever!” ). But it’s vitally important that 
you take an accurate , permanent 
sighting on the last point the model was 
visible. Which direction was it gliding? 
Which way was it turning? How high was 
it? How strong was the wind, and from 
what direction? These are questions that 
are going to plague you for days if you 
don’t find the model. So make sure you 
know the answers to all of them.

When you’re taking a sighting, think 
in terms of straight lines between two 
markers: "It went down just to the left of

a line between this fencepost and that 
tallest pine tree on the ridge over 
there." " It’s on a line between the third 
electric pole from the left and that house 
with the green roof.”

And mark your markers well. Pine 
trees have a way of looking a lot alike, 
three or four hours into a search. So do 
fenceposts. The longer it takes to find 
the plane, the more important knowing 
the exact fencepost you sighted over will 
become, so be sure you can identify 
your markers beyond a shadow of a 
doubt before moving on. This is no time 
for haste: the plane is out of sight 
anyway. You may think you can walk 
right to where the plane is sitting, and 
maybe you can. But don't count on it.

The free flighters, those folks who have a 
flyaway every time they launch, say that 
EVERY MODEL ISA LOSTMODELUNTIL 
YOU HAVE IT BACK IN YOUR HAND. 
So even though you saw exactly where it 
went down, take your sightings with 
care. And hope those guys back at the 
field are doing the same.

Take your transmitter along on the 
search. If the plane is down in trees or 
tall grass, you may be able to locate it by 
servo noise, provided the batteries are 
still up. (I’ve found lots of single-channel 
ships by the click click of an unwound 
escapement. And Monokoted surfaces 
will often flash in the sun when wiggled.)

Sometimes the hardest planes to 
locate are those that go down in plain

♦ A * * * * * * * · * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

7\V O Ji—  PROPELLORS
s  W IPU AN O it AVI TOflftANCt. CA W W

OUR PROPELLORS ARE DESIGNED AND 

EN G IN EERED  FOR M AXIM UM  THRUST 

AND EFFICIENCY.

NO REWORK NEEDED. TAKE THEM OUT 

OF THE PACKAGE AND PUT THEM RIGHT 

ON THE AIRPLANE

PHONt 2 1 3 5 3 9 7 3 1 3

NEW SIZES!! *
13" Dia. X 5, 6, 8 Pitch

*
*

•
*  *  * 1

* I 1 A V A ILA B L E  IN THE
* FOLLOW ING S IZES :
*
* ψ DIA . PITCH DIA. PITCH ' i *

* 1 I 7" 4, 5, 6, 7 11" 6W, 7W
* ^  I 7 .5" 4, 5, 6. 7 11" 5, 6, 7, 7.5, 8 T T i
♦ r  1 8" 4, 5, 6, 7 12" 4. 5 ,6 Λ Á

r  a
* · · 8.5" 4, 5. 6, 7 14" 4. 5, 6, P f· j

* \  1 Pylon A 16" 5 ,6 ,8 , 10
ΓΤ 8.5” 6.5 18" 5, 6, 8, 10 U
); Pylon B 20" 6. 8, 10 Ψ

4- X 8.5" 7 22” 6, 8, 10
* 9" 4, 5, 6, 7 24" 6, 8, 10
4 10" 4, 5, 6, 7
★  ★ * * ★ * ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ * ★ ★ ★ * * ■ * ■ * ★ *  ★  ★  ★  *
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Fiberglass Competition Deep Vees 
for 6.5cc and 3.5cc engines 

IMPBA and NAMBA LEGAL 
RACE PROVEN!

STREAKER 
39.3" long, 10.5" wide 
for 6.5cc engines 
5" motor mount spacing 
uses #66 hardware set

LI'L STREAKER 
32" long, 10" wide 
for 3.5cc engines 

4" motor mount spacing 
uses #67 hardware set

Steve Muck's R/C Boats, 6003 Daven Oaks, Dallas, TX 75248 (214) 661-1572

sight, right out in the middle of an open 
field. There’s a rule that applies here, but 
you probably don’t want to know it. It 
says every piece of trash will look some
thing like an airplane. You’ll see scores 
of things that have to be investigated, 
things that look just enough like a plane 
to make you walk hundreds of feet out 
of your way. (When you spot the actual 
a irp lane , of course , yo u ’ ll know it 
beyond doubt, but that won’t keep you 
from checking out a dozen or so mirages 
first.)

If your initial random search of the 
area fails to turn up your model, you may 
want to fall back upon some more 
orderly search plan, such as dividing the 
terrain into sections and searching one

section at a time. Especially if you have 
help. There is another rule of the chase 
that may prove helpful at this point. It 
says the airplane is always closer to you 
than it appeared to be. If you were 
especially observant, you might have 
noted this phenomenon as the plane 
was disappearing; it looked like it was 
beyond the treeline, but when it got low 
enough you could plainly see that it was 
this side of the trees. Ninety percent of 
the time this rule proves true; you will 
ultimately locate the plane much closer 
than the point where it appeared to 
land. So if you don’t find it immediately, 
you may want to backtrack a bit 
you’ved probably walked beyond it.

It goes without saying that you should

have the landowner’s permission to tres
pass, even if you can see where the 
model is sitting. America is not England. 
When I lived and flew in Devonshire, I 
found I was welcome to walk through 
any man’s pasture, so long as I closed the 
gates behind me and spoke civilly to the 
farmer’s kin and kine. But in lawsuit- 
happy America, this is not the case. Be 
especially careful of cropland and land 
with dairy cattle on it. They raise a lot of 
shotgun barrels on such land.

If your plane disappears into the sub
urbs rather than the pasture, don’t be 
shy. Ask everyone you meet if they’ve 
seen it. Last fall I was flying some early- 
morning free flight over by Santa Rosa, 
and managed to drop one right into a 
mobile home park. It was an “ adult 
village," one of those places so quiet you 
can hear the neighbor uncorking his 
Geritol bottle. My flying buddy and I 
drove round and round through endless 
acres of tin, hoping to spot the ship on 
somebody’s manicured lawn. No one 
was stirring in the dawn’s early light 
except a solitary paperboy, on foot. No 
doubt he had to check his bicycle at the 
front gate. About the third time we 
passed him I stopped and asked, "Don’t 
suppose you happened to see a model 
airplane come down around here, did 
you?”

"Yeah," he said nonchalantly. "Went 
in that tree right there." He pointed 
right over our head, then walked away, 
tossing his papers gently onto rooftops 
and awnings as he went. He was an 
observant little rascal, but not one to get 
very excited about model airplanes. We 
got out and shook the tree and down 
came the model.

But suppose you didn’t see the plane 
land, or disappear behind trees or 
houses. Suppose instead that it disap
peared in the sky, still climbing. This is 
the kind of flyaway that makes your 
heart sink right down into your hip- 
boots. What's the use even looking for 
that one, you think; it probably went 40 
miles. Well, it can happen; I once had a 
free flight returned by a lady who lived 
over 20 miles from the flying field. But 
this kind of distance is rare, event for 
light, perfectly trimmed free flights. The 
fact is, MOST RADIO PLANES COME 
DOWN LESS THAN A MILE FROM 
WHERE THEY DISAPPEAR.

Case in point: the only multi-channel 
flyaway I ’ve ever haa in sailplanes 
disappeared straight overhead on a 
crystal-clear day in Albuquerque. We 
had made sighting checks on similar 
planes and knew them to be visible 
(though not necessarily flyable, at least 
on elevator) to over 8000 feet of altitude. 
So we put that one at nearly two miles 
high (people who fly in coastal humidity 
will doubt these figures) when it went 
out of sight. Even with the most negli
gible northwesterly drift, it could cover a 
lot of ground, we figured. So we gassed 
up a Cessna 170 and scoured the earth 
for up to twenty miles downwind. All we 
found were dead sheep. The plane’s 
carcass turned up a year later, less than a 
mile from the field. No one had seen it

HRE chassis kits are aerospace quality with aluminum 
parts anodized. They also have: ALUMINUM FRONT A X L E , 
DISC B R A K E S  for consistent braking, AERO DYN AM IC 
WING for lowest drag, B A L L  or R O LLER  BEARIN G  
CLUTCH for trouble-free operation, NYLON SPOKED 
W H EELS for appearance and life, POWER A D JU STA B LE  
R EA R  END, an HRE exclusive.

M chassis kits for K&B 3.5cc engine have an 8mm 
TITANIUM  R EA R  A X L E ; more strength, less weight.

Other HRE exclusives are: A IR  PUMP FLYW H EELS , 
FRONT and R EA R  R O LL  SUSPENSION kits, TECH  
MEMOS.

SEND 20d (stamps OK) FO R  BRO CH U RE  

H RE, 18276 Foxglove Way, Irvine, California 92715
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4-W AY
SOCKET
WRENCH

5 /16 3 / 8 ’
s L

7 /1 6 ’ C 1/ 2 ’

PERFECT FOR GLO-PLUGS, 
PROP NUTS AND NYLON 
BOLTS. ALSO FITS METRIC 
SIZES 8 M TO 13 M.
CAT NO. 251 ................$2 .95

K & B .40  
EX H A U ST  
PORT  
P LU G S

2  f o r  $ 1 . 0 0

S T A IN L E S S  S T E E L

T-PIN S
STRONG, SMOOTH AND SHARP

Í IN 3 POPULAR SIZES:

SPRING STEEL

AXLE
SHAFTS

2 fo r

2.00

NO. 254 . . .  1-1/2"... 52.00

NO. 253 ... 1-1/4"... $1.75

NO. 252 ...1 " . . .  $1.50

100 PER PACKAGE
PINS SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE

CAT. NO. 246 1 - 1 / 4 "  LONG X 1 8 "  DIA

C A T .N O .  247 1-1  4  LONG X 5  3 2 "  DIA. 

CAT. NO. 248 2 "  LONG X 5 / 3 2 ”  DIA. 

CAT. NO. 249 2  " LONG X 3 / 1 6 " DIA.

NYLON LANDING 
GEAR STRAPS ^  ~
These slrong nylon :3 
straps are molded / £ / · * ' . <  
lo lit 1/8 and c -  t
5/32 m usic wire. V
No. 238 1/8" 4 ^

V.NO. 239 5/32" Sets . . . 4 9 c

DU-BRO PRODUCTS INCORPORATED
4 8 0  B onner R oad W auconda, Illinois 6 0 0 8 4  U.S.A .

come down because no one had looked 
for it to come down.

Since that time I’ve turned scale free 
flights loose and watched them thermal 
up into low clouds. When they disap
pear, I do two things. First, I keep my eye 
on the cloud, watching for a rain of 
pieces . . .  some of those clouds get 
pretty turbulent inside. Second, I drive 
or run downwind an equivalent distance 
to that covered by the plane before it 
disappeared. Then I park myself and 
watch as much of the sky as possible. 
Invariably the plane comes spiralling 
down out of the clouds somewhere . .  . 
not always exactly where you think it 
ought to, but somewhere. Thermals just 
don’t last forever, and there’s at least as 
much falling air as rising, up there in that 
sky.

So don’t write a plane off just because 
it has disappeared while still climbing. 
Go downwind and scan the sky for 
flashes of Monokote, or dark specks that 
don’t flap their wings. Chances are good 
that your plane will be on the ground in 
ten minutes or less after it disappears.

The other day I witnessed an inter
esting flyaway (see what I mean about 
calmness when it’s not your own plane?) 
that occurred to a power flier. He was 
flying a two-channel half-A ship when 
his rudder control failed (turned out 
to be clevis popping out of one of those 
damned useless wheels manufacturers 
provide for output arms). He had full 
power on a screaming Tee Dee and only 
elevator to control it. Fortunately, the

rudder failed close to neutral, and he 
wound up in a wide left turn, drifting 
away with the wind. Here’s how we 
minimized the bad luck: every time the 
plane turned back toward the field (i.e., 
upwind) we dived her a bit to cover 
ground. Then when she swung away 
from the field we stalled her, partly to 
slow her down and cover less ground, 
partly to get her to mush and turn more 
quickly. Finally got low enough to put 
her into tall grass in a shallow upwind 
dive. No damage.

A sailplane could have been saved 
even easier, because it would be less 
likely to “ go terminal” in a dive, or 
develop a deadly spiral. But basically

the same maneuver would apply: dive 
upwind, stall downwind. If it’s elevator 
that fails instead of rudder, the problem 
may be even simpler, because there’s 
always somebody around who's flown 
single-channel, and knows how to break 
a series of stalls by hitting rudder just 
before the top of thestall and rolling out 
flat with almost zero airspeed. Or how to 
get out of a vicious thermal area that 
seems determined to steal your airplane, 
by simply flying straight in almost any 
(but preferably upwind) direction.

But these are rare cases, for radios 
usually fail totally or not at all. The 
important points to remember are the 
rules of the chase. If they help you locate

JOHN POND 
Old Time Plan Service

The largest selection of plans in the world at the most 
reasonable prices. Each list 75c

No. 10 OLD TIMER F/F GAS
No. 10 OLD TIMER RUBBER/TOW LINE
No. 10 OLD TIMER FLYIN G  SCALE A through K
No. 10 OLD TIMER FLYING  SCALE L through Z

P .O .Box 3215 
San Jose, Calif. 95156 
Phone (408) 292 3382
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Static

Model Contest

S O U T H W E S T

modelers Manufacturers
Demonstrations

★  ★  ★  ★  P u b l ic  In v it e d  ★  ★  ★  ★
June 7th &  8th 1 9 8 0
Women’s Building, Fair Park

___________________ Dallas, Texas___________________
a single lost airplane, they will have been 
worth remembering, no? And remem
ber, every off-field landing is a lost 
airplane until you have your hands on it 
again.

Meanwhile, how about taking fifteen 
minutes to go out to the shop and put 
your name and address on each of your 
models? ·

fLI SHIRK

ME AND MY RC
4 COLOR

(EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS 
FROM ROYAL CROWN COLA)

Your choice p l a n e  
b o a t  c a r  on poly 
ester/ cotton T-shirt

AMA WINGS AMA Wings 
4 COLOR

(PERMISSION FROM AMA)

Size S, M, L, XL + 50« Postage

We do custom work lor clubs, 
special events, businesses 
Information sent on request.

fLI <0 SHIRTS
5132 DEL KEY · LAS VECAS. NEVADA 

(702)878-1424 89102

$6.50

£
FLI CAP 

With

F / F ...................  Continued from page61
might be interested in Ronnie Young's 
services. Ronnie used to work for Cox, 
and showed most of the California FAI 
fliers the potential of the Cox Conquest 
.15, both with prototypes and production 
versions. At Taft, Ronnie said the lack of 
production of the engine was going to 
be only a temporary one, caused by the 
factory running out of pistons and 
cylinders. Another batch of 500engines, 
plus 1000 piston/liner combinations is 
due to be produced early in 1980, about 
the time you read this item.

Ronnie is no longer with Cox, but is 
involved in the setting up of Cox Con
quests for competition purposes. His 
engines have held the R/C Quarter 
Midget records every year for the last 
three, and his own experience as an FAI 
flier means that he knows how to set 
them up for free flight, too.

No rework is done; what Ronnie con
centrates on is providing the proper fits 
for optimum running clearances and 
performance (like “ blueprinting” a 
stock engine in a drag racer). Ronnie will

MAMMOTH SCALERS
We now have available a oarpletc line of 
enginesnounts and mufflers for most .90 to 
l.S  engines such as QUADRA, wehra and etc.

Write or c a ll far catalog and price info.

Quarter Headquarters

sell a completely set-up Conquest for 
$80, or $45 is you supply the engine. He 
also has a good supply of Conquest 
parts, at lower-than-factory prices. 
Contact him at 2137 Linda Way, Santa 
Ana, CA 92704. He says he's usually 
busiest in the spring months.
AND FOR PROPS

Now that you’ve got that hot-running 
FAI engine, how are you going to trans
mit all the power? How about some 
props from a former World Champ? Bob 
Stalick’s been using some props he 
obtained from Lars Olofsson, and lent 
me some to try out. My engines lost a 
little rpm on the ground, but unloaded 
well in the air, and seemed to give a 
significant altitude increase over the 
other props I’d tried. So, I wrote Lars 
asking if his props were available. The 
batch he sent were beautifully made, 
well-thinned as they came from the 
mold, so they shouldn’t require much 
work to get ready for use (a big advan
tage). Lars makes two types: his own 7x4 
and a modified Verbitsky 1975 version. 
He also makes his own design in carbon 
fiber, for a higher price. (12.5 Skr for 
fiberglass; 18.75 Skr for carbon fiber, 
shipped air mail.) Prices are quoted in 
Swedish units, since Swedish banks are 
leery of cashing checks made out in 
dollars. Go to your local bank and 
purchase an international draft for the 
proper amount (at current rates, that’s 
$3 and $4.50). Write to Lars at Box 8044, 
421 08 Vastra, Frolundra, Sweden.
NFFS SYMPOSIUM, TOP TEN MODELS 
CONTRIBUTIONS NEEDED

The National Free Flight Society is 
soliciting papers for the 1980 Symposium 
publication. Papers should cover some 
aspect of the science or art of free flight 
models. Send an abstract of your pro
posed paper immediately to Bob Dodds, 
Box 436, Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067.

Part of the Symposium will feature the 
NFFS annual Model of the Year Awards 
in the following categories: FAI events
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REPLICA ENGINES PROUDLY PRESENTS

"NEW" CASTINGS KITS f o r  th e  BEAUTIFUL

1936 FERGUSSON IGNITION ENGINES

th e "CONDOR" FOUR -  2 .356  cu . in .
3 c a s t in g s  & mach. d raw in gs  $39.95

14600 RAMSTAD DR. 
SAN JOSE.CA 95127

$1 .50  p o s ta g e  
f o r  each k i t .  
C a l i f .  R es . 
add 67. ta x .

th e  "FALCON" TWIN -  1.178 cu . in .
3 c a s t in g s  & mach. d raw in gs  $29.95

(F1A, FIB, F1C), Indoor and Outdoor 
Rubber, Small (1/2A) and Large AMA 
Gas Power, HL G lider, and Special 
Awards. Send nominations of deserving 
models to Steve Geraghty, 194 Vista Del 
Monte, Los Gatos, CA 95030. (I’d like to 
nominate ABC-TV for their invention of 
the instant replay, which makes it pos
sible to continue building throughout 
the football season without worrying 
about missing any of the action taking 
place on the workshop TV.)
BEEP, BEEP!!!

When I published some Nats com
ments in Midwest newsletters a couple 
of issues back, I mentioned how Gil 
M orris had used a model rocket 
"beeper" with great success in finding 
models, referring inquiries to Keith 
Fulmer, the originator of the idea, since I 
didn’t have a copy of the original refer
ence. Since then, Keith has sent me a 
packet of information, which is neatly 
summarized by this excerpt from Harry 
Murphy, in the CIA Informer:

"Keith  uses the circuit board and 
components from an Estes Transroc kit 
and powers it with four Mallory R 400 
hearing aid batteries hooked in series. 
The whole thing weighs 5/8 oz., and he 
installs it in the fuselage at the approxi
mate CG of each model. The circuit 
board measures about 1 x 2 inches.

"Battery life is good for about 24 hours 
continuous operation and the range is 
about 1/4 mile depending on the weath
er, local CB interference, and battery 
condition. He monitors Channel 5 on a 
small inexpensive production walkie 
talkie and walks (not runs) downwind 
until he picks up the signal. As the signal 
gets stronger, he shortens the tele
scoping antenna until he steps on the 
model. Keith also passes on these com
ments: 1) Give Estes plenty of time when 
ordering; 2) Mount the circuit board in 
lotsa soft sponge, as a Rossi once vibrated 
the components right off the circuit 
board. Also, use fine flexible hookup 
wire rather than solid wire; 3) Use good

fresh batteries in your walkie talkie.
"Should you be interested in investi

gating this wizardry on your own, Estes 
gets around $17.95 per kit ($7.00 more if 
pre-assembled). Catalog number is TX-1 
for the kit; TX-1A for assembled version. 
The address is Estes Industries, Dept. TX, 
Penrose, CO 81240.”

Jerry Fowler reports that he uses a 
Ray-O-Vac Type 10 L120 silver oxide 
wafer for a battery source, since they 
have a 90 mah rating compared to the 
Mallory’s 60 mah rating. He also rigged 
up a simple on/off switch to extend 
battery life. (Keith leaves the unit on all 
day, discarding batteries after two con
tests, just to be safe. Battery life is ap
proximately 24 hours.)
DARNED GOOD AIRFOILS:
Simplex (E.S.)

This month’s DGA is a bit unusual, in 
that no great aerodynamic reasons exist 
for its shape. It’s a very useful shape, 
however, since it will let you cut out any 
chord length of rib from just one tem
plate. The Simplex airfoil is based on the 
properties of the mathematical curve 
called the equiangular spiral. If you cut 
off a section from the end of the curve, 
the remaining curve is geometrically

similar to the original curve. What this 
means is that it’s possible to cut a set of 
tapered ribs by slicing off the trailing 
edge of the rib, and retain the same 
a irfo il for each rib , with the same 
percentage thickness, camber, and 
shape. I find this shape to be very useful 
when cutting out streamlined shapes for 
the built-up rudders and pylons I use. 
Just draw a center line, mark the chord 
length and cut along your simplex tem
plate on both sides of the centerline.

A more complete discussion of the 
uses of the Simplex series is given by 
Robert Annenberg in the Sept. 1972 
Aeromodeller and the 1960 Air Trails 
Annual. These articles contain full-size 
templates, if you can find a copy. Charlie 
Sotich computed the ordinates and 
published them in the July-August 1977 
issue of Free Flight. This month, I’m 
providing ordinates for the 9%, 8%, and 
5% sections, which should be very 
convenient for making flat-bottom 
airfoils for AMA Gas wings and stabs. 
Plot them for the longest chord you plan 
on building (10 inches is convenient for 
me), then cut them out and keep around 
the workshop for future use. Next 
month. I'll include a few others that can

Made in W.Germany 
PERFORMANCE · PRECISION ·  POWER

DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED TO MEET 
THE HIGH PERFORMANCE DEMANDS 
OF TOMORROW’S COMPETITION-TODAY!

The HB-CAR ENGINE is an engine with 
one purpose in mind. . .TO WIN AUTO 
RACES! This is not an aircraft engine 
that was modified for cars, but a car 
engine intended o n ly  for cars.

W RITE FOR F R E E  COLOR CATALO G

FIB.21 PDP* (3.5 ccm)‘ Perry Directional Porting
w Ě C  ξV i**

D EA LER  IN Q UIR IES INVITED

BAVARIAN PRECISION PRODUCTS CO. • P.O. Box 6. 22 East Avenue ·  New Canaan. Conn. 06840
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LOWEST PRICES FOR
KIT & ASSEMBLED SYSTEMS I

ALL SYSTEMS CONVERTIBLE 
UP TO 5 CHANNELS.

TYPICAL SYSTEM PRICES

3- CH, KIT:
2 Servos b u i l t :

4- CH., KIT:
3 Servos b u i l t :

$89.95
105.95

$114.95
134.95

5- CH., KIT:
4 Servos b u i l t :

ADD CALIF. SALES TAX, 
S4.50 SHIPPING COST

MADE 
IN

U .S .A .

P O BO X 192
R/C GOODIES

VAN  N UYS. CA 91408
(213) 764-1490

$134.95 
159.95

SYSTEMS ABOVE USE DRY BATTS.

OPEN-GIMBAL TX STICKS, PLUG-IN RX,
CHOICE OF SERVOS, BATT. TYPES, ETC.
OTHER SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE.

COMPLETE CATALOG - .50 U .S .A . ($1.50 FOREIGN)

be used for making undercambered 
airfoils.
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODEL AIRCRAFT

I like to collect books about model 
aviation, and tend to buy any volumes I 
see in a bookstore on the subject. My 
latest acquisition is a real gem . . . prob
ably the best effort oh the subject yet. It

VINTAGE a-G PLANS

[PDIPE08 salts
SUPER C R U IS E R "1/4 SCALE

9 FT. WING SPAN 
4 LARG E PLAN S H T S .-  PLANS f> 20 .00
QUADRA OR GLO EN G IN ES ADD $ 2 .0 0  PO STAGE

CATALO G -O VER 5 0  PLAN S 5 0  t  D E A L ER S  W RITE

SID MORGAN
13157 Ormond.Belleville,Mich. 48III us*

covers every major facet of the hobby, 
and does it in depth. The most unusual 
feature is that free flight is treated with 
respect, as an honorable aspect of the 
hobby, not as a “ steppingstone”  to 
other things. You get the idea from the 
fact tht the sections about free flight are 
written by such British contest fliers as 
John O ’Donnel, Martin Cowley, Martin 
Dilly, and Mike Fantham. (Americans 
aren’t slighted; Dave Linstrum wrote a 
section on beginning models and Walt 
Schroder wrote the enthusiastic fore
word.)

The book is impressively printed on 
slick paper, with extensive use of good 
color. The sketches are extemely well- 
done and deal with such matters as DT’s, 
VIT’s, and Nordic auto-rudder set-ups. 
There are 3-views, and even a few full- 
size plans of simple models to build, 
with photo sequences illustrating con
struction. This would be a good book to 
show to the interested beginner, but the 
expert will spend a lot of time browsing 
through it, too.

The Encyclopedia of Model Aircraft

Authorized-
Radio 
(Control 

S e r v i c e

FA CTOR Y A UTHORIZED SE R  VICE
FO R  A L L  O F TH E FO LLO W IN G BRA N D S

Ac·*
Pro Lin·*
Royal
Simprop

Cannon
Math·«*
Orbit
Kraft*

Cirrus
RS*
D & D 
JoMsc

EK Logictrot 
Micro Avionic· 
World Engine*

•ALSO WARRANTY SERVICE

EX P ER T  SER V IC E  ON A L L  BRANDS

Don McCarthy ·  Factory trained technicians with over 9  
v 15 years in Radio Control Electronics.

Hours: Closed Sun & Mon; Tues - 10 am—8 pm; Wed —Fri - 10 am—6 pm; Sat -10 am—2 pm

(714)639-8886 915 N. MAIN ST., ORANGE, CALIFORNIA 92667

(edited by VicSmeed) looks like a typical 
coffee table book, but cost me only 
$10.95 at B. Dalton’s Booksellers. This is a 
national chain, so you should be able to 
find it. The publisher is Octopus Books 
Limited, 59 Grosvenor Street, London 
W1 England.
MYSTERY MODEL

This model was one of those that 
made the “ big is beautiful” school of 
free flighters happy. Developed on the 
West Coast, this one was a real monster, 
spanning nearly 10 feet. The distinctive 
wing and stab planforms should give it 
away . . .  just look for it on the cover of 
the magazine in which is appeared. 
Used a fiberglass rod as support for the 
fuselage, covered with silked stringers 
over formers. Wing used sliced ribs. If 
you think you’ve got it identified, send 
in your guess to the RCMB office to see if 
you win the subscription prize.
MODEL OF THE MONTH:
Dippity -Doo P-30, by Dick Williamson.

Bob Stalick saw Dick flying this model 
at our WMC Northwest Free Flight 
Champs this year. He was impressed by 
its good looks and excellent flying, so he 
contacted Dick for a 3-view, which is 
reprinted here from WMC Patter. The 
secret to the model’s performance is its 
light weight. Power pattern is right or 
left, due to the minimal fin area. Dick 
suggests that a larger fin might make this 
better. If you like realistic-looking 
contest models (except for the lack of 
landing gear), this might be fun to try .·

Power Boats . . Continued from page 27  

water ports up instead of down. Why?”
Let me answer your questions as you 

asked them. 1) You are absolutely right 
about moving the radio equipment as 
far ahead in the compartment as possi
ble. The cowl has been redone by many 
people who have built the boat. 2) There 
shouldn’t be any problem using the 
Masterod for steering in the manner 
you describe. 3) We began rotating the 
cooling heads on the K&B outboard so 
we could see if the engine was cooling 
while it was running. In that configura
tion, the circulated water shoots straight 
up and you can see if the cooling system 
is working. That’s the only reason. I 
understand that the technical commit
tee at the 1979 NAMBA Nats made those 
who had done this reverse the head or 
face disqualification for not running a 
stock eng ine . I don ’t see this as a 
violation of the “ stock engine” rule, but 
then not everyone agrees with my view.

Keep the letters coming in and we'll 
keep trying to provide somewhat rea
sonable answers. ·

J-3 Cub ..............Continued from page 37

coarse sandpaper in order to increase 
the epoxy bond.

I am hopelessly addicted to plastic film 
iron-on finishes, and firmly believe they 
are a godsend to those of us who enjoy 
model airplanes but lack the dedication 
to produce a show-type finish. Mono- 
kote is my favorite brand of covering.
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VES-SIR, VES-SIR. THREE BAGS FULlT S

WALT MOONEY NOW OFFERS 3 BAGS OF PEANUT SCALE PLANS 
ALL WELL TESTEO DESIGNS, AT ONLY fS.OO EACH 
EACH BAG FEATURES FOURTEEN PEANUT PLANS,
ONE OTHER, PLUS PHOTOS ANO INFORMATION 

SENO t l.0 0  FOR COMPLETE LISTING AND SAMPLE PLAN TO: 
WALT MOONEY, 2912 CARRILLO MESA OR.

SAN DlEOO, CALIFORNIA-92129

and yellow is my favorite color. Natu- f  
rally, the Cub was finished in yellow ^  
Monokote with black DJ Multistripe for 
the lightning bolt trim and the Cub 
decals provided.

Balsarite is a pre-conditioner for film 
finishes. It seals the wood and reduces 
moisture absorption, provides better 
adhesion, and helps prevent fuel soak
ing. I used Balsarite for the first time on 
my preceding model, and was very im
pressed with the finished results. I am 
going to use it from now on. It is well 
worth the added effort and expense.

Monokoting the undercambered 
wing was a new challenge for my cover
ing technique. I followed the suggestions 
contained in the finishing instructions.
Start with the wing bottom by first 
sealing the Monokote around the edges, 
second seal to the front and rear spars, 
third seal to the rib bottoms, and then 
shrink the in-between areas. You must 
be careful during the final shrink, or the 
wing bottom may lose its undercam
bered shape if the covering pulls away 
from the spars and ribs. I believe that 
Balsarite was a big help in getting good 
adhesion to the spars and ribs.

A side-mounted engine is recom
mended, as it retains scale cylinder 
placement. I opted for an upright mount 
because if I side-mounted my O.S. Max 
.35 engine with stock O.S. muffler on the 
thrust line, the muffler would not clear 
the fuselage. I had to extend the engine 
compartment by 1/2 inch in order to 
accommodate a Kraft KM-30 engine 
mount and the O.S. .35 engine. A Pylon 
Brand RST-8 fuel tank was used with the 
fuel and vent lines entering the com
partment inside the Kraft mounting ring.
The 1/2-inch extension was necessary to 
provide access to and clearance for the 
fuel lines. I also had to substitute 1/4- 
inch balsa for the 1/2-inch balsa nose 
block material because of space limita
tions between the O.S. .35 carb and 
propeller.

Installing the R/C equipment was a 
new experience because of roominess.
A four-year-old 4-channel Futaba FP- 
4EN system with S-6 servos was my 
choice for guidance. I prefer a three- 
abreast servo mount, so I made a servo 
tray out of 1/8 plywood. There is plenty 
of room under the gas tank for both 
battery (located as far forward as pos
sible) and receiver. Sullivan Gold-N- 
Rods were used for rudder and elevator 
pushrods, and Du-Bro Engine Control 
flex cable completed the R/C instal
lation.

I got lucky with the center of gravity. It 
checked out slightly ahead of the loca
tion shown on the plans.

The ultimate test of a model's design 
and your craftsmanship is its flyability. 
Perfect flying weather greeted us when 
we arrived at the club flying site on an 
October Sunday morning. Fellow club 
members inspected my handiwork as I 
unpacked and assembled the Cub. Wing 
struts were a new addition to my assem
bly routine. The usual preflight proce
dures indicated that all controls were 
working in the proper directions and

correctly centered. In my excited state, I 
did forget to make a range check, but as 
it turned out, range was no problem.

Starting the brand new O.S. Max .35 
was another skirmish in the never- 
ending battle between me and model 
engines. I decided early in my modeling 
activities to stick with one particular 
brand of engines. That brand is O.S. 
Max, and I have never regretted the 
choice. I also have resisted the tempta
tion to own an electric starter because I 
consider it a sign of defeat in my battle, 
but I am not above borrowing one when 
the old arm starts to give out. Fortunately, 
I have been using muffler-equipped 
O.S. Max engines for several years, so

the starting of this one went pretty 
smoothly. A nice rich setting for break- 
in purposes, and the Cub was ready to 
take to the air.

I had to abort the first takeoff because 
the tail immediately lifted off the ground 
and the model started ground looping. 
It was back to basic taildragger takeoff 
technique for the next try. I gradually 
advanced to the throttle while applying 
some up elevator as the model began its 
takeoff roll. This helps keep the tail 
wheel on the ground until the rudder's 
effectiveness is increased by the airflow 
over the control surfaces. Still, the Cub's 
tail came up and it literally jumped into 
the air after a takeoff run of about ten

r , HAVE WE GOT 
A SYSTEM FOR YOU!

Pro Line has a radio control 
system to meet your needs in the 
air, on the ground, and in the water.

If you are starting out 
and want something better, 
look at the Pro Line CADET series.
If you’re the sporting or 
competition type, ask to see 
Pro Line’s "middle of the line" 
COMPETITION series. And if you 
need the extra features to win that 
important contest, the Pro Line 
CUSTOM COMPETITION series 
is for you.

When it comes to quality, 
you can’t beat Pro Line.
Watch for the new Pro Line 
3-channel system.
It’s coming!

All systems available with 
single or dual stick.

Λ

? a

Pro Line Electronics Inc.
10632 North 21st Ave., Suite 11 Phoenix, Arizona 85029 
(602) 944-4626 a subsidiary o( Pace Industries
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$99.50 Mammoth Kits designed for 
Quadra and other 2 cycle engines. 
Plywood & Softwood construction

MAMMOTH 
STINSON VOYAGER
ONE QUARTER SCALE

Wing Span 101.75" · 2 pcs.

BARKLEY 
TRAINER
W ing Span 56" $37.50
Engine S ize · 19 · .35
All Balsa Ply & Hardwood Construction
Detailed Plans and Instruction Booklet

TURKEY
Wing Span · 93-1/4" - 2 pcs.

Dealer Inquiries Welcome. Ontario Residents add 7% P.S.T.

J - 5 ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 82 Belmont, Ontario NOL 1B0 

Phone 1-519-644-0375

SCALE AEROBATIC 
HEADQUARTERS!

PHOTOS-BOOKS-DRAWINGS

4 8 9 0 0  V I C  K E N Z I E  M W Y .  
V I D A ,  O R E G O N  8 7 4 8 8

feet. I needed to maintain continuous 
up elevator as she climbed to test 
altitude, because I had purposely put 
some permanent down trim into the 
elevator. Most of the models that I have 
flight tested wanted to climb with a 
neutral elevator setting. I feel more 
comfortable working with up elevator to 
maintain climb and level flight rather 
than giving down elevator to prevent a 
possible stall.

After up trim was added, the Cub 
proceeded to fly with the slow and 
reliable characteristics of its full-scale 
prototype. The rich engine setting 
pulled it through a pretty inside loop 
with the trailing vapor reminding me of 
generated smoke on a real aerobatic 
ship. I was reluctant to try a spin for the 
first few flights until the engine was 
broken in. Turns are really smooth for a 
three-channel rudder-equipped model. 
The two degree wing dihedral does 
result in turns just like an aileron trainer.

I asked fellow club member Bill Knorr 
to man my camera for some in-flight 
pictures of fly-bys. Our picture taking

was interrupted by a couple of engine 
failures. I traced the problem to a 
vibrating needle valve, and fixed it by 
bending the needle valve spring clamp 
for a tighter grip.

This Cub is not an exact scale model, 
but neither does it require the work of a 
scale model. A building time of from 14 
to 30 hours is estimated by the designer. 
The kit utilizes the techniques of trainer 
construction to give a realistic rendition 
of one of the world’s most popular air- 

lanes. It's special undercambered 
igh-lift wing design gives the slow 

flying and excellent handling character
istics that make it a pleasure to fly. The 
two-degree wing dihedral option en
hances the Cub’s sport flying, while the 
six-degree option increases stability for 
use as a trainer. A strong, accurately 
aligned, and durable fuselage results 
from the self-jigged plywood construc
tion. It is an ideal kit for an introduction 
to scale modeling, and when combined 
with its thorough instruction manual, it 
makes and excellent self-study course in 
model airplane construction.

We Cub lovers owe the people at 
M.E.N. our special thanks for providing 
us with a model in the simple and sturdy 
tradition of our patron saint. Its size 
offers good visibility to those of us who 
remember those early Cub days, and 
whose eyes are not as sharp as they used 
to be. If your early day memories in
cluded a yearning to be in the cockpit of 
a lone Cub as it passed overhead, you 
can relive those days while at the controls 
of your own M.E.N. J-3. ·

Fuel Lines. . .  C ontinued from  page 33

5%, but the kerosene base remains.
As engine development proceeded 

through the ’50s and ’60s, the diesels 
vanished from the horsepower events. 
The FAI free flight power event was the 
last holdout, with the Czech team using

MVVS diesels into the 70s. However, 
they didn’t win.

New engines were mostly limited to 
the .15 in5 (2.5cc) displacement for the 
T/R event. The .21 (3.5cc) engine, of 
which there were several, went out of 
production. A variety of .049 to .09 size 
engines remained in production for the 
sport flier.

The "vanishing diesel” was the result 
of the engine market and the mechanics 
of engine development. First, except for 
1/2A, glow engines in the '50s and early 
’60s were of the baffle piston variety. It is 
inconvenient to put a diesel contra 
piston in a baffle piston engine.

As I mentioned last time, the standard 
diesel design had an extended cylinder 
housing the contra piston, which was 
just a plug of cast iron. If the plug has a 
slot to clear the piston baffle it has to be 
keyed to the cylinder to positively align 
it. Can it be done? Sure, but it appeared 
to be more trouble than it was worth. 
There was just no strong reason to 
produce glow and diesel versions of the 
same engine. Both McCoy and OK Cub 
.049’s were made with diesel heads 
which used O-ring seals. All had varying 
degrees of trouble caused by the O- 
rings (more about that in the future). 
Most importantly, none of the various 
McCoys or Cubs in glow or diesel form 
could compete with the Cox Thermal 
Hopper for power, so why bother?

In England and the rest of Europe, 
effort was put into building diesels, from 
the .009 Albon Bambi to a number of 
.21’s. Virtually all had 360° porting, and I 
suspect that if a glow head were installed 
the power output would not have been 
impressive. So, from their manufac
turer’s standpoint, why bother with a 
glow version?

The only exception was the Supertigre 
.15, which utilized the Supertigre 2- 
window porting and a flat-top piston. 
Both glow and diesel versions were 
produced and both enjoyed consider
able success. . .  the glow in C/L speed 
and free flight and the diesel in FAI T/R. 
Even after the FAI speed and F/F power 
events limited glows to non-nitro fuel, 
the diesel couldn’t beat the glow.

In 1974, Rossi put a diesel head on 
their extremely successful Schnuerle 
ported .15. Although it found a lot of use 
in the T/R event, neither the front or 
rear valve Rossi diesel proved to be a 
really good engine. It didn’t lack power 
as much as range and steady running 
ability. One unanswered question is why 
the Rossi diesel was such a poor T/R 
engine. However, in all the engine 
running I've done, I’d never runa direct 
diesel/glow comparison on the Rossi 
R/C configuration. With all the diesel 
conversion publicity floating around 
today I thought it was time to try.

Instead of putting together whatever 
parts I had on the workbench, I con
vinced John Kilsdonk that he should 
lend me a Rossi that he had been using 
last summer in 1/4 Midget. He sent me 
one that he had used in most contests 
the past year, stating that he felt it was 
within about 300-500 rpm of the best
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engines he’d seen on a test prop. Test 
rpm was about 23,000.

Now, the diesels have been tradition
ally known as low speed engines with 
lots of ability to swing big props. How
ever, that is a holdover from the old 
days. Obviously, if the breathing ability 
of the Rossi is efficient (as a glow) at 
23,000 rpm, just putting on a diesel head 
won’t change that. In any event, I wasn't 
going to handicap the glow by making a 
comparison far below its best rpm.

For the glow portion of the test I 
mixed up some 15% nitro/10% Castor/ 
10% Klotz fuel, hoping it would be 
representative of QM fuel. I also had 
some 50% Nitro/20% Klotz that I thought 
I might slip in somewhere. Neither is 
claimed to be a "best” fuel. I used what I 
had on hand.

On the 15% nitro the engine turned 
two of my test props at 21,600 and 24,000 
respectively, these being with the stock 
Perry carb which has a throat diameter 
of about .200 inch.

When I had planned this test I thought 
I was going to demonstrate how even 
low nitro fuel in a glow would dust off a 
diesel. Now I was having my doubts, 
since I normally test run the N15D at 
over 20,000 rpm on the larger prop on a 
.128-inch T/R venturi.

Although I havemadea number of all
aluminum head/contra piston set-ups 
for the Rossi, the last one had by this 
time found its way out the door. All I had 
on the workbench was a stock Rossi 
diesel head, which is not by any means a 
great design. However, its problems are 
more apparent in T/R use than in bench 
testing. The rpm readings using my 
standard running-in diesel fuel were 
21,200 and 24,400.

Now, fully intrigued, I put in a stock 
Rossi FF/CL venturi which has a .220 dia. 
These were the results:
15% Nitro 

22,300 
26,600 

50% Nitro 
24,000 
27,400 

Diesel
21,800
25,800

Well, those are the numbers. Hereare 
my conclusions:

1) If you’re willing to pour in nitro, 
you'll go faster. A winning C/L Goodyear 
engine on 50% nitro should turn the 
larger prop well over 25,000 rpm. In a 
"go-fast" event with no nitro limit, the 
diesel is outgunned.

2) If nitro content is limited to "sport 
fuel”  levels the average Rossi glow will 
develop about the same power if con
verted to diesel.

Since diesels aren't allowed in 1/4 
Midget and the Rossi R/C is not really 
considered as an average R/C engine, 
can the above be extrapolated to other 
engines? Even if it can, is a diesel con
version a good choice for everyone?

My answer to the first is: I don’t know. 
I suspect that the diesel compares less 
favorably on peak power as the engine 
increases in size. However, I’ll hold an
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open mind.
My answer to the second is a firm no. 

Everyone’s requirements are just too 
varied for a blanket conversion to diesel, 
and probably the best reason is in the 
words "conversion to diesel.”

If I were building a small sport free 
flight or free flight scale plane I’d pick a 
small diesel. Why? Simplicity. I could go 
out to fly with no more equipment 
than a small can of fuel.

What does a weekend R/C’er save? 
Not much. He probably has a tool box 
full of equipment and may well have a 
glow driver hooked up to his starter 
battery. Having no glow plug in the 
engine doesn’t simplify his life.

Worse yet, he has to replace his 
engine’s head, learn what the compres
sion screw does, and has to replace all 
the natural or silicone rubber in his fuel 
system. Finally, he probably has to 
scratch around and buy some diesel fuel 
at the retail price instead of using the 
club fuel at $6 per gallon. All this to cut 
his fuel consumption in half and elimi
nate his glow plug bill.

I hope I’m not misunderstood. There 
is a good case for general use of diesels. 
However, the glow engine has de
veloped its supporting institutions which 
are non-existent for the diesel. For the 
present the diesel user will have to be 
more self-reliant, and I’ll try to provide 
some help in that d irection next 
month. ·

Charlie..............Continued from page 25
bit and mention that without the illus
trated component identification and 
installation sheet attached to the in
struction sheets, these components 
would be difficult for the neophyte to 
identify. This page bears very careful 
scrutiny since it clearly identifies all of 
the components you will find in the kit, 
and more importantly, tells you how to 
read, for example, the color code bands 
on each resistor.

The receiver was not particularly 
difficult to fabricate, however, some of 
the components, such as the choke 
assembly and the antenna and mixer 
coils, required an extra degree of care in 
assembly. By now, I realized the wisdom 
of requiring assembly of the servos first, 
with their relative sim plicity, which

The OCTURA CONNECTIONI-the

h e * h ex
FLEXIBLE SHAFT COUPLER

The Octura Flex-Hex Coupling lor tlexible 
shafts u ses an interchangeable collet, 
(available tor ,2 5 0 . .1 8 7 , .1 5 0  or .135  
diameter cable) to hold the cable secure ly 
without traying the end as w ith set screw  
connectors. Available to fit y , . - 2 4 . V .-28. 
7mm or 6mm threaded cran ksh a fts . When 
ordering specify thread and collet s ize s .
Order directly only it not available at your local hobby 
dealer — add 10% lor postage Illinois residents add 
additional 5% lor sales tax

S e n a  50c lo r  c a ta lo g  a n d  p r ic e  l i s t  to :

OCTURA MODELS, INC.
C e le b ra t in g  o u r  2 5 th  y e a r '"

7351 N. Hamlin Ave ·  Skokie. IL 60076
— '
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I  p -n u t  Kirs ·  n y l o n  u a k i n c s

BROWN CO-7 ENGINES 

REAL JAPANESE TISSUE-PROPS

17%** SPAN 4  '  COMPLETE CATALOG $1.00
K IT $ 4 .4 9 M ANY HARO TO FIND ITEMS

H 1 Peek-Polymers
BOX 2498-MB LA MESA, CAUF. 92041 J

adequately prepares the newcomer for 
the more difficult tasks required to build 
the receiver. Again, careful attention to 
the instructions is an absolute must. I 
was particularly careful in the bending 
of the tabs and wires flush against the 
backside of the P.C. boards prior to 
soldering, to assure there was no chance 
of a short circuit between conductor 
strips. P.C. board cleanliness prior to 
soldering the components helps guar
antee there will be no "cold” solder 
joints. By the time you get to the re
ceiver, yoursoldering techniquesshould 
be near perfection, with nice shiny joints 
void of excess solder. (Mine are almost 
perfect.)
TRANSMITTER

Being a self-perceived "expert” by 
now, I could hardly wait to get my hands 
on the transmitter kit, as I ’m basically a 
mechanic anyway and this looked like 
(and was) a fun project. Since the pre
tuned R.F. section is pre-assembled by 
the factory (only a holder of a first or 
second class commercial license may 
legally tune the R.F. section) the assem
bly of the rest of the P.C. board is 
straightforward, with little difficulty.
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• Leaves minimum burr
6" Blade-will not · Cuts metal
twist or buckle (including spring steel)

• 6 Blade
positions

M I N I ^
SAW

f o r  HEA V Y  or  L IG H T  JOBS
Cuts most anything — metal, wood, plastic, etc.

Chip-proof 
handle

Comfortable 
grip Recessed nose— 

for use in normally 
hard-to-reach places

Extra 
blades 

3 for $1.25

• Compac t—easy to store in tool box or drawer.

APPLIED DESIGN CORP. ·  738 Penn Street ·  El Segundo, CA 90245

BARRONS SCALE CLASSICS
PLANS WITH CONST MANUAL 
SPORT s c a l e "*a t  ITS FINEST « -

CURTISS HAWK P6E ft 12 .50  
CURTISS GOSHAWK FI I $ 1 5 .0 0  
CURTISS GULFHAWK ΙΑ $ 15.00

21N SC A LE  6 3  IN SPAN

STINSON RELIANT SR 9 $ 1 5 .00
2IN S C A L E  8 4 IN SPAN

PLEASE ADD $ 2 .0 0  FOR P/H 
ALSO AVAILABLE IN 1/4 SCALE
S E N D S  1.00 FOR COMPLETE 
INFORMATION TO -----NINFORMATION T 0 -  

RICHARD G BARRON
1213 HOLLY SPRING LANE 
GRAND BLANC, MICHIGAN 48439

p O L t ^ S l
iS W S S f e l

A Unique Catalog
of the most Thousands 

Wanted 01 
Merchandise 200 pa9es
•n the World *4.95

314 Fifth Avenue 
New York. NY 10001 

(212) BR9-9035

Mechanical assembly of the transmit
ter is no sweat (follow the instructions, 
dummy) and the Dunham 2-axis stick 
assemblies go together without prob
lems; a nice piece of engineering in this 
department. The wire harness to each of 
the stick assemblies is already cut to 
exact length to allow for movement 
without mechanical interference. Even 
so, these dimensions are carefully set 
forth in the instruction manual. I did 
have to drill a one-quarter inch hole in 
the top corner of the transmitter case to 
accommodate the fifth channel retract 
switch and two smaller holes to mount 
the charge receptacle for the nickel- 
cadmium transmitter batteries. This 
battery pack was assembled and encased 
within a neat plastic container that 
typically nests within the bottom of the 
transmitter housing. Wire ties were used 
as recommended to complete the trans
mitter assembly process. Let me tell you, 
this "dynamite” little transmitter is small 
when compared to other systems on the 
market. However, I find it lays in the 
hands quite comfortably and the stick

SAIL CONTROL WINCHES

W-1 . . . $50.00 W-2 . . . $129.00
• Custom R/C design for all boat sizes · Power - 40 in. lbs. «Travel 

time - 5 seconds »Voltage - 4.8-6 (W-1) «Size - 2 x 2 x 5  inches.

The Probar W-1 is mechanically operated by a separate, neutralizing 
servo. The Probar Propo ZZ-2 is designed to plug directly into the receiver, 
and requires no extra batteries. Specify Kraft, Futaba, or no connector. 
Both winches are fully assembled and tested, ready to install. AH mounting 
hardware, switch pushrod (W-1 only), and winch arm blank are supplied.

STA IN LESS  S T E E L  HARDW ARE: M ISCELLAN EO U S ITEM S:
Turnbuckles. Chainplates, Goosenecks, Sheet exit guides, Bowsie,
Boom vang pivots. Pad eyes, Tangs. Rudder posts, Mast head 
Deck cleats. Boom cleats. Rigging wire, fitting. Dacron sheet line.

Dealer inquiries invited.

PROBAR DESIGN P.O. BOX 639 ESCONDIDO, CA. 92025

assemblies are very smooth, with the 
right amount of "feel” for effortless and 
effective operation.

The remaining tasks included fabrica
tion of the switch harness, the flight 
system Ni-Cd battery pack and assembly 
of the dual charger system (if you can 
call soldering on a couple of plugs an 
"assembly" process).

Now comes the fun! Here I am with a 
transmitter, a receiver, and four servos 
. . .  all out of tune. Fortunately, there is 
one constant; that previously men
tioned factory preassembled and cali
brated servo. By closely following the 
carefully worded instructions, step-by- 
step, that calibrated servo provides the 
means of aligning the system so it works 
just like a factory-tuned radio. Each 
channel is manually aligned by adjusting 
the trim pots on the stick units, and a 
trim pot on the circuit board. No instru
mentation is required! If you are capa
ble, however, and can beg, borrow, 
and/or use your own oscilloscope, clear 
instructions are also given for instru
mented logic calibration.

I wish I could say that I performed the 
transmitter logic calibration myself, but I 
didn't. Since I live within driving dis
tance of the Cannon factory, I took 
advantage of the situation and hand- 
delivered the system to the factory for 
calibration. Since I’m basically an inse
cure person, I was greatly relieved when 
Charlie’s technician didn’t immediately 
"trash can”  my efforts upon first system 
inspection! These capable people soon 
had my system nicely calibrated, in
spected and "stamped” with approval.
They sent me on my way a happy man. I 
had actually built my own radio control 
system!

The system has since been flown in 
slope gliders for many solid, trouble- 
free hours. Recently, my son, Steve,flew 
the system in a small Cox-powered 
aircraft with no problems of any sort.

Any dedicated R/C modeler should 
give serious consideration to building 
one of Charlie’s Radio Control Systems. 
A better understanding and apprecia
tion of the radio systems most of us take 
for granted will be an obvious result.

The electrical engineer or electronic 
technician who builds this system will 
take advantage of the schematics pro
vided and for those who possess an 
oscilloscope, sequential waveform pic
tures illustrate what these waveforms 
should look like at various checkpoints 
in the circuit. To reiterate, the instruc
tion sheets provided are well done and 
complete, both for the amateurs and 
professional alike.

To sum up, building Charlie's 5- 
channel Deluxe Mini-Sport Model radio 
system has been a rewarding and educa
tional experience for me.

The system has performed flawlessly 
to date and the small size of the trans
mitter (1-11/16x4-13/16x5-5/16 inches) 
is a pure delight! It is so small and light 
you barely know you have the transmit
ter in your hands while flying the system.

Do yourself a favor. Build one of
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PIERC E AERO  COMPANY PRESEN TS

COMPLETE KITS 
WITH

PRECISION CUT PARTS 
ALL HARDWARE 
FULL-SIZE PLANS

"RIDGE RAT" - $39.95 
49" span Slope Sailplane 
Area - 436 sq. in., Wt. - 32 oz. 
Wing Loading - 10.6 oz/sq. ft.

PIERCE 
AERO CO.

"PARAGON" - $69.95 
118" span Thermal Soarer 
Area - 1080 sq. in., Wt. - 48 oz. 
Wing Loading - 6.3 oz/sq. ft.

9626 Je llico  Avenue, Northridge, California 91325 Phone (213) 349-4758

Charlie’s kits and enjoy a new facet in 
the sport of Radio Control modeling. ·

Plug Sparks . . . Continued from page 41

Feb. 23-24 . .  SAM 25 Las Vegas Annual
March 15-16......... SCIFS Kick-Off, Taft
April 13...................SCAMPS Texaco, Taft
May 24,25,26 ........... USFF Champs, Taft
June 22 . SCAMPS ROW. Lake Elsinore
June 29 ......................................... SCIFS, Taft
August 17. .  SCAMPS Ohlsson 23 only, 

Lake Elsinore
Sept. 14.........................  SCAMPS Rubber,

Mile Square
Oct. 4 -5 .......................SCIFS Texaco, Taft
Nov. 15-16............SCAMPS Annual, Taft

Jim Adams informs this writer that the
schedule is pretty well graven in stone, 
but there may be a few more miscella
neous meets to be announced, such as 
another VAMPS contest, SAM 31 (Phoe
nix), and the San Diego boys haven't 
been heard from as of this writing. Main 
idea is to keep thVs schedule handy, as it 
represents all major Old Timer contests 
in California (with apologies to the 
VAMPS).
BIPLANE-ITIS

Gordon Codding of Kingman, Arizona 
has come up with the neatest idea in Old 
Timers yet. He has been taking standard 
designs such as the Miss Tiny or Ohlsson 
Pacemaker and adding a lower wing to 
them. The net result is some of the 
neatest looking biplanes you would ever 
want to see. Even without struts, they 
have a Waco biplane look about them.

In that same line, this may be the very 
thing to revive the SCAMPS Old Ruler 
event, a good idea that went nowhere. 
The Old Ruler event was intended for 
those modelers who wanted to design 
their own models that conformed to the 
F/F rules of 1940. Unfortunately, this 
one-shot type of contest failed, as most 
fellows don’t have the time to build 
specialty models for a once-a-year 
contest.

The whole thing really went down the 
tubes when regular Old Timers such as 
Comet Clippers were allowed to enter 
this event with the flimsiest of modifica
tions. The idea here was to encourage 
entries, but in fact did nothing other 
than create another duplicate event to

try your luck in.
This latest idea of making biplanes out 

of monoplanes may be the answer. 
Codding claims they fly much slower 
and much more realistically. After all, 
isn’t that what we are all in this Old 
Timer game for? A few of the SAM 
chapters that sponsor or have sponsored 
this event might do well to take a good 
look at this latest idea.
VAMPS ANNUAL 1980

Although we didn’t plug this contest 
last year (due to late notice), this is a two- 
day meet every fun modeler should 
attend. This year will find the VAMPS 
Annual being staged on February 23 and 
24 at Héhderson, Nevada.

One of the more interesting gimmicks 
employed by this club is that you may fly

any event on either day. This makes for 
very interesting sandbagging! The only 
exception to this rule is the Texaco 
event, which will be staged on Sunday 
only. Other events will be Class A-B 
Cabin. Class A-B Pylon. C Cabin. C 
Pylon. 30 Sec. Antique. .020 Replica, and 
O.T. Scale. You all come out. ya hear! 
F.L.A.S.H.

That’s an acronym, man, in case you 
didn’t recognize it: FLorida Asks for 
Some Help. Yep, it’s true! Ivan Tarbert.a 
banished Californian now located at 
Lake of the Woods, 437 Meadowood 
Blvd., Fern Park, FL32730.isaskingforali 
interested R7C Old Timer fliers to drop 
him a line. Ivan wants to organize some 
Old Timer radio control activity. After all 
the meets in California. Ivan literally is

“SERIES FIFTY” Old Timers
FREE FLIGHT or RADIO CONTROL

1938 P0WERH0USC

$39.95

η  M «IS C ircuit- FF O' R/C

v r  SPAN 
1M SQ. IN.
U  I ·  Μ OZ.

MACHINE CUT PACTS 
rocwco LANOINC C l AC 

PARTIAL C tC HARDWARE 
TOP GRADE SELECT SALSA 
DETAILED FULL SIX« PLANS 

PRINTEO ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 
SPECIAL ELECTRIC INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

-EXCELLENT R/C TRAINERS -

1939 MR TRAILS SP0RSTER

$39.95
T s re  :i

Dm Ni  end OutnOuto* toquMM· C

M IC R Ó B
New Pirelli Rubber
Available in many 
Popular Sizes!!!

SHOWN IN PIC 
Piper J3 Cub! 
Stinson 125!
Piper Vagabond! 
Sherry!

EACH $4.25 

At Your Dis/Dealer Now!!

Which Peanut Scale Kits will you choose? 
Indoor or Outdoor — or Both?

MICRO-X PUTS EXCELLENCE 
IN YOUR MODELING!!

Both series feature
* Printwood!
* 18" Stripwood!
* Light Colored Tissue!

Catalog $1.00

Micro-X Products 
P.O. Box 1063-A 
Lorain. Ohio 44055
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Model Engineering of Norwalk
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dying on the vine! All right, you guys, 
you know the problem. Let’s write! 
HURIOT SPORTS

Just received a nice letter from Bob 
"Bucky”  W alter, who explains that 
HURIOT is an abbreviation for Huron, 
Erie, and Ottawa counties, all located on 
the southwest shores of Lake Erie.

SAM 39 members are desirous of 
increasing their membership, and they 
know darn well there are a lot of model
ers out there who simply don’t know 
about the existence of the Huriot R/C 
Sport Flyers (SAM 39). Those interested 
in getting into the O.T. fun, contact: 
Ralph Turner, 35283 Keller Dr., Avon, 
OH 44011, (216) 937-6884.

GIANT SCALE

.60 Prop Drive or Quadra Power 60 sq. ft. 
detailed construction drawings. P.P. 
U S -A. $25.00
Canopy & Fiberglass Cowl available. Send 15$ stamp 
for more details.

NICK ZIROLI
29 Edgar Dr.. Smithtown. N.Y 11787

The Huriot O.T. meet, which should 
more appropriately be named the "Hot- 
dogfest,”  came off on October 21 at the 
NASA Plum Brook Station located in 
Sandusky, Ohio. Weather consisted of 
clear skies, 80 degree temperatures . . . 
and unbearable high winds. With such 
weather it indeed took a stout man to fly. 
Bucky points out the results of the 
contest were five cases of near heart 
failure on the part of the pilots, while 32 
onlookers clapped, cheered and even 
prayed.

Although it was windy, it still was a 
great day for FUN. An even better social 
event was held which included hangar 
flying about the Old Timer planes. The 
boys were fortunate to have Chet Lanzo

and Joe Elgin on hand. This, in itself, 
made the whole day worthwhile.

Among the more important results of 
this bash was the Eating event, which 
showed the consuming of seven pounds 
of hot dogs, two gallons of lemonade, 
one gallon of iced tea, and 75 cups of 
coffee.

Probably the biggest attraction of the 
meet was Will Schachtel’s giant 12-foot 
Playboy. In that heavy wind, it took four 
guys to keep the model from maxing out 
from a dead start. Joe Elgin sure got a 
kick out of the huge Playboy.

Latest dope from the Huriot club is 
that Chet Lanzo wanted to donate his 
1937 R/C Nats Trophy to the club as a 
perpetual trophy. Although the Huriot 
boys realized this was quite an honor, 
they felt Chet should give it to the 
National SAM organization for a per
petual trophy. This columnist thinks it 
would make a dandy perpetual trophy 
for the Texaco event. Could call it the 
Lanzo Texaco Perpetual Trophy. How 
about that, men? More dope on this in a 
future SAM Speaks issue. 
WASHINGTON CALLING

No, not Washington, D.C., but SAM 8 
of Washington, whose members enjoy 
meeting at the Boeing Aircraft Recrea
tion Center. Their latest idea is worth 
noting and possibly being taken up by 
other SAM Chapters.

SAM 8 has started a trophy called the 
"Dick Lee Old Timer of the Year Award." 
The rules provide that selection should

The AMAZING, FU LLY ACROBATIC
SPARROW I, by S P E C IA LTY  MODELS

* Ready-to-fly weight, with 2-ch. radio . .  17 oz.
•  New concept in glider fligh t. . Ailerons and

elevator only.
* Build, ready to fly , in ONE EVEN IN G .
• Vacuum-formed fuselage. Tapered foam wing.

36”  span, 200 sq. in. area. Balsa flying stab. 
WARNING .. This is not a trainer, but a beaut

iful, fast flying glider, to test your skill. 
$19.95 California residents add 6% tax. Add  

$2.00 for prepaid shipping.
Dealer inquiries inviled. 

SPECIALTY MODELS 
Box 1819, Canyon Country, CA 91351
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be made on the basis of sportsmanship, 
dedication to the principles and sport of 
Old Time modeling, and promotion of 
the sport in their area. To be eligible to 
vote and possibly receive the award, you 
must be a member of SAM 8 in good 
standing. The award is not for the best 
flier or the prettiest airplanes, but for the 
person who has helped others, pro
moted the activities of SAM, and has 
shown a real dedication to our O.T. 
hobby.

Now how about that? Isn’t this what 
the Old Timers is all about? Due credit 
should be given to Dick Lee, who 
thought up the idea but has sponsored 
the award out of his own pocket. It’s 
things like this that are the secret of 
SAM’s endurance and growth!
THE FUN CLUB

No question about it, SAM chapter 30 
is the most fun-oriented club this col
umnist has run into. Their Annual is 
always the best to go to, as they now 
have the use of the finest flying field 
these eyes have ever beheld! Imagine 
flying off forty acres of dichondra!! 
Better than a golfing green!

In addition, the barbecue feed (gen
erally held at 2 p.m.) is the show stopper 
of all. The food gets better, more plenti
ful, and greater in variety every year. 
Seems like every modeling wife has to 
put her share in. Net result, more darn 
spectators (and hungry ones too!) than 
you would ever expect at a contest of 
this sort.

The Team Texaco event is the big draw 
here. All local SAM chapters are repre
sented here (21, 27 and 30). Rules are 
quite simple: Three-man teams, each 
man gets one flight. The event is run 
Texaco style except no gas is dispensed, 
only a two-minute motor run. This type 
of event promotes real teamwork and
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Hobby H o rn ............................................. 82
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adds to the general fun. You have 
competition but not that gotta-win 
attitude you find in the standard events. 
For the first time, the club (SAM 30) that 
claims they try harder because “ we’re 
always second,” came away with the 
prize. It’s great to have fun and win too!

Three other events were staged dur
ing the day, with Don Bekins winning 
Limited Engine Run, Bob Hughes the 
Antique event, and Nick Sanford the 
heavily entered Texaco event.

SAM 30 should be commended for 
putting on a super meet and all-around 
good time. Hal Cullens, the spark plug, 
secretary, newsletter editor and Contest 
Director showed how to get things 
done. He had a loudspeaker system, 
sign-up tents, and shelter for the boys, as 
it did rain in California that day!
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SAM 30 has earned such an enviable 
reputation for putting on meets that 
they will host the West Coast R/C SAM 
Champs on Memorial Day at this re
markable field. Paste that date in your 
hat!
SCAMPS ANNUAL

We have been trying to hold down 
contest reports, but Jim Adams sent in 
such a neat report on the SCAMPS 
Annual that we couldn’t resist reporting 
same. As Jim says, in spite of indifferent 
weather, the meet was well attended. 
Some small showers and wind on Satur
day failed to dampen the modelers’ 
enthusiasm.

Probably the most interesting facet to 
develop at this meet was the entries in 
the Rubber event. With the advent of 
good rubber (well, reliable at least!), the

CLASSIFIED ADS
Noncommercial (personal items) Rate is 25 cents per word, with a minimum of S3.00 
Commercial Rate is 40 cents per word, with a minimum of $5 00 No mail-order discount 
house ads knowingly accepted No advertising agency discounts allowed 
All ads are payable with order, and may be for any consecutive insertion period specified 
Name and address free, phone number counts as two words. Send ad and payment to 
M ODEL B U ILD ER  Magazine, Classified Ads. 621 West 19th St., Costa Mesa. Ca. 92627

SELL — Modeling/Aeronautical collection 
Some prior 1940 Wt «200 Nol ship — 
Deliver 100 mile radius. List $1 00 Joe 
Hagans. 306 Franklin Ave.. Franklin, KY 
42134

GLASS CLOTH 0 6 o z . finest woven quality. 
38" wide, continuous length 5 yds $1395:10 
yds $24 95 Dan Parsons. 11809 Fulmer N E , 
Albuquerque. NM 87111

WANTED: Old-Time spark ignition model air
plane motors and gas model race cars. 
Russell Stokes, Rt 1. Box 73J. Keller, TX 
76248.

MODEL YACHTSMEN — Proportional con
version of any sail control unit R C " 
spinnaker control "R C " genoa control 
Plans $2 each — all $5 Rainbow, Box 796- 
MB, Westbury. NY 11590

GIANT CLEVELAND MODEL SCALE PLANS 
Dozens ol famous planes 5' to 10 'wingspan 
Pictorial catalog 50Φ Two years $1.00 (by 
check add 10C) Cleveland Models, 10307- 
X4 Detroit: Cleveland. OH 44102
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F U L L  S IZE PLANS S E R V IC E
Including reprint of construction article 

(if any)

No. 3801 LES  LONG'S "W IM PY" S9.50
Lightweight R/C 1/4-scale homebuilt for 
electric or gas, 94" span. By Le Gray.

No. 3802 AERO SPO RT "Q U A IL "  S2.00
Abeginner's rubber scale, span 26". Easy 
to build, andgreat flier. By Walt Mooney.

No. 3803 OV-10A "BRO N CO " S3.00
An out-of-the-rut rubber scale model for 
expert builders, 36”  span. Tom Houle.

380-0.T . FLAMINGO S6.00
Rare old-timer appeared in 1938 JASCO 
catalog, 89" span. By Roger Hammer

No. 2801 T IPO RA R E $5.75
Top pattern ship in 1979. Flown by Dave 
Brown at World Champs. Dick Hanson

No. 2802 JU N K ER S  JU-88D-1 $7.50
Prize-winning C/L scale medium bomber 
easily converted to R/C. Roland Baltes

No. 280-O.T. RED  R IPPER  $5.00
Sort of a 'squared off' Zipper, from 7/40 
Flying Aces. 72" span. By Jerry Peeples.

No. 1801 CESSNA 310 $5.75
This compact R/C scale twin spans 52" 
and flies on .19 power. D. G. Prentice.

No. 1802 DFH-23 $2.50
An .020 mini-pattern ship for 2 or 3-ch. 
radio. Span only 22". Bengt Lundström.

No. 1803 B R ISTO L FLY IN G  LAB $2.00
An indoor rubber scale biplane from the 
master of obscure designs. Bill Stroman.

No. 180-O.T. SUPER CLODHOPPER $3.00
Highly refined version of 1937 Moffet 
winner, from 1941 A .T . By Jim Cahill.

No. 12791 A5A V IG ILA N T E  $5.00
R/C Sport Scale modern-day jet fighter 
for .40 size pusher engine. Pavel Bosak.

No. 12792 E X C A L IB E R  II $5.00
R/C tunnel-hull outboard constructed of 
plywood, for K&B .21. By Jerry Dunlap.

No. 12793 STA R D U STER  TOO $2.50
Free flight rubber scale model of popular 
homebuilt bipe, 18" span. Steve Gardner.

No. 1279-0.T . MISS T IN Y  $3.00
Well known and sharp little 1938 gassie 
for .19-.23 ignition, 46". Barney Snyder.

11791 PO CKET SO A R ER  $3.00
A ll sheet-balsa T-tail one or two-channel 
50" span glider, for .020. B. Lundström.

11792 C U R TISS  18 T-1 $3.00
Rare tri-winged military seaplane in 3/4" 
rubber scale, spans 24". By Bill Noonan.

1179 O.T. MISS P H ILA D ELP H IA  $7.50 
Maxwell Bassett's famed 8-ft. parasol gas 
model, kitted by Scientific. By MB staff.

No. 10791 TH E B IG  S T IK  $10.00
World's most popular R/C design in a new 
size (8 ’/T). For 2" engines. Don Anderson.

Price includes 3rd Class postage and reprint 
of building instructions (if any). Add 65* 
PER PLAN for 1st Class postage. Add 50* 
PER PLAN for overseas orders (except APO 
and FPO). Complete plans list 35 i .  
C A LIFO R N IA  R ES ID EN TS  ADO 6% T A X .

MODEL BU ILDER PLANS SER V ICE  
621 WEST NINETEENTH ST.

COSTA MESA, CALIFO RN IA 92627

interest in flying rubber-powered 
models has shown a marked increase. In 
this event, no one particular model 
design stood out, as each contestant had 
a different design. This is to be greatly 
desired, a difference of opinion leading 
to a good competitive event.

Adams also reports that for the first 
time in his flying Old Timer models, he 
finally saw a Spook 48 win the Class B 
event. Al Heinrich wasn’t kidding when 
he said he had a performer! Also noted 
was Bob Oslan with a Pete Bowers Fly 
Baby. This excellent looking model flew 
just as good as it looked. The only reason 
this model has not placed more lately in 
that it was in the "lost” category for 
quite some time. Look out from now on!

Talk about a Strato Streak syndrome in 
the .020 Replica event . . . Strato Streaks 
took five places out of the first eight 
entries. The other places were taken by 
Playboys. Almost like the Class C Pylon 
event; if you don’t have a Comet Sail
plane you are in trouble! The Class A 
and B events were dominated by Rangers 
and Zippers. One oddball, a Snuffy 6 , 
placed in Class A Pylon.

An interesting ruling came up at this 
meet, in that the original 1938 Zipper 
(sometimes known as the Gas Bird) was 
not allowed in the Antique events but 
was flown only in the Old Timer classes. 
This was in deference to the intent of the 
SAM rules and Preamble. However, 
unless a definite rule is approved by the 
SAM membership and/or chapters, this 
action may lead to hard feelings. Defini
tion is needed!
SERMON ON THE MOUNT

Ever so often this columnist feels that 
something should be said of how events 
and contests go to the dogs for lack of 
participants. Statements such as “ free 
flight is dying" and “ radio control is 
becoming a one-design event” are a 
result of allowing the hotshot fliers to

amend the rules to suit their purposes. It 
is a fact of life that if the blood-and-guts 
boys can’t win all the time, there must be 
something wrong with the rules and 
therefore need changing.

This has been brought out rather 
forcibly in an editorial by that incom
parable writer of irony, Ken Sýkora, 
SCIFS newsletter editor. In his editorial, 
Ken notes the same thing that has 
plagued all events. He states that the 
low-keyed, fun type events, after they 
have been on the calendar for awhile, 
suffer from the blood-and-guts type of 
fliers. These sort out the best possible 
design, work any possible angle on the 
rules, and then make a personal crusade 
out of winning every time.

In the course of this process a pre
dictable phenomenon occurs. A day 
comes when two or three of these 
serious guys show up at a meet (to “ pick 
off” this event) and they are the only 
entrants. The other fliers have taken 
their business elsewhere. (Maybe look
ing for more fun and a little less pre
dictability?)

Stage Two: The clubs can’t continue 
to support events for two or three 
contestants. The event is dropped. 
Everyone loses.

Ken Sýkora points out such is the case 
of .020 Replica, one of the most popular 
events ever to develop in the Old Timer 
movement. Entries ran as high as 85 at 
the SAM Champs. Slowly, the lesser 
performance ships disappeared, leaving 
only a few hot designs such as the Strato 
Streak. If you can bring it in at two or 
three ounces (or less!) with a hot engine 
it is almost out of sight on the power run 
alone. So, it is a quick three-max flight 
before breakfast, add two or three for 
insurance, and the event is over for all 
practical purposes by 9:30. Ho hum! Is it 
no wonder there is no waiting line to 
enter?

Ken feels the answer is small field 
contests with events tailored for a little 
fun and excitement. However, in this 
columnist’s opinion, this does not pre
vent the hotshots from ruining these 
events.

The phenomenon of only a few 
models surviving a grueling contest 
reminds one of Darwin’s theory; only 
the best of the species survive, and so it is 
with models. It is the contention of this 
columnist that designs should be handi
capped in direct proportion to the 
number of wins they register. If you just 
took 2% off the total time of a particular 
design every time it won, in less than a 
year, the other less-competitive designs 
would start showing up.

Of course, this requires quite a bit of 
bookkeeping, but when analyzed on the 
basis of a year’s results, it certainly 
doesn’t take the most obtuse of model
ers very long to count up the number of 
wins by any particular series of designs. 
Furthermore, it is most simple to impose 
a handicap on that particular design. 
Guess what? We’d start seeing some
thing besides Zippers, Sailplanes, Play
boys, and Strato Streaks in the pylon 
event. Same thing for the cabin event. 
Well, whadya think, men? Isthisawayof 
recapturing some of the fun that is 
disappearing from O.T. competition? ·

Counter.......Continued from page 8

intended especially for iron-on plastic 
coverings, and so no compound con
tours are used in the design (this is 
supposed to be a beginner’s model, 
remember). But the most intriguing part 
about the Cobra is the wing construc
tion, which makes use of ribs, a 1/4-inch 
dowel l.e., and a pre-shaped t.e. (and at 
least one spar, we hope). No dihedral 
braces, wing sheeting, or reinforcing 
tape is used. This no doubt makes for
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. .a truly simple wing that takes less 
time to build than it takes to cover it,”  as 
the news release states, but where does 
the strength come from? It’s a real head- 
scratcher. Other kit features include all 
pre-cut parts, exclusive "Jemloc” fuse
lage construction, instructions consist
ing of artist illustrations (said to be easier 
to follow than photographs), all hard
ware. and a clear plastic canopy. Retail 
price is $44.95.

You can find out more from Jemco, 
1305 Foothill Dr., Vista, CA 92083.

•  *  *

Power fliers who have been having 
trouble getting their particular engine/ 
carb/tank set-ups to run correctly with 
the Robart Super Pumper Mk. II, or who 
find that the Mk. II adjustment is ex
tremely critical with their particular 
engine/carb/tank installation, should 
get one of the new Robart Auto Mix 
devices. This clever gizmo requires no 
adjustment, and once installed in your 
fuel system, the Mk. II Super Pumper 
need only be adjusted to deliver more 
fuel than the engine demands, the 
excess fuel being automatically returned 
to the tank by the Auto Mix. A neat idea, 
no? The Auto Mix works with all dis
placement type fuel pumps and sounds 
like it’s well worth the asking price of 
$9.95.

The new Robart Super Pumper Mk. IV 
is a Super Pumper and Auto Mix com
bined into a single package. This ought 
to be just the thing for tight cowling 
situations, and it also reduces the amount 
of plumbing intheenginecompartment, 
as compared to the Super Pumper Mk. 
Il/Auto Mix combination. The Mk. IV 
Pumper sells for $24.95.

For more information, write to Robart, 
310 N. 5th St., St. Charles, IL 60174.

•  *  *

A company new to the modeling 
industry is American Marketing Inc., 
and its first offering is a handy little item 
billed as the "Clean Machine.” It's a 
small ultrasonic cleaner that all model
ers should find extremely useful. If 
you’ve never used one of these types of 
cleaners before, you’re really missing 
the boat when it comes to getting your 
engines, timers, or any other precision 
piece of equipment really clean. The 
Clean Machine will remove everything 
from the smallest particles of grit to 
hard-to-clean tarnish on engine parts, 
and if the cleaning solution supplied 
doesn't do the job, a stronger one can be 
substituted. The plastic cleaning basin is 
impervious to just about any kind of 
cleaner you’d want to use on metal 
parts, so there’s not much chance of 
having to stand helplessly by while your 
new ultrasonic cleaner dissolves in front 
of your very eyes, on account of a too- 
strong cleaning solution. Oh yes, the 
unit operates on 110 volts A.C.

At present the Clean Machine is 
available only direct from American 
Marketing Inc., P.O. Box 4011 Terminal 
Annex, Los Angeles, CA 90054. Retail 
price is $29.95, plus $1.50 postage. 
California residents be sure to add on 
that 6% sales tax. ·

IN STOCK FOR IM M EDIATE SHIPM ENT

QUADRAS a»*0
Q U A D R A  R E P A IR  · $10.00 plus parts 
Jim  Messer’s ER C O U P E  K IT  · $195.99* 
Concept’s B IG  F L E E T  K IT  - $179.95* 
Bark ley ’s T IG E R  M OTH K IT  - $249.95* 
•includes F R E E  DuBro wheels 
1/4-SCALE P LA N S (for Quadra):

E R C O U P E , S K V B O L T  · $20.00 ea. 
ST EA R M A N  - $24.95 ea.

Z IN G E R  & TO P F L IT E  PRO PS - 10% off 
B A LS A  & SP R U C E - 50% off 
C O C K P IT  K IT  for Ercoupe · $15.00 , for 

Stearman - $18.00 , for Fleet * $18.00 
R A D IA L  EN G IN ES  - $35.00
24-Hour Service . . . A d d  $2 .00  postage. 
Send Bank Check or M oney Order to:

JIM MESSER'S Q UALITY MODEL 
PRODUCTS

106 Valley View Dr.. Allegany. NY 14706

Workbench . . .  Continued from page 6 
UNDER COVER

Progress always has its drawbacks: the 
traffic jam-relieving freeway that cuts 
across beautiful meadows, the tearing 
down of historic buildings for shopping 
centers and parking lots, automatic 
transmissions that don’t know how to 
behave in snow, and R/C Model Builder 
tripling its circulation but no longer 
being mailed in an envelope. . .

W ell, the latter example certainly 
doesn't carry the impact of the others, 
but to those who like to save model 
magazines, and we’ve been one of ’em 
since around 1935, the loss of the "good- 
guys” white protective envelope as of 
last June, has been somewhat of a shock. 
After searching in vain for a way to 
protect the magazine during mailing 
without adding to the cost of produc
tion, we have finally arranged with our 
printer to provide envelope mailing for 
those who are willing to pay a slight 
additional cost . . .  25 cents per copy, or 
$3 per year. For anew subscriber, or one 
who is renewing, it’s easy; just add $3 per 
year to the subscription rate. For an 
existing subscriber who wishes to have 
the mailing envelope, it’s a little more 
complicated . . . how many months to 
pay for? Count the number of months 
from the time you order the envelope to 
the expiration date shown on your 
address sticker, subtract one, and multi
ply by 25 cents. Example: if you orderthe

ANNOUNCING
F * * l Staap Climb FLet Slow G ild·

For lh ·  now P 30 c l · · ·  \ \  ^
h * r ·  is ·  model d« tign«d  w l l h ^ ^ ^ ^ V
th ·  novice in mind end h · ·  t h ·  r  ------\
p o te n tia l to win In th ·  to u g h · · !  com pstW tm 1

THE P O TEN T 3 0
0 ·1 ·χ ·  k it  feeturee include 

Rolled b a le · fuaa lag · and «vino mount w ith  ďt 
Com puted prop end n o t ·  p lug ta il p tugArudd«r 
Precut wing r ib ·  »par notch·! Job ra tfd  b e lt·  a trip· 
H ig h ··! quality u te u · lubad ion tee t rubbar 
Detailed in s tru c tio n · fly in g  t ip ·  to h«lp you w io l 

CAT NO R2 $6.05 PLUS $ 1 0 0  P.4P 
chock or money o rde r to  CHA& WERLE 

3020 MORSE AVE NOO SACTO. CALIF. 0S$21

Purchasing a R/C Aircraft is 
easy and YOUNIQUE AT 
Hobby Capitol.
We keep a large and ready 
supply of Custom-Bilt RC 
Aircraft, Kits. Engines and RC 
Units at all times. And...thanks 
to years of experience dealing 
with people in all sections of 
U .S ....w e prepare many 
special, one-of-a-kind RC 
Aircraft for thot spedal one-of- 
a-kind RC Flyer who demands 
a unique look to express his 
tastes.
Chances are you'll find a 
custom point finish with 
exquisite detailed cockpit 
interiors and glassed engine 
compartments, real scale 
wheels and a custom grilled 
nose section thot will knock 
your socks off!...but you’ll 
probably never see another 
one like it. 'cause at Hobby 
Capitol our expert stressed 
preparation goes far beyond 
the standard checkout. RC 
shoppers are turning up in 
increasing numbers at our 
convenient showroom because 
the word is out...for 
outstanding buys and service, 
and the finest selection of 
unique RC Aircraft anywhere it's
HODDY CAPITOL 
O ld  Ig n itio n  T ra d e -in
W e Duy ond sell old tim e ignition 
engines. Dox up what you have ond 
send to us for on honest opproisol It 
could be worth o new  proportional set 
to you W e have m any engines with 
which you con also start o collection

Custom-Dilt-R/C

W e welcom e your bmlt-υρ airplanes, 
used proportionals ond old tim e ignition 

Come trade with us Top dollar

Built to Order from Plans or Kit. 
Many in stods to choose from.

It's o 
>400.00
Piper Tri-Pocer Quarter Scale Ö9 wingspan 

42 Sq Ft o< detoiled pions 
$1699 PP

Send $ 1.00 and self addressed stomped 
envelope for derailed list oř Duilt-Up R/C 
Models ond 50% Sole.

H o b b y  C a p ito l
46 N Oals St
Ventura CA 93001
Phone (805) 643-7616 / 642-8465
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Westchester County Center, White Plains, New York
Don’t miss our 12th annual show. It’ ll be the biggest and best ever!
Keep that last weekend in 
February o p e n ...th e  1980 
WRAM’s Show is going to be the 
largest yet. Well over 150 
manufacturers and other ex
hibitors have already signed up to 
bring you everything that’s new in 
the hobby.. .kits, engines, radi
os, accessories and everything in 
between. And, our famous Swap 
Shop will be in full operation with 
thousands of items, including 
built-up planes, almost new 
radios, engines and on and on and 
on with something for just about 
everyone.

Static Competition
Make sure your latest creation is 
finished up and polished so you'll 
have a chance to take home one 
of the dozens of trophies to be of
fered in these events:

WW I
POST WW I (Military)
POST WW I (Nco Military)
PATTERN 
SPORT BIPLANE 
OLO TIMERS 
SPORT 
PYLON 
GUDERS 
HELICOPTERS 
SCALE R/C BO *TS 
RACING R/C BOATS 
STANDOFF SCALE 
JUNIOR EVENTS 
R/C CARS 
BEST INSHOW

Judging takes place Sunday 
afternoon. Entries accepted until 
12 Noon Sunday

SWAP SHOP
The WRAM's Swap Shop has become 
one of the major show attractions 
with thousands of individual items 
changing hands. To help eliminate 
"registration crush", the 1980 Swap 
Shop will have a special pre-registra
tion line for those who have com
pleted a pre-registration form. To 
receive these forms send a s e l l ·  
a d d r e s s e d  s ta m p e d  envelope to: 
John Isbister. 4 Devon Rd 
Larchmont, N Y. 10528 
SPEC IAL NOTE
Because of the increased volume of 
items being brought to the Swap 
Shop, combined with space limita
tions. only one built-up model will be 
accepted from each Swap Shop regis
trant.
F o r  fu r th e r  in fo rm a tio n , w r ite  to  L a r ry  
D i R u b b o .  1 6 7  L i n d s e y  A v e  . 
B u c h a n a n . N Y .  10511. (9 1 4 ) 739-2827

the Westche Her Countt Center <s 
C**1 tteltf »oca ted ,n >he city o l 
While Plaint N Y  at the intersection o!
Rt 1/0. Centret Pei* A re . ena the 
B 'on i » iret Pe/kmer White Prams n  
w it  2?  mite* .K»fil ot N V C

10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

envelopes in March, 1980, and your 
subscription expires in November, 1980, 
that’s 7 times .25, or $1.75.

We’re sorry to have to pass the en
velope expense on to you, but that’s . . .  
uh, progress.
SLOPE PYLON RACE

This year, RCMB joins the Torrey Pines 
Gulls in sponsoring the Second Annual 
T.P.G. Pylon Racing Championships, at 
Torrey Pines, just above Black's Beach, 
La Jolla, California, on March 1 and 2, 
1980.

Sailplanes must comply with the FAI 
F-3B rules and regulations in order to 
compete in this AMA sanctioned event. 
Maximum wing loading is 23 oz./sq. ft., 
and maximum weight is 11 pounds. 
Weather permitting, there will be seven 
6-plane heats, with the finish at cliff 
level. This will protect the nude sun- 
bathers on Black’s Beach, 300 feet below 
the Torrey Pines slope site, overlooking 
the Pacific Ocean. Be sure to bring your 
binoculars and telephoto lenses . . .  to 
follow and photograph the gliders, of 
course.

Trophies will be presented at a barbe
cue following the race on Sunday. In 
addition to trophies, the first place 
winner will also receive a Bob Smith R/C 
Aircraft “ Seabreeze" and the second 
place winner a Marks Models "Bird of 
Time."

Entry fee for the two-day contest is 
$10, and must be received by the T.P.G. 
not later than February 28, 1980. For 
further information and entry blanks, 
contact Rick Schrameck, 1705 Gascony 
Road, Leucadia, CA 92024, phone (714) 
942-0571.

Come on out for the race . . . and test 
your concentration!
SYNCHROGYRO GEARS

Thanks to John Bell, of Port Charlotte, 
Florida, the problem of finding bevel 
gears for the twin-rotor R/C autogyro 
published in our September ’79 issue has 
been solved. Check this month’s "R/C 
World” for more information. ·

FREE
THIS $6.95 BOOK

PRO TECT YOUR 
SUBSCRIPTION IN 
AN E N V E L O P E . .  
SEE  BELOW

SPECIA L
R/C MODEL BU ILDER SUBSCRIPTION O FFER

W ITH YOUR MONEY-SAVING SUBSCRIPTION OR RENEWAL 
TO R/C M ODEL BU ILD ER  M AGAZIN E. THE BOOK CONTAINS  
A R TIC LES A B O U T BU ILD IN G . COVERING. F IN IS H IN G . AND  
F L IG H T  ADJU STM EN T . . . PLUS  FU LL-S IZ E  PLAN S FOR 12 
1 /2-IN C H  SCALE. FREE FLIG H T. WW-II F IG H TER  PLANES.

Name
(please print clearly)

L IM ITE D  OFFER . . ORDER NOW II

SEND ME:
Π  12 ISSUES FOR S20.00 □  24 ISSUES FOR $37.00

(17% O FF Newsstand Cost) (23% OFF Newsstand Cost)
Rates apply to the U .S., its possessions, and Canada. Elsewhere add 
$3.50 per year. ( ) Credit Card ( I Check Enclosed
To have your subscription mailed in a protective 
envelope, add $3.00 per year to the above rates, 
and check here ( ).

Address . 

City ___

VISA  ( ) Master Charge ( ) No.

. State .Zip

Expiration Date

Signature .
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K it B -28

$ 19.95

"K ris  K ra i"

Length: 19 
Beam: 6%
For .049 Gas Engine or 

Electric Motor

MEET
KRIS

□  Catalog ot entire line of airplane control line model kils R C scale and 
Trainer kits, boat model kits, accessories, etc 50* enclosed

□  ' Secrets of Model Airplane Building'. Including design, construction cover
ing, finishing, flying, adjusting, control systems, etc 50' enclosed.

□  "Secrets ot Control Line and Carrier Flying" Including preflight soloing, 
stunting. Carrier rules and regulations. Carrier flying hints and control line 
installation instructions 50* enclosed 
No checks. Only U.S. money orders or currency accepted

Name

Address

City .State -Zip



KIWI
KIT FEATURES:

Built-up Wing
Die-Cut Sig Balsa and Plywood 
Printed Balsa Fuselage Sides - 

Build Directly on the Wood 
Sheet Balsa Tail Surfaces 
Shaped Balsa. Ply and Hardwood Parts 
Clear Bubble Canopy 
Pre-Bent Torsion Bar Mam Landing Gear 
Coil Spring Nose Gear 
Nylon Nose Gear Bearing and Steering Arm 
Aluminum Motor Mounts 
Nylon Strip Hinges 
Nylon Control Horns 
Wire Aileron Torque Rods 
Nylon Wing Bolts 
RC Links and Threaded Rods 
Screws. Blind Nuts 
Full Size Plan
Illustrated Instruction Book

RC SPORT PATTERN FLIER
Designed by HANK POHLMANN

*47.50

The strong, simple construction of this low-wing sportster gets you into 
the air fast and keeps you there for many a flying session. Lots of room 
in the fuselage for easy mounting of almost any kind of RC equipment. 
The large area control surfaces give sensitive maneuvering response for 
fast action in fun-fly competition. Or you can reduce the movement and 
cruise around in a relaxed and easy manner. Check that list of features!

WINGSPAN: 54"
SUGGESTED ENGINES: .35 - 45 
SUGGESTED RADIO: 4 CHANNEL

FINISH! OF CHAMPIONS

HIGH GLOSS 
BUTYRATE DOPE

Low-Shrink Clear Dope

SIG LITE-COAT DOPE
* PREVENTS WARPING 
- LIGHTWEIGHT
* HIGH GLOSS

LC-OOl 4 Ounce . . . $1.19 
LC-003 8 Ounce . . . S I.98
LC-004 P in t ..................$3.25
LC-005 Quart . . . .  $5.25 
LC-006 Gallon . . . .  $13.95

USE SUPERCOAT THINNER 
TO THIN LITE-COAT

HIGH GLOSS 
BUTYRATE DOPE

SUGGESTIONS FROM THE SIG FACTORY FLIERS ABOUT FINISHING WITH SIG DOPES

SIG SUPERCOAT DOPE
Fuel Proof Model Aircraft Dope

Light Red 
Tennessee Red 
Lemon Yellow 
Cub Yellow 
Polar Gray 
Jet Black 
Dark Blue 
Miami Blue

Light Blue 
Orange 
Maroon 
Brown
Diana Cream 
Brilliant White 
Dark Green 
Forest Green

Brite Green 
Olive Drab 
Metallic Blue 
Metallic Green 
Metallic Maroon 
Silver 
Brite Gold 
Brite Copper

COLORS ARE MIXED IN A LOW SHRINK BASE 

SUPERCOAT CLEAR IS IN A REGULAR SHRINK BASE

ALL COLORS AVAILABLE IN 4 02..

To prevent warps and excessive pull down of planked areas. 
Sig Supercoat Color Dope and Lite-Coat Clear are made with 
a low shrink base. They should be used on open framework 
covering only after the required amount of covering shrinkage 
has been obtained with one or more coats of Supercoat Clear 
Dope, which is in a shrinking type base Use Lite-Coat as the 
only clear dope on rubber powered and other small models. 
Solid sheet balsa or sheet balsa covered models, whether 
covered with paper, silk, or not. can use Lite-Coat as the only 
clear dope. (From this point we will refer to clear dope, which 
can be either regular or Lite-Coat. depending on whether 
you need shrinkage or no shrinkage) Covering all exoosed 
wood with silk, silkspan or similar material is recommended 
to strengthen the wood and prevent splitting and cracking. 
The covering makes an ideal base for a finish.
To prepare a balsa framework, either open or plankeJ. for 
covering, apply two coats of clear dope to the wood surfaces. 
Sand lightly after each coat is dry to remove any raised grain 
or fuzz. The bottom of the wing is a good place to start cover
ing Cut a piece of material about 1" larger than half of the 
wing with the grain running lengthwise. Dip in water ard ap
ply. Work around the edges, pulling out alt of the wr nkles 
and stretching it smooth Brush around the outside edge 
with clear dope It will soak through the covering and adhere 
to the dope already on the structure After drying, trim off 
the edges with a sharp, double-edged razor blade. Gc over 
any edges that have not adhered with more dope. The top 
half is done in the same fashion except that the covering 
should be brought down over the edge and lapped over the 
material on the bottom of the leading edge and over the back 
of the trailing edge. Other parts of the model are covered 
in similar fashion. Brush on two or more coats of clear dope to 
fill the grain and/or obtain desired shrinkage.

For a prize winning finish. Sig Sanding Sealer may be used to

fill the gram further and provide a base for color dope. Sand 
between coats with 220 to 360 Tr.-M-lte Finishing Paper 
Remove as much as possible of the sealer in the sanding pro
cess. but be careful not to cut into the covering material. Two 
coats of Sealer are generally enough. Apply a coat of clear 
before color doping. It is possible to use all clear dope as a 
base for color without using Sanding Sealer. Clear can also be 
sanded between coats.
Supercoat Color Dope should be thinned with 10% or more 
Supercoat Thinner for brushing This helps prevent brush 
marks and gives smoother coats Flow on wet coats and avoid 
rebrushing back over an area already painted. For spraying, 
thin dope about 50 - 50. Add more thinner if the dope does 
not go on evenly.
Sig Retarder can be used in place of part of the Supercoat 
Thinner when the humidity and/or temperature is high The 
Retarder slows down drying action and prevents "Blushing" 
or turning white It also helps in spray mixes when “orange- 
peel" surfaces result from the dope drying in the air on the 
way to the part.
Painting the entire model white is recommended for a good 
color base, particularly when white is part of the color scheme 
Color coats can be sanded with 360 Tri-M-lte or 400 or finer 
wet paper When using masking tape for trimming, seal the 
edge with a coat of clear dope to prevent the color dope from 
bleeding under the edge Don't leave the masking tape on 
any longer than necessary The longer it is on. the harder it 
sticks. Complete the job with several sprayed coats of clear 
over the color scheme This seals the colors and adds gloss 
For a smooth, realistic finish the final coat may be rubbed 
down with Sig Rubbing Compound After applying the decals, 
protect them and the finish with wax For best results, it is 
not a good idea to try to mix different brands of paint. Use 
SIG products from the start.

8 OZ„ PINTS. QUARTS AND GALLONS

4 Ounce Clear . . . .  $1.19 
4 Ounce Color . . . .  $1.29 
4 Ounce Thinner . . .  J  .89

8 Ounce Clear . . . .  $1.98 
8 Ounce Color . . . .  $2.25 
8 Ounce Thinner . . . $1.49

Pint C le a r..........................$3.25
Pint Co lo r..........................$3.49
Pint Thinner.....................$2.25

Quart C lea r.......................$5.25
Quart Color.......................$6.25
Quart Thinner..................$3.39

Gallon C lear.................$13.95
Gallon Color.................$15.50
Gallon Thinner............ $ 8.95

SANDING SEALER
FOR FILLING WOOD GRAIN, 

SILK OR SILKSPAN 
IN BUTYRATE DOPE FINISHES 

SL-001 4 Ounce . . . $1.25 
SL-003 8 Ounce . . . $2.25 
SL-004 P in t ..................$3.75

See your d ea le r first! To order d irect, add $1 postage under $10, postage free over $10. No C .O .D . 
The Best H obby D ealers Stock S IG  - Cata log  W ith  Complete Line O f Kits And Accessories - $ 2 .0 0

SIG MANUFACTURING CO. . . Montezuma, Iowa 50171



4-CYC. 60 TUG BOAT ENGINE

4-CYCLE MARINE
Here is a new OS four cycle engine that 
is sure to excite many scale boat model
lers. These smooth running, quiet four 
cycle engines may be just the ticket fo r 
your tug boat or your river boat project. 
The engine is complete as shown in the 
above photo. Not shown but included 
is the drive shaft side of the universal 
plus several wrenches. The usual racing 
marine 60 is for very high RPM oper
ations. This engine is for lower RPM, 
high torque requirements. A four to 
five foo t boat would seem about right, 
something like the Halter American 
Enterprise at 52'/2" or the Dumas Daunt
less a t4 9 ’/2".

Suggested Retail -  $259.95

WORLD ENGINES 
WORLD ENGINES 
WORLD ENGINES 
WORLD ENGINES 
WORLD ENGINES

8960 Rossash A v e ., C in c in n a ti, Ohio 4 5 2 3 6  
Telephone (5 1 3 )7 9 3 -5 9 0 0  T e le x  2 1 4557



Tamiya 
R/C car kits 
have long proven 
themselves the 
driving superior of any 
R/C cars on the road. Their 
handling and roadability is 
dary. Performance features like for
ward and reverse proportional speed 
control, dynamic braking, and differ
ential gear have never been 
duplicated.

Nowall these features 
and dozens of others have 

n designed into these two new 
1/10 scale, Formula2 kits...and 
made to sell at up to 45% less than 
ever before.

The Martini MK22 Renault 
(RA1014) and the March 782

(RA1013) are a price breakthrough 
you can't overlook. If you already 
haveoneor moreoftheMRC-Tamiya 
R/C car kits you can't afford to pass 
these up at the new prices. And if 
you don't own one, here’s your 
chance to step up to real R/C car 
enjoyment at nearly half the price.

Don t miss these two new 
speedsters at your hobby dealer. 
Extraordinary performance at extra
ordinary prices. Write for complete 
R/C car catalog.

MRC D
TAMIYA

Model Rectifier Corporation, 2500Woodbridge Ave.,


